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ABSTRACT 
RESPONSIVENESS TO ADULT UNDERGRADUATES 
IN A TRADITIONAL LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY: 
AN INSTITUTION-WIDE SELF-ASSESSMENT 
MAY 1988 
ANNETTE E. GREENLAND, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor Patricia H. Crosson 
Nationally, increasing numbers of adults seek participation in 
higher education, but many institutions have not yet examined missions 
and practices regarding that population. The study was designed to 
measure the responsiveness to adult undergraduates of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, where 7% of undergraduates are older than 25. 
Content and process were adapted from Postsecondary Education Institu- 
tions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide 
(Commission on Higher Education and the Adult Learner), which contains 
more than 200 practices effective with adults. Instruments incor¬ 
porating modifications from the literature and suggestions of earlier 
Guide users were sent to all department and division heads, samples of 
faculty and academic advisors, and heads of the Division of Continuing 
Education and University Without Walls. Support-service heads were 
interviewed via Guide-based protocols. A dual-response format sought 
to measure support ("proponence") and usage for each practice. Data 
were subjected to analyses of variance and a posteriori constrasts 
across academic units, gender groups, and other aggregating criteria. 
Measures of "climate" for potential adoption were calculated. Written 
interpretations of mission were content-analyzed. Measures of adult- 
v 
student satisfaction with services and environment were sought via the 
Student Opinion Survey (American College Testing Program), sent to 181 
adult undergraduates in adult-degree programs and traditional majors. 
Response rate overall was over 80%. Many practices were in use in 
DCE and UWW. Elsewhere, proponence was moderately widespread; usage 
lagged far behind. Advisors were identified as the most responsive 
personnel group. Education and Health Sciences the most responsive 
academic units. Students were more satisfied than a national norm 
group with advisor availability and program-design flexibility, less 
satisfied with course availability at desired times and with faculty 
and staff attitudes. UWW students were generally more satisfied than 
other majors. Conclusions: The university is somewhat responsive now, 
but potentially very responsive, needing primarily an attitude change. 
Recommendations included recognition and professional development for 
an emerging advisors council, creation of an office of adult learning 
services, and attention to after-hours course offerings. The Guide 
adaptation was critiqued and suggestions for further research offered. 
vi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
Adults in Higher Education 
The clientele of higher education institutions has changed in the 
United States over its history, particularly in the past two decades. 
By 1980 some commentators were claiming that nontraditional students, 
including part-time students, adults, and women, were becoming the new 
traditional students. Between 1972 and 1982 the rate of growth of the 
part-time student population was triple that of the full-timers; the 
over-25 cohort had grown by 70%, compared to the under-25 growth rate 
of 23% (Shannon, 1986). Women constituted more than half of college 
enrollments in 1980, earning the majority of bachelor's and master's 
degrees. 
Figures published in 1986 by the National Center for Education 
Statistics showed that adults, predominantly part-timers, accounted for 
more than 40% of all enrollments in higher education, and that more 
than five million adults were participating in degree-credit programs 
(Documenting and Analyzing the Status of Adult Learning. . . , 1986). 
The total is now six million, according to a prepublication report of a 
1986-87 national study; of that number 75% are between the ages of 25 
and 40, 60% are female, 70% work full time, 60% are degree students 
(divided evenly between undergraduate and graduate students), 50% take 
1 
four or more courses per year, and 20% are attending on a full-time 
basis (Aslanian and Brickell, How Americans in Transition Study for 
College Credit, [1988]). 
Some forecasters predict a distinctively "adult" cast for post¬ 
secondary education in the next few decades, saying that by 1992 the 
proportion of persons over 25 may equal that of persons under 25. In a 
paper written in preparation for the present study, Greenland (1986a) 
traced the adult—student presence ' in American higher education across 
two centuries and identified current issues and trends, concluding that 
developments in workplace and lifestyle indicate that more 
adults will seek the services of colleges and universities 
as technological advances make jobs obsolete, as increased 
affluence and leisure time make attendance a more likely 
possibility, and as a generally more schooled (and more 
numerous) populace accepts the idea of recurring education 
as a natural part of life (pp. 98-99). 
Adult enrollment figures vary considerably by type of college or 
university. Some residential liberal arts colleges have purposefully 
retained their traditional-age-student mission and clientele, many 
community colleges attract large numbers both of adults and recent 
high-school graduates, and some urban universities have transformed 
programs in order to recruit a mostly after-hours commuter population. 
Some institutions have initiated their own self-appraisals to 
determine both the accuracy of their enrollment reports and the "fit" 
of their mission to their prospective clientele. Administrators and 
other professionals at many more colleges and universities have dis¬ 
cussed institutional self-evaluations at least to the point of seeking 
study materials and the aid of relevant workshops or consultants. 
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Expanding Knowledge Base 
Concurrently with the increased participation of adults in higher 
education programs, a sizable body of literature has evolved concerning 
the nature and effectiveness of a variety of institutional responses to 
students. Rooted in and stimulated by the great diversity among 
adult learners in age, life experience, prior schooling, goals, commit¬ 
ment levels, and other factors, the literature about effective prac¬ 
tices in serving adult learners has increased as theorists and practi¬ 
tioners have replicated and refined studies and found areas of agree¬ 
ment, and as more institutions committed to serving adult students have 
willingly and critically looked inward, in order to link desirable 
outcomes to identifiable institutional processes. 
In a second paper written in preparation for the present study, 
Greenland (1986b) examined selected development theories, drew some 
implications for practice, and sampled applications in higher-education 
settings. Some of the effective-practice literature is based on theo¬ 
ries of individual ego, intellectual, and moral development. Another 
developmental perspective, that focusing on institutional adaptation to 
* 
adult students, undergirds other theory-to-practice approaches; Ackell 
(1986) categorizes universities by the developmental stages they enter 
or go through—"laissez-faire," "separatist," and "equity"—as adult 
learners become more important constituencies. The first allows adults 
to "do the best they can within a system that works neither for them 
nor against them"; separatist institutions have "a clearly segregated 
and identified adult or evening unit which has demonstrably lower 
priority and status" than its traditional counterpart; and an equity 
3 
institution gives adults "the same quality and quantity of service as 
it gives younger students" (pp. 2-4). 
Age of Accountability 
Pressures for increased accountability have made "assessment," in 
varying definitions, a "key word for higher education in the 1980s" 
(Spangehl, 1987). While use of the term in the present study has a 
voluntary, internal, process-oriented, data-gathering flavor rather 
than the externally pressing, outcomes-focused, evaluative connotation 
to which the shifting "symbolism of assessment" has recently moved 
(Ewell, 1987), the underlying impetus for improvement is a recognizable 
one. 
All of the forces mentioned above—the increasing numbers of 
enrolled and prospective adult students, the growing body of literature 
about adult learners and effective ways to respond to them, and the 
general climate for organizational self-examination—together figured 
in the funding, creation and publication in 1984 of materials expressly 
designed for assessing the effectiveness and/or readiness of post¬ 
secondary 'institutions to serve adult learners. The assessment instru¬ 
ment, Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A 
Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide (1984) and its supplements 
(Warren, 1986a, 1986b) form the organizing framework and most of the 
theoretical base for the present study. 
Responsiveness to Adult Students 
The Commission on Higher Education and the Adult Learner, 
publisher of the Guide in cooperation with other agencies and institu- 
4 
tions, is concerned that much in traditional higher-education patterns 
and practices is inappropriate for adult students. A Commission publi¬ 
cation cites as examples "excessive standardization, insufficient indi¬ 
vidualization, needless repetition, and inadequate recognition of prior 
learning." The problem extends beyond the institutional level; states' 
funding formulas are too frequently obsolete, ignoring part-time stu¬ 
dents and those in continuing education units" (Adult Learners, Key to 
the Nation's Future, 1984 , p. 7). 
Some resistance to serving adult students can be traced to the 
perception (often grounded in reality) that "adults are more difficult 
to work with than traditionally aged students." Because they bring 
anxieties, skill deficiencies, and unclear expectations to the campus 
setting along with their enriching experience, they "can be scared off 
by an unresponsive system" ("Adult Learners: An Update," 1988, p. 9). 
However, given the increasing numbers of them who are seeking higher 
education and of those predicted to do so in the future, higher educa¬ 
tion institutions must examine their responsiveness to the population. 
Local Setting 
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst was selected for exami¬ 
nation within the larger context of American higher education. The 
oldest and largest of the public universities in Massachusetts, it was 
founded in 1863 as a a rural agricultural college under the Morrill 
[Land-Grant] Act, achieving "university" status in 1947. At the begin¬ 
ning of the 1985-86 academic year, more than 120 years after its found¬ 
ing, the Amherst campus was offering nearly 5,000 courses to more than 
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26,000 undergraduate and graduate students, 83% of them enrolled on a 
full-time basis (1985/86 Factbook, [1987]). 
Only about six percent of matriculated undergraduate students are 
older than 25, suggesting that service to adult students is not a high 
institutional priority, and fostering speculation that the university 
may fit in Ackell's laissez-faire or separatist stages rather than in 
the equity stage of adaptation to adult students. Its membership may 
be among those "senior" colleges and universities who, according to the 
Commission on Higher Education and the Adult Learner, 
do not envision themselves as providers of educational ser¬ 
vices to adults. They place high priority on traditional 
admissions, research, teaching to conventional clienteles, 
and public service in the form of agricultural extension, 
technology transfer, consultation, cultural events, etc. 
. . . (Adult Learners, Key to the Nation's Future, 1984, 
p. 7). ' 
A traditional image and culture, however, do not exclude large, complex 
institutions from the obligation to examine how well they respond to 
adult students. 
Purposes and Significance of Study 
The primary purpose of the study is to measure how responsive the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst is to adult undergraduates, 
by determining which practices known to facilitate the learning and 
goal achievement of many older students are in place, and by assessing 
the extent of support for current use and potential adoption of those 
practices. A secondary purpose of the study is to adapt Postsecondary 
Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment 
and Planning Guide to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
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The study is primarily significant to the local setting, in that 
it systematically gathers in one document (and subsequent summary 
reports) a usable amount of information about services and other 
responses to adult learners on this campus. The findings could (1) 
serve to aid decision-making at several levels in the institution, from 
that of an individual advisor or faculty member contemplating new 
approaches to committees and councils where broad-reaching policy is 
made; (2) provide a foundation for a more conventional, administration- 
mandated self-study involving faculty and staff work groups from a 
cross-section of units and specialties; and (3) establish a reference 
point for a replicative study to be undertaken, say, five years hence. 
The study's secondary purpose suggests significance outside the 
local setting. The Guide, described more fully in Chapter III, is the 
first widely available instrument of its kind, and has not, as will be 
shown in Chapter II, heretofore been implemented in the manner and 
situation chosen for the present study. Thus a theoretically supported 
adaptation describing instrument development and planning/implementa- 
tion processes should be usable by other institutions. 
Limitations 
Some factors in the setting, approach, and guiding instrument 
suggest possible limitations of study findings. 
Several adaptations of the general process outlined by the 
Guide, while based on characteristics of the local setting and experi¬ 
ence of earlier Guide users, should be recognized for their potentially 
restrictive aspects. In place of a mandate from the chancellor or 
provost to participate in a self-study process, persons surveyed were 
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encouraged to participate via an endorsement letter from the deputy 
provost. The actual data-gathering was not done by work teams composed 
of faculty and administrators who are tied into the formal and informal 
networks of the institution, and whose "credibility, interest, time, 
and expertise (Warren, 1986b, p. 13) would enhance the likelihood of 
useful outcomes, but by a graduate-student researcher. To counteract 
this limitation, the dissertation guidance committee was viewed as a 
support team having the requisite credibility, interest, expertise (in 
higher education as a field of study and practice, adult higher educa¬ 
tion, university administration, and institutional research), and fami¬ 
liarity with the governance and general operation of the institution. 
To the extent that the Guide is not a conventional research in¬ 
strument for which technical data on reliability and validity have been 
provided, the outcomes may be diluted by disagreement over the implied 
norms of the instrument. Further, the knowledge base concerning users 
of the Guide, while it contains criticism as well as praise, is limited 
to those reports provided to the Commission on Higher Education and the 
Adult Learner by representatives of user institutions. 
The survey findings may not be generalizable beyond the University 
of Massachusetts at Amherst. Broad generalization, however, is not a 
major issue in a study whose purposes are to gather information useful 
to a particular institution and to adapt an instrument to that institu¬ 
tion. The adapted version of the Guide is potentially generalizable to 
other institutions with similar characteristics and settings and usable 
by other researchers and/or coordinators of institutional studies. 
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Exclusions 
All exclusions were intended to limit the study to matriculated 
adult undergraduates pursuing work on the Amherst campus and to those 
faculty and administrators with regular, ongoing responsibilities and 
concerns with these students. Specifically, these groups were ex¬ 
cluded: (1) non-matriculated students in the Division of Continuing 
Education's credit-bearing programs; they by definition are not offi¬ 
cially working towards degrees, and thus are rarely required to seek 
advisors or offer any credentials for enrollment other than a high- 
school diploma; (2) participants in non-credit courses, workshops, 
training activities and seminars offered by the Division of Continuing 
Education, the Institute for Governmental Services (and other insti¬ 
tutes offering such opportunities), the Cooperative Extension Service, 
and the Staff Training and Development Unit; (3) graduate students; (4) 
adjunct faculty; (5) faculty who teach credit courses on this campus 
but whose primary appointment is at one of the other institutions in 
the Five College Consortium; and (6) academic administrators above the 
department chair/head and division chair/director levels. (Persons in 
category 6 are not subjects in the study, but are considered consumers 
of study findings.) 
As will be noted in the Adaptation of the Guide section of Chapter 
III, performance rating exercises were excluded from survey instruments 
sent to academic unit heads, faculty, and academic advisors. The 
justification for this exclusion lies in the inappropriateness of 
judging the performance of units serving few adults by the implied 
norms of those serving many. 
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Definitions of Terms 
Adult and traditional-age students. For the purposes of this 
study an adult student is a person 25 years old or older formally 
enrolled in a program of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
This is a narrowing of the Guide's term, "adult learner," which also 
includes that larger population of persons who acquire knowledge and 
skills on their own, outside the auspices of an educational institu¬ 
tion. Traditional-age students are those undergraduates 18-22 years of 
age who attend the university, primarily on a full-time basis, in 
programs leading to degrees or certificates. 
Selecting age 25 to divide the "adult student" population from the 
rest of the student population was a somewhat arbitrary decision. 
Because adult status is as much determined by social roles and respon¬ 
sibilities as by age (Kett, 1977), this dividing line would not be 
defensible in some other kinds of studies; the lower limits in one 
survey of "adult" degree programs (Eldred and Marienau, 1979) ranged 
from "under 20" to over 25. Three factors influenced the choice of 25 
for the present study: (1) The "gap" between the traditional-student 
age range of 18-22 and the adult student's age (here, 25+) is inten¬ 
tional. Work and other experiences outside the institution during this 
period usually influence adults' returns to higher education and 
determine their educational and support-service needs and their budget¬ 
ing of time, energy, and money. The interim between 22 and 25 is, for 
definitional purposes, left unnamed and unexamined, partly as a buffer 
zone between the two defined groups. (2) Enrollment statistics are re¬ 
trievable from the institutional database by age groupings, not by 
social roles and responsibilities. (3) Survey participants, when con- 
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sidering responses to questions, are more likely to distinguish "adult 
students from traditional-age students" by appearance (that is, age- 
linked characteristics) than by particular knowledge of students' 
social roles and responsibilities. 
Assessment, used far less often here than "self-study," has a 
variety of meanings to persons in education, and, according to Hartle 
(1985), "is rapidly becoming an overused word that means different 
things to different people in different settings" (p. 3). Where 
"assessment" is used in following pages instead of "self-study," it 
"refers to the process of- gathering data and assembling the evidence 
into an interpretable form" (Hartle, 1985, p. 4). 
Institutional self-study. This term signifies an examination of 
an institution's components which is initiated and carried out by its 
members or sponsors. Such a definition emulates that used in the 
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (Houston, 1986) to distinguish inter¬ 
nally-guided from externally-mandated reviews (ERIC uses "institutional 
evaluation" to connote the latter). Differentiating self-study from 
other kinds of appraisal of the entire institution has also been aided 
by Miller (1979); in his group of "five approaches to institutional 
evaluation that are currently being used," the present design fits best 
the fourth category, "self-studies for other purposes." The others are 
educational auditing, assessment by external consultants, self-studies 
for accreditation, and state and federal reviews (pp* 270-283). 
Institutional response to adult students connotes a blend of (1) 
the usage or availability, either officially or customarily, of certain 
practices in organizational units for dealing with students whose 
primary distinguishing characteristics seem to be age and apparent 
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adult status, and (2) attitudes of receptivity to, or "proponence" for 
those practices. 
Proponence is a word coined expressly for this study. Its evolu¬ 
tion is described in the Measures section of Chapter III. Proponence 
signifies, at the conceptual level, the abstract quality one exhibits 
when one is a proponent of (i. e., is in favor of, or receptive to) an 
idea or procedure. Operationally, the extent of proponence for a 
practice is expressed as the number or proportion of respondents who 
answered "Yes" to the survey-instrument question "Are you a proponent 
of this practice?" It is often used in tandem with usage. 
School, college, and faculty designation at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst is the "fundamental organizational level at 
which enrollments are analyzed and reported" (Enrollment Report and 
Analysis, 1986, p. 1). Ten designations were used in the present study 
and are listed here with their usual abbreviations: three faculties of 
the College of Arts and Sciences, Humanities and Fine Arts (HFA), 
♦ 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics (NSM), and Social and Behavioral 
Sciences (SBS), and the advising designation for undeclared majors. 
College of Arts and Sciences Information and Advising Center (CASIAC, 
CAS); School of Education (EDU); College of Engineering (ENG); College 
of Food and Natural Resources (FNR); School of Health Sciences (HSC); 
School of Management (MGT); and School of Physical Education (PHE). 
Usage was selected as the term signifying the entity expressed by 
"Yes" responses to the survey-instrument questions "Is this your prac¬ 
tice?" and "Is this your unit's practice?" Designating "usage in this 
manner avoids labelling with the word "practice" both the individual 
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items of activity listed in an instrument and the collective measure of 
their prevalence in the routines of persons or units. 
A user institution is a college or university which has imple¬ 
mented an institutional self-study based on the Guide. The user insti¬ 
tutions cited in this study are those which have sent study teams to 
workshops sponsored by the Commission on Higher Education and the Adult 
Learner and which have either submitted reports to the Commission or, 
when their names were made available by the Commission, provided 
descriptive information. User institutions are named and their study 
approaches briefly described in Chapter II. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter II, Review of Literature, is limited to selected sources 
in these areas: foundational materials for Postsecondary Education 
Institutions and the Adult Learner: Self-Study Assessment and Planning 
Guide; literature supporting institutional self-study as a process; 
* 
dissertation studies and material indexed in ERIC on institutional 
self-study; local studies relevant to the adult-student population; and 
reports from institutions which have used the Guide in self-studies. 
Chapter III, Methodology, describes the study design and lists the 
research questions which guided the design. It also describes the 
local setting, the Guide and its adaptation, participants in the study, 
measures, procedures, and data analysis and display. 
Chapter IV, Results, presents study findings so that they answer a 
number of subordinate questions which together constitute the primary 
research question, How responsive is the University of Massachusetts at 
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Amherst to adult undergraduates? The chapter concludes with a 
condensed summary of findings. 
Chapter V, Discussion and Recommendations, offers a broad answer 
to the primary research question by characterizing the most responsive 
groups and aspects and the most satisfied groups of adult students. 
Seven recommendations are presented. Theoretical implications are 
traced and suggestions for future research offered. 
Chapter VI, Critique of the Guide and its Adaptations, provides a 
final look at the process of adapting the Guide to this university, 
discusses successes and limitations of the adaptation and of the as- 
published Guide, and offers suggestions for future users. 
The bibliography includes references cited and other sources which 
contributed to the study. Appendices contain examples of cover 
letters, detailed procedural descriptions, and supplementary tables. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The literature on adult students in higher education and on 
institutional self-study is voluminous. This review presents litera¬ 
ture in each of six areas directly related to this study. First, 
materials are examined which serve as the theoretical base for Post¬ 
secondary Education and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and 
Planning Guide. These materials provide a theoretical and practical 
foundation for the Guide and establish it as a product of a panel of 
experts. Second, representative sources concerning institutional self- 
study in higher education are reviewed to establish support for it as 
a type of evaluation and to summarize characteristics of successful 
efforts. Third, dissertation studies related to institutional self- 
study are examined for their connections to the present study. Fourth, 
relevant non-dissertation materials indexed in the ERIC database are 
described. Fifth, local studies relating to adult students at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst are reviewed to support the need 
for an institutional self-study focused on that population. Finally, 
the review synthesizes reports of teams at other institutions which 
have used the Guide. 
For a more generalized review of the literature on adult students 
and adult development theory, see Selected Theories of Adult Develop- 
ment; Implications for the Responses of Higher Education Institutions 
(Greenland, 1986b). For a review of the literature on institutional 
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adaptations to adult student s, see A History of t_he Adult—Learner 
Presence in College and Universities; Current Issues and Developments 
(Greenland, 1986a). 
Foundational Materials for Postsecondary Education Institutions 
and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and~Planning Guide 
A growing body of literature attempts to delineate principles of 
effective institutional practice in serving adult students. It starts 
with the principle that institutional response to adult students has 
much to do with the great variability among adult students—in age, 
life experience, prior schooling, employment status, developmental 
stage, learning needs and styles, and other factors—and with the 
reasons adults return to college settings to work toward personal and 
professional goals. Important concepts are the voluntariness of adult 
participation in higher education, the part-time nature of much of that 
participation, the wish of many adults to be actively involved in 
planning their programs of study, the multiple contexts in which adults 
move, and the "uses" they attribute to knowledge depending on their 
life stages. 
Weaving these concepts into a sound rationale enabled the 
developers of the Guide to construct a valid instrument for assessing 
appropriateness of institutional response. According to the principal 
developer (Arthur W. Chickering, personal communication, June 5, 1987), 
the key conceptual frameworks for the Guide are contained in three 
publications: Turning Colleges Toward Adults (Lindquist and Marienau, 
1981); Higher Education for Adult Mental Health: Model Programs, Pro_ 
fessional Development and Institutional Change to Serve Adult Learners 
(Lynch, Doyle, and Chickering, 1984); and "Comprehensive Counseling and 
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Support Programs for Adult Learners: Challenge to Higher Education" 
(Lynch and Chickering, 1984, pp. 45-73). The two latter works are 
outgrowths of the Higher Education for Adult Mental Health Project, 
funded during 1981-1984 by the National Institutes for Mental Health 
and sponsored by Memphis State University's Center for the Study of 
Higher Education, directed by Arthur W. Chickering. 
The Lindquist and Marineau work was an outcome of an earlier 
project, Higher Learning for Diverse Adults (HiLDA), sponsored by 
Memphis State University and the Fund for the Improvement of Secondary 
Education (FIPSE). In Section I, Lindquist identified several effec¬ 
tive institutional practices under the headings "logistical adjustments 
for adults" (p. 2), "responding to adult experience" (p. 5), "educating 
for adult development" (p. 11), and "learning styles of adults" (p. 
15). Practices in the first category which are reflected in the Guide 
deal with fitting college study around the work and family responsibi¬ 
lities of older students; these include making possible the development 
of learning contracts negotiated cooperatively by student and faculty 
mentor; combining traditional courses, independent study, media-deli¬ 
vered courses, and other components into individualized study plans; 
and reformatting traditional meeting schedules into fewer and longer 
sessions. Practices from the second category which have Guide equiva¬ 
lents acknowledge that adults "have learned a few things along the way" 
to being older than 18—22—year olds (p. 6); such practices include 
evaluating in a rigorous but fair manner, and awarding credit for, non- 
collegiate, college-level learning; and incorporating adults experi¬ 
ence into classroom activities and/or problem-solving assignments. 
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In Lindquist's third category are practices which consider the 
various kinds and levels of students' development and promote indivi¬ 
dualized responses. Among these practices are training advisors to 
identify development levels and to provide low or high structure ac¬ 
cordingly; adapting classroom teaching so that the kind of information¬ 
dispensing that does little to stimulate thinking is interspersed with 
such challenges to higher developmental levels as group problem¬ 
solving, critical essays, and independent study projects; and designing 
curricula so that structure and support can be varied according to 
students development levels, and so that interdisciplinary approaches 
can be undertaken to stimulate synthesis and evaluation. Similar 
approaches emerge from Lindquist's fourth category of practices, which 
address cognitive styles along with diverse approaches to learning 
situations and call for faculty to be able to differentiate among 
students who would benefit by working in a group and those who work 
best alone, and among students who need high challenge and those who 
need high structure. 
In Section II, Marienau traced the HiLDA project, whose partici¬ 
pants were teams from 13 institutions which had had varying amounts of 
experience with adult students. Designed to demonstrate how theory 
concerning adult learning and planned change might be translated into 
practice within diverse colleges and universities (pp* 34-35), the 
project workshops emphasized the collection of baseline data on adult 
students within the institution and the use of such information in 
"action-oriented research" to "help with the diagnosis of problems, 
influence policy, or, at a minimum ... be a consciousness-raising 
tool" (p. 87). 
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The project which produced the second and third publications 
involved teams from 18 institutions in problem-solving learning experi¬ 
ences. The project was 
designed to stimulate participant study of theory, research 
and applications relating to adult development, preventive 
mental health and planned institutional change. . . . The 
Project was oriented toward creating institutional environ¬ 
ments, teaching and learning practices, and support services 
which help students tackle developmental tasks more effective¬ 
ly and deal with problems at early stages . . . (Lynch, Doyle, 
and Chickering, 1984, p. 2). 
Three theoretical and research bases were the foundation for 
the project's learning activities: (1) adult development theory, in¬ 
cluding stage theory and learning styles theory and their relationships 
to changes in the population's age mix and family and work styles; (2) 
preventive mental health theory, which focuses on maximizing strengths 
through education; and (3) theories of planned institutional change 
which bring external models to bear on local needs (pp. 16-17). 
At their respective institutions, teams developed model programs 
in these areas: administrative structures, policies, and procedures 
(including attention to institutional and program mission statements); 
curricular changes and instructional programs; student services 
programs; network and linking programs; adult student support groups; 
and professional development programs (p. 3). They brought to project 
network meetings their successes and problems for group processing via 
theoretical and practical approaches. Additional issues arose beyond 
those planned for the project and were addressed in group settings, via 
consultation, and/or in some of the model programs; those reflected 
later in the Guide included portfolio development for assessment of 
prior learning and leadership-skills development towards implementing 
innovations (p. 17). 
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In the third work, Lynch and Chickering addressed counseling and 
support programs, characterizing an "ideal" system which responds to 
such social conditions as the "greying" of America, the emergence of 
the information society, the changing roles of women which affect 
demands for education, and the increasingly diverse constituencies of 
many higher education institutions (pp. 45-46). While the authors' 
ideal three service clusters"—entering services, supporting 
services, and culminating services—do not have precise structural 
equivalents in the intentionally flexible format of the Guide, they 
represent one comprehensive manifestation of a key goal: coordination 
and networking among support services. Most of the recommended prac¬ 
tices in the clusters can be linked directly to effective practices 
addressed in the Guide's diagnostic questions: 
(1) Entering Services—preadmissions, recruitment, admissions, 
financial aid, student employment, orientation, educational 
planning, developmental assessment, assessment of prior learn¬ 
ing and registration; (2) Supporting Services—academic sup¬ 
port services, career development, life and personal counseling, 
educational programming, recreational, athletic and cultural 
activities, health services and wellness programs, student 
government and organizations, residential life, child care, 
support groups, and developmental mentoring; (3) Culminating 
Services—academic program review and graduation assessment,* 
job search,* resume writing,* interviewing* and placement 
services, practica, internships and other experiential learning, 
and developmental transcript review* (Lynch and Chickering, 
1984, p. 54). 
The authors also call for intelligent use of computer-assisted 
advising and remedial services and other applications of technology, 
and for professional development for current staff that prepares them 
for their new roles in serving adult learners (pp. 67, 69); these 
topics are addressed in various Guide categories. 
*No Guide questions name these practices specifically. 
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A major work edited by Chickering and completed just prior to the 
initiation of the National Institutes for Mental Health grant project 
can also be cited as a source of influence on his later conceptualiza¬ 
tion of the Guide. The Modern American College: Responding to the New 
Realities of Diverse Students and a Changing Society (Chickering and 
Associates, 1981) is structured upon the concept that "since every 
college or university is a tight system of interacting parts, broad- 
based understanding is necessary if significant institutional develop¬ 
ment is to occur" (p. xxviii). The book's sections, representing the 
writing of 51 theorists and practitioners in adult development, curri¬ 
culum, student services, administration, and other specialties, are 
usable in professional development activities for increasing knowledge 
of adult learning and development; by specific disciplines and profes¬ 
sions in "rethinking curricular content, course sequences, teaching 
practices, and educational resources"; and by faculty and administrators 
examining the general appropriateness of learning environments and 
specific practices within an internally consistent environment of "in¬ 
stitutional goals, educational practices, administrative organization 
and behavior, professional development, and research programs examining 
institutional effectiveness" (p. xxviii). 
Contemporaneously, much of the research and theoretical develop¬ 
ment in adult learning and adult development was being synthesized and 
supplemented by Cross (1981), whom Chickering cites as influencing his 
work. The "barriers to participation" model extended by Cross after 
the work of Carp, Peterson, and Roelfs (1974) is part not only of the 
past decade's thinking about adult access to higher education but also 
of the present study. 
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Developmental theorists whose work undergirds much of the concep¬ 
tual framework established by the late 1970s regarding adult higher 
education have been characterized, and implications of their thinking 
for institutional response summarized, by Greenland (1986b), who also 
recognizes the role of many others in expanding understanding of insti¬ 
tutional responses to adult students. Among those widely cited in the 
adult higher education literature whose writing antedates or parallels 
the HiLDA and NIMH projects, in addition to Cross, are Greenberg 
(1981), who formulated a set of organizing principles for program 
design (pp. 218-219) and used an adult-student metaphor to illustrate a 
model for effective institutional management (p. 126); and Weathersby 
and Tarule (1980), who, recognizing that it is "extremely difficult to 
break out of old habits of thought" in order to apply new theoretical 
perspectives (p. 42), called for increased "humanization" of higher 
education institutions as they respond not only to students' develop¬ 
mental needs but to those of faculty, administrators, and staff (p. 2). 
Finally, the annotated bibliography provided in the Guide suggests 
not only the interconnectedness of foundational and other antecedent 
material but also the range of authors and topics which could be ex¬ 
plored by Guide-users engaged in planning institutional change. More 
than 130 references are listed, 21 as general works and the remainder 
grouped to correspond exactly with the categories in the self-study 
* 
section (Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A 
Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide; Part 1^ User s Handbook, 
1984, pp. 14-26). 
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Institutional Self-Study 
On the surface, defending periodic or ongoing self-examination as 
essential to effective management and planning would seem unnecessary. 
Institutional self-study has become more widespread over the last three 
decades, its growth influenced by requirements of external funding and 
increased demands for accountability and effective management. How¬ 
ever, such processes are not universally undertaken and are not always 
effectively managed or utilized by colleges and universities. Some 
self-study efforts are implemented only when the spectre of required 
external review for reaccreditation looms. Possible benefits are 
numerous, but can be lost among the "burdensome, descriptive, mechani¬ 
cal" aspects of self-study processes (Kells, 1983, p. xii). 
Although the relevant literature has expanded somewhat correspond¬ 
ingly to the growth of the process, less than a decade ago Kells and 
Kirkwood (1979) noted that "Institutional self-study, the first and 
most important step in the widely accepted institutional accreditation 
process in American higher education, has never had a thorough empiri¬ 
cal study" (p. 25). Much of the available literature on institutional 
self-study is embedded in considerations of the accreditation process, 
even though such efforts constitute only one of five kinds of currently 
used evaluations conducted on an institution-wide level; the five, 
named by Miller (1979, p. 270) are educational auditing, assessments by 
external consultants, self-studies for accreditation, self-studies for 
other purposes, and state and federal reviews. 
While the literature search undertaken in preparation for the 
present study was directed chiefly toward research and comment on 
"self-studies for other purposes," the accreditation literature became 
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an important source of supports for the self-study process, desired 
attributes, barriers identification, and instrument selection. Miller 
(1979) and, more recently, Ewell (1984) cover a broad range of institu¬ 
tional self-assessment processes and purposes; Kells and Kirkwood 
(1979) and Kells (1983) write more within the context of accreditation, 
while not limiting their remarks to that sphere. 
Supports 
More advantages than disadvantages for institutional self-study 
are cited in the literature. Institutions which undertake systematic 
self-study are more likely to deter "excessive influence from external 
forces" and to show that they risk being "at the heart of the human 
instinct to improve through innovation" (Miller, 1979, p. 267). As 
academic communities, universities "place unusual value on acquiring 
information and using it for social and individual improvement," so 
that systematic assessment procedures "are fast becoming hallmarks of 
what can be termed the self-regarding institution" (Ewell, 1984, pp. 4- 
5). When complemented by institutional research, institutional self- 
study is "directly related to effective institutional management and 
functioning," particularly the "control" function (Kells and Kirkwood, 
1979, p. 27). 
Barriers 
Although institutional self-study is widely perceived as 
desirable, many barriers or objections to it exist. Several were 
identified in the literature as potentially applicable to the present 
study: (1) the difficulty of clarifying the complex goals of a large 
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institution; (2) the scarcity of methods for gathering and using data; 
(3) faculty resistance born either of fear of evaluation or conviction 
that their work isn't measurable by non-faculty; (4) excessive cost; 
(5) lack of administrative commitment and capability for using study 
outcomes (Kells, 1983, pp. 5-6; Ewell, 1984, pp. 72-77); (6) the dis¬ 
proportionately lower motivation of master- and doctoral-level institu¬ 
tions for using self-studies for improvement (Kells and Kirkwood, 1979, 
p. 41); and (7) perceptions that the problem addressed by the study 
isn't an important one. 
Form and Characteristics 
Of the five forms of self-study identified by Kells and Kirkwood 
(1979, pp. 34-36), the present study fits in the Form 3 category, an 
assessment of selected topics (the others are the comprehensive, com¬ 
prehensive with special emphases, current special study, and regular 
institutional research forms). Desirable attributes of a self-study 
listed by Kells (1983, p. 17) include internal motivation for the 
process (as contrasted to external pressure), committed top leadership, 
study design appropriate to the institution, goal clarification, repre¬ 
sentative and useful participation from the academic community, a well- 
led process, improvement during and as a result of the process, a 
readable concluding report, and a subsequently improved system of 
institutional research, self-analysis, and self-improvement. Corres¬ 
ponding weaknesses, some identified in a study of 208 institutions 
self-study processes (Kells, 1983, p. 55), can be derived by stating 
the opposites of the desirable characteristics. 
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Instrument Selection 
The literature supports the use of well-chosen, well-designed 
instruments. Advantages of using instruments are their capability for 
collecting systematic data from large groups and the likelihood that 
respondents not otherwise engaged in the study may be affected in a 
positive way. Poor or no results accrue from using hastily designed or 
untimely instruments or from distributing them in the absence of 
sophistication, coordination, and good judgment," according to Kells 
(1983, p. 77). Kells also provides support for the kind of systematic, 
literature-based instrument development undertaken in the present 
study: 
Remember that no one method or taxonomy or ready-made set 
of questionnaires or data schemes is totally appropriate 
as is for your college, university, or program. . . . 
Select the ideas, items, and parts of schemes that will help 
you conduct the studies. . . . Build the rest as you see fit 
(p. 76). 
Dissertation Research Concerning Institution-Wide Self-Studies 
Two search modes aided the identification of dissertations related 
to institutional self-studies. In both modes the top priority was 
locating research studies in which the doctoral candidate had both 
planned and carried out an institution—wide assessment in a university 
or public four-year college. None meeting all of these criteria was 
found. 
Kells and Kells (1984) compiled an annotated list of 122 disserta¬ 
tions through a search guided by keywords dealing with accreditation, 
self study, visiting teams, and various derivations of those terms. Of 
the 15 listed in their topic index under "The Accrediting Process 
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Self-Study" (p. 34), 11 are in the decade of interest to the present 
study. None of the 11 investigators carried out a self-study him- or 
herself, but abstracts of four of the dissertations, all of doctoral 
candidates in land-grant institutions, offer conclusions or other 
information at least peripherally relevant to the purposes and proces¬ 
ses of the present study. At the University of Minnesota, Stoodley 
(1982) developed a self-study and data-collection method for use in the 
several accreditation processes of a two-year institution, but did not 
carry out the self-study. Massenberg's (1979) dissertation at Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University compared traditional and 
non-traditional self-study methods used in six Southern institutions, 
concluding that "the nontraditional self-study appears to get stronger 
impetus, the opportunity for stronger procedures, and stronger impacts 
or outcomes" and suggesting the use of such approaches by administra¬ 
tors who "desire the use of an optional method of self-evaluation for 
additional outcomes. Van Pallandt's (1981) dissertation at the Univer¬ 
sity of Tennessee analyzed the status of systemwide self-studies of 
selected multicampus universities, finding such activity to be fre¬ 
quent, highly valued, and separate and distinct from "regular" accredi¬ 
ting activities. At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Day 
(1980) analyzed the impact of non-traditional forms of institutional, 
accreditation-related self-study upon planning and goal achievement in 
37 New England community colleges. He found significant lack of 
"involvement in and knowledge about alternative forms of institutional 
self-study" and few well-established or continuous mechanisms for 
undertaking such efforts. 
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A computer search of titles in the Dissertation Abstracts Intema- 
--lonal database was initiated. The retrieval process was guided by the 
keywords (in singular, plural, and adjectival forms) "adult students or 
learners, adult programs," "institutional self-study, self-evalua¬ 
tion, self-assessment, self-appraisal, self-examination," "institu¬ 
tional study, assessment, appraisal, examination, evaluation," and 
self-study, self-evaluation, self-assessment, self-appraisal, self- 
examination." Twenty-eight titles were retrieved, none suggesting 
characteristics of a study similar to the present study. As judged by 
their titles, eight dissertations concerned assessments outside higher 
education institutions, six focused only on graduate programs or facul— 
ty/staff development, four concerned single disciplines or subjects 
(such as nursing, Spanish), seven were limited to single services or 
programs within an institution, two examined community college struc¬ 
tures, and one modeled adult education growth in small private col¬ 
leges . 
Non-Dissertation Literature 
A computer-guided search of the ERIC database for references other 
than dissertations produced little except of peripheral interest to an 
institution-wide self-study concerning services to adult students. 
None of the reports from institutions which had used the Guide had at 
that time been entered into the ERIC system. The search was guided by 
these descriptors selected from Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (Houston, 
1986): "self-evaluation (groups)," "institutional evaluation," "organi¬ 
zational effectiveness," and the delimiting descriptors "colleges and 
universities" and "adult students. 
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Of 27 abstracts retrieved, only two carried at least three of the 
descriptors and thus suggested factors considered in the design of the 
present study. Cloutier (1985) used a state-developed instrument to 
survey students, faculty, administrators, and advisory committee mem¬ 
bers concerning the adult and continuing education program at a Wiscon¬ 
sin technical institute; she recommends that future investigators avoid 
one of the flaws of her study, that of constructing a series of ques¬ 
tionnaires having no items in common. Hruby's (1980) narrative re¬ 
counts a massive ($35,000, 15-month, 4,.500-question) reassessment at a 
Catholic liberal-arts college; inferences drawn from the report are 
that the effort required every faculty member's time and involved many 
students but was cumbersome to manage and interpret. 
Local Studies 
The timing was right for the present study at this university. A 
new chancellor of higher education had just called for redress of 
inequities in continuing education and graduate programs (both primari¬ 
ly "adult" programs) in Massachusetts' public institutions (Jenifer, 
1986) and had reemphasized the "flagship" role of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst among those institutions (Franklyn Jenifer, 
speech at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, February, 1987). 
Publicity in the commercial press a few months prior (Kraft, 1986) had 
called attention to the shortage of after-hours' classes and the "aging 
of the student population" (p. 4). 
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No institution-wide self-study concerning services to adult 
undergraduates has been undertaken at the University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst. The most recent full reaccreditation self study, in 1978, 
and a fifth-year report which followed in 1984 contained few referen¬ 
ces to the older student population (Accreditation Self-Study Report, 
1978; Fifth-Year Report to Commission on Institutions of Higher 
Education, 1984). 
Seven more narrowly focused studies of potential use to the pre¬ 
sent study were identified. However, the results of one study are 
nearly 10 years old, three were incomplete at the time of the litera¬ 
ture review, and three are limited to either a very small part of the 
university's adult population or to one program. 
In late 1978 the university's Student Affairs Research and 
Evaluation Office (SAREO) surveyed more than 200 students 25 and older 
to determine their concerns. Respondents expressed needs for accurate 
information about campus and community services, academic advising, 
late-aftemoon and evening classes, career planning assistance, and 
extended office hours for the offices of admissions, bursar, financial 
aid, and other services. Suggestions concerned fostering advocacy for 
older students among administrators and implementing staff workshops 
about needs and characteristics of the population (Perrault, 1987, [pp. 
7-8 ]). 
More recently, SAREO has "not done much to study adult issues, 
and in its ongoing surveys asks students' ages only if pertinent, 
according to its former director (William Weitzer, personal communica¬ 
tion, June 2, 1987). SAREO mails an annual survey to a sample of 
students and conducts weekly telephone surveys of from 200 to 400 
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students on various topics. Because random samples are selected and 
because adult undergraduates constitute only about six percent of the 
population, only a relatively small amount of information is obtained 
from the latter group. 
In November, 1986, in response to a request from the faculty and 
staff of University Without Walls that more evening courses be offered 
(Edward J. Harris et^ al. , personal communication, September 12, 1986), 
the associate provost for undergraduate education suggested that UWW 
students be surveyed to determine their needs in evening-course 
programming (Norman D. Aitken, personal communication, November 18, 
1986) . Appropriate questions were added to a survey being implemented 
at the time by a student carrying out an senior honors project (Denny, 
1987) , described below. However, a low response rate and a lack of 
specificity in her questions limit the usefulness of the course sug¬ 
gestions she received. 
Still in progress at the time of the literature review were 
Denny's study and another undertaken by an undergraduate. Perrault, an 
adult student and a full-time employee in the admissions office, con¬ 
tracted with a faculty member for a senior practicum in the Division of 
Home Economics. The products were to be a resource manual entitled 
How Does a Traditional State University Adjust to Needs of the Non- 
Traditional Student? (Perrault, 1987) and a new brochure for prospec¬ 
tive adult and other non-traditional students (University of Massachu- 
setts at Amherst Nontraditional Students, 1987). Perrault s question¬ 
naire survey of support—service and adult program heads for obtaining 
updated brochure material antedated by a few months the present study's 
interviews of 11 of the same subjects. 
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Denny (1987), a University Without Walls student and a market 
researcher, surveyed all current UWW students two months prior to the 
present study's data collection period. Her mailed questionnaire was 
designed to gather data about students' experience within UWW; to 
determine their level of satisfaction with the UWW degree process, 
required UWW courses, and resources available through the rest of the 
university; to elicit the most-liked and least-liked attributes of UWW; 
and to collect suggestions for evening courses. Although her response 
rate was low (27%) and her rating scale is different from the one used 
in the present study, seven questions are similar in the student in¬ 
struments used in the two studies. 
In addition to Denny's recent work, UWW has been formally studied 
more than have adult—student components elsewhere in the university, 
through periodic surveys of alumni, in occasional dissertation studies 
in other institutions, and in Regents' reviews. Stetson (1978), who 
completed his doctorate at Loyola University of Chicago, surveyed stu¬ 
dents, staff, and faculty associated with seven UWW-type programs in 
order to compare perceptions of UWW and characterizations of an "ideal" 
UWW. Tiberii (1980), a doctoral candidate in the University of Massa¬ 
chusetts School of Education, summarized Stetson's data and conclusions 
where they were pertinent to the local UWW, but did not construct 
precise data tables. Stetson's local response rate was low: students, 
27%; faculty and staff, 34% (Tiberii, p. 2). A majority of student 
respondents liked the freedom of planning their own curriculum, felt 
their choices were greater than in traditional programs and that they 
had developed academic programs not usually available elsewhere in the 
university, and viewed the advising process as important in estab- 
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lishing goals (Tiberii, p. 2). Faculty and staff respondents, 85% of 
whom had been working with UWW for three years or longer, generally 
favored the structure, choice, and evaluative features of UWW. About 
23% felt UWW programs academic quality was higher than that of tradi¬ 
tional undergraduate programs, 44% saw no differences, and 20% saw UWW 
as lower (Tiberii, p. 4). 
An external evaluation team studied UWW in 1986 as part of the 
[Massachusetts] Regents' Degree Program Review Process. The team found 
that UWW supports the philosophy of "a land—grant university in its 
proactive outreach and design to serve the needs of older adult citi¬ 
zens" (Blake, Forrest, and Greenberg, 1986, p. [1]). Among the 16 
strengths cited are seven relevant to survey items in the present 
study: individualized degree program model, assessment and advising 
capability, barriers reduction for adult students, interdisciplinary 
perspective, developmental orientation to learning, and relationships 
with other campus units (p. [21]). Among eight listed weaknesses, one 
is specifically and most closely related to the present study: "inade¬ 
quate evening and weekend course schedules and other services available 
via the University" (p. [22]). 
Reports from Users of the Guide 
Of nearly 160 administrator/faculty teams who attended two-day 
Guide-orientation workshops sponsored by the Commission on Higher Edu¬ 
cation and the Adult Learner from 1984 to 1986, more than 90 had sent 
followup reports to the Commission by early 1987. Forty-six had com¬ 
pleted their self-studies and another nine or ten were "in progress," 
according to the Commission's vice chair (William H. Warren, personal 
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communication, February 26, 1987). Reports which described the initla- 
tion, planning, implementation, and outcomes of institutional self- 
studies were sought as an information pool to aid adaptation of the 
Guide to the present study. Priorities for selection of user reports 
began with institutions comparable to the University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst, but also included other relevant materials, in this order: 
land-grant institutions, Northeastern peer institutions of the Univer¬ 
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst, institutions of any size which had 
involved students in coordinating or data-gathering phases of self- 
studies, large public institutions other than land-grant and peer 
institutions, and others. 
The Search 
Two collections of reports were surveyed initially: (1) 16 
"vignettes" (field reports) of the earliest users, compiled by Warren 
(1986a) and published by the Commission; and (2) eight subsequent 
reports on file in the Commission office, where they were examined 
January 6, 1987. Requests for additional information were sent to ten 
of the institutions represented in these two collections, and to nine 
institutions identified by the Commission as possibly nearing comple¬ 
tion of their studies. 
Effect of User Reports on Present Study 
The final information pool comprised usable reports of 19 institu¬ 
tions. Brief descriptions of their self-study efforts follow; the 
specific ideas incorporated into or influencing the design of the 
present study are underscored. 
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Only one land-grant Institution, the University of New Hampshire 
System, had reported completed studies to the Commission. The system 
utilized the Guide In assessments of Keene State College and the School 
for Lifelong Learning. At Keene, the entire Institution was evaluated, 
first by four administrators and then by 12 faculty and staff, each 
working within the confines of a two-day workshop. The Keene report 
strengthened the Guide s validity; according to its academic vice- 
president, Because the instrument was developed cooperatively by 
respected organizations, it has an air of objectivity and openness 
which leads to a non-threatening view of one's efforts" (Gustafson, 
1986, p. 39). 
The staff of the UNH School for Lifelong Learning, a statewide 
adult degree program, used the Guide along with reaccreditation standards 
in a two-day workshop. The SLL report called attention to ambiguous 
directions and cumbersome pages in the Guide, suggested that one person 
do the organizing and following through (on a timeline), and expressed 
the need for more questions in the areas of programming and instruction 
and faculty/staff development (Olivier, 1986, pp. 73-78). 
The UNH system was also the only one of the 16 peer institutions 
of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst which had reported a 
completed study. 
Two institutions had involved students in carrying out self- 
studies. At the University of Lowell (MA), the self-study exercise was 
initiated by a staff member who is a doctoral student and who collabo¬ 
rated with the associate vice president for instruction. In a two-day 
workshop, 25 participants met in three groups and produced a two-page 
list of recommendations for university action (Report of Working Ses- 
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sion on Adult Learners, January 14, 1985; Christine Oatls, personal 
communications, February 12 and 14, 1987). The Lowell exercise pointed 
up the necessity of defining "adult student" precisely for partlcl- 
pants. 
An institution-wide self-study at Lourdes College (OH) was 
carried out by seven adult undergraduates in a business course taught 
by Dr. Clara Barut. The students interviewed campus administrators, 
using assigned sections of the Guide; interviewees had earlier received 
copies of the Guide, an approval letter from the college's president, 
and an explanatory memo from Barut. Students were encouraged to press 
for "Yes” or "No" responses to questions, and "not to take the five- 
point [rating] scale too seriously" (Barut, personal communication, 
February 24, 1987). In group sessions, the students completed the 
Guide's Performance Matrix and prepared a report including personal 
observations, recommendations, and the performance ratings. According 
to Lourdes' president, "We have not acted upon the recommendations as a 
result of the student interviews of the institution's administrators" 
(Sister Ann Francis, personal communication, March 26, 1987). Accord¬ 
ing to the instructor, some administrators refused to be interviewed, 
and a reaccreditation self-study team chose not to use "student work" 
in its own self-study (Barut, personal communication, February 24, 
1987). 
The Lourdes experience stressed the importance of careful planning 
and rehearsing of interview technique, the need to establish credibili¬ 
ty and professionalism in materials and processes, and reasons for 
anticipating resistance from some subjects. 
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The reports of teams from eight other large public institutions 
contained useful information. 
Middle Tennessee State University undertook an assessment of its 
continuing education unit and certain support units and adult programs, 
using a team appointed by the president and chaired by the dean of 
continuing education. They surveyed adult students by mail, using a 
21-item section of the Adult Learner Needs Assessment Survey (Dean 
Rosemary W. Owens, personal communication, April 7, 1987). The team's 
report emphasized identifying key people with primary responsibility in 
support areas, and suggested that a small team manage the assessment 
process but involve many people in key roles (Huffman, 1986, p. 20). 
Southeast Missouri State University's (SMSU) assessment was car¬ 
ried out by a task force of faculty, professional staff, and adminis¬ 
trators, using interviews and group meetings. According to the SMSU 
report, in which items selected from 173 recommendations are arranged 
under Guide headings, the "self study revealed little that the institu¬ 
tion did not know about itself," but the act of self-study facilitated 
change (Guess Who's Coming to College. . . , 1985, p. 13). The SMSU 
report set a tone for the present study by identifying a campus problem 
which is 
not a lack of interest but rather a mind-set which has, 
traditionally, been preoccupied with the needs of the 18-22 
year old student. This report intends not to supplant the 
traditional focus but, rather, to broaden institutional 
sensitivity to the unique needs of a rapidly growing 
constituency" (p. 4). 
According to the dean of graduate studies and extended learning, the 
teams also included adult students (Sheila R. Caskey, personal 
communication, February 18, 1987). 
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Eastern Illinois University's task force, chaired by the director 
of occupational education, comprised eight committees representing the 
institution s Colleges and some support services. EIU's report is 
arranged so that each College can see how it compares to the others 
(Soderberg, 1986). According to the associate vice-president for 
academic affairs, several participants "criticized what they called the 
self-serving and extremely complicated nature of the survey instrument" 
(Margaret Soderberg, personal communication, February 17, 1987). 
The University of New Brunswick's proposal for an assessment 
project was designed around a steering committee representing two 
campuses and reporting to the president (Serving the Needs of Adult 
Learners at UNB. . . , 1985, pp. 9-10). According to the dean of 
faculty, the study was tabled by the president, who "felt we could not 
proceed with this in view of other priorities," but a survey of adult 
students, a new committee on recruitment and retention, and an expanded 
data analysis were initiated (Peter McGahan, personal communication, 
February 26, 1987). The UNB experience emphasizes the importance of 
commitment by top administrators, recognizes that adult student 
opinion is essential, and shows how the information in the Guide can be 
used at levels short of an institution-wide assessment. 
For Ohio University's campus-wide self-study, which covered the 
main campus, regional campuses, and distance-education programs, a 10- 
member task force appointed by the provost was assisted by an outside 
consultant. Five adult students were interviewed in a round-table 
format. OU's report, one of the most useful for the present study, 
suggested that future Guide users interview faculty from departments 
other than those designated to serve adults, to 
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show the sizable contribution that their faculty are 
making to serving the adult student population, . 
to give the academic unit more recognition for’their’ 
work (Mark, 1986, p. 51). 
Noting that the Guide is difficult to disseminate in orderly fashion, 
the report suggested that institutions which cannot devote time and 
money to a campus-wide committee-steered study could have "one office 
with the support of the senior administration" take care of the 
'mechanics of the assessment process, evaluation, and follow-up inter¬ 
views," then convene a committee to study the results (p. 52). Student 
input is essential to illustrate the difference "between the institu¬ 
tion s perception of itself and the the student's perception of the 
institution" (p. 50). 
The project undertaken by a task force at the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte (UNC) was the "equivalent of a whole institu¬ 
tional self-study" and involved open hearings as well as interviews, 
according to the director of the library, who served as chair (Raymond 
Frankie, personal communication, February 16, 1987). The group found 
that following the Guide too closely "led to the collection of a great 
accumulation of facts, which caused it to lose sight of the overall 
situation" (Frankie, 1986, p. 57). The UNC report suggested that one 
or more individuals have released time for the project (p. 57). The 
chair's opinion that "a major educational process needs to take place 
with faculty" (Frankie, personal communication, February 16, 1987) 
influenced the present study's attention to definitions of practices, 
explanatory cover letters, detail in instrument instructions. 
Central Michigan University's two-part report was the most exten¬ 
sive of those obtained for the literature review. A provost-appointed 
team adapted the Guide; completing parts of it were representatives at 
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CMU s off-campus centers across the country and in on-campus adult 
programs. CMU's major recommendations for its on-campus component 
closely resemble, and probably influenced reflection upon, several 
outcomes of the present study: clarification of mission, coordination 
of adult-learner services, publication of existing programs and se^ 
—-ces v extension of office and class hours, and provision of staff 
training (Murphy, Repp, and Senter, June, 1985, and September, 1985). 
The self-study process at the University of Missouri - St. Louis 
was directed by the dean and assistant dean of continuing education and 
extension. They added Guide questions to the institution's standard 
questionnaire used in periodic evaluations of academic units, inter- 
viewed all department chairs and returned survey data to them, and 
utilized survey information from peer institutions (Smith, 1986, pp. 
31-34). 
Two reports from large private institutions were useful, the first 
extensively so. Roosevelt University (IL), which enrolls 40,000 stu¬ 
dents at 16 locations, reviewed its college of continuing education, 
whose dean administered the process, assisted by other administrators, 
faculty, support-unit representatives, and existing college committees. 
The report informed the present study, first, by characterizing the 
instrument and its assumptions in a manner which confirmed the choice 
of the Guide as appropriate for the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst: 
To some, the assessment instrument seemed almost dated, 
implying a very traditional model of a university which 
is not designed to serve adults, but which may make 
various accommodations for adults within its existing 
structures (Wolfe, 1986, p. 28) 
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Secondly, the report Included numerous suggestions for adapting or 
augmenting the Guide (pp. 28-29), only a few of which were incorporated 
into the design of the present study: More focus should be given to 
curriculum design, including interdisciplinary courses and individu¬ 
alized degree programs, to seeking adult students' opinions, to the 
political" issue of academic control of non-traditional learning, to 
the treatment of faculty participation in nontraditional teaching as 
Part j-oad ££ overload, to a referral system connecting traditional 
nontraditional programs, and to combining the institution's prio¬ 
ritises with needs expressed by adult students. 
Inter American University of Puerto Rico, a multicampus system, 
used a team of "officials" chaired by an assistant academic vice presi¬ 
dent to assess six regional colleges and three other adult units. 
Difficulties arose in involving sufficient faculty and persons with 
adequate evaluation expertise or understanding of adult programs. 
Numerous orientation and strategy sessions were required, fostering 
recognition of "the need to establish an attractive faculty rewarding 
system" for participation (Institutional Self-Assessment Study Related 
to Adult Learners, 1986, p. 7; see also Rubero, 1986, pp. 9-12). 
Finally, new information or comments augmenting earlier ideas 
came out of reports from four other institutions whose teams and study 
targets are not described in this review. The team at Coastline 
Community College (CA) selectively reviewed the Guide and rephrased 
questions, suggested clearly defining goals for using the Guide, train¬ 
ing from one to three committed people in using it, and allowing time 
to modify it (Secord, 1986, pp. 68, 71). The Whitehead Center for 
Lifelong Learning at the University of Redlands suggested having one 
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Person do the organizing and following through, on a definite timeline 
(Halsey, 1986, p. 82). Stephens College School for Liberal and Profes¬ 
sional Studies (MO) suggested that the study not coincide with other 
studies (Losty and Elliott, 1986, p. 88). The College of St. Catherine 
(MN) suggested that other users involve more students, faculty, and 
staff than they had (Murphy, 1986, p. 46). 
About 50 suggestions from Guide users influenced the present 
study; two-thirds influenced assumptions, scope, or process and one- 
third affected the choice of content. 
The consideration of selected literature in six areas serves to 
establish a place in several contexts for the study whose design, 
implementation, and outcomes are described in following chapters. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Within typologies of educational research, this investigation is a 
descriptive study, whose purpose is primarily "finding out 'what is'" 
(Borg and Gall, 1983, p. 354) by systematically describing "the facts 
and characteristics of a given population or area of interest" (Merriam 
and Simpson, 1984, p. 58). An examination of the responsiveness of the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst to adult undergraduates, the 
\ 
study is essentially a "time slice," a status survey of certain prac¬ 
tices in use at the time subjects were asked for responses, and of the 
extent of subjects' support for those practices. 
Study Design 
Principles and procedures of survey research methodology guided 
the development of the research plan and survey instruments and the 
preparation of data for analysis. Both written (questionnaires) and 
oral (interviews) instruments were employed in gathering quantifiable 
and non-quantifiable data. 
The research design is in three parts which involve different 
instruments, methods, and populations. Part I is a questionnaire 
survey of three groups: (a) department chairs and heads, division 
chairs and directors, and the heads of the University Without Walls and 
the Division of Continuing Education; (b) a sample of faculty; and (c) 
a sample of academic advisors. Content of the three questionnaires 
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developed for Part I was adapted from the publication Postsecondarv 
Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment 
and Planning Guide (1984) (hereafter often referred to as "the Guide"). 
Each questionnaire addresses practices appropriate to the functions and 
responsibilities of a particular group—academic administrators, facul¬ 
ty, or advisors. 
Part II comprises telephone interviews of heads of campus support- 
service units. The interviews were based on function-specific lists of 
questions in the Guide and tailored to the particular differentiation 
of support functions in this university. Questions from the interview 
repertoire which are appropriate to internal functions of UWW and DCE 
were added in written form to the Part I questionnaire sent to the 
heads of those two units. 
Part III is a questionnaire survey of degree-seeking adult under¬ 
graduates. A standardized instrument, the Student Opinion Survey pub¬ 
lished by the American College Testing Program, was selected to deter¬ 
mine the extent of usage and a satisfaction level concerning college 
services and a satisfaction level concerning college environmental 
factors. 
Together, the three parts are intended to assess the current and 
potential responsiveness of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst 
to adult undergraduates. Parts I and II also constitute a test of a 
particular adaptation of a published institutional assessment guide. 
Research Questions 
Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A 
Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide, whose content and intent 
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served as basis for the investigation, was designed to provide a flexi¬ 
ble, modular repertoire of questions for use by teams of faculty and 
administrators in appraising the effectiveness or readiness of their 
institutions regarding service to adult students. The adaptation of 
the Guide to an investigation planned and carried out by a single 
researcher was facilitated by the development of specific research 
questions. The primary and secondary questions are: 
I. How responsive is the University of Massachusetts to adult 
undergraduates? 
A. How extensive is support for certain practices 
effective in serving adult undergraduates among (1) 
department chairs and heads and division chairs and 
directors, (2) faculty, (3) academic advisors, (4) 
heads of support services, and (5) heads of the 
Division of Continuing Education and University 
Without Walls? 
B. Which practices effective in serving adult under¬ 
graduates are in use by the following groups: (1) 
departments and divisions, (2) individual faculty, 
(3) advising units and individual advisors, (4) 
support-service units, and (5) the Division of 
Continuing Education and University Without Walls? 
C. How do support for, and usage of, practices effective 
in serving adults vary according to certain character¬ 
istics of respondent groups: school, college, and 
faculty affiliation; percent of adults enrolled; gen¬ 
der; teaching load; academic rank; adult-advisee load; 
advisor authority level; and faculty or staff advisor 
role? 
D. How satisfied are adult undergraduates with the services 
and environment of this university? 
E. What evidence is there of a climate favoring main¬ 
tenance or adoption of practices effective in serving 
adults (1) within departments and divisions, (2) among 
faculty, (3) in advising units, (4) in support-service 
units, and (5) in DCE and UWW? 
F. How may adult students' suggestions for change in 
university operation be used to target potential areas 
for adoption of practices effective in serving adults? 
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II* H°W successfully may Postsecondary Education Institutions and 
the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide be 
adapted to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst? 
Assumptions 
The study rationale is grounded in several assumptions, some 
identified in the earliest planning stages of the research and others 
related more specifically to the Guide as the choice for shaping con¬ 
tent and process. 
A major assumption is that age is a significant variable in the 
nature of the needs, goals, and problems of college students. A second 
assumption is that a significant indicator of the quality of an educa¬ 
tional experience is the "appropriateness of the fit between the 
learner's needs and the institutional response" (Greenberg, 1981, p. 
112). Equally important assumptions are that a set of practices shown 
to be effective with adult students has been identified in the litera¬ 
ture; that the validity of the set has been established through colla¬ 
boration among researchers and users; and that the practices can be 
labeled as either present or absent in the operation of a particular 
university unit or in the repertoire of techniques of a particular 
individual. 
The rationale does not assume that the practices are suitable 
only for adult students or for all adult students. Hence, it may 
reasonably be expected that some practices are used in units enrolling 
few adult undergraduates and that some adult students find (or would 
find) some practices inappropriate for meeting their needs or 
expectations. 
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Further, the rationale does not hold that the absence of a parti¬ 
cular practice in this university is "proof" of disregard for adult 
students. Rather, it allows for the influence of inertia, tradition, 
majority (i^ e1, traditional-age-student) demand, and ignorance about 
adult learners. Warren (1986b) claims that 
[ujsually, inadequate service to adults is not an intentional 
act but results from 'benign neglect' through failure to 
understand or appreciate adult learner needs. Once adminis¬ 
trators are convinced of the needs and have a forum in which 
to consider other options and to see what their colleagues 
are doing, they frequently come up with their own responses 
and make desirable changes (p. 30). 
The study design is based on some assumptions about the capabili¬ 
ties of target populations and their participation in the research: 
that subjects have the knowledge required to respond to the questions 
asked of them, that self-report is a satisfactory method of gathering 
data, and that motivation to respond is partly a function of well- 
designed, professionally presented instruments and partly a reflection 
of individuals desire to have some influence on decisions which may 
affect them. The latter is assumed to be especially true about adult 
students and their educational programs (see, for example, Greenberg, 
1981, p. 194). 
The Setting 
At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in the fall of 1986 
(the semester preceding the one in which the study was conducted), 
persons older than 25 constituted 8.7% (27) of the 308 persons enrolled 
in the institution's associate (Stockbridge) programs, 6.2% (1,204) of 
19,445 baccalaurate-program students, and 74.4% (4,965) of 6,669 
graduate students (1986/87 Factbook, in press). In contrast to the 
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increasing proportions of over-25 baccalaureate-level students at soae 
comparably large institutions, the proportion of that age group on the 
Amherst campus has decreased (from 6.7%) since 1978-79, although abso¬ 
lute numbers of adults have increased slightly ( 1978/79 Factbook, 1979; 
1986/87 Factbook, in press). In spring 1987 more than 22,000 applica¬ 
tions for fall admission, an all-time record number, were received, 
primarily from traditional—age students. This record number, of which 
about one-third were applications from transfer students, signified a 
12-to-l ratio of applicants to available openings ("22,000 Apply for 
Admission; Up 11 Percent," 1987, p. 1). 
Undergraduates of any age may enroll in the regular programs of 
the university in five categories: (1) full-time student; (2) reduced- 
load student (a short-term, special-approval status); (3) part-time 
degree student (in two subcategories, non-classified and special); (4) 
second-major student; and (5) second-bachelor's-degree student (1986/87 
Undergraduate Catalog, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 1986, p. 
16). In fall 1986, only about 5% of undergraduates fell in the catego¬ 
ry of part-time students (those enrolled for fewer than 12 credit 
hours) (Admissions and Enrollment Summary, 1986). 
"Adult" Units 
The undergraduate, degree-program clientele of two campus units 
consists primarily of adults. The Division of Continuing Education and 
University Without Walls were set up to serve persons who cannot or who 
choose not to enroll in the university on a full-time basis. All UWW 
majors and all students who matriculate through DCE are classified in 
one of the five categories above. DCE offers one degree program, the 
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Bachelor of General Studies. In fall 1986 approximately 30 BGS stu¬ 
dents, all but one older than 25, were considered "current" but not 
necessarily enrolled; in spring 1987, seven were actively enrolled. 
Beyond the BGS program, however, naming DCE an "adult unit" in 
terms of its credit programs is largely a misnomer, because it serves 
thousands of traditional-age students who either enter the university 
in DCE status or who are enrolled in regular academic units. Academic 
departments can proactively offer sections of their day-program courses 
through DCE. DCE also places requests with departments for courses to 
be offered in the DCE format in response to student demand. Overall, 
DCE processes about 10,000 (headcount) registrations per calendar year 
(regular semesters plus winter and summer sessions) in credit programs, 
and another 5,000 in non-credit and professional programs. From that 
portion of the credit enrollment representing matriculated students, in 
fall 1986 DCE generated more than 300 FTE (Full-Time Equivalent) in¬ 
structed students for inclusion in university day-program enrollment 
figures; an additional 200 FTE were generated in evening courses which 
carry degree credit. The remaining non-matriculated persons (those not 
officially working towards degrees) are not included in the "regular" 
university undergraduate/graduate totals cited earlier in this section. 
Students classified as "DCE students" are more limited than stu¬ 
dents in other categories in access to day programs. DCE students may 
enroll on a space-available basis during one designated segment of the 
registration period (Student Handbook, Division of Continuing Educa¬ 
tion , n. d., p. [4]). 
The University Without Walls, administratively housed in the 
School of Education, in fall 1986 reported an enrollment of 270 stu- 
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dents who were earning degree credit on campus and through two off- 
campus sites. UWW students typically range in age from the mid-20s to 
mid-60s; about 60% are women (University Without Walls, n. d., p. 3). 
Programs of study leading to a UWW degree are planned collabora- 
tively by each student and a faculty advisor, and may consist of cour¬ 
ses offered within UWW; courses offered by the university's academic 
departments in traditional format or through the Division of Continuing 
Education; independent and other contract-type study; credit by exami¬ 
nation; credit-via-portfolio for non-college-sponsored prior learning; 
and field experiences such as internships and practica. Faculty from 
throughout the university serve as sponsors of UWW students' programs 
of study, as evaluators of portfolios, and as supervisors of indepen¬ 
dent learning activities. 
Adult learners are also offered instruction through several other 
units providing non-credit learning experiences. These were not in¬ 
cluded in the scope of the survey, but include such units as the 
Institute for Governmental Services, which provides training programs 
to business firms as well as governmental agencies; the Cooperative 
Extension Service, which provides expertise in agricultural, home and 
family, and consumer subjects via non-credit classes and workshops 
usually held at community sites; and the Division of Human Resources, 
which organizes training and personal growth experiences for university 
employees. 
Part-Time Students 
Adults often enroll as part-time students. According to the 
undergraduate catalog (1986/1987 Undergraduate Catalog . . . , 1986, p. 
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16) and to a regulations booklet, few benefits accrue to part-tiae 
status. The booklet states that part-timers in the Non-Classifled 
subcategory "are not entitled to student benefits, other than counsel¬ 
ling support"; regarding students in the Special Students subcategory 
(which is limited to University employees, other [sic] affiliated with 
the University, and selected others"), "[n]o academic advising or 
evaluation of academic credentials is offered, nor are they entitled to 
any student benefits" (Undergraduate Rights & Responsibilities. Univer- 
sity ££ Massachusetts at Amherst, September, 1986, p. 8). 
These conditions are, apparently, an improvement over those of 
earlier years. In early 1984, a Part-Time Student Task Force created 
to implement Faculty Senate policies of the previous year concerning 
the part-time degree-seeking population was notified that its recommen¬ 
dations were being put into practice (Special Report of the Academic 
Matters Council Concerning Part-Time Students, 1982; Task Force on Part 
Time Students: Recommendations and Final Report, May 24, 1983; Duffey, 
1984). Key among the recommendations of the task force were that 
"equality between the part-time student (PTS) and the full-time 
student (FTS) in all academic areas" be established; that existing 
offices extend their present jurisdiction over part-time as well as 
full-time students; that registration and withdrawal procedures be 
identical for the two classifications; that more equitable fee assess¬ 
ments be established; and that transitions from continuing-education 
programs to university degree programs be made smoother (Task Force 
. . . Report, pp. 1-3). 
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Mission 
Two mission statements of the university, written more than a 
decade apart, are dissimilar in their attention to undergraduate clien¬ 
tele outside the 18-22-year-old traditional cohort. In 1976, adults 
and other non-traditional" students were treated at length in a uni¬ 
versity missions and goals statement (Public Service Through Academic 
Excellence, 1976) which described the institution's legacy and that of 
other land-grant institutions as their "special institutional spirit" 
which puts them in a "unique relationship to the people of their state 
and region a relationship of need and response" (p. 2). Adult stu¬ 
dents were a focus of the document's announced commitment to student 
diversity: 
The social, ethnic, racial, sexual, and age diversity of the 
Commonwealth's own population must be reflected as far as 
possible in the UMA student body. ... To this end, UMA 
policy must continue to emphasize academic achievement for 
the traditional applicant, insist on common standards of 
evaluation for all enrolled students, and, at the same time, 
provide flexible means of entry and necessary support 
services for important categories of non-traditional stu¬ 
dents. The term 'non-traditional' covers a great many 
cases, and is not easily defined. For the purpose of UMA ad¬ 
missions, it encompasses any student who does not fit the 
familiar pattern of the traditionally-prepared 18-21 year 
old student entering the University directly from high school, 
or transferring directly from a junior college, having met all 
of the standard admissions criteria. The Amherst campus has 
many other applicants; people returning to school after 
several years, workers who can enroll only part-time and 
during very limited hours, adults in surrounding communities 
whose situations preclude formal admission and attendance to 
regular classes on campus, the physically handicapped, appli¬ 
cants whose first language is not English, and those whose 
prior educational disadvantages reflect inferior schooling 
rather than the lack of academic potential. The admission of 
such non-traditional students frequently carries with it 
concomitant responsibilities in advising, scheduling, or 
remedial tutoring. The University must assume a particular 
supportive mission in meeting these responsibilities (p. 7) 
[emphasis added]. 
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Additional paragraphs delineate the role of the Division of Continuing 
Education and list the University Without Walls among "special pro- 
grams.” 
In early 1987 a set of recommendations under the heading Introduc- 
tion to _The Mission" and "The Approach" (February 27, 1987) was pre¬ 
pared for campus review. It did not include the words "adult" or 
older student, although it contained references to a "highly moti¬ 
vated, academically qualified, and diverse" student body, to making 
opportunities available to historically underserved populations" (p. 
2), and to increasing "the proportion of minority and non-traditional 
students who apply, enroll and graduate" (p. 14). Drafts were circu¬ 
lated throughout the campus community during 1987. In early 1988, the 
Faculty Senate approved a final version (Research Council and Graduate 
Council Joint Report Concerning the Mission and Goals Statement, March 
10, 1988), which contained two brief references to adult students, the 
first under "Scope" [of a flagship campus], the second under "Access" 
[to a state university]: 
Given the comprehensive character of the University we must 
provide not only for those who seek undergraduate, masters' 
and doctors' degrees, and post-doctorals, but also for adult 
and minority students, who have not been well served in the 
past (p. 2). 
In addition, we extend our focus to include the needs of 
adults (p. 4). 
The Guide 
The instrument selected to provide content and process guidance 
for the study, Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult 
Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide (1984), is a publi¬ 
cation of the Commission on Higher Education and the Adult Learner. 
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The Commission was established in 1981 by the American Council on 
Education (ACE) to address developments in both public policy and 
university operations that would be markedly more productive for the 
society and more responsive to adult learners than existing policy and 
practice" (General Information, 1986). Creation of the Guide was part 
of an Institutional Self-Assessment Project, undertaken in cooperation 
with other agencies, which was intended to facilitate improved insti¬ 
tutional performance through self-study. Supplementary manuals and 
preparatory workshops were also parts of the project. Collaborating in 
these efforts, underwritten by grants from the Fund for Postsecondary 
Education and the Arthur Vining Davis Foundation, were the National 
University Continuing Education Association (NUCEA), The University of 
Maryland University College, and the Council for the Advancement of 
Experiential Learning (CAEL, now the Council for Adult and Experiential 
Learning). CAEL is an independent, non-profit, 300-college consortium 
founded in 1974 by Educational Testing Service to study assessment of 
non-college-sponsored learning; it has since broadened its mission to 
place equal emphasis on service to adult learners through publications, 
institutes, and grant-seeking (A Thumbnail Sketch of CAEL History, 
1986). 
The work group which developed the Guide included Arthur W. 
Chickering, director of the Center for the Study of Higher Education at 
Memphis State University, who was the principal developer; David W. 
Stewart, ACE consultant; 'Commission members John J. Sullivan and Wil¬ 
liam Warren; and others. 
The Guide is in workbook format, divided into categories corres¬ 
ponding to typical service groupings in colleges and universities: 
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baseline data; outreach; admissions, orientation, and advising; curri¬ 
culum and instruction; academic policy and practice; academic support 
services; facilities and student services; faculty/staff development 
and rewards; activities; administrative structure/finance; and mission 
and objectives. Heading categories are descriptor statements which 
frequently typify good policy or practice at institutions where adult 
learners are well-served" (Postsecondary Education Institutions . . . 
Part I, 1984, p. 3). For each descriptor statement three or more 
diagnostic questions (with space for additional items) allow a re¬ 
spondent to report the presence or absence of the particular policy or 
practice in the program, unit, or institution under study, and to note 
whether the practice (or group of practices) has been or is likely to 
be considered. Facing these pages are pages for performance assess¬ 
ments for each descriptor; ratings are to be shaped by the answers to 
the diagnostic questions. A five-point rating scale ranging from out¬ 
standing (1) to poor (5) is offered for assessment. Figure 1 shows a 
sample pair of pages in reduced size. 
The Guide was created by the Commission for use by institutional 
teams, preferably led by top administrators, in appraising "the current 
effectiveness of their institutions, or a unit within their institu¬ 
tions, in serving adult learners," or "to assess institutional readi¬ 
ness to serve an adult clientele," and/or "as an aid to institutional 
selfstudy [sic] for purposes of accreditation or state approval. . ." 
(Part I, p. 3). The modular format of the Guide allows study teams to 
select and modify sections as appropriate for the purposes of the study 
and the nature of the unit under scrutiny. An extensive bibliography 
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Notes 
Section I 
D.CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
1- nonS DEV!!E,RY SYSTEMS: At 'east some courses are ottered in 
nontraditional delivery modes, times, and locations. 
a. Please answer the following diagnostic questions as they relate to 
the current status of this descriptor policy statement at your unit 
(1) Are at least some traditional, on-campus courses also offered: 
<3) study? °r Paft throu9h correspondence or independent 
-YES -NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(b) Wholly or in part through radio, telecommunications, or other 
media? 
-Y£S -NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(c) Wholly or in part at off-campus locations? 
-YES -NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(d) Wholly or in part via individualized learning contracts? 
-YES -NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(2) Are at least some courses needed by adult learners scheduled 
on evenings, weekends, or as blocks of class time within a short 
time period? 
-YES -NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(3) Are individualized course numbers available for persons who 
wish to study topics of special interest? 
-YES _NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(4) Do at least some courses include internship opportunities? 
-YES _NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(5) Are at least some courses taught as two identical sessions with 
one session meeting at night or other time convenient for adult 
learners? 
-YES _NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(6) Note: Add other relevant diagnostic questions here. 
b. Current status of this descriptor policy at your unit (Please check only 
ONE): 
(1) - HAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED AND WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED 
AT THIS TIME. 
_ Note reason (left margin), then skip to the next boldface descrip¬ 
tor statement. 
(2) _ CONSIDERED, BUT NOT APPROPRIATE. 
__ Note reason (left margin), then skip to the next boldface descrip¬ 
tor statement. 
(3) _ HAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED, BUT SHOULD BE PLACED ON 
OUR AGENDA. 
_ Note plans (left margin), then skip to the next boldface descriptor 
statement. 
(4) _ CONSIDERED AND APPROPRIATE. ACTION PLANNED. 
_ Note progress or status (left margin), then skip to the next bold¬ 
face descriptor statement. 
(5) _ CONSIDERED AND BEING IMPLEMENTED. 
_ Note progress or status (left margin), then skip to the next bold¬ 
face descriptor statement. 
Turn to next even-numbered page (continued) 
Figure 1. Sample Diagnostic and Performance-Assessment Pages 
from the Guide 
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Section III 
Planning Notes D. CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
C°UR5E DELIVERY SYSTEMS: At least some courses are 
offered in nontraditional delivery modes, times and 
locations. 
a. Performance Assessment: If this descriptor has been 
accepted as applicable to the unit (in Section I on left¬ 
facing page), how would you assess performance to 
date in meeting, or planning to meet, the standard that 
the descriptor implies? (If this descriptor has been 
considered and determined not to be applicable to the 
unit in Section I on the left-facing page, skip to the next 
boldface descriptor statement in Section III.) 
(1) Possible Positive Factors: 
-Some on-campus, class-based courses are 
also offered wholly or in part through 
correspondence or independent study. 
-Some on-campus, class-based courses are 
offered wholly or in part through radio, 
telecommunications, or other media. 
-Some on-campus, class-based courses are 
offered at off-camous locations. 
-Some courses needed by adult learners are 
scheduled on evenings, weekends, or as 
blocks of class time within a short time 
period. 
-Individualized course numbers are available 
for persons who wish to study special topics. 
-Some courses are taught as two identical 
sessions with one session meeting at night or 
other time convenient to adult learners. 
(2) Possible Negative Factors: 
-All or almost all courses are offered in on- 
campus classroon format only. 
-Radio, telecommunications, or other media 
are seldom or never used to extend or replace 
classroom-based courses. 
_The institution does not offer correspondence 
courses or independent study. 
_All or almost all courses are offered during 
weekday, daytime hours. 
_No individualized course numbers are 
available for persons who wish to study 
special topics. 
Rating: Considering the above-listed factors and others, as appropriate, 
rate performance as related to this descriptor. 
Outstanding Very Good Adequate Less Than Adequate Poor 
1 
_ 
2 3 4 5 
Plans: If the unit performance rating (Part b) for this descriptor is less than 
you want it to be, use the space below to state briefly your plans for improv¬ 
ing performance in the future. Your notes should include: (1) recommenda¬ 
tions for changes, if any, in policy or practice. (2) identification of formal and 
informal decision-making individuals and groups who would need to be in¬ 
volved in such change, and (3) a tentative timetable for implementation. 
Turn to next odd-numbered page 
Figure 1, continued 
Note. From Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: 
A-Self-Study Assessment and Planning Guide, 1984. "[Washington]: Commis¬ 
sion on Higher Education and the Adult Learner and the American Council 
on Education. Copyright 1984 by the Commission on Higher Education and 
the Adult Learner and the American Council on Education. Reprinted by 
permission. 
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is provided (Part I, pp. 14-26) for users who engage in "academic 
planning resulting from use" of the Guide (Part I, p. 14). 
Out of the experiences of the earliest users evolved two supple¬ 
mentary publications, both issued in mid-1986. One is a planning 
manual which expands the instructions and suggestions offered in the 
Guide and offers supportive essays (Warren, 1986b); the other is an 
edited collection of reports from 16 institutions whose teams attended 
early Commission-sponsored workshops (Warren, 1986a). Because the 
experiences of other institutions are a body of knowledge which 
informed the use of the Guide in the present study, the reports in the 
edited collection, plus other available and relevant institutional 
reports, were an integral part of the Review of Literature. 
For the present study, several major departures were undertaken, 
both from procedures suggested by the Guide and from some of the 
assumptions undergirding those procedures. These departures extend to 
methods of administration and information-sharing, instrument design, 
and response format. Below, the changes having broadest and earliest 
influence are identified; then follows a summary description of how 
component categories and individual questions were adapted for the 
purpose of creating an item pool for instrument development. The 
actual construction of instruments is treated in the Measures section 
of this chapter. 
Departure 1. The Guide suggests that institutional teams led by 
top administrators be asked or directed to conduct the self-study of 
whatever institution or component unit is under scrutiny. Open, publi¬ 
cized commitment to the effort by the most influential administrators 
is named as a key factor in success. In this study, however, a single 
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researcher planned and carried out the survey, aided by frequent and 
valuable consultation with selected faculty and administrators, notably 
the members of the dissertation guidance committee, who were selected 
for their expertise in higher education organization and management, 
academic-affairs administration, data analysis and institutional plan¬ 
ning, and adult higher education theory and practice. The public 
commitment of top-level administration to the effort was obtained in 
the form of a letter of endorsement from the deputy provost; the letter 
accompanied survey instruments sent to unit heads, faculty, and advi¬ 
sors and also the investigator's letters of introduction sent to heads 
of support services. 
Some justification for concentrating the coordination and adminis¬ 
tration of the study in one office or under one person while involving 
many other people was derived from reports of earlier Guide users. 
Among the references cited in the literature review were reports from 
University of Redlands/Whitehead Center (Halsey, 1986), Middle Tennes¬ 
see State University (Huffman, 1986), Ohio University (Mark, 1986), and 
Coastline Community College (Secord, 1986). 
Departure 2. The Guide's performance rating exercises were ex¬ 
cluded from the survey design on the grounds that they imply norms 
based on populations containing proportionately more adult students, 
and because each scale encompasses an entire category of practices, 
some of which may apply to a unit and some which may not. The presence 
of so few adults in this university's traditional academic units does 
not justify making such comprehensive, scaled judgments. 
Departure 3. The customary self-study work-team approach charac¬ 
terized by personal interviews, team decision-making, supplementary 
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note-taking, accumulation of supporting documents, and, ultimately, a 
final narrative report was replaced in large part by a survey-research 
approach, one of whose aims was the gathering of quantifiable data from 
large groups which could be analyzed by computer-assisted statistical 
methods and reported in tabular as well as narrative form. The per¬ 
sonal-contact aspect and the opportunity to accumulate supporting docu¬ 
ments were retained in the telephone interviews with support-unit heads 
described in Part II of the design and in collaborative activities 
associated with critiquing the adaptation of the Guide, described in 
Chapter VI. Considered an advantage was that university personnel in 
various positions and roles could easily use tabular reports to assess 
the responsiveness of their units and others. 
Adapting the Guide 
Under its various descriptor headings the Guide contains 227 
individual questions for which are provided the response choices "Yes," 
"No," "Not Applicable," and, in a few places, "Plan to Get." Systema¬ 
tic adaptation to an assessment of the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst involved (1) selection of the most applicable questions; (2) an 
initial sorting of the 11 categories and then of the questions within 
those categories, according to potential target subjects; (3) elimina¬ 
tion of some questions; (4) modification of questions; (5) addition of 
new questions; and (6) final selection and grouping of items to create 
survey instruments. Frequent consultation with appropriate faculty 
members and administrators was a key component of the revision process. 
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The numerous changes are not all itemized here. Rather, the 
nature of eliminated items, added items, and major modifications is 
summarized, examples given, and reasons for actions cited. 
Eliminations 
Approximately one tenth of the as-published Guide items were 
eliminated, for one or more of these reasons: (1) having very low 
applicability to this institution; (2) having low priority as a survey 
item (especially where optimal instrument length was the more important 
consideration); (3) requiring too much explanation within the defini¬ 
tion; and/or (4) overlapping a question found elsewhere in the Guide. 
Following is a list of eliminated topics, briefly paraphrased: 
Continuously evaluating adult recruitment efforts; using a 
marketing consultant; encouraging adults to make "sampling" 
visits to classes; including self-assessment of learning 
styles and description of "academic culture" in adult orien¬ 
tation activities; assessing fees for advising part-time 
students 
Scheduling identical day/night course sessions; offering a 
program allowing several entry points per term; having alter¬ 
nate residency requirements; offering external or extended 
degrees; allowing alternatives to physical education credits; 
using appropriate guidelines [other than several already 
selected] for assessing prior learning; using standardized 
proficiency tests [other than several already selected]; 
accepting narrative evaluation of learning and prior learning 
credit on other institutions' transcripts; allowing adults 
to register by mail 
Using campus housing for residential seminars/workshops 
appealing primarily to adults; running "the campus bus" nights 
and weekends; offering staff development programs for seven 
named support services; determining whether non-credit pro¬ 
grams must be self-supporting 
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Modifications 
Two changes affected all chosen Guide items: (1) The structure of 
each item was changed from that of a complete question to that of a 
participial phrase, so that (2) a new, two-question response format 
could be appended. For example, the following item, 
Is a workshop or other experience designed to 
assist adult learners in developing portfolios 
that document prior, college-level learning 
offered? 
_YES _NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
became, in the final unit-head instrument, 
Are you a 
proponent 
of this 
practice? 
Is this 
your 
department's 
practice? 
Offering advising, a workshop, or 
other assistance to students in 
developing portfolios or other appro¬ 
priate documentation for evaluating 
such learning [described in previous Yes_No_ Yes_ No 
items in section] 
Other modifications were (3) refining wording towards greater 
clarity, specificity, or inclusivity; (4) subdividing items which con¬ 
tained two or more practices towards which a subject might respond 
differently (for example, correspondence study and independent study); 
(5) reducing a set of 31 specific demographic questions into eight 
groupings; (6) creating needed questions out of the descriptor state¬ 
ments which head categories; (7) replacing most of a category (for 
example, the staff development category) with related items which are 
more precisely defined and better grounded in the user and theoretical 
literature; (8) rearranging items within a category or moving items to 
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locations tore suited to the division of functions in this university; 
and (9) removing the word "adult" from its position next to "student- 
concerning practices effective with a broad age range of clientele. 
Additions 
More than 50 items were added to the item repertoire, for one or 
more of these reasons: 
(1) A particular practice was missing from a category. Judgments 
were based on knowledge of customary practices in higher education 
institutions. For example, questions about scholarship opportunities 
open to adults were added to the Financial Aid Services section. 
(2) A practice was defined in terms too general to provide useful 
information. For example, the single practice of offering courses 
through continuing education was divided into the two modes of gene¬ 
rating continuing-education courses in this university: faculty- or 
unit-generated and "response" modes. 
(3) A category did not contain enough items to adequately "cover" 
the range of options in this university. For example, to the list of 
delivery modes considered alternatives to traditional, on-campus, 
departmental courses were added interdisciplinary courses and Universi¬ 
ty Without Walls courses. 
(4) Earlier users of the Guide had recommended some additions, 
particularly in the areas of curriculum and course design and faculty 
development. Many major additions, especially to the faculty instru¬ 
ment, were made for this reason, including a set of six items about 
faculty service and research activities concerning adult students and a 
set of course design/delivery practices, such as incorporating stu- 
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dents' life experiences into course design and varying one's mode of 
delivery according to the learning needs of a particular class. 
(5) Additional practices came out of adult development research 
and theory, particularly other work of the Guide's principal author, 
and from ideas of persons in the university who were consulted during 
the adaptation process. A set of developmental approaches to course 
design (later designated as optional items) was added to the faculty 
instrument from this research/theory venue. 
Some additions were in the form of extended definitions of terms 
or short explanatory statements prefacing a group of items selected for 
a survey instrument. 
A few changes involved all three processes: eliminating, modi¬ 
fying, and adding elements. Questions under Mission and Objectives 
headings, concerning both the university and the respondent's unit, 
were asked of only the Division of Continuing Education and University 
Without Walls heads. For unit heads and faculty, the "mission" pages 
were turned into two open-ended questions which sought interpretation 
of university and unit missions regarding services to adult students. 
Advisors received a similar, open-ended "purpose" (rather than "objec¬ 
tive") question regarding their unit's attention to undergraduate age 
diversity. 
Thus the 227 practice items in the Guide were transformed into 
items for three survey instruments and items for a structured telephone 
interview protocol. 
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Participants 
Four hundred fifty-six subjects were asked to participate in the 
study: 249 in Part I, 24 in Part II, 181 in Part III, and two in an 
activity associated with critiquing the adaptation of the Guide. 
Part I 
The three questionnaires described in Part I of the study design 
are hereafter referred to as the "unit-head instrument," the "faculty 
instrument," and the "advisor instrument." The unit-head instrument 
was sent to all department chairs, department heads, division chairs, 
and division directors in the College of Arts and Sciences (which 
includes the faculties of Humanities and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences 
and Mathematics, and Social and Behavioral Sciences), College of Engi¬ 
neering, College of Food and Natural Resources, School of Health Scien¬ 
ces, School of Management, and School of Education; and to the director 
of University Without Walls and the associate provost for continuing 
education and public service (hereafter referred to as the heads of UWW 
and DCE). The heads of UWW and DCE also received a selection of items 
from the repertoire of interview questions asked of heads of support 
services. Of the 64 persons receiving the unit-head instrument, 56 are 
male and eight are female. 
The faculty instrument was sent to a sample of 127 full-time 
faculty with rank of professor, associate professor, or assistant 
professor. A sample size of 125 was initially chosen because it repre¬ 
sented 10% of the total number of full-time, ranked faculty listed in 
the undergraduate catalog (1986/87 Undergraduate Catalog, University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, 1986). The pool of eligibles numbered 1,142 
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after these exclusions: persons with academic rank but holding full¬ 
time administrative positions; department chairs and heads; division 
chairs and directors; and persons on sabbatical leave. The desired 
sample size was retained, thus representing 11% of the revised pool. 
Every ninth name was drawn from an alphabetical listing of eligibles. 
Of the 127 persons drawn, 106 are male, 21 female. Proportions by 
school, college, and faculty affiliation were approximately equal to 
proportions in the larger pool, as determined from a second count by 
unit in the undergraduate catalog. Information obtained at sampling 
time, in addition to name, rank, and gender, included department; 
school, college, or faculty affiliation; and campus address. Teaching 
level (undergraduates only, undergraduate and graduate students, or 
graduate students only) was requested on the faculty instrument (see 
Hindsights, Appendix F). 
The advisor instrument was sent to 58 academic advisors who were 
selected in varying proportions from categories related to authority 
levels and spheres of influence. The category model was conceptualized 
by the associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences (and director 
of CASIAC, the Arts and Sciences advising center) and verified by the 
chief undergraduate advisor of the School of Education. The pool from 
which eligibles were identified was the current list of chief under¬ 
graduate advisors prepared for students and others by the CASIAC office 
(Chief Undergraduate Advisors, as of 1 /9/87, 1987). Excluded from 
eligibility were persons who had already been selected for the unit- 
head or faculty subject lists, persons who had pilot-tested the advisor 
instrument, and one of any two persons holding identical positions in 
the same advising unit. 
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The first category in the selection model included all those 
advisors with first-line authority and signatory power in large organi¬ 
zational units (colloquially termed the "advising deans," although not 
all hold the official title of dean). The second category contained 
all advisors who have either second-line authority to those in the 
first category or first-line authority in a smaller academic program 
(such as the Inquiry Program). In the third category, that of chief 
undergraduate advisors for academic departments and of faculty assigned 
to CASIAC for the semester, 32 (one third) of the 94 eligibles were 
drawn by lottery. All advisors in the fourth category, that containing 
specialized, satellite units such as the Writing Program and the Bi¬ 
lingual Collegiate Program, were added to the list. The total, which 
included 39 males and 19 females, 44 faculty and 14 staff advisors, 
represented about 40% of the names on the CASIAC list. An additional 
characteristic, the proportion of adult students in the respondent's 
typical advisee load, was obtained via the survey instrument. 
Part II 
A preliminary list of campus support units was developed using 
Guide headings as a checklist. Because functions of some university 
support units overlap or mesh with others, assistance in refining the 
subject list and in grouping interview topics was sought from the dean 
of academic support services, under whose jurisdiction a third of the 
units fell (Annual Report, 1985-1986, Division of Academic Support 
Services, 1986, p. 4). The final list of 24 subjects (14 male, 10 
female) contained the names of persons serving as directors or coordi¬ 
nators of the following offices: 
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Bilingual Collegiate Program 
Campus Parking 
Center for Counseling and Academic Development 
Child Care Services 
Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black 
and Other Minority Students 
Communications Skills Center 
Commuter Area Government 
Educational Access and Outreach, concerning 
Everywoman s Center (which was without a director) 
Financial Aid Office 
Handicapped Student Affairs 
New Students Program 
Office for Cooperative Education 
Office of the Registrar 
Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office 
(former director interviewed; new director 
had not been hired) 
Student Activities 
Student Government Association (president) 
Transfer Affairs 
Undergraduate Admissions 
University Housing Services 
University Internship Program 
University Library 
University Mental Health Services 
University Placement Services 
Veterans' Assistance and Counseling Services 
Part III 
The pool from which the sample of adult undergraduates was drawn 
consisted of all students who were 25 years of age or older as of 
January 1, 1987, and who, at the time the sampling was done (April, 
1987), were enrolled as matriculated students in baccalaureate degree 
programs and attending on either a full-time or part-time basis. Sub¬ 
jects in three degree classifications were selected as recipients of a 
standardized survey instrument: (1) students seeking a Bachelor of 
General Studies, the degree offered through the Division of Continuing 
Education; (2) University Without Walls students, who customarily re¬ 
ceive a Bachelor of Arts or Sciences degree through the School of 
Education; and (3) students hereafter referred to as Other Majors, 
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those matriculated In 10 school, college, and faculty designations (see 
Definitions of Terms, Chapter I). 
Larger proportions of students were selected from BGS and UWW than 
from the Other Majors population. Because the variability among stu¬ 
dents' individual programs of study is greater, by design, in the BGS 
and UWW programs (particularly the latter because of the availability 
of several modes of inquiry) than in the more traditional programs of 
other academic units, the possibility that satisfaction would similarly 
be more variable was a concern. Hence the size of the sample was 
increased in order to increase precision (or reduce uncertainty). 
Bachelor of General Studies: All currently enrolled BGS students 
older than 25 were selected as subjects. The group of seven included 
three males and four females. Two were classified as full-time and 
five as part-time students. 
University Without Walls: Every third name on an official enroll¬ 
ment roster of UWW students was selected, producing 85 subjects. Twen¬ 
ty-six are male, 59 are female. Seventeen were enrolled as full-time 
and 68 as part-time students. 
Other Majors: A figure equaling the combined total of selected BGS 
and UWW subjects was chosen as a suitable sample size of Other Majors 
subjects. Every 14th name on an alphabetical enrollment roster of 
majors in the 10 school, college, and faculty designations produced 89 
subjects (about a 7% sample of eligible Other Majors). Fifty-two are 
male, 37 are female. Sixty-three were full-time and 26 were part-time 
students. 
Other participants: One staff member each from UWW and DCE was 
asked to participate in informal interviews based on the unadapted 
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—' in order to establish a basis for critiquing the adaptations 
(see Chapter VI). 
Measures 
The measures used in the study consist of the Guide-based instru¬ 
ments developed for Parts I and II and the standardized instrument 
purchased for Part III. 
Part I 
For the first part of the study, three pencil-and-paper instru¬ 
ments were constructed from a pool of phrases describing practices 
effective in serving adult students. The pool was derived from the 
publication Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: 
A Self-Assessment Study and Planning Guide (1984); modifications and 
additions made to the Guide s contents in establishing the pool were 
described earlier in this chapter. 
The goals of clarity, precision of expression, and enhancement of 
response rate were as important in the instrument development process 
as was the selection of appropriate content. Sources which aided 
conceptualization of the "ideal" instrument included Erdos (1970); 
Linsky (1975); Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978); Childers, Pride, and 
Ferrell (1980); Borg and Gall (1983); Altschuld and Lower (1984); 
Baumgartner and Heberlein (1984); Lockhart (1984); and Sudman and 
Bradburn (1984). These essential characteristics were gleaned: ease of 
reading; non-biasing, non-threatening explanation; absence of "leading" 
questions; absence of complex questions eliciting more than one answer; 
elimination of unnecessary questions; placement of interesting ques- 
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tions at the beginning; placement of priority Items away from the end; 
provision of space for comments (with no more than a few words re- 
aulred); and avoidance of the words "questionnaire” or "checklist" In 
the Instrument title. Details of how the literature Influenced deci¬ 
sions about general appearance, the Instruction block, and the response 
format may be found in Appendix A. 
The question formulated to be asked in the first part of the dual 
response format was "Are you a proponent of this practice?" The word 
"proponent" was chosen over similar words such as "supporter" and 
"advocate." "Proponent" seems to have a more precise meaning than 
"supporter" and a less militant connotation than "advocate" (see Appen¬ 
dix A for additional rationale behind the decision). The following 
definition, one of several found in various dictionaries, is appro- 
Pr^a^e* proponent ... 3. A person who supports a cause or doctrine; 
adherent" (Stein, 1983, p. 1153) 
Missing, however, from available lexicons is an abstract noun 
corresponding to "proponent" in the way the nouns "support" and "advo¬ 
cacy" correspond to "supporter" and "advocate." The gap was filled by 
coining the word proponence. The coining process was aided and encou¬ 
raged by an etymologist (David Justice, Merriam-Webster Publishing Co., 
personal communication, October 2, 1987). 
The new word proponence is defined, at the instrument-development 
level of the study, as the abstract quality one exhibits when one is a 
proponent of (i_^ e^_, is in favor of or receptive to) an idea or proce¬ 
dure. Operationally, the extent of proponence for a practice is 
expressed as the proportion of respondents who indicated they are 
proponents of a practice. 
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The other question In the dual response format, "Is this your 
practice?", was used in instruments where a measure of individual 
desired. A vsri^finn mto t-K-jr. • - 
^ variation, Is this your unit s practice?", 
was used in unit-head and advisor instruments where a measure of 
department/division or advising-unit activity was sought. 
The dual response format allows data to be analyzed in several 
ways—first, as separate measures of proponence and usage, and later, 
in combinations such as Yes/Yes (signifying proponent/users) and Yes/No 
(signifying proponent/non-users). (A system of weighting combinations 
is demonstrated under Potential Responsiveness in Chapter IV.) 
Unit-Head Instrument 
The instrument designed for department chairs and heads and divi¬ 
sion chairs and directors comprises 47 items of practice in the two- 
response format, grouped under five headings, plus two open-ended 
questions under a sixth heading. In abbreviated form, the topics are 
Course Delivery Practices: Offering traditional courses 
by correspondence study, by independent study, at off-campus 
locations, in media formats, through the Division of Con¬ 
tinuing Education; scheduling courses in longer, less fre¬ 
quent blocks, in evenings or on weekends 
Academic Program Information and Delivery Practices 
[definition of ^program"]: Offering an entire departmental 
program by correspondence study, by independent study, at 
off-campus locations, in media formats; making part-time 
completion possible within time limits, outside daytime 
hours; allowing individualized courses of study; designing 
brochures to show program structure, to show age diversity 
as desirable; attracting adult students 
Credit Evaluation Practices [short explanatory paragraph): 
Accepting DCE credits, other institutions' day-course and 
continuing-education credits as equal to resident credits; 
allowing application of credit-by-examination (three specified 
exams plus departmental exams), credit-by-equivalency (three 
specified methods), and "other" prior learning; offering help 
in portfolio documentation of noncollegiate, college-level 
learning 
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Practices Concerning Academic Performance: Makins dpnart-- 
“alft;2V1Sln8 available generally, in evenings or on week¬ 
ends, off campus; maintaining advising referral network; 
onxtonng student progress, retention, dropout rates; main- 
available • Pm^waSS1Sta2Cei pr°8ram; making accelerated courses 
available; making remedial courses, if any, available even¬ 
ings or weekends, off campus, in media formats 
Faculty and Staff Development Practices: Having faculty 
discussions about student learning styles and completion 
characteristics; recognizing faculty via reward system for 
work with adult students; sponsoring staff workshop about 
adult learner needs 
M-ission [explanatory paragraph]: Open-ended questions 
asking for interpretation of University mission and unit 
mission regarding services to adult students 
Faculty Instrument 
The faculty instrument is made up of 34 items in the two-reponse 
format, grouped under five headings; three items requiring a single 
response, under a sixth heading; six optional items requiring a single 
response, under a seventh heading; and two open-ended questions under 
an eighth heading. Proportionately more items from sources other than 
the Guide were added to the faculty instrument than to the unit-head or 
advisor instruments. In abbreviated form, the contents are 
[Space to indicate teaching level] 
Practices Pertaining to Instructional Modes: Teaching 
a correspondence course, an independent study course, off 
campus, outside daytime hours, through DCE (two modes), via 
individualized learning contract; teaching a course with 
an experiential learning component, a competency-based 
course, an interdisciplinary course; working with UWW stu¬ 
dents 
Academic Advising and Support Practices: Giving positive 
consideration to a potential adult enrollee's age, experi¬ 
ence; helping students document college-level, non-collegiate 
learning; advising students about curriculum flexibility; 
helping adults plan individualized majors; being available 
for advising outside daytime hours, off campus 
Course Design and Delivery Practices: In course design/ 
revision, incorporating students' life experiences, varying 
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course structure, 
mode varying personal role, varying delivery 
Development Practices: Participating in national/ 
regionai conferenees about how students learn, about adult 
u ents learning needs, about assessment of outcomes; par- 
pffnr? Vn i°Cal worksh°P 0n any of those topics; leading 
efforts related to adult learning; reading about adult 
college students 
Service and Research: Working with adult students outside 
the university (five categories of settings); undertaking 
service/research focused on adult students [space to describe 
Recognition: Mentioning work with adult students in annual 
report; receiving recognition for such work via reward system 
from external sources 
Mission [explanatory paragraph): Open-ended questions identi¬ 
cal to those in unit-head instrument 
Student Development Approach (optional section) [explanatory 
paragraph]: In last five years, designing/revising course in 
ways which challenge cognitive, ego/personality, moral/ethical 
development; responding to diverse learning styles, adults' 
pragmatic needs; encouraging movement to internal evaluation 
Advisor Instrument 
Shortest of the three pencil-and-paper instruments, the academic- 
advisor instrument comprises 35 items in the two-response format. For 
the first 30, which are grouped under three headings, the "practice" 
question concerns the advising unit; for the last five items, grouped 
under a fourth heading, the "practice" question concerns individual 
advisor practice. Two open-ended questions are placed under a fifth 
heading. In abbreviated form, the contents are 
Practices Pertaining to the Availability of Advising: Making 
some advising available evenings/weekends, off campus; pro¬ 
viding information about other advising sources, personal 
counseling sources; using computer-assisted advising; design¬ 
ing the advising program around age-linked needs; having 
some personnel trained in advising adults 
Credit Evaluation Practices [short explanatory paragraph]: 
Advising students about credit-by-examination (three speci- 
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fied exams plus department exams), credit-by-equivalencv 
instruction*^^ adVlsln« Stude™a ^out lodes of instruction—correspondence study, independent study off- 
pus programs, DCE courses, UWW courses, media-format 
courses' '^“t^-l-rnln, courses, i^terdUcfplTnary 
Data Collection: Collecting unit advisee information In eight 
general categories (examples provided)—demographic, socio¬ 
economic, student descriptive, student progress' prions 
situatIonal'data1106' RerS°nal 
[Space to indicate adult-advisee load] 
Individual Advisor Practice: Encouraging individualized 
majors; advising about curriculum flexibility; partici¬ 
pating in advisor workshop about adult learner needs; 
causing other advisors to broaden knowledge of adult 
learners; reading about adult college students 
Open-Ended Questions: Interpretation requested of unit's 
purpose as related to undergraduate age diversity; sugges 
tions invited for increasing unit responsiveness 
Pilot-Testing 
Initial drafts of the three Guide-based pencil-and-paper instru¬ 
ments were sent to pilot readers. The unit-head instrument was read by 
five faculty members who are former chairs of departments (economics, 
sociology, communication disorders, sports studies, mathematics) in 
this university and by four administrators (dean, department/division 
chairs) at other higher education institutions in the area. Pilot¬ 
testing the faculty instrument were seven personnel in this university: 
four full professors (music, political science, theater, sociology), 
one lecturer (nursing), and three staff administrators (education, 
counseling center) who also teach. The advisor instrument was criti¬ 
qued by four professional staff members (admissions, DCE, education, 
women's studies) who have full- or part-time responsibilities for 
advising undergraduates in this university. 
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In a cover letter, pilot readers were asked to complete the In¬ 
strument as If they had been selected for the actual study, and to note 
the time required for completion and any Impediments to their progress 
through the Items. They were also asked to evaluate the overall ap- 
pearance and clarity of the instrument. 
Feedback was obtained from the pilot readers in telephone conver¬ 
sations. Many also sent back annotated instruments. These major 
changes were made as a result of pilot-reader reaction: (1) The 
Should this be your practice?" response, first of the possible 
response forms, was discarded; (2) general instructions were revised 
towards greater clarity, precision, and ease of scanning; (3) specific 
instructions for the two-response format were revised to emphasize that 
the receptivity measure sought a level of judgment above one's imme¬ 
diate circumstances or constraints; (4) the differences between 
advising-unit and individual-advisor sections were emphasized; (5) a 
space to indicate adult-advisee load was inserted in the advisor in¬ 
strument; and (6) three items of practice were eliminated as ambiguous, 
obscure, or misleading. 
Part II 
A repertoire of items for telephone interviews of heads of support 
units and supplementary items to send to the heads of the Division of 
Continuing Education and University Without Walls was selected from the 
Guide-based pool. The repertoire comprised 210 items grouped in these 
sets, which correspond to Guide headings: 
Set A: Practices pertaining to data collection and analysis 
Set B: Outreach practices 
Set C: Admissions practices 
Set E: Practices pertaining to continuing education programs 
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Set F: Practices of library, learning resource centers and 
academic support services tenters, and 
Set G: P««ices of registrar, career services, personal 
counseiing/mentai health services, placement services, 
and^other"8?”-??8.’ housln« servl«s, parking services, 
and other facilities and services 
Set 1: Practices pertaining to student government and extra- 
curricular activities 
Set J: Practices pertaining to administrative structure 
Set K: Practices pertaining to mission and objectives 
Items assumed to be pertinent to prospective interviewees were 
selected; pages were photocopied and placed into individual packets. 
An arbitrary interview limit of 30 minutes guided the number of items 
selected and determined priorities. Consultation with the dean of 
academic support services and examination of catalogs and other mate¬ 
rials guided the kinds of topics selected. Some items of broad appli¬ 
cation, such as those concerning needs assessments and dissemination of 
information, were placed in each packet. 
About one-fourth of the items in the repertoire had also been 
selected for one or two of the three pencil-and-paper instruments used 
in Part I, primarily the advisor instrument. 
The subcategories in the interview sets, the numbers of questions 
under each heading, the procedure for item selection, and the prepara¬ 
tion of instructions and an introductory letter are in Appendix A. 
Reliability and Validity of Guide-Based Instruments 
The Guide was not designed as "a research instrument generating 
data for someone else to use," but as a flexible tool whose use should 
purposely incorporate differences of opinion so thdt "findings and 
recommendations will have a more realistic basis in fact" (Warren, 
1986b, p. 15). Psychometric techniques, such as factor analysis and 
"empirical keying" of items, were not used to develop the instrument; 
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at least such procedures are not mentioned In Introductory information 
or the supplementary manual. 
It is likely that the Guide does have acceptable validity, how¬ 
ever. First, it likely has content as well as construct validity, 
since its construction was based upon the consensus of well-established 
experts, and its contents are the result of blending theories of adult 
development and effective institutional response with practical ap¬ 
proaches to adult students in a variety of postsecondary settings. It 
likely also has face validity, in that the terms and concepts are 
familiar and sensible to persons in higher education. For the present 
study, considerable effort went into refining and modifying items and 
instructions within instruments and obtaining reactions of pilot 
readers, so as to ensure as much validity and reliability as possible 
prior to instrument administration. 
It follows, then, that if the Guide has a degree of validity, it 
has some reliability, as the former cannot exist without the latter. 
The absence of measures of statistical reliability in the Guide itself 
could be a source of concern. But this concern may be moderated in 
that the study was designed to measure group differences rather than 
individual differences; thus lower reliability is acceptable, since 
"group performance is more stable than individual performance" (Borg 
and Gall, 1983, p. 292). Also, the lengths of Guide-based instruments 
argue for increased reliability rather than unreliability. 
Part III 
Recommendations that student opinion be included in institutional 
assessments of services to adult learners were found in several reports 
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of earlier users of the Guide (for example, Mark, 1986, p. 50). How¬ 
ever, for the present study, shifting all or a major part of the Guide 
from Its service-providing, policy-analyzing orientation to a service- 
-?elVln8 student orientation presented Itself as too great a departure 
from the Intent of the authors. Creating and testing a totally new 
student instrument was beyond the scope of the study. 
A standardized instrument which has been used in a variety of 
college and university settings, across a broad age range of students, 
was selected for Part HI: the Student Opinion Survey (SOS, four-year- 
college form), published by the Evaluation/Survey Service (ESS) of the 
American College Testing Program (ACT). More than half of its items 
were judged to correspond to topics addressed by the Guide-based in¬ 
struments prepared for Parts I and II. 
The SOS is one of 11 ESS multi-color, optically scanned instru¬ 
ments containing items written at a level that permits general evalua¬ 
tion of college programs and service areas" (The ACT Evaluation/Survey 
Service, n. d., p. [2]). ESS estimates completion time of the four- 
page instrument at 20 minutes. Section I has space for 16 items of 
personal or background information. Section II is a list of 23 college 
services to which responses indicating usage/non-usage and satisfaction 
level are sought. Section III seeks satisfaction levels for 42 college 
"environmental factors" grouped under these headings: Academic, Admis¬ 
sions, Rules & Regulations, Facilities, Registration, and General. 
Satisfaction scale points range from (1) very dissatisfied to (5) very 
satisfied; the Section III scale also has a "Does Not Apply" check¬ 
point. Section IV provides response spaces for up to 30 user-chosen 
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multiple-choice questions. Section V is a half¬ 
comments and suggestions. 
page space for written 
Normative data made available to SOS users are based on records of 
86,366 students in 203 colleges which administered the instrument 
between January 1, 1984, and December 31, 1986. Subgroup norms are 
provided for 15 categories of respondents, including 21,247 students 
who were age 23 or older when surveyed (Student Opinion Survey Norma¬ 
tive Data, [1987], p. [1]). 
Validity and Reliability 
For the present study, both the validity and reliability of the 
SOS were judged to be acceptable. The SOS and 10 other instruments 
developed by the ESS were subjected in the developmental and trial 
periods to several procedures designed to enhance face, content, and 
construct validity. According to the user's guide, 
The validity of items in the ESS instruments depends primarily 
on literature review, consultation with content experts, pilot 
testing of the instruments, and ACT's experience in instrument 
design and construction. Perhaps the most direct evidence of 
the face validity and content validity of the instruments lies 
in the items themselves. . . (User's Guide, 1985, p. 16). 
Other studies of the accuracy of self-reported types of student infor¬ 
mation were used by ESS developers to support their claim that their 
instruments are "an accurate and valid source of student data" (p. 16). 
The reliability of item response in the SOS was assessed in a test- 
retest administration. The average percent of identical item responses 
on the two administrations ranged from 57% to 67%; the percent of 
responses within one scale point of each other ranged from 93% to 97%. 
The correlation between the average ratings of "satisfaction" items was 
.92 for the college services section and .95 for the college environ- 
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lent section, causing the developers to claim that "it is evident that 
the average satisfaction rating[s] for various aspects of the institu- 
tion exhibit a high degree of stability" (p. 17). 
Item Targeting 
Prior to local administration, SOS topics were compared to those 
in Guide-based instruments, and a list generated of the closest connec 
tions. From these lists were selected 10 of the 20 college services 
and 20 of the 42 environmental aspects as "key" items to explore in 
analysis of survey data. An open-ended question was selected for the 
"comments and suggestions" space: 
If you had the power to change any policies, practices, 
attitudes, or behaviors of this institution towards adult 
students, which TWO would you change first? 
Procedures 
Topics covered in this section include the scheduling, prepara¬ 
tion, and administration of the survey instruments described in the 
Measures section; research findings which guided those processes; the 
selection and pilot-testing of an incentive for student response; and 
followup procedures. 
Scheduling 
Part I instruments were sent via campus mail and Part III instru¬ 
ments by postal mail during April, 1987. The unit-head instrument and 
support-service supplementary packet were sent to the heads of the 
Division of Continuing Education and University Without Walls on May 
18. Telephone interviews of support-unit heads (Part II) were begun 
the week of May 25, 1987, and concluded in mid-June. 
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Preparation of Part I and Part III Mailings 
Lockhart's (1984) "stages of mailed questionnaire returning beha¬ 
vior (receiving, opening, forming an overall'impression, answering, 
and returning) guided most of the choices made in preparing survey 
instruments for distribution and administration; the work of Erdos 
(1970) was also helpful. 
Careful attention was given to obtaining correctly spelled names, 
current campus addresses (university personnel), and mailing addresses 
(students), and to proofreading envelopes and labels. Outer envelopes 
were clearly stamped either "CAMPUS MAIL" or "FIRST CLASS MAIL." The 
9 1/2 x 12 1/2 manila outer envelope was designed so that it would not 
resemble ’junk" mail. Permission was obtained to use the university's 
return-address style and format, including the institutional logo, and 
to purchase letterhead and envelopes through university printing ser¬ 
vices. A rubber stamp was used to place the investigator's name above 
the return address. Commemorative stamps were chosen over meter 
stickers. 
Cover pages 
Two letters were attached to the instruments sent to university 
personnel. On top was a letter from the investigator which requested 
participation, estimated the completion time, provided a brief 
rationale for the study and an indication of its scope, assured that 
individual responses would not be revealed, called attention to the 
return envelope, and offered a telephone number so that additional 
information could be sought. Letters were individually prepared via 
word processor, bearing not only the recipient's name and address but 
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also a specific reference in the body to adult enrolment figures in 
the recipient's school, college, or faculty. (A copy of the letter 
sent to unit heads is in Appendix B.) 
Anonymity was not offered; rather, attention was called to an 
identification number stamped at the end of the questionnaire and to 
its purpose. The benefits of being able to target followup communi¬ 
cations to non-respondents only and of using key characteristics of 
respondents in data analysis were judged to outweigh possible negative 
effects of identification numbers. (Neither confidentiality nor anony¬ 
mity were guaranteed the heads of DCE and UWW, who were "samples of 
one.") 
The second letter was a letter of endorsement from the universi¬ 
ty's deputy provost. The letter, typed on official letterhead and then 
photocopied, tied the proposed research to other local efforts and 
encouraged participation. (A copy of letter is in Appendix B.) 
Student subjects received one letter, from the investigator, along 
with the Student Opinion Survey. Personally addressed, the letter 
acknowledged the student s busy schedule; emphasized the importance of 
his/her opinions; explained confidentiality safeguards; and pointed out 
that some background items had been omitted to conserve response time, 
that a special question had been added, and that a return envelope and 
incentive were included. (A copy of the letter to students is in 
Appendix B.) A preferred return time ("within a week") was named, al¬ 
though evidence is inconclusive that naming a deadline or date in¬ 
creases response rate. 
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Student Incentive 
Studies on the effect of Incentives on response rate have had 
varying results. A University of Massachusetts decal, three inches in 
diameter and bearing the seal of the institution, was chosen after the 
following "piloting" procedure: 
Fourteen adult students in an evening class sponsored by the 
University Without Walls were asked to rank six features on a scale 
ranging from (1) most likely to influence to (6) least likely to In¬ 
fluence accordlnS how much effect each feature would have in causing 
them to complete and return a mailed questionnaire. The group ranked 
the features in this order: 
1. A thank-you in the letter, plus a decal as a token of 
appreciation (average score, 2.36) 
2. A personalized letter (3.00) 
3. A thank-you in the letter (no token of appreciation) 
(3.57) 
4. A special question inviting suggestions about the uni¬ 
versity (3.71) 
5.5. A non-personalized letter (4.14) 
5.5. A thank-you in the letter, plus a quarter (25 cents) 
as a token of appreciation (4.14) 
(It should be noted that although the opportunity to answer a 
special question ranked comparatively low as an influence upon the 
decision to respond, more than 80% of students who returned the SOS 
took advantage of the opportunity.) 
For ease of return via campus mail, size 9 envelopes bearing the 
investigator's name and campus address were provided to unit heads, 
faculty, and advisors. Because the Student Opinion Survey should 
remain unfolded for error-free optical scanning, student respondents 
were provided 9 x 12 manila envelopes bearing the investigator's name 
and campus address and "FIRST CLASS MAIL" stamped in red. Commemora¬ 
tive stamps were again used rather than business-reply imprints; Linsky 
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(1975) suggests that 
people £ind lt psychologically difficult to throw 
away an unused stamp because of its monetary value, whereas the postage 
permit does not represent a cost to anyone unless it is used" (p. 89). 
Characteristics identified by Lockhart (1984) as inhibiting return 
behavior include the presence of incriminating or objectionable ques¬ 
tions and requests for donations. The latter were easily avoided, but 
other than general care in editing and revising questions to maximize 
clarity and minimize personal threat, no method was devised to detect 
which questions were likely to be perceived as objectionable. 
Followup Procedures 
Additional contacts with survey subjects are recognized in the 
literature as significantly improving response rate to mailed question¬ 
naires. Although "pre-contacts" were effective in studies reviewed by 
Linsky (1975), they were used in the present study only for introducto¬ 
ry letters to prospective interviewees in support-service units. For 
reasons of time and cost, they were not used with subjects who were to 
receive pencil-and-paper instruments. Followup procedures were syste¬ 
matically planned for the latter groups, however; studies reviewed 
prior to 1978 showed that the "number of contacts was the best single 
predictor of final response rate" (Baumgartner and Heberlein, 1984, p. 
67). 
First Followup 
Approximately two weeks after the initial survey instrument and 
cover letter(s) were sent to unit heads, faculty, advisors, and stu¬ 
dents, a first followup letter was sent to non-respondents. The quan- 
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titles sent were: unit heads, 32 (52* of the origins! total surveyed); 
faculty, 70 (55%); advisors, 26 (45%); and students, 95 (52%). 
Second Followup 
Approximately 10 days after the first followup letter was sent, a 
second letter went out to non-respondents along with a replacement copy 
of the appropriate instrument. The second followup to students intro¬ 
duced two new elements: an option to omit Social Security number and 
other background information and an offer to put the recipient's name 
on a mailing list for summary data from the project. Numbers of second 
followup letters sent were: unit heads, 23 (37% of total surveyed); 
faculty, 54 (43%); advisors, 20 (34%) and students, 66 (36%). 
Third Followup 
Attempts were made to telephone non-respondents beginning approxi¬ 
mately two weeks after the mailing of the second followup letter and 
replacement instrument. Because this period began the week after 
university commencement, a high rate of contact with faculty non¬ 
respondents was neither anticipated nor achieved. Messages were left 
in departmental offices for the 13 unit heads who had not responded, 
and with secretaries or on answering machines for about half of the 30 
non-responding faculty and nine non-responding advisors. Calls to non¬ 
responding students were proportionately more successful: in 28 of 36 
cases, either the student him/herself was reached or a message left. 
Part II: Telephone Interviews of Support-Unit Heads 
Letters of introduction were mailed to 24 heads of support 
services at least one week before interview appointments were made. 
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Similar i 
appearance to, but longer than, the cover letters accom¬ 
panying pencil-and-paper instruments, they incorporated some of the 
descriptive material about the study which had been placed in the 
introductory blocks of pencil-and-paper instruments. (A copy of the 
support-unit letter is in Appendix B.) 
A limit of three attempts to set up an interview within the allot¬ 
ted period was arbitrarily established. One person asked that the 
questions be sent to her in written form; she returned the completed 
packet within the survey period. Only one interview of the hoped-for 
24 could not be scheduled in the allotted time; that person was filling 
two roles, as director of his own unit and acting director of another. 
Interviewee comments made in addition to the requested "Yes/No" 
responses were written verbatim or paraphrased on the category sheets 
prepared for each interview. Several interviewees sent brochures and 
other descriptive information about their units. 
Letters of appreciation were sent to interviewees within the week 
following the interview. 
Data Analysis and Display 
In this section are described categorization and coding schemes for 
quantifiable data, statistical procedures, content analysis procedures 
for non-quantifiable data, and methods for displaying data in tables. 
Categorization and Coding Schemes 
For the Guide-based instruments in Parts I and II of the study, 
three categories of possible responses were predetermined: Yes, No, and 
failure to respond (blank). Additional categories were derived from 
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the responses themseives when data were first aggregated for analysis 
Rarely, Conditional, and Other Comment. 
A six digit (six-choice) scheme was used to code responses for 
entry into the university's mainframe computer. A conservative 
approach was taken to categorising and coding, meaning that few 
inferences were made from incomplete or unclear expressions. 
1. No: Only an unambiguous and unqualified "No," or, In a few 
cases, a phrase or sentence which was clearly the equivalent 
was placed in this category. ’ 
2. Yes: Only an unambiguous and unqualified "Yes," or, in a 
few cases, a phrase or sentence which was clearly the 
equivalent, was placed in this category. 
3. Rarely: A comparatively small number of responses to 
Is this..your [unit s] practice?" were placed here. They 
include Rarely, Occasionally," and "Once or twice " 
without an accompanying "Yes" or "No" in the appropriate 
blank. .Because instructions asked if the practice was a 
normal part of operations, the existence of at least two 
possible interpretations—that the practice is a normal 
activity rarely used, or that the practice is rarely a 
normal activity—meant these could not be coded either "Yes" 
or "No." 
4. Conditional: A comparatively small number of responses, 
mostly to "Are you a proponent of this practice?", were 
placed here. Most of these included an actual or implied 
Yes all contained a qualifying phrase such as "but only 
if we are given more resources," "but not for me," or "only 
if certain standards are met." 
5. Other Comment: Here were placed all other responses, 
including symbols, which conveyed meaning or partial meaning 
not clearly classifiable in codes 1-4. They included 
question marks, "N/A," expressions of indecision such as 
"not sure," and longer explanations of attitude or practice 
from which no clearly positive or negative theme could be 
deduced. A few respondents noted, without also checking 
"Yes" or "No," that a brochure or other material had been 
attached; these "attachment notes" were placed in the 
"other comment" category. (No attempts were made to supple¬ 
ment respondents' hand-written responses with information 
from attached printed materials.) 
0. Blank: Only those response spaces in which no meaningful 
mark had been made were coded as blank. If a respondent's 
"other comment" stretched across both response columns, 
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comment"• If the "other P“.Ce resPOnses were coded "other 
column k "Met" h comment was confined to only one 
column, a blank was recorded for the adjacent space. 
Responses in the Rarely, Conditional, and Other Comment categories 
accounted for only 3.0% of responses to non-optional items in unit- 
head, faculty, and advisor instruments; blanks accounted for 3.5% (see 
Completion Rate section. Chapter IV, and Completion Rate Characteris- 
tics. Appendix C). Slightly more Other Comment codes were recorded, 
proportionately, in data from interviews of support-unit heads, because 
frequently the first question asked in a particular category was met 
with a response indicating non-applicability to that unit. 
Only unambiguous "Yes” responses were manipulated in statistical 
procedures determining the extent of "proponence" and "usage" (see 
definitions below and in Chapter I). However, the frequencies in all 
response categories for the unit-head, faculty, and advisor instruments 
are displayed in Chapter IV (Tables 3-5 and 7-9). 
Definitions 
Because the analysis of data focused primarily on two desired 
measures, operational definitions of those are again provided: 
Proponence 
This coined word signifies the abstract noun or quality expressed 
by affirmative responses to "Are you a proponent of this practice?" A 
person's proponence score is that representing the number of times 
he/she responded "Yes" to the "proponent" question. The proponence 
score for a particular practice is the quantity representing the number 
of respondents who are proponents of that practice. 
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Usage 
To avoid using the word "practice" in two ways, the tern usage was 
selected to signify the quantity expressed by the "Yes" responses to 
"Is this your [unit's] practice?" A person's or a unit's usage score 
is that representing the number of times the respondent marked "Yes" to 
that question in the instrument. The usage score for a particular 
practice is that representing the number of respondents who said they 
use the practice. 
Computer-Assisted Statistical Procedures 
Data were analyzed using selected routines from Statistical 
?ackage the Social Sciences (Nie et al. , 1975) and consultation 
from the university's Statistical Consulting Center. These routines 
were the primary ones employed: 
The subprogram FREQUENCIES supplies one-way frequency distribu¬ 
tions for discrete variables (Nie et al., 1975 , p. 194). Frequencies 
for all demographic variables and response variables were obtained to 
enable initial characterizations of subject groups and to aid verifica¬ 
tion of data input worksheets. Frequencies of "combined" variables (i. 
6«> the patterns of Yes/Yes, Yes/No, No/Yes, No/No, and various combi¬ 
nations involving nontypical responses) were also obtained for use in 
the weighting scheme described under Data Analysis in this chapter and 
under Potential Responsiveness in Chapter IV. 
Proportions in subgroups of such characteristics such as gender, 
unit affiliation, degree classification, age group, and enrollment 
status were obtained with the CROSSTABS routine, which provides joint 
frequency tables displaying column and row percentages, percentages of 
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the total table, and, as requested, various combinations of those 
indicators (Nie et al. , p. 230). 
The subprogram BREAKDOWN "calculates and prints the sums, means, 
standard deviations, and variances of a dependent variable among sub¬ 
groups" in a file (Nle et al., p. 249). The "Yes" responses to the 
proponence and usage questions for each Instrument Item were analysed 
separately according to selected subgroup characteristics of each res¬ 
pondent group. Of special Interest were the number of respondents in 
the various groupings, the sums of "Yes" responses, and, where appro- 
priate, the standard deviations. 
The CROSSBREAK facility, "a hybrid of the BREAKDOWN and CROSSTABS 
procedures’ (Nie et al., p. 264), provides an easily readable display 
of ’’Yes" data in percentage form, facilitating construction of tables 
for Chapter IV. 
Each instrument item was considered in turn an independent varia¬ 
ble, as were section subtotals and instrument totals. The subprogram 
ONEWAY, which is limited to problems involving only one variable," was 
selected to perform analyses of variance according to selected subgroup 
characteristics, identifying differences significant at the .05 level. 
ONEWAY was chosen over the related subprogram ANOVA because it provides 
not only a "basic analysis of variance summary table" but also a poste¬ 
riori contrasts and seven statistics applicable to the contrasts (Nie 
et al., pp. 398, 422). (The difficulties arising from multiple uni¬ 
variate testing were recognized. See Hindsights, Appendix F.) 
Because specific information was desired beyond an ANOVA indica¬ 
tion of differences between or among subgroup means, an a posteriori 
contrast test was selected to pinpoint the subgroup or subgroups of 
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The Student-Neuman-Keuls test 
greatest influence on those differences. 
(SNK) meets basic criteria of "comparing all possible pairs of group 
means," of being accurate with unequal group sizes (a common situation 
m thG Study data)’ and of ensuring that each comparison is made at a 
specific alpha level (in this study, .05) (Nie et al., pp. 427-428). 
The SNK functions in such a fashion that the further two means 
are apart (for example, among school-college-faculty subgroups) on an 
ordered scale, "the larger the difference between them must be before 
this difference exceeds its critical value" (Winer, 1962, pp. 82-83). 
The influence of this aspect of the SNK was seen in a few comparisons 
m whlch a11 three subgroups in an ordered trio of means appeared to 
be quite different upon visual inspection. The middle and lowest 
scores were identified as significantly different from each other, but 
the highest and lowest were not so identified. 
Other Statistical and Computational Procedures 
Mean satisfaction scores of the local adult—student group were 
compared with mean scores of a national normative group. The formula 
selected was the one-sample t test described by Levy (1968, pp. 94-97). 
Total proponence and usage scores of school-college-faculty sub¬ 
groups within the unit-head, faculty, and advisor groups were compared 
to each other and to the proportions of adults enrolled in school, 
college, and faculty units. Pearson product-moment correlation statis¬ 
tics were calculated for all possible pairs of total scores (TI-55 III 
Guidebook, 1977, pp. 3-4, 3-10). 
Under the heading Potential Responsiveness in Chapter IV, a 
weighting scheme is described which was applied to the summed, combined 
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variables for each item of practice to determine the relative "climate 
for maintenance or adoption" of practices. Four points were tallied 
for each respondent who answered "Yes" in proponence and "Yes" in usage 
concerning an item, three points for each Yes/No, two points for each 
No/Yes, and one point for each No/No. These "climate scores" for all 
items in an instrument were averaged, and the scores falling more than 
one standard deviation above and below the mean defined as being in a 
’warm" and "cool" climate, respectively. 
Content Analysis of Non-Quantifiable Data 
Responses to open-ended questions were content-analyzed. Respon¬ 
ses of unit heads, faculty, and advisors were themselves used to 
develop categorization schemes. The reliability of coding was assessed 
by employing a second coder and calculating the inter-coder reliability 
statistic known as "Scott's pi" (Scott, 1955, pp. 321-325; see also 
Holsti, 1969). Details of the content analysis procedure are given in 
Chapter IV and in greater detail in Appendix E. 
A categorization scheme for student responses to an open-ended 
question was developed partly from the responses themselves and partly 
from a "barriers to participation" model described by Cross (1981, pp. 
97-108). Details of the process are given in Chapter IV and in Appen¬ 
dix E. 
Selection and Display of Data 
As noted earlier, quantifiable responses of unit heads, faculty, 
advisors, and support-service heads which are of primary interest are 
proponence scores and usage scores. The percentage equivalents of 
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those scores were selected for display 1„ tables designed to illustrate 
similarities and differences within respondent groups. Subgroup sizes 
are shown under subgroup names at the tops of data columns. 
Students quantifiable responses are displayed in Chapter IV tables 
as mean satisfaction scores on a five-point scale (with five as the top 
extreme). Standard deviations are also shown. 
Tabular notation was judged to be the most space-conserving way to 
denote significant differences among subgroups. But this presented a 
challenge: How to mark clearly which subgroups of a set differ from 
selected others. The following system of symbols was devised, and is 
used wherever subgroup scores submitted to analyses of variance and a 
posteriori contrast tests are displayed. 
Rectangles and underscores. Every relationship among subgroups 
identified by the SNK test can be expressed in these terms: One sub- 
group is significantly different from other subgroups and can thus be 
placed at the left of a greater than" or "less than" expression 
according to the order in which the means were listed by the ONEWAY/SNK 
procedure. For example, in lines of means expressed by the symbols A, 
B, C, D, E, and F, various relationships might have been identified by 
the SNK test: 
(1) A > C, D, F (2) B < A, C, D, F (3) F > A 
These expressions signify that (1) A's mean is significantly different 
from, and higher than, the means of C, D, and F (and not significantly 
different from the means of B and E) ; (2) B's mean is significantly 
different from, and lower than, the means of A, C, D, and F (but not 
significantly different from E's mean); and (3) F's mean is signifi- 
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cantly different from, and higher than A'e m ,, 
nigner than, A s mean (but not significantly 
different from the means of B, C, D, and E). 
In a line of tabled scores, then, the one subgroup whose relation¬ 
ship to others can be represented by its lone position at the left in a 
greater-than" (or >) expression is marked thus: 
(1) A B 
f~7 ♦ 1 ] 6.8 
C D E F 
3-9 4.6 6.3 5.3 
Similarly, if the one subgroup's significantly differing score is lower 
than others, which would place it at the left in a "<" (less than) 
expression, the situation can be shown as follows: 
(2) A BC D E F 
6-° [l-l 1 3.9 6.1 1.6 2.3 
The reader has the task of determining, by visual inspection, whether 
one rectangled subgroup has a lower or higher mean than its under— 
scored neighbors. 
Where only two subgroups (such as gender subgroups) have been 
compared, the convention was established that the higher score is in a 
rectangle and the lower score is underscored. 
A greater challenge arose when more than one subgroup was iden¬ 
tified as significantly different from one or more others in the same 
line of scores. For these cases, a secondary set of symbols was de¬ 
vised: a dashed-line rectangle and dashed-line underscoring. The fol¬ 
lowing example shows two scores which differ significantly from various 
other scores: 
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DjjU [6.*} .^9 4^6 6.3 5.3 
The symbols indicate not only that A's mean is significantly different 
from, and higher than, the means of C, D, and F, but also that B's mean 
is significantly different from, and higher than, the means of C and D. 
The final challenge was confined to a few cases in the advisor 
data, in which a third subgroup was singled out as differing signifi¬ 
cantly from one other subgroup in the line. Although these were consi¬ 
dered the least important findings, comparatively, they were judged 
worthy of marking, not by an additional style of rectangle but by a 
double asterisk linked to a footnote. 
Single asterisks. Occasionally an ANOVA indicated that there were 
significant differences among subgroups, but the SNK failed to identify 
the higher/lower relationships of those subgroups at the (.05) alpha 
level. A single asterisk refers the reader to a footnote in which that 
situation is explained. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The study produced a large amount of data intended to answer the 
primary research question, How responsive is the University of Massa¬ 
chusetts at Amherst to adult undergraduates? Quantifiable data were 
coded, tallied, visually and statistically analyzed, examined at 
various levels of aggregation, and prepared for narrative exposition 
and tabular display. Non-quantifiable data (responses to open-ended 
questions and additional remarks) were content-analyzed and the major 
categories examined in text and depicted in tables. 
A report of response and completion rates for participant groups 
follows these introductory pages. The remainder of the chapter is 
structured to correspond with the order of research subquestions pre¬ 
sented in Chapter III. Where several long tables accompany a portion 
of text, they are grouped together at the end of that text subsection. 
Most of the chapter is devoted to findings which depict the pre¬ 
set state of the university's responsiveness to adult undergraduates. 
The extent of proponence for practices which were included in survey 
instruments is depicted by rank-ordering the practices according to the 
numbers of their proponents. Similar rankings of practices follow, 
their order determined by numbers of users in the university. 
Findings are then presented concerning proponence and usage within 
and across aggregations of unit heads, faculty, and academic advisors. 
The aggregating criteria used with all three respondent groups are 
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their school, college, and faculty affiliations, the proportion of 
adults enrolled in their units, and gender. The influences of faculty 
rank and teaching level are considered, as are the faculty/staff role, 
adult-advisee load, and authority level of advisors. 
Topics common to the data from these three groups are the next 
focus, followed by a correlational exercise which pairs total-instru¬ 
ment scores and the percentages of adults in organisational units. The 
University Without Walls, more than 902 of whose students are over 25 
years of age, is compared to the academic units which enroll the next 
largest proportions of adults. 
The report of findings then shifts to adult students and their 
levels of satisfaction with college services and environmental aspects. 
The local group is compared to a national normative group and then is 
disaggregated so that influences on satisfaction level of degree clas¬ 
sification, gender, enrollment status, age group, and race can be 
traced. 
The university's present state of responsiveness leads logically 
into its potential responsiveness to adult undergraduates. Proponence 
and usage data from unit heads, faculty, advisors, support-service 
heads, and heads of University Without Walls and the Division of Con¬ 
tinuing Education are reconfigured to provide "climate" measures for 
maintenance or adoption of certain practices. Enhancing the climate 
discussion are unit-head and faculty interpretations of the mission of 
the university and its departments and divisions concerning service to 
adults, and advisors' interpretations of the purpose of their advising 
units concerning attention to age diversity. Suggestions from advisors 
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and students pinpoint possible places for effective change towards 
increased responsiveness to adult students. 
A summary of findings concludes the chapter. It serves not only 
as a condensation of what came before it but also as a bridge to the 
discussion and recommendations of Chapter V. 
Response and Completion Rates 
Response Rates 
In all, 456 persons were asked to supply information for the 
study; 373 responded in some form, for an overall response rate of 
81.8%. Usable information was received from 356 persons, for an effec¬ 
tive response rate of 78.1%. Characteristics of each respondent group 
are described below. Rates according to respondents' school, college, 
and faculty affiliation are displayed in Table 1. 
Unit Heads 
Fifty-three replies were received to the 62 instruments sent to 
department heads and chairs and division chairs and directors, an 
overall reponse rate of 85%. Forty—eight were in the form of usable 
instruments; five were written or telephoned messages declining parti¬ 
cipation. One person serving both as a department head and an acting 
division director was sent two instruments and asked to provide view¬ 
points from both roles; he did so and is thus represented twice in the 
findings. Department heads are underrepresented in the unit-head 
response data; 67% returned usable instruments, compared to 83% of 
department chairs and 100% of division chairs and directors. 
By organizational unit, the highest rates of return of usable 
unit-head instruments (100%) were from the School of Education, School 
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Of Health Sciences, and the School of Health and Physical Education. 
Lowest return rates (50%) were fro. the Faculty of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics and the School of Management. 
Seven of the unit heads receiving instruments are female; all 
returned usable instruments. Proportionately fewer male unit heads, 
74%, returned usable instruments. 
Faculty 
Ninety-seven replies were received to the 127 instruments sent to 
a random sample of full-time faculty holding academic rank, an overall 
response rate of 76%. Ninety-one were in the form of usable instru¬ 
ments; six were other communications; two blank instruments, three 
messages declining participation, and one request for a replacement 
instrument which was not subsequently returned. 
Highest return rates were from those faculty representing the 
Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences (90%) and the College of Food 
and Natural Resources (89%). Lowest return rates were from faculty 
representing the Faculty of Humanities and Fine Arts (53%) and the 
School of Physical Education (50%). HFA faculty are proportionately 
underrepresented in the faculty data; however, those who responded 
account for 27% of the usable faculty data. 
Male and female faculty are represented in the usable data in 
approximately the proportions in which they appear in the sample sur¬ 
veyed; 75% of 21 female faculty and 71% of 106 male faculty returned 
usable instruments. Representation by academic rank in the usable data 
is also approximately proportionate to the sample surveyed; 47% of 61 
professors, 30% of 40 associate professors, and 23% of 26 assistant 
professors returned usable instruments. Faculty returning usable in- 
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struments categorized themselves according to teaching level as fol¬ 
lows: undergraduate only, 11 (12.1%); undergraduate and graduate, 70 
(76.9%); graduate only, 8 (8.8%); not currently teaching, 2 (2.2%). 
Academic Advisors 
Fifty-one replies were received to the 58 questionnaires sent to a 
sample of those persons who have major responsibilities for academic 
advising, an overall response rate of 88%. Forty-nine were in the form 
of usable instruments. Two were other communications: one request for 
a replacement instrument which was not subsequently returned and one 
telephone message declining participation. 
In six of the 11 advising (organizational) unit categories, all 
advisors surveyed (100%) supplied usable instruments. The lowest re¬ 
turn rate (50%) was from advisors representing the School of Manage¬ 
ment. MGT and CASIAC (College of Arts and Sciences Information and 
Advising Center) are slightly underrepresented in advisor data. 
Proportionately more female (95% of 19) than male (79% of 39) 
advisors returned usable instruments. Representation according to 
faculty or staff role nearly matches that of the survey sample: 84% of 
44 faculty advisors and 86% of 14 professional-staff advisors returned 
usable instruments. Representation according to authority level is 
highest, proportionately, at the highest level: 92% of advisors at the 
top level (1-A) returned usable instruments, compared to 83% at the 2-A 
level, 88% at the 3-A level, and 63% at the 3-C level. Advisors 
returning usable instruments categorized themselves as follows ac¬ 
cording to the proportion of adults they advise: no adults advised, 6 
(12.2%); adults one-fourth of load or less, 38 (77.6%); adults one- 
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fourth to one-half of load, 3 (6.1%); 
2 (4.1%). 
adults one-half of load or more 
Effects of Underrepresentation 
There were enough respondents from most of the proportionately 
underrepresented subgroups In the unit-head, faculty, and advisor data 
to have adequate Influence on the study findings. Only In three In- 
stances does underrepresentation affect the findings or their inter¬ 
pretation and display. The School of Management is represented by only 
one respondent in the advisor data, and the School of Physical Educa¬ 
tion by one respondent in the faculty data and one in the advisor data. 
This means, first, that when scores for school, college, and faculty 
groups are tabled, MGT and PHE are omitted in order to protect confi¬ 
dentiality of response. Second, analyses of variance exclude one- 
member cells, so statistical comparisons according to school, college, 
and faculty are made of faculty data without PHE, and of advisor data 
without PHE and MGT. Third, inferences about MGT and PHE advising 
units or PHE faculty based on samples of one are considered too tenuous 
to offer in this report. 
Support Units 
Attempts to conduct telephone interviews with 24 heads of univer¬ 
sity support services during a three-week period were successful in all 
but one case, for a response rate of 96%. One prospective interviewee 
asked to respond in writing to written interview questions in place of 
an oral interview; her responses are included with the telephone inter¬ 
view data. 
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"Adult" Units 
The heads and one staff member each of the Division of Continuing 
Education and the University Without Walls were asked to participate in 
the study. The heads supplied usable data. The staff members' parti¬ 
cipation in activities concerned with the adaptation of the guiding 
instrument is described in Chapter VI. 
Adult Students 
Eighty percent of the 181 students 25 years old and older to whom 
survey instruments were sent returned them within the allotted time 
period. All but two of the 145 returned instruments contained informa¬ 
tion which is represented in the study findings. Table 2 compares the 
makeup of the respondent groups with that of the survey groups, showing 
that Other Majors are slightly underrepresented in comparison to Bache¬ 
lor of General Studies and University Without Walls majors. Not shown 
in the table is that male students are slightly underrepresented in 
comparison to female students. Neither case of slight underrepresen¬ 
tation was judged to affect the conclusions drawn from study findings. 
Returns by Followup Period 
The followup schedule for the mailed instruments consisted of a 
first followup letter sent about two weeks after the original mailing; 
a second letter accompanied by a replacement instrument, sent about 10 
days after the first followup letter; and a telephone call about two 
weeks after the second followup letter. Of the 331 usable instruments 
received from unit heads, faculty, academic advisors, and students, 
61.6% were received in the period between the initial contact and the 
mailing of the first followup letter; 15.7% in the period between the 
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Table 2 
Response Rates of Adult Students (n=145) 
According to Degree Classification 
Degree Classification 
Surveyed Responded Usable 
Instruments 
University Without Walls 85 73 (86%) 72* (85%) 
Bachelor of General Studies 7 4 (57%) 4 (57%) 
Other Majors (school, college, and 
faculty units) 89 68 (76%) 67* (75%) 
Totals 181 145 (80%) 143 (79%) 
‘One UWW and one Other Majors student answered the open-ended question 
but did not complete the satisfaction scales. 
first and second followup letters; and 19.6% in the period between the 
second letter and a telephone reminder. Following the telephone calls, 
3.0% were received. The assumption is made that no significant bias was 
introduced by delays in returning instruments. 
Completion Rates 
The extent to which respondents completed their instruments is 
high. Overall, in the quantifiable components of the instruments, 
codable responses were provided in 96.3% of possible spaces by the 356 
persons whose instruments contained usable data. Additional details 
about completion-rate determination and characteristics are in Appendix 
C. 
Unit heads, faculty, advisors, heads of adult units, and students 
were given the opportunity to write responses to specific open-ended 
questions. Overall, more than 76% did so: 
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Group 
Unit heads 
Unit heads 
Faculty 
Faculty 
Advisors 
Advisors 
Adult-unit 
Adult-unit 
Students 
—P-£ ££ QPen Ended Number and Percent 
Question Responding 
University mission 35/48 
Department/unit mission 38/48 
University mission 65/91 
Department/unit mission 64/91 
Advising-unit purpose 38/49 
Suggested change(s) 41/49 
heads University mission 1/2 
heads Department/unit mission 1/2 
Suggested change(s) 117/145 
72.9% 
79.2 
71.4 
70.3 
77.6 
83.7 
50.0 
50.0 
80.7 
Comments in addition to responses to open-ended questions were 
supplied by about 21% of unit-head respondents, 31% of faculty 
respondents, and 41% of advisor respondents. These remarks were 
included in other comment" categories for content analysis procedures. 
Support (Proponence) for Effective Practices 
How extensive is support within the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst for practices effective in serving adult undergraduates? This 
research question has as its aim a measurement of favorable inclination 
(proponence) toward the practices described in the literature and 
included in survey instruments. Sought specifically is the extent of 
proponence of unit heads (department chairs and heads and division 
chairs and directors), teaching-faculty, academic advisors, heads of 
support services, and heads of two university units established to 
serve adults and part-time students, the Division of Continuing Educa¬ 
tion and University Without Walls. 
Proponence was earlier defined operationally as affirmative 
9 
response to "Are you a proponent of this practice?" The initial report 
of its extent in this university is a series of lists of practices 
which are ranked in descending order according to the number of "Yes" 
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responses supplied by respondents. Tables 3-5 display complete lists 
for unit heads, faculty, and advisors; also shown with those lists are 
frequencies in six categories of response: Yes, No, Rarely, Conditional 
Yes, Other Comment, and Blank. Table 6 shows affirmative response to 
26 selected practices by support-unit heads and heads of DCE and UWW. 
Unit-Head Proponence 
Generally, the practices having 90% or more unit-head proponence 
are those considered effective with a broad range of students, tradi¬ 
tional and nontraditional. Just below the 90% mark, as can be seen in 
Table 3, begin to emerge alternate delivery modes and practices which 
recognize the individual nature and previous experience of students. 
At the mid-range are practices which offer flexibility to the seeking 
student but which may require greater investment of time by department 
personnel than do more conventional practices. At the low end (less 
than 15% proponence) are credit-award procedures tied to specific 
published materials, and delivery modes involving extreme departures 
from traditional, campus-based programs. 
Faculty Proponence 
Only the practices concerning interdisciplinary teaching and inde 
pendent-study supervision, neither of which is limited to adult stu¬ 
dents in effectiveness, have more than 90% of the faculty sample as 
proponents. High on the list displayed in Table 4, however, are prac¬ 
tices having flexibility as a key characteristic, both in student 
programs and in faculty delivery methods. At the mid-range are activi 
ties outside the day-to-day university setting but within the adult- 
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student milieu. Only one practice Is at the low extreme (under 20?) of 
faculty proponence, teaching by correspondence study, an activity which 
(stereotyplcally, at least) Involves little or no direct contact with 
students. 
Academic Advisor Proponence 
As was the case with unit heads, practices garnering 90% or more 
of advisor proponence are those effective with a broad range of stu¬ 
dents. As shown in Table 5, also above the 90% mark are practices 
denoting flexibility in both advising-unit practice and individual 
advisor custom. At the mid-range appears special training/reading 
geared to improving service to adult students. No practice drew less 
than 36% of advisor proponence. Those near the end of the list are 
much like those at the bottom of the unit-head list; they concern the 
use of specific published materials for determining credit award for 
prior learning or describe the modes of delivery least available in 
this university. 
Proponence of Heads of "Adult" Units 
The instrument sent to department and division heads was also sent 
to the heads of the Division of Continuing Education and University 
Without Walls, along with an extensive series of items selected from 
questions posed in interviews of heads of support-service units. 
Responses from the UWW unit head indicate proponence for all except the 
last three of the 47 practices listed in Table 6. The exceptions are 
offering one or more traditional, on-campus courses through correspond¬ 
ence study; offering an entire program through correspondence study; 
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and offering an entire program through independent study. The DCE unit 
head did not respond to the unit-head Instruct portion of the survey. 
DCE/UWW proponence for support-service practices is described and 
tabled with the support-service material. 
Proponence of Support-Service Heads 
The 26 practices to which six or more support-service heads, plus 
DCE and UWW heads, gave Yes or No responses are listed in Table 6 in 
descending order according to the percentage of support-service heads 
who answered "Yes'’ to "Are you a proponent of this practice?" Where 
the same percentage figure applies to more than one practice, those 
practices are tabled, first, by the number of persons responding, and 
second, in the order in which the questions were selected from the 
Guide. 
Generalizing about the kinds of practices appearing at the top, 
mid-point, and bottom of the support-unit proponence list is more 
difficult than it was for the proponence of unit heads, faculty, and 
advisors. Appearing throughout Table 6 are practices usable with a 
broad age range of students as well as practices focused more narrowly 
on the adult student component. Even practices which may require 
greater time, effort, and perhaps resources than do more routine acti¬ 
vities are found at all points: near the top (needs assessment), at 
midrange (information-gathering), and near the bottom (after-hours 
opening of in-house resource centers). 
Corresponding lists reflecting usage of practices will be found in 
the following section. 
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Table 3 
Proponence of Unit Heads (n=48) 
°r Ran^ff in Serving Adult Undergraduates 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
71 
at > 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
srudpnraCaJemiC fdvisin§ Pliable within the department for 
students who seek it 
Designing departmental brochures to describe programs so that 
students can understand the overall structure of a program 
Customarily accepting credit value equal to that of traditional 
departmental courses for transfer credits representing courses 
taken in the regular day programs of other collegiate institutions 
Maintaining a good referral network with academic advising pro- 
grams elsewhere on campus 
Monitoring student progress in the department for planning 
purposes or for identifying students in academic difficulty 
Making available in the department Honors or other accelerated 
or advanced placement courses or learning experiences for 
exceptionally well qualified students 
Having readily available information on student retention 
rates in the department 
Maintaining a good referral network with remedial programs 
elsewhere on campus 
Holding some organized faculty discussion in the department 
about what students completing the program are able to do and 
understand (as contrasted with how many courses they have 
completed) 
Collecting information about the reasons students drop out of 
the department 
Offering courses through the Division of Continuing Education 
Customarily accepting credit value equal to that of traditional 
departmental courses for credits awarded for courses taken 
through this University's Division of Continuing Education 
Scheduling some course sections to meet less often and for 
longer time periods (than the twice or thrice weekly format), 
for the convenience of students 
Scheduling some sections of courses in evenings or on weekends 
Making some effort, formal or informal, to attract adult students 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
courses through independent study... 
2 -3 v c $ § f j» 
“ O O 03 
■n 
v 3 >* 2 
48 
47 
47 
47 1 
47 
45 3 
44 2 
44 4 
44 4 
43 2 
41 5 
41 5 
39 8 1 
39 8 1 
38 8 1 1 
1 2 
2 
37 11 
(continued) 
no 
Table 3, continued 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
Designing departmental brochures to reflect a desire to have 
age diversity among undergraduates 
Customarily accepting credit value equal to that of traditional 
departmental courses for credits awarded for courses taken "the 
continuing education programs of other collegiate institutions 
Allowing students to develop individualized courses of study 
which meet the requirements of some programs in the department 
Maintaining a peer assistance program for students (including 
adult students) in academic difficulty 
Addressing, as part of or in addition to the department's on¬ 
going faculty discussions, the topic of student learning styles 
Allowing students to apply credit towards program requirements 
in the department by successful examination via special exami- 
nations administered by the department 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
courses r 
37 8 
37 9 
36 10 
36 10 
36 9 
33 14 
through radio, telecommunications, computer-assisted 
or other mediated format 
at off-campus locations 
Making it possible for students to accomplish requirements for 
some programs in the department after 4 p.m. or on weekends 
Offering remedial courses or programs for improvement of basic 
knowledge or skills 
Sponsoring or participating in a workshop or other learning 
experience for staff members who routinely work with students, 
to help them understand the needs of adult students and their 
possible role in meeting those needs 
Offering advising, a workshop, or other assistance to students 
in developing portfolios or other appropriate documentation 
for evaluating such learning (college-level learning acquired 
outside a higher education institution] 
Making advising, if offered in the department, available in 
evenings or on weekends 
Making it possible for some part-time students to accomplish 
requirements for some programs within the usual LO-semester 
limit 
32 12 
31 14 
27 14 
27 21 
27 18 
26 18 
26 17 
25 10 
Making remedial courses or programs, if offered by the department, 
available in evenings or on weekends 22 19 
available in computer-assisted or other media format 22 18 
3 
1 l 
2 
1 1 
2 l 
1 
1 3 
2 1 
4 3 
1 2 
2 2 
3 1 1 
7 6 
4 3 
4 4 
(continued) 
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Table 3, continued 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
71 
U >- 
Awarding credit toward degrees for demonstrable, college-level 
learning acquired outside a higher education institution, other 
than that described in questions 2 [credit by examination] and 3 
leredit by equivalency] 
Allowing students to apply credit towards program requirements 
m the department by successful examination via reqUlrements 
Educational Testing Service's College-Level Examination 
Program (CLEP) 
College Entrance Examination Board's Advanced Placement 
Program (CEEB/AP) 
Making advising, if offered in the department, available off campus 
Recognizing, through the faculty reward system, effort specifi¬ 
cally aimed toward teaching (or otherwise serving) adult students 
Making remedial courses or programs, if offered by the depart- 
ment, available off campus 
Offering an entire program in the department at off-campus 
locations 
Allowing students to apply credit towards program requirements 
in the department by successful examination via American 
College Testing s Proficiency Examination Program (PEP) 
Offering an entire program in the department through radio, 
telecommunications, computer-assisted or other mediated format 
Allowing students to apply credit towards a degree program in 
the department through the equivalency procedures of 
National Guide to the Evaluation of Education Experiences 
Armed Forces ^American Council on Education) 
National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs 
(American Council on Education! 
New York Regents' Guide to Educational Programs in Non- 
Colleglate Organizations... 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
courses through correspondence study... 
Offering an entire program in the department 
through correspondence study 
through independent study 
a 
c! ° >• z 
20 23 
n 
as 
TJ 
C O 
o 
18 21 
18 20 
17 27 
17 28 
15 26 
11 34 
11 22 
9 35 
7 24 
7 24 
7 24 
5 43 
2 46 
2 45 
01 c 
s 1 
O co 
2 3 
7 2 
7 3 
2 
4 3 
12 3 
3 1 
1 12 4 
1 12 4 
1 12 4 
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Table 4 
Proponence of Faculty (n=91) 
Practices Effective in Serving Adult Undergraduates 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
w 
01 
Teaching an Interdisciplinary course (alone or as part of a team) 
Supervising an independent study course 
Helping adult students plan individualized majors or program 
components where appropriate and feasible 
Advising students about possible course substitutions, 
special examinations administered by departments, and/or 
other ways of making the curriculum more flexible 
Teaching a course offered through the Division of Continuing 
Education which was initiated by your or your department 
Teaching a course with an experiential learning component 
as field experience, internship, practicum, studio work, 
cooperative arrangement) 
(such 
Teaching a regular departmental course outside traditional, 
weekday, daylight-hour time periods 
Varying your mode of delivery (for example, lecture, discus¬ 
sion, peer teaching, hands-on work) according to the evidence 
you see of various learning preferences in a class 
85 
84 
82 
81 
80 
78 
77 
76 
Teaching a course which allows student to develop an individualized 
learning contract or pursue a special topic of his/her choice 75 
Teaching a course offered through the Division of Continuing 
Education which was initiated by student demand through Con¬ 
tinuing Education (1.e., a "response" course) 74 
Designing or revising one or more courses in ways which allow 
you to vary your role (for example, from subject-matter 
specialist to resource person to mentor), depending on the 
needs of a particular student group 74 
c 01 
§ 
u 
u 
01 
o 
je 
c 
<0 
6 
4 2 1 
9 
9 1 
9 1 
12 1 
12 1 1 
10 12 2 
14 1 l 
14 1 2 
13 1 3 
Serving as a sponsor, evaluator, or independent-study super¬ 
visor for one or more University Without Walls students 73 16 11 
Designing or revising one or more courses in ways which allow 
you to vary the amount of structure you provide (e.g., 
organization of material, number of guidelines and requirements), 
depending on the needs of a particular class 73 15 12 
When deciding how to respond to an adult student seeking your 
permission to enroll in one of your courses, giving positive 
consideration to his/her experience 72 10 36 
(continued) 
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Table 4, continued 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
Teaching, advising, or otherwise working with adult students In 
credit or non-credit settings outside the university, In 
governmental agencies r 
Participating In a local workshop, seminar, or other organized 
coUege studenJfleam faculty knowledge about [how 
college studentQ ’ learnlng °eeds/preferences of adult 
college students, assessment of student outcomes] 
l^crpHtf advislQ8. otherwise working with adult students 
Jum! V n°n-credlt settings outside the university In human service agencies y’ m 
orrrev^Ja?’ dr1?8 3 profes8lonal conference at the national 
forL? 1kievel: ln a sesslon focused on, or including in¬ 
formation about, how college students in general learn 
adViSla8’ 0r otherwlse working with adult students 
business^r^ndustry*^ 8ettlngS °UtSlde the UnlVersit*’ 
or"egi^lJnfe dl*r1?8 3 professlonal conference at the national 
^ ^ in a sesslon focused on, or including in- 
,dVl,1°g weekday, 
Teaching, advising, or otherwise working with adult students 
ln credit or non-credit settings outside the university, in 
continuing education units of other colleges or universities 
Teaching a course at an off-campus location 
Undertaking special reading about adult college students 
Teaching a competency-based course (i.e., one having specific 
stated learning outcomes other than already covered in Question 7) 
Helping a student develop a portfolio documenting college-level 
learning acquired in settings other than higher education 
Institutions 
Designing or revising one or more courses ln ways which build 
on or Incorporate life experiences of students 
Participating, during a professional conference at the 
national or regional level, in a session focused on, or in¬ 
cluding information about, assessment of student outcomes 
Leading national, regional, or local efforts related to adult 
learning or adult learners (this category can include staff 
training for University employees) 
</> V 
>• 
a 
<v 
I 
o 
o 
u 
<v 
sz 
imJ 
o 
-3 
68 16 7 
65 23 2 
65 18 8 
64 25 2 
64 20 7 
63 25 3 
61 24 3 2 1 
61 23 7 
59 26 51 
58 29 4 
56 22 85 
56 30 32 
56 30 2 2 1 
56 28 34 
54 32 5 
(continued) 
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Table 4, continued 
Teaching, advising, or otherwise working 
in credit or non-credit settings outside 
other groups or agencies [than listed in 
with adult students 
the university, in 
la through Id] 
Undertaking research or service activities which have adult 
students as a focus 
When deciding how to respond to an adult student seeking your 
permission to enroll in one of your courses, giving positive 
consideration to his/her age 8 H 
Advising students at off-campus locations 
Teaching a course through correspondence study 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
(/) 
u o 
> 2 
O 
u 
<u 
JZ 
c 
aa 
54 23 145 
54 26 l io 
52 29 163 
48 36 2 3 2 
17 69 41 
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Table 5 
Proponence of Academic Advisors 
Practices Effective in Serving Adult 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes'* 
(n=49) 
Undergraduates, 
Responses 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
Providing information to advisees about programs of 
and career counseling available elsewhere on campus 
personal 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the 
category of demographic data (name, address, telephone) 
general 
Providing information to advisees about other sources of 
academic advising at UMass 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
categories of 
W) 
<D 
>• 
O 
z 
C 
CD 
49 
49 
48 1 
student descriptive data [e^, average number of credits 
per term, class status..., status at time of enrollment, full- 
or part-time status, degree objective, nondegree objective] 
^H^nKPreVi°?S learnln8 experience [e^, transfer credit, 
edit by examination, credit by equivalency, and credit via 
portfolio development] 
student progress data [e.g., grade point average, time re¬ 
quired to complete degree, dropout (no return) status, stopout 
(drop out and return) status] 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as interdisciplinary courses 
‘Advising students about possible course substitutions, special 
examinations administered by departments..., or other methods of 
making the University curriculum more flexible 
‘Encouraging and helping students to plan individualized majors 
or program components where appropriate and feasible 
48 1 
48 1 
47 2 
46 1 
46 2 
45 4 
Designing the academic advising program to consider the age, ex¬ 
perience, needs, and interests of adult students (In addition to, 
or along with, those of traditional-age students) 44 4 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as 
2 
1 
1 
Independent study 44 4 i 
courses offered through the Division of Continuing Education 43 4 2 
courses containing experiential-learning components (such as 
field experiences, internships, practica, studio work, 
cooperative arrangements, etc.) 42 6 
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Table 5, continued 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
o 
u 
V 
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Advising students, where appropriate, about the 
earning credit by examination through 
possibility of 
special examinations administered by departments 
College Entrance Examination Board's Advanced Placement 
Program (CEEB/AP) 
Educational Testing Service's College-Level Entrance 
Examination Program (CLEP) 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
42 6 
41 5 
40 7 
off-campus programs 
courses offered by University Without Walls 
•Participating in a workshop or other formal leamiing 
experience designed to broaden academic advisors' knowledge 
of adult learning or adult learners 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of academic needs data [e.g., needs for academic 
support (such as remedial writing).preferred class schedule, 
preferred learning modes (lecture, independent study, field 
experiences)) 
•Undertaking special reading about adult college students 
Making some part of the academic advising program available 
in evenings or on weekends 
Having some persons in your advising unit who have undergone 
training or done special reading pertaining to the advising 
of adults (l.e.., in assessing academic needs and planning 
programs in light of adult life experience and situations) 
•Taking a leadership role in encouraging or causing other ad¬ 
visors to broaden their knowledge of adult learning or adult 
learners 
Advising students, where appropriate, about the possibility of 
earning credit by examination through American College Testing's 
Proficiency Examination (PEP) 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of personal needs data (e.g., use of support services, 
vocational or career choice, child care use or needs, financial 
needs, and other personal needs] 
Using computer-assisted academic advising, such as SIGI, 
DISCOVER, or other similar software, for adult students 
40 6 
40 6 
40 9 
37 10 
34 12 
33 12 
32 16 
32 15 
30 12 
29 10 
25 15 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
4 
1 
2 
7 
1 1 
9 
(continued) 
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Table 5, continued 
Are you a proponent 
of this practice? 
CO 
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* 
Ad ising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of In¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as courses available through radio, telecommuni¬ 
cations, computerized or other mediated format 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of socioeconomic data [e^.., age, gender, ethnic 
ackground, marital status, number of dependent children, income] 
Advising adult students about the possibility of earning credit 
through the equivalency procedures of 
25 21 
23 25 
National Guide to Educational Credit for Training 
Programs (American Council on Education! ' 
National Guide to the Evaluation of Education 
Experiences in the Armed Forces (American Council on Education) 
New York Regents' Guide to Educational Programs in Non- 
collegiate Organizations... 
Making some part of the academic advising program available 
at off-campus locations 
Collecting Information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of other situational data [than that listed in 1-7], 
such as employer name and address 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus—based courses and 
programs, such as correspondence study 
22 16 
21 18 
21 17 
19 26 
19 26 
18 27 
2 1 
1 
10 1 
9 1 
1 9 1 
2 2 
1 3 
1 2 1 
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Table 6 
roponence of Heads of Support-Service Units, Division of 
f c -i , nuing Education, and University Without Walls 
Sed I^iCHS Eff6CtlVe ln Serving^Adult°Undergraduates Ranked According to Percentage of "Yes" Responses 
Are you a proponent of this practice? 
Practices n Z Yes DCE UWW 
Coordinating some services with other campus support 
units which Include adult students in their clientele 14* 100 Yes* Yes* 
Informing students enrolled in the University 
Without Walls about your support services 12 100 Yes 
Collecting information about the adult students served 
by the unit, in the general category of demographic 
data (name, address, phone) 
Implementing or planning a needs assessment which in¬ 
cludes attention to opinions of current adult students 
8 100 Yes Yes 
about presently available programs and services 8 100 Yes Yes 
about programs and services not presently provided 8 100 Yes Yes 
Collecting information about the adult students served 
by the unit, in the general category of academic needs 
data (e.g. , needs for academic support such as reme- 
dial writing, preferred class schedule, learning modes) 7 100 Yes Yes 
Including information about academic program alterna¬ 
tives and requirements in orientation activities which 
Include or are available to adult students 7 100 Yes Yes 
Providing Information to advisees about other sources 
of academic advising at UMass 6 100 Yes Yes 
Providing Information to advisees about programs of 
personal and career counseling elsewhere on campus 6 100 Yes Yes 
Having some persons in your unit who have undergone 
training or done special reading pertaining to the 
advising of adults 6 100 Yes Yes 
Undergoing self-study in the unit to identify academic 
support services needed by students (including adult 
students) 6 100 Yes Yes 
Establishing or maintaining a newsletter or other pub¬ 
lication which provides information of special interest 
to adult students 13 92 Yes Yes 
Encouraging one or more unit staff to undergo training 
or do special reading pertaining to services for adults 13 92 Yes Yes 
Encouraging one or more unit staff to serve on com¬ 
mittees or advisory groups which deal with the 
concerns of adult students 16 88 Yes Yes 
Including attention to professional, vocational, and 
life plans and aspirations in orientation activities 
which include or are available to adult students 8 88 Yes Yes 
(continued) 
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Table 6, continued 
Are you a proponent of this practice? 
Practices 
Establishing or maintaining a 
Information from adult student 
campus services 
mechanism for gathering 
s to identify needed 
Coordinating some services with 
Continuing Education the Division of 
Informing students enrolled in continuing education 
programs about your support services 
by1theti2tinfnr^r°a “"T *dult SCudents served y tne unit, i  the general categories of 
socioeconomic data 
background, marital 
children, income] 
a8e » gender, ethnic 
status, number of dependent 
personal needs data [e^, use of support ser¬ 
vices vocational or career choice, child care use 
needs, financial needs, other personal needs] 
Keeping appropriate records 
who have graduated 
concerning adult students 
Including information about student services in orienta¬ 
tion activities which include or are available to adult 
students 
Coordinating some services with University Without Walls 
Opening non-library learning resource centers in 
evenings and on weekends 
Exploring the possibility of creating an office for 
directing and/or coordinating programs and services 
for adult students 
Instituting or maintaining a peer assistance program 
for students (including adult students) in academic 
difficulty 
Q Z Yes DCE UWW 
15 87 Yes Yes 
14 86 
— Yes 
14 86 _ Yes 
7 86 Yes Yes 
6 83 No Yes 
6 83 Yes Yes 
6 83 Yes Yes 
13 77 Yes — 
9 56 Yes Yes 
14 50 Yes Yes 
6 50 Yes Yes 
Units contributed Yes/No-codable responses to the 26 items as follows: DCE, 24; UWW, 24- 
Everyvoman s Center, 24; Center for Counseling and Academic Development, 21; Handicapped’ 
Student Affairs, 16; Office of the Registrar, 16; Communication Skills Center, 15; New 
Students Program, 15; Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office, 14; University 
acement Services, 13; Student Activities, 13; Undergraduate Admissions, 12; University 
Internship Program, 12; Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black and Other Minority 
tudents, 11; Financial Aid Office, 10; Commuter Area Government, 10; Office for Coopera- 
^/dUCaCc1OQ*.10; Bllln8ual. Collegiate Program, 9; Student Government Association, 7; 
Child Care Services, 6; Campus Parking, 5; Admissions/Transfer Affairs, 3; University 
Housing Services, 3; University Library, 3; University Mental Health Services, 0; Ve¬ 
terans Assistance and Counseling Services, 0 (not interviewed). 
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Usage of Effective Practices 
Which practices effective in serving adult undergraduates are used 
in the University of Massachusetts at Amherst? Paralleling the pre¬ 
ceding query, this research question has as its aim an understanding of 
practices which are already part of normal university activity. It 
specifically seeks the extent of usage of a set of practices, drawn 
from the literature and included in survey instruments, in departments 
and divisions, as reported by the heads of those units; by individual 
teaching faculty; in academic advising units and by individual academic 
advisors; in support units; and in university units established to 
serve adults and part-time students, the Division of Continuing Educa¬ 
tion and the Univerity Without Walls. 
Usage has earlier been defined operationally as the in-place, 
normal status of a particular practice, as determined by affirmative 
response to "Is this your department's practice?" (unit heads); "Is 
this your practice? (faculty and academic advisors); "Is this your 
advising unit's practice?" (academic advisors); or "Is this your unit's 
practice?" (support service heads, heads of DCE and UWW). (Faculty 
were asked some additional usage-type questions about rewards and 
developmental approaches.) 
The initial report of the extent of usage in this university is a 
listing of practices ranked in descending order according to the number 
of "Yes" responses. Tables 7-9 display complete lists for unit heads, 
faculty, and advisors; also shown with those lists are frequencies in 
six categories of response: Yes, No, Rarely, Conditional Yes, Other 
Comment, and Blank. Table 10 shows affirmative response to 26 selected 
practices by support-unit heads and heads of DCE and UWW. 
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If histograms were created from the unit head, faculty, and advi- 
sor lists, bars at each extreme would be short; that is, few practices 
are either universally used or universally unused on this campus. 
Generally, usage frequencies fall far below the corresponding propo- 
nence measures; comparisons of the two kinds of indicators constitute 
much of the rest of the chapter. 
Usage in Departments and Divisions 
Eleven of the 47 practices are used in half or more of the report¬ 
ing academic units. As shown at the top of Table 7, only two practices 
are used in more than 90% of departments and divisions: making academic 
advising available and granting equal status to other colleges' day- 
course credits. Both are traditional practices which serve a wide age 
range of students. At the mid-range in usage are some flexible 
scheduling practices. At the 20% usage point and below are found 
nearly half of the practices in the list. Three have no reported 
usage: offering either single courses or entire programs via correspon¬ 
dence study, and sponsoring or participating in staff workshops about 
serving adult students. 
Faculty Usage 
Table 8 contains the 34 practices in the faculty instrument about 
which both "proponent" and "practice" questions were asked. Table 8a 
displays usage-only questions about recognition for working with adult 
students and the optional questions about use of developmental 
approaches to instruction. 
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In widest usage is supervision of independent study courses, 
acknowledged by 80% of respondents. Only nine other practices flu 
above the 50/4 mark; all deal with flpYi'MHf t 
th flexibility of response to individual 
students and to class heterogeneity. Most of the practices involving 
external agencies or professional development activities are at the 20% 
mark or below. At the bottom of the list are correspondence-course 
teaching and in-house recognition for working with adult students. 
Usage in Academic Advising Units and by Individual Advisors 
Individual-advisor practices as well as advising-unit practices 
are included in Table 9; the former are starred for ready identifica¬ 
tion. Networking practices are used in almost all reporting units, 
while basic data-gathering practices appear just below the 90% usage 
mark. An unanticipated gap appears at the mid-point, such that half 
the 35 practices are well above 50% usage and half below 37% usage. 
Professional development activities related to serving adults are in 
the bottom half, as is collection of student information of a more 
personal (and less "academic") nature. At the very bottom are prac¬ 
tices which require special equipment for implementation: computer- 
assisted advising and technology—based course delivery formats. 
Usage in "Adult" Units 
As indicated earlier, the instrument sent to department and divi¬ 
sion heads was also sent to the heads of the Division of Continuing 
Education and University Without Walls. Responses from the UWW unit 
head indicate that all but six of the 47 practices listed in Table are 
in use in UWW. The exceptions are practices used rarely if at all 
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elsewhere in the 
university: offering one or more traditional, on- 
campus courses through correspondence study or through radio, telecom¬ 
munications, computer-assisted or other mediated format; offering an 
entire program through correspondence study, Independent study, or 
mediated format; and collecting Information about the reasons students 
drop out of the department. The DCE unit head did not respond to the 
unit-head instrument portion of the survey. 
Usage in Support-Services Units 
Usage of the 26 practices to which six or more support-service 
heads, plus DCE and UWW heads, gave Yes or No responses are listed in 
Table 10 in descending order according to the percentage of support- 
service heads who answered "Yes" to "Is this your unit's practice?" 
Where the same percentage figure applies to more than one practice, 
those practices are arranged, first, by the number of persons respond¬ 
ing, and second, in the order in which the questions were selected from 
the Guide. 
Generalizing about the kinds of practices grouped at the top, mid¬ 
point, and bottom of support-unit usage is no easier than it was for 
proponence of support-unit heads. However, nearly all the practices in 
the top half of Table 10 are intra-unit practices. Practices which 
involve networking with other units or maintaining frequent and two-way 
contact with adult clientele do not appear until the midpoint or below 
in the list. Understandably, DCE, whose staff is several times the 
size of UWW's and of many support-unit staffs, reports usage of all but 
the gathering of personal-needs data. 
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Table 7 
Usage in Departments and Divisions (n=48) 
Ranked6! Eff*?tive in Servin8 Adult Undergraduates, 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
Is this your department's 
practice? 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
Making academic advising available within the department for 
students who seek it 
47 1 
Customarily accepting credit value equal to that of traditional 
departmental courses for transfer credits representing courses 
taken in the regular day programs of other collegiate institutions 46 2 
Offering courses through the Division of Continuing Education 
Customarily accepting credit value equal to that of traditional 
departmental courses for 
42 6 
credits awarded for courses taken through this University's 
Division of Continuing Education 38 5 3 2 
transfer credits representing courses taken in the continuing 
education programs of other collegiate institutions 38 7 1 2 
Designing departmental brochures to describe programs so that 
students can understand the overall structure of a program 37 11 
Monitoring student progress in the department for planning 
purposes or for identifying students in academic difficulty 37 10 1 
Making available in the department Honors or other accelerated 
or advanced placement courses or learning experiences for 
exceptionally well qualified students 36 11 1 
Maintaining a good referral network with academic advising 
programs elsewhere on campus 34 12 2 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on- 
campus courses through independent study 30 17 1 
Scheduling some course sections to meet less often and for 
longer time periods (than the twice or thrice weekly format), 
for the convenience of students 30 17 1 
Holding some organized faculty discussion in the department 
about what students completing the program are able to do and 
understand (as contrasted with how many courses they have 
completed) 25 23 
Scheduling some sections of courses in evenings or on weekends 24 23 1 
Allowing students to apply credit towards program requirements 
in the department by successful examination via special 
examinations administered by the department 21 26 1 
(continued) 
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Table 7, continued 
Is this your department's 
practice? 
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33 
Maintaining a good referral network, with 
elsewhere on campus W1Ch remediai Programs 
Allowing students to develop individualized courses of studv 
»h«h «,t the requirements of some programs in thS d.p«t^„t 
Till Z^LT1M‘ »« ‘ retention rates 
Making some effort, formal or informal, to attract adult students 
Ailowing students to apply credit towards program requirements 
ia he department by successful examination via Educational 
g ervice s College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
facultv1^; 33 Part °fK°r lD addlcion c° «*e department's ongoing 
faculty discussions, the topic of student learning styles § 
Wa^noL^ft 1t0 ap?ly "edU to"“ds ™,ulre.«nts 
aoLa- !3 yaminacion via College Entrance Esamination 
Hoard s Advanced Placement Program (CEEB/AP) 
Making advising, if offered in the department, available in 
evenings or on weekends 
Collecting information about the reasons students drop out of 
the department 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
courses at off-campus locations 
20 27 
19 29 
15 31 
13 33 
13 33 
13 28 
13 34 
12 27 
12 36 
12 33 1 
11 35 2 
Awarding credit toward degrees for demonstrable, college-level 
learning acquired outside a higgher education institution, other 
than that described in questions 2 [credit by examination] and 3 
[credit by equivalency] ^ 34 
Making it possible for some part-time students to accomplish 
requirements for some programs within the usual 10-semester limit 10 27 
Offering advising, a workshop, or other assistance to students 
in developing portfolios or other appropriate documentation 
for evaluating such learning [college-level learning acquired 
outside a higher education institution] 10 34 
Offering remedial courses or programs for improvement of basic 
knowledge or skills 10 38 
Designing departmental brochures to reflect a desire to have 
age diversity among undergraduates 9 36 
Making advising, if offered in the department, available off campus 9 39 
l 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
l 6 
1 
1 8 
1 1 
1 2 
1 10 
2 2 
1 2 
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Is this your department' 
practice? 
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Allowing students to apply credir mi,3rHc 
the department by successful ! Program requirements in 
t..., - _ y uccessful examination via American CoIIppp 
Testing s Proficiency Examination Program (PEP) 7 30 
Offering an entire program in the department at off-campus locations 6 41 
3 Peer assistance program for students (including 
adult students) in academic difficulty S iffi lt  
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
othiTfo™°' =»put.r™i«.d or 
Making remedial courses or programs, if offered by the department, 
available in evenings or on weekends 
available in computer-assisted or other media format 
Offering an entire program in the department through radio, 
telecommunications, computer-assisted or other mediated format 
Recogmzmg, through the faculty reward system, effort specifi¬ 
cally aimed toward teaching (or otherwise serving) adult students 
stfdJiDS “ entirC Pr08ram in Che department through independent 
Allowing students to apply credit towards a degree program in the 
department through the equivalency procedures of 
National Guide to the Evaluation of Education Experiences 
in the Armed Forces (American Council on Education) 
National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs 
(American Council on Education) 
New York Regents Guide to Educational Programs in Non- 
collegiate Organizations... 
Making remedial courses or programs, if offered by the department, 
available off campus 
Offering one or more of the department's traditional, on-campus 
courses through correspondence study 
Offering an entire program in the department through correspondence 
study 
Sponsoring or participating in a workshop or other learning ex¬ 
perience for staff members who routinely work with students, to 
help them understand the needs of adult students and their possible 
role in meeting those needs 
6 39 
5 42 
38 
36 
3 43 
3 44 
1 46 
I 35 
1 35 
1 36 
1 41 
44 1 
47 
1 10 
1 
2 1 
1 4 
1 6 
2 10 
2 10 
1 10 
1 4 
46 
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Table 8 
Usage by Faculty (n=91) 
of Practices Effective In Serving Adult Undergraduates 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
Is this your practice? 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
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Supervising an independent study course 
Advising students about possible course substitutions, special 
examinations administered by departments, and/or other ways 
of making the curriculum more flexible 
When deciding how to respond to an adult student seeking your 
permission to enroll in one of your courses, giving positive 
consideration to his/her experience 
Varying your mode of delivery (for example, lecture, discus¬ 
sion, peer teaching, hands-on work) according to the evidence 
you see of various learning preferences in a particular class 
Designing or revising one or more courses in ways which 
allow you to vary your role (for example, from subject-matter 
specialist to resource person to mentor), depending on the 
needs of a particular student group 
allow you to vary the amount of structure you provide (e.g., 
organization of material, number of guidelines and requirements), 
depending on the needs of a particular class 
Teaching a course which allows a student to develop an 
individualized learning contract or pursue a special topic of 
his/her choice 
Teaching a course with an experiential learning component (such 
as field experience, internship, practicum, studio work, 
cooperative arrangement) 
When deciding how to respond to an adult student seeking your 
permission to enroll in one of your courses, giving positive 
consideration to his/her age 
Being available for advising appointments outside weekday, 
daytime hours 
Helping adult students plan individualized majors or program 
components where appropriate and feasible 
Teaching an interdisciplinary course (alone or as part of a team) 
Serving as a sponsor, evaluator, or independent-study super¬ 
visor for one or more University Without Walls students 
Designing or revising one or more courses in ways which build 
on or incorporate life experiences of students 
72 17 
66 22 
64 16 
64 22 
62 24 
59 29 
52 38 
50 39 
48 31 
47 39 
43 42 
42 47 
34 54 
33 52 2 4 
(continued) 
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Table 8, continued 
Is this your practice? 
Teaching a regular, departmental course 
weekday, daylight-hour time periods 
outside traditional 
specific as^?oHtfnCy"baSed C0UfSe having 
cov^ed 778 °'h" *»’ any already 
Teaching a course offered through 
Education which was initiated by the Division of Continuing your or your department 
Advising students at off-campus locations 
Teaching, 
in credit 
advising, or otherwise 
or non-credit settings 
working with adult students 
outside the university, in 
business or industry 
governmental agencies 
Participating, during a professional conference at the 
re8lonal fevel> ln a session focused on, or in¬ 
cluding information about, how college students in general lean 
Participating in a local workshop, seminar, or other organized 
discussion designed to broaden faculty knowledge about [how 
co lege students learn, learning needs/preferences of adult 
college students, assessment of student outcomes) 
Teaching, advising, or otherwise working with adult students 
in credit or non-credit settings outside the university in 
other groups or agencies (than those listed in la-ld] 
Teaching a course at an off-campus location 
Participating, during a professional conference at the national 
or regional level, in a session focused on, or including infor¬ 
mation about, assessment of student outcomes 
Teaching, advising, or otherwise working with adult students in 
credit or non-credit settings outside the university, in 
human service agencies 
Undertaking research or service activities which have adult 
students as a focus 
c 
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CO 
32 58 
23 57 56 
22 65 1 3 
22 62 34 
22 65 4 
22 63 6 
22 63 6 
18 70 3 
18 68 2 3 
16 61 l 13 
15 72 211 
15 70 6 
15 70 6 
12 69 10 
Undertaking special reading about adult college students 11 7A 1 5 
Teaching a course offered through the Division of Continuing 
Education which was initiated by student demand through Con¬ 
tinuing Education (i.e. , a "response" course) 8 79 A 
(continued) 
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Table 8, continued 
Is this your practice? 
orreg^al^^er1!8 3 pr°f*sslonal conference at the national 
st^tf utp.j?;iss?a“::* “df^;i«:«.°oVs;u^r 
Teaching, advising, 
credit or non-credit 
continuing education 
or otherwise working with adult students in 
settings outside the university, in 
units of other colleges or universities 
Leading national, regional, or local efforts related to adult 
Jjaininf fo *2“^ learners (this category can include staff^ 
training for University employees) 
Teaching a course through correspondence study 
8 80 
8 76 1 
7 79 1 4 
1 86 2 2 
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„ Table 8a 
Usage-Only" Questions Asked of Faculty 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
and Including Proportion of Blanks (Failures to Respond) 
Response Categories 
Have you designed or revised a course in the las 
in ways which challenge students to higherstate 
development? [Optional question] 8 
five years 
of cognitive 
If you have taught or otherwise served adult students in the 
annnaf 1f6 ’ h3VC X°U mentioned such activity in your 
annual faculty report? y 
Have you designed or revised 
years in ways which 
a course in the last five 
encourage students to move f 
evaluation to development of 
efforts? 
rom sole reliance on external 
internal evaluation of their 
respond to various learning styles in a class? 
respond to needs of many adult students for current 
application of subject matter? [Optional questions) 
Have you designed or revised a course in the last five years 
in ways which challenge students to higher stages of moral/ 
echical development? (Optional question] 
Have you designed or revised a course in the last five years 
in ways which challenge students to higher stages of ego/ 
personality development? [Optional question] 
If you have taught or otherwise served adult students in the 
past five years, have you received recognition from sources 
outside the University for such activity? 
If you have taught or otherwise served adult students in the 
past five years, have you received recognition (of any kind) 
for such activity via the faculty reward system in your de- 
partment or other academic unit? 
vj 
v o 
>* 2 
- 
<TJ 
03 
27 6 io 48 
25 48 7 11 
21 12 10 48 
19 14 10 48 
19 15 9 48 
16 17 10 48 
13 19 11 48 
10 63 1 5 12 
4 66 7 14 
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Table 9 
USofepr^MViSiSf,UnitS and by *Individual Advisors (n=49) P V ?! EffrtiVe in Servin§ Adult Undergraduates 
Ranked According to Number of "Yes" Responses 
Is this your advising 
unit's practice? *l8 
this your practice? 
Practices Listed in Instrument 
Providing information to advisees about other sources 
academic advising at UMass 
of 
Providing information to advisees about programs of personal 
and career counseling available elsewhere on campus 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of 
instruction which are alternatives to campus-based courses 
and programs, such as independent study 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
categories of 
W 
0) 
>- 
o 
2 
■a 
CTJ 
•H 
CO 
49 
48 1 
44 4 l 
demographic data (name, address, telephone) 44 5 
student descriptive data [e.g., average number of credits 
per term, class status..., status at time of enrollment, full- 
or part-time status, degree objective, nondegree objective] 44 4 
♦Advising students about possible course substitutions, special 
examinations administered by departments..., or other methods 
of making the University curriculum more flexible 44 3 
Collecting information about the unit s advisees in the general 
category of data on previous learning experience [e.g.., 
transfer credit, credit by examination, credit by equivalency, and 
credit via portfolio development] * 43 5 
♦Encouraging and helping students to plan individualized majors 
or program components where appropriate and feasible 43 5 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as 
2 
1 
1 
courses offered through the Division of Continuing Education 42 5 2 
interdisciplinary courses 42 5 1 1 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of student progress data (e^g^., grade point 
average, time required to complete degree, dropout (no return) 
status, stopout (drop out and return) status] 42 6 l 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of in¬ 
struction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as courses containing experiential-learning 
components (such as field experiences, internships, practica, 
studio work, cooperative arrangements, etc.) 40 8 1 
(continued) 
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Table 9, continued 
Is this your advising 
unit's practice? *is 
this your practice? 
Designing the academic advising program to consider the age, ex¬ 
perience, needs, and interests of adult students (in adrttHn„ 
to, or along with, those of traditional-age ^deiJs) ^ 
Advising students, where appropriate, about the possibilirv nf 
Service'^Coll byJ*ami™tio* trough Educational Testing 
ege Level Entrance Examination Program (CLEP) 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of 
instruction which sltcrn.tivcs to cpus-b.sed court" sod 
programs, such as off-campus programs 
Advising students, where appropriate, about the possibility of 
®‘£"1“8,Cre2ij; by examination through special examinations 
administered by departments 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of 
instruction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as courses offered by University Without Walls 
Collecting data about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of academic needs data [e.g.., needs for academic 
support (such as remedial writing), preferred class schedule, 
preferred learning modes (lecture, independent study, field 
experiences)] 
Advising students, where appropriate, about the possibility of 
earning credit by examination through College Entrance Exami¬ 
nation Board's Advanced Placement Program (CEEB/AP) 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
categories of 
Cfl V 
>- 
O 
u 
■s 
38 11 
34 13 1 i 
34 11 121 
33 15 1 
33 13 111 
33 15 1 
28 18 12 
personal needs data [e.g.. , use of support services, 
vocational or career choice, child care use or needs, 
financial needs, and other personal needs] 18 29 
socioeconomic data (e.g.., age, gender, ethnic background, 
marital status, number of dependent children, income] 17 32 
Advising students, where appropriate, about the possibility of 
earning credit by examination through American College Testing's 
Proficiency Examination (PEP) 14 28 
Having some persons in your advising unit who have undergone 
training or done special reading pertaining to the advising of 
adults (i.e. , in assessing academic needs and planning pro¬ 
grams in light of adult life experience and situations) 13 35 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of 
instruction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as correspondence study 13 34 
1 1 
3 4 
1 
1 1 
‘Undertaking special reading about adult college students 13 33 12 
(continued) 
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Table 9, continued 
Is this your advising 
unit's practice? *Is 
this your practice? 
Advising adult students about the possibility of earning credit 
through the equivalency procedures of National Guide to the 
Evaluation of Education Experiences in the Armed Forces 
(American Council on Education) ~ 
Making some part of the academic advising program available in 
evenings or on weekends 
Collecting information about the unit's advisees in the general 
category of other situational data [than that listed in 1-7], 
such as employer name and address 
Advising adult students about the possibility of earning credit 
through the equivalency procedures of National Guide to 
Educational Credit for Training Programs (American Council on 
Education) 
‘Taking a leadership role in encouraging or causing other 
advisors to broaden their knowledge of adult learning or adult 
learners 
Making some part of the academic advising program available at 
off-campus locations 
‘Participating in a workshop or other formal learning experience 
designed to broaden academic advisors' knowledge of adult 
learning or adult learners 
Advising adult students about the possibility of earning credit 
through the equivalency procedures of New York Regents' Guide 
to Educational Programs in Noncollegiate Organizations.. . 
Advising students, where appropriate, about possible modes of 
instruction which are alternatives to campus-based courses and 
programs, such as courses available through radio, telecommuni¬ 
cations, computerized or other mediated format 
u) 
u 
>- 
o 
z 
0) U 
<0 
OC. 
(A 
>" 
C 
o 
-o 1 
o 
o 
12 29 35 
11 37 1 
11 33 1 4 
10 29 5 5 
10 37 
8 39 
8 39 1 1 
7 33 135 
7 38 2 2 
Using ccraputer-assisted academic advising, such as SIGI, 
DISCOVER, or other similar software, for adult students 3 45 1 
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it , „ Table 10 
Usage by Support-Service Units, Division of Continuing Education 
Of Col „ a „ nd Unlv«sity Without Walls ’ 
Ra^eHrrtlC^S E££ectlve *■> Serving Adult Undergraduates 
Ranked Accordtng to Percentage of "Yes" Responses ' 
Practices 
^ other camPus support 
units which include adult students in their 
clientele 
Collecting information about the adult students served 
by the unit, in the general category of demographic 
data (name, address, phone) 
Including information about academic program alterna¬ 
tives and requirements in orientation activities which 
include or are available to adult students 
Providing information to advisees about other sources 
of academic advising at UMass 
Providing information to advisees about programs of 
personal and career counseling elsewhere on campus 
Having some persons in your unit who have undergone 
training or done special reading pertaining to the 
advising of adults 
Undergoing self-study in the unit to identify academic 
support services needed by students (including adult 
students) 
Including attention to professional, vocational, and 
life plans and aspirations in orientation activities 
which include or are available to adult students 
Collecting information about the adult students served 
by the unit, in the general categories of 
is tms your unit s practice? 
DCE UWW 2 "Yes’ 
14* 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
88 
Yes* Yes* 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
socioeconomic data (e.g., age, gender, ethnic 
background, marital status, number of dependent 
children, income) 7 
academic needs data (e. g., needs for academic sup¬ 
port such as remedial writing, preferred class 
schedule, preferred learning modes...) 7 
Informing students enrolled in the University Without 
Walls about your support services 12 
Collecting information about the adult students served 
by the unit, in the general category of personal needs 
data [e.g. , use of support services, vocational or 
career choice, child care use or needs, financial needs] 6 
86 Yes Yes 
86 Yes No 
83 Yes N/A 
83 No No 
Keeping appropriate records concerning adult students 
who have graduated 6 83 Yes Yes 
(continued) 
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Table 10, continued 
Practices 
Coordinating some services with University Without Walls 
Encouraging one or more unit staff to 
mittees or advisory groups which deal 
concerns of adult students 
serve on com- 
with the 
Implementing or planning a needs assessment which in¬ 
cludes attention to opinions of current adult students 
about presently available programs and services 
about programs and services not presently provided 
Coordinating some services with the Division of 
Continuing Education 
Encouraging one or more unit staff to undergo training 
or do special reading pertaining to services for adults 
Including information about student services in orien¬ 
tation activities which include or are available to 
adult students 
Informing students enrolled in continuing education 
programs about your support services 
Establishing or maintaining a newsletter or other pub¬ 
lication which provides information of special interest 
to adult students 
Establishing or maintaining a mechanism for gathering 
information from adult students to identify needed 
campus services 
Instituting or maintaining a peer assistance program 
for students (including adult students) in academic 
difficulty 
Opening non library learning resource centers in 
evenings and on weekends 
Exploring the possibility of creating an office for 
directing and/or coordinating programs and services 
for adult students 
Is this your unit's practice? 
n Z "Yes" DCE UWW 
13 77 Yes N/A 
16 75 Yes Yes 
8 75 Yes Yes 
8 75 Yes Yes 
14 71 N/A Yes 
13 69 Yes Yes 
6 67 Yes Yes 
14 64 N/A No 
13 62 Yes Yes 
15 60 Yes Yes 
6 33 Yes No 
9 33 Yes Yes 
14 7 Yes Yes 
♦Units contributed Yes/No-codable responses to the 26 items as follows: DCE, 24; UWW, 24- 
Everywoman's Center, 24; Center for Counseling and Academic Development, 21; Handicapped’ 
Student Affairs, 16; Office of the Registrar, 16; Communication Skills Center, 15; New 
Students Program, 15; Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office, 14; University 
Placement Services, 13; Student Activities, 13; Undergraduate Admissions, 12; University 
Internship Program, 12; Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black and Other Minority 
Students, 11; Financial Aid Office, 10; Commuter Area Government, 10; Office for Coopera¬ 
tive Education, 10; Bilingual Collegiate Program, 9; Student Government Association, 7; 
Child Care Services, 6; Campus Parking, 5; Admissions/Transfer Affairs, 3; University 
Housing Services, 3; University Library, 3; University Mental Health Services, 0; Ve¬ 
terans' Assistance and Counseling Services, 0 (not interviewed). 
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(It should be noted that although instructions to survey partici¬ 
pants clearly specified that the study's focus was on practices used 
with adult undergraduates, it is possible that some respondents, 
especially those in units serving large proportions of graduate stu¬ 
dents, were influenced in their choices of usage responses by the 
prevalence in their units' normal routines of practices used with the 
graduate-student population. See Hindsights, Appendix F, for addi¬ 
tional comment on this factor.) 
In the next text section, proponence and usage will be com¬ 
pared according to various characteristics of respondents. 
Proponence and Usage According to 
Characteristics of Three Respondent Groups 
Findings in this section and the two following sections are pre¬ 
sented so that they answer the research question, How do proponence 
for, and usage of, practices effective in serving adults vary according 
to certain characteristics of respondent groups? Unit heads are the 
focus group in this section, faculty in the following section, and 
academic advisors in the third section. 
Certain aspects of the preparation and analysis of the data apply 
t 
to all three sections. Whereas preceding parts of the chapter treated 
proponence and usage individually, with separate sets of tables for 
each, the following discussion treats proponence alongside usage. The 
figures reported are percentages rather than numbers of respondents who 
answered "Yes" to "Are you a proponent of this practice?" and "Is this 
your [unitj's practice?" The term proponence score is the label for 
the former quantity, usage score the term for the latter. 
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gene- 
The difference between a reported percentage figure and 100% 
rafly can be assumed to represent the "No" response. However, as shown 
earlier, some responses were coded "Rarely," "Conditional," "other 
Comment, or Blank." For some Items In the unit-head and advisor 
instruments, the nature of nontypical response, particularly "Other 
Comment," Is noteworthy, and will be mentioned for Its Influence on 
recommendations. 
Variation in proponence and usage is frequently broad within and 
across subgroups. Sometimes proponence and usage for individual prac¬ 
tices seem, upon visual inspection of percentage figures in tables, to 
be arithmetically different but are not identified as statistically 
different. The reasons are that variation within a respondent group is 
too broad or that comparison-group sizes are too small for differences 
to be detected by the chosen statistical procedures. 
Statistical comparisons were undertaken using the computerized 
ONEWAY analysis of variance routine selected from Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (Nie et al., 1975, pp. 422-428). The chosen 
significance level is .05. So that subgroups of greatest influence on 
significant differences in scores could be pinpointed, comparisons 
involving three or more subgroups were subjected to the Student-Neuman- 
Keuls procedure, third most powerful among seven a posteriori tests 
available in the ONEWAY routine (p. 427). 
The order of presentation of outcomes is as follows: Following 
brief descriptions of the survey instrument and the respondent group, 
some preliminary observations are offered from visual inspection of 
proponence and usage scores. Then outcomes of statistical analysis 
across aggregations of respondent data are summarized. At several 
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points observations are „ade about unusual relationships occuri„g where 
more predictable ones might have been expected. 
Appropriate tables are grouped together and inserted following the 
respondent-group section to which they pertain. Significantly dif¬ 
fering scores are marked via a system of rectangles and underscoring 
which is described fully under Data Analysis and Display at the end of 
Chapter III. In the text, relationships of subgroups differing signi¬ 
ficantly are reported in "higher" and "lower" terms. Items of practice 
are abbreviated in Tables 11-20; complete wording can be found in 
Tables 3-10. 
Proponence and Usage According 
to Unit-Head Characteristics 
Unit heads were asked to respond to 47 items of practice grouped 
under five headings; Course Delivery Practices, Academic Program Infor¬ 
mation and Delivery Practices, Credit Evaluation Practices, Practices 
Concerning Academic Performance, and Faculty and Staff Development 
Practices. 
Forty-eight unit heads, 41 male and 7 female, provided usable 
responses to the instrument. Twenty-three are department chairs; 19, 
department heads; 3, division chairs; and 3, division directors. Their 
school, college, and faculty affiliations are listed in the response- 
rate report at the beginning of this chapter and in Table 11. Males 
are slightly underrepresented in comparison to females, as are depart¬ 
ment heads in comparison to department chairs, and as are unit heads in 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics and the School of Management in compa¬ 
rison to the seven other organizational units. 
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of the named 
Unit heads are, on the average, proponents of 60% 
practices, nearly twice as many practices as are in normal use in their 
departments and divisions (see whole-group total scores, Table 11). 
These bottom-line measures are by themselves inadequate for answering 
the research question, however, because there is enormous range across 
units and items. As one illustration, the range of total proponence 
scores across the first aggregation of data (school, college, and 
faculty affiliation) is nearly 50 percentage points. Extremes are 
found in the specifics, too: Proponence for individual practices ranges 
from 0 to 100%, and usage from nonexistent to nearly universal. 
The three types of aggregation for which results of data analysis 
are reported here include school-college-faculty affiliation, adult- 
enrollment cluster, and gender of unit head. Subgroup sizes, propo¬ 
nence scores, and usage scores are presented by school, college, and 
faculty affiliation in Table 11, by adult-enrollment cluster in Table 
12, and by unit-head gender in Table 13. 
School, College, and Faculty Affiliation 
Reflecting the overall pattern already cited, the nine school- 
college-faculty subgroups of unit heads are proponents of more prac¬ 
tices in all categories than are normally utilized in their academic 
units. Academic Performance Practices, as a group, have more propo¬ 
nents, on the average, than do the other four categories of practices, 
while Course Delivery Practices have more usage in the university than 
do those in the other four categories. Across the spectrum, variation 
in proponence is generally greater than variation in usage. 
Education unit heads' sectional scores are consistently highest on 
the proponence side of all five sections, and highest on the usage side 
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In four. Health Sciences unit heads place relatively high In propo- 
nence, less high In usage. Statistical comparison reveals that the 
Education unit heads' proponence score, at the total-instrument level, 
Is significantly higher than those of all of the other school-college- 
faculty unit-head subgroups except Health Sciences. In the same order 
but less broadly, the total proponence score of HSC unit heads Is 
significantly higher than the scores of Humanities and Fine Arts and of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences unit heads. 
At the other extreme in relationships are Social and Behavioral 
Sciences unit heads, whose total proponence score was identified as 
significantly lower than those of the other eight unit-head subgroups. 
Corresponding significant differences between SBS' and others' total 
usage scores were not found. 
gg£.tion IL g°urse Delivery Practices. The seven delivery modes, 
when considered as a set characterized by section subtotal scores, 
appear to find favor with fully two-thirds of unit heads and usage in 
40% of possible places. But no significant differences were revealed 
in section subtotals across school-college-faculty subgroups, because 
variation within subgroups and from item to item is considerable. 
For some delivery modes, proponence roughly matches usage. One of 
those matches is at the ’low" end: Correspondence study has few propo¬ 
nents and no usage in the school-college-faculty units represented in 
the survey. Other matches are at the "higher" end: Fairly widespread 
usage corresponds roughly to the extent of unit-head proponence con¬ 
cerning the offering of courses via independent study and the offering 
of courses through the Division of Continuing Education. Engineering 
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r units concern- 
has significantly higher usage scores than certain othe 
mg off-campus programming and media-based delivery modes. 
Section 1U_ Academic Program Information and Delivery Practices. 
The first four items in this section are responsible for pulling down 
the section's subtotal scores. They describe applications to entire 
programs of the alternative delivery modes which were applied in Sec¬ 
tion I to single courses: correspondence study, independent study, off- 
campus scheduling, and media-based formats. Both proponence and usage 
scores, whether they were high or low at the single-course level, 
plummet at the entire-program level. Education and Engineering are 
significantly higher than most other units in usage of independent 
study and media-based formats, respectively, to deliver whole programs. 
(See Hindsights, Appendix F, for comments on EDU and ENG usage scores.) 
Other significant differences between Education and various other 
units concern making possible the completion of some programs by part- 
time students (a) within the 10-semester limit and (b) outside daytime, 
weekday hours. In both cases EDU unit heads' scores are higher, contri¬ 
buting to the cumulative variation reflected in the EDU subtotal score, 
which is significantly higher than the scores of several other units. 
The zero proponence scores of Management and Physical Education 
unit heads for making individualized courses of study possible are 
significantly lower than the scores of two and seven other units, 
respectively. This finding is offered with caution, however, because 
MGT is somewhat underrepresented in respondent data in comparison to 
other units. 
Section III: Credit Evaluation Practices♦ Table ll's display of 
proponence and usage scores for 14 credit evaluation practices is 
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startling, because zero scores and 100% scores are both numerous. A 
closer look reveals this pattern: Scores are generally high for conven¬ 
tional practices such as awarding value equivalent to resident, day- 
course credit for incoming credits from (a) other institutions' day 
programs and (b, c) continuing education programs here and elsewhere. 
In contrast, proponence scores are a mixture of high and low, and usage 
scores are generally low, for practices of awarding credit via three 
kinds of standardized examinations (CLEP, PEP, CEEB/AP) and via equiva¬ 
lency procedures described in three specific guides (dealing with 
military education and other training acquired outside higher education 
institutions). 
At this point some consideration of unusual and missing response 
is appropriate. While much of the non-affirmative response concerning 
these six credit-award items is indeed unambiguous "No," from 15% to 
29% of possible proponence response and from 13% to 25% of possible 
usage response consists of (a) comments indicating unfamiliarity with, 
or uncertainty about, the six practices, and (b) failures to respond 
(blanks). Despite the incompleteness of data from other units in these 
areas, the 100% proponence scores of Education unit heads for the six 
practices are statistically higher than those of most other units. 
The cumulative proponence of both Education and Health Sciences 
unit heads in Section III is again reflected in their subtotal scores. 
Although HSC's position across the items is less evident in Table 11, 
the subtotal scores of HSC and EDU unit heads are significantly higher 
than proponence subtotals of seven and four other units, respectively. 
Section IVj_ Practices Concerning Academic Performance. In Section 
IV of Table 11, 100% figures for various academic-performance practices 
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are generously sprinkled across the proponence side, Interrupted only 
by lines of lesser proponence figures for off-campus and after-hours 
advising and for various remedial-program formats. Following the In- 
strument-wide pattern, usage scores are generally lower than corres- 
ponding proponence scores, except for departmental academic advising, 
which appears to be almost universally used In the units represented. 
(The almost was an unexpected qualifier.) 
Significant differences are nearly nonexistent in the Academic 
Performance Practices section. Only one finding encompasses most of 
the subgroups: The score of Engineering unit heads for usage of peer 
assistance programs is significantly higher than the scores of all but 
Health Sciences. 
Section V: Faculty and Staff Development Practices. The set of 
four personnel practices effective in serving adults is the smallest of 
the five sections of the instrument. These items elicited little in 
the way of significant variation in proponence or usage across school, 
college, and faculty subgroups. 
Some insight can be gained from the data, however. Visual inspec¬ 
tion of subtotal scores reveals that the disparity between proponence 
and usage is greatest in this section. The extreme of this disparity 
is in sponsorship of, or participation in, staff training designed to 
improve service to adult students: Unit-head proponence for this prac¬ 
tice ranges from 33% to 100% and is present in all but the MGT sub¬ 
group, but no reports of usage were tallied. 
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Adult-Enrollment Cluster 
The nine school-college-faculty cells Into which data were sotted 
for the preceding portion of this report were regrouped Into three 
clusters according to the average percentages of adult undergraduates 
enrolled in the spring 1987 semester. This compression produced a 5% 
cluster CFNR ♦ SBS ♦ PHE + MGT = 20 unit heads), a 10% cluster (HFA + 
NSM + ENG = 22 unit heads), and a 15% cluster (EDU + HSC = 6 unit 
heads). The focus of the regrouping is on examining unit heads' propo- 
nence and usage according to the adult enrollment in their units. 
The clustering process had three interesting kinds of effects: It 
strengthened some findings already extracted in the nine-subgroup for¬ 
mat; this result was somewhat anticipated on the theoretical grounds 
that the power of an analysis of variance to detect differences in¬ 
creases as comparison groups increase in size and, to a point, as they 
decrease in number. The clustering process also allowed numerous new 
findings to emerge, and, less predictably, obscured a few earlier 
observations. Following a summary of total and subtotal scores in the 
new configuration, this section is structured according to the three 
effects of regrouping data. 
A look at sectional subtotals and the grand total in Table 12 
shows that at all of the summary points except two—proponence for 
Course Delivery Practices and usage of Academic Performance Practices 
—units heads in the 15% cluster score significantly higher than unit 
heads in the 10% and 5% clusters. While a closer focus is still needed 
9 
to trace the accumulating variation across individual items of prac¬ 
tice, the general notion that the 15% cluster of unit heads predomi¬ 
nates in both proponence and usage is established at the summary level. 
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proponence outdis- 
Here too, more clearly than before, the pattern that 
tances usage Is evident. Across the three clusters, the proponence- 
usage gap is narrowest for Credit Evaluation Practices, widest for 
Faculty and Staff Development Practices. 
Strengthened Findings. Two previous findings in particular were 
strengthened when nine subgroups were compressed into three: When usage 
figures of HSC and EDU units are summed as the 15% cluster, significant 
differences emerge between that cluster and the 10% and 5% clusters 
concerning making possible program completion by part-timers within the 
10-semester limit and outside daytime, weekday hours. In both cases, 
unit heads in the 15% cluster score significantly higher than those in 
the 10% and 5% clusters. 
Proponence and usage for three credit-by-examination practices and 
proponence alone for three credit-by-equivalency practices (the six 
items described earlier as unfamiliar" to numerous respondents) are 
more clearly concentrated in units serving greater proportions of adult 
students. For most of the six practices, the scores of unit heads in 
the 15% cluster are significantly higher than scores of those in the 
10% and 5/c clusters. For two of the six practices, unit heads in the 
10% cluster score significantly higher than those in the 5% cluster. 
New Findings. Several findings not detected when data were ar¬ 
rayed in nine subgroups emerged from the three-cluster format. Gene¬ 
rally, the pattern prevails that the 15% cluster has the significantly 
higher score. Of considerable interest are findings in the academic- 
performance and personnel-development sections, where significant 
variation was sparse under the nine-cell aggregation. Here are found 
differences in proponence for and usage of off-campus advising; in 
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proponence for rewarding faculty who work with adults; In proponence 
for sponsoring or participating In staff training designed to Improve 
service to adult students; and In proponence for remedial programs In 
after-hours and off-campus settings. (Findings concerning the two 
remedial-program alternatives would perhaps have carried more weight 
had the Items attracted more attention from respondents; nearly one- 
sixth of unit heads failed to respond to these items or wrote comments 
classifiable as neither clearly affirmative nor clearly negative.) 
Two new findings on the usage side in the program information and 
delivery section also fit the pattern of dominance of the units enrol¬ 
ling an average of 15% adult students. The two practices of interest 
are (a) designing brochures to reflect age diversity as desirable and 
(b) making efforts to attract adults. 
In two departures from the established pattern, the proponence 
score of the 5% cluster of unit heads is significantly different higher 
than the 10% cluster's score for off-campus advising and for collecting 
reasons students drop out of departmental programs. 
Obscured Findings. A few earlier results became less clear when 
nine subgroups were reduced to three. The significant variation in 
proponence for alternate delivery modes which was noted in the school- 
college-faculty aggregation "disappeared," statistically at least, when 
three clusters were compared. (Tables 11 and 12 illustrate the dif¬ 
ferences. ) 
Inviting the greatest confusion, perhaps, is the area of propo¬ 
nence for allowing students to develop individualized courses of study. 
When arrayed across nine subgroups, proponence scores for this practice 
lie in a 0-100% range, with scores of EDU and HSC unit heads signifi- 
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cantly higher than others. As the 15% cluster, EDU/HSC is no longer 
statistically identified as the higher scorer, although on visual 
inspection it would appear to be in that position. Attention is called 
to the 10% cluster of unit heads, whose proponence and usage scores for 
individualized courses of study are significantly higher than those in 
the 5% cluster. 
Any potential confusion fostered by the compression of data into 
fewer categories is outweighed by the number of additional findings and 
the greater generalizability made possible by the second analysis. 
Gender 
Aggregating respondent data according to gender produced subgroups 
of greatly unequal size: 41 males and seven females. Theoretically, 
this means that in tests for significant differences a female subgroup 
score must be appreciably different from the male subgroup score in 
order to be identified as significantly different. There are few such 
distances; thus Table 13 has almost no symbols marking significant 
differences in proponence or usage among male and female unit heads. 
Among those few, two are interesting, one because it has not pre¬ 
viously been highlighted as a locus of variation. The usage scores of 
female unit heads, as a group, are significantly higher than male unit 
heads' scores for (a) the inclusion of the topic of student learning 
styles in faculty discussion agendas; and (b) the provision of evening/ 
weekend advising. Significant differences in scores representing usage 
of three credit-by-equivalency procedures also place female units in 
the higher-scoring position. However, given the number of usable 
findings from other analyses, comparing zero scores (male subgroup) 
with other very low scores (female subgroup) seems trivial. 
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Table 12 
Proponence and Usage of Unit Heads (n=48) 
According to Three Adult-Enrollment Clusters 
PROPONENCE 
( Are you a proponent 
of this practice?") 
USAGE 
("Is this your department's 
practice?") 
5% 10% 
Adults Adults 
15% Total 
Adults 
5% 10% 
Adults Adults 
15% 
Adults 
Total 
—______ 
N- 20 22 6 48 20 22 6 48 
SECTION I: Course Delivery Practices 
... 
Corresp courses 10.0 4.5 33.3 10.4 0 0 0 0 
Indep study courses 75.0 77.2 83.3 77.1 60.0 68.2 50.0 62.5 
Off-campus courses 
Media deliv courses 
60.0 
60.0 
63.6 
68.1 
83.3 64.6 10.0 27.3 50.0 22.9 
83.3 66.7 0 22.7 | 0 10.4 
Fewer/longer classes 80.0 77.2 100.0 81.3 ; 45.0 72.7 83.3 62.5 
Eve/weekend courses 
Con Ed courses 
77.2 72.7 100.0 81.3 30.0 59.1 83.3 50.0 
75.0 90.9 100.0 85.4 75.0 95.5 100.0 87.5 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 63.6 64.9 83.3 66.7 31.4 !49.4 | 52.4 42.3 
Corresp programs 
Indep study progs 
Off-campus progs 
Media deliv progs 
10-sem. completion 
Eve/wknd completion 
Indiv'z'd courses 
Brochures:structure 
Brochures rage 
Attract adults 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 
SECTION II: Academic Program Information and Delivery Practices 
5.0 
0 
25.0 
10.0 
50.0 
50.0 
55.0 
100.0 
85.0 
80.0 
46.0 
0 16.6 4.2 0 0 
4.5 16.6 4.2 0 0 
13.6 50.0 22.9 10.0 13.6 
13.6 66.7 18.8 0 13.6 
45.5 83.3 52.1 10.0 13.6 
50.0 100.0 56.3 10.0 27.3 
86.4 100.0 75.0 20.0 50.0 
95.5 100.0 97.9 85.0 77.3 
63.6 100.0 77.1 15.0 9.1 
72.7 100.0 79.2 25.0 18.2 
44.5 73.3 48.8 17.5 22.3 
0 
16.7 | | 
16.7 
0 
83.3 
83.3 
66.7 
l 
50.0 
_ 
66.7 
66.7 
45.0 
0 
2.1 
12.5 
6.3 
20.8 
27.1 
39.6 
77.1 
18.8 
27.1 
23.1 
(continued) 
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Table 12, 
continued 
PROPONENCE 
US ACE 
53> 10* 15% Total 
Adults Adults Adults 10* 15% Total Adults Adults Adults 
N- 20 22 48 20 22 48 
UMass Con Ed credit 85.0 81.8 100.0 85.4 80.0 77.3 83.3 79.2 
Day progs, other u's 95.0 100.0 100.0 97.9 95.0 95.5 100.0 95.8 
Con Ed, other u's 85.0 63.6 100.0 77.1 80.0 72.7 100.0 79.2 
CLEP exams 20,0 36.4 100.0 37.5 15.0 27.3 66.7 27.1 
PEP exams 
10.0 18.2 83.3 22.9 5.0 13.6 50.0 14.6 
CEEB/AP exams 15.0 145.4"! 83.3 37.5 5.0 36.4 50.0 25.n 
Dept exams 60.0 68.2 100.0 68.8 30.0 50.0 66.7 43.8 
Military equiv'cy 15.0 0 66.7 14.6 0 4.5 n 2.1 
Training equiv'cy 15.0 0 66.7 14.6 0 4.5 o 2.1 
Regents' exams 15.0 0 66.7 14.6 0 4.5 o 2.1 
Other credit 15.0 150.0 i 100.0 41.7 10.0 27.3 50.0 22.9 
- - -- 
Portfolio prep 40.0 54.5 100.0 54.2 15.0 18.2 50.0 20.8 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 39.2 43.2 88.9 47.2 27.9 36.0 1 51.4 j 34.5 
SECTION IV: Practices Concerning Academic Performance 
Advising in dept 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Advising referral 95.0 100.0 100.0 
Eve/weekend advsg 50.0 50.0 83.3 
Off-campus advsg 
Monitor progress 
Retention data 
Dropout reasons 
Peer assistance 
Accelerated courses 
Remedial programs 
Remedial referral 
Eve/weekend remedial 
Off-campus remedial 
Mediated remedial 
{lo'.o"! 
95.0 
95.0 
100.0 
75.0 
95.0 
55.0 
95.0 
45.0 
30.0 
13.6 
100.0 
86.3 
77.3 
68.2 
90.9 
45.5 
86.4 
31.8 
18.2 
66.7 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
83.3 
45.0 36.4 83.3 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 73.2 64.6 94.0 [ 
100.0 
97.9 
54.2 
35.4 
97.9 
91.7 
89.6 
75.0 
93.8 
56.3 
91.7 
45.8 
31.3 
45.8 
71.9 
25.0 
60.0 
95.5 100.0 
72.7 100.0 
18.2 50.0 
4.5 50.0 
97.9 
70.8 
25.0 
18.8 
10.0 
5.0 
90.9 83.3 77.1 
31.8 33.3 31.3 
18.2 33.3 25.0 
13.6 16.7 12.5 
81.8 66.7 75.0 
18.2 16.7 20.8 
36.4 33.3 41.7 
4.5 33.3 10.4 
0 0 2.1 
13.6 16.7 10.4 
35.7 45.2 37.1 
(continued) 
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Table 12, 
continued PROPONENCE 
USAGE 
5% 
Adults 
N- 20 
10* 
Adults 
22 
15% 
Adult 
6 
s 
Total 
48 
5% 
Adults 
20 
10% 
Adults 
22 
15% Total 
Adults 
6 48 
SECTION V : Facult y and Staff Development Practices 
-- 
Discuss learn style 80.0 63.6 100.0 75.0 25.0 13.6 83.3 27.1 
Discuss completion 85.0 95.5 100.0 91.7 50.0 45.4 83.3 52.1 
Faculty rewards 30.0 27.3 83.3 35.4 5.0 9.1 0 6.3 
Staff training 40.0 59.1 100.0 56.3 0 0 0 0 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 58.8 61.4 95.8 64.6 20.0 17.0 ! 41.7| 21.4 
INSTRUMENT TOTALS 56.1 54.6 86.9 59.3 28.0 33.4 47.5 
-- 
32.9 
_ _____ 
Note. Figures shown are percentages of affirmative responses. Analyses of 
variance (F tests) were conducted on numbers of affirmative responses at p < 
the total sample size and c is the number of classifications. ~ 
Symbols. In any one row (between vertical lines) a figure in a rectangle is 
significantly different from (higher or lower than) the underlined figure(s). A 
figure in a dashed-line rectangle is significantly different from (higher or 
lower than) the figure(s) underscored with dashes. (See pages 94-96 for 
rationale of symbol system.) 
Abbreviations. Composition of adult-enrollment clusters is defined on page 145. 
Full wording of practices listed in the unit-head instrument is provided in 
Table 3, page 110, and Table 7, page 123. 
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D Table 13 
Proponence and Usage of Unit Heads According to Gender („-48) 
PROPONENCE 
( Are you a proponent 
of this practice?") 
USAGE 
( Is this your department's 
practice?") 
Male 
N= 41 
Female 
7 
Total 
48 
Male 
41 
Female 
7 
Total 
48 
_ 
SECTION I: Course Delivery Practices 
Corresp courses 9.8 14.3 10.4 0 0 0 
Indep study courses 80.5 57.1 77.1 65.9 42.9 62.5 
Off-campus courses 65.9 57.1 64.6 22.0 28.6 22.9 
Media deliv courses 65.9 71.4 66.7 12.2 0 10.4 
Fewer/longer classes 80.5 85.7 81.3 61.0 71.4 62.5 
Eve/weekend courses 78.0 100.0 81.3 46.3 71.4 50.0 
Con Ed courses 82.9 100.0 85.4 87.8 85.7 87.5 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 66.2 69.4 66.7 42.2 42.9 42.3 
SECTION II: Academic Program Information and Delivery Practices 
Corresp programs 4.9 0 4.2 0 0 0 
Indep study progs 4.9 0 4.2 2.4 0 2.1 
Off-campus progs 22.0 28.6 22.9 14.6 0 12.5 
Media deliv progs 17.1 28.6 18.8 7.3 0 6.3 
10-sem. completion 51.2 57.1 52.1 17.1 42.9 20.8 
Eve/wknd completion 51.2 85.7 56.3 24.4 42.9 27.1 
Indiv'z'd courses 70.7 100.0 75.0 36.6 57.1 39.6 
Brochures:structure 97.6 100.0 97.9 78.0 71.4 77.1 
Brochures rage 73.2 100.0 77.1 14.6 42.9 18.8 
Attract adults 78.0 85.7 79.2 24.4 42.9 27.1 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 47.1 58.6 48.8 22.0 30.0 23.1 
(continued) 
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Table 13, 
continued PROPONENCE USAGE 
Male Female Total Male Female Total 
N= 41 7 48 41 7 48 
SECTION Ills Credit Evaluation Practices 
*“ ““ “““ —— 
UMass Con Ed credit 82.9 100.0 85.4 78.0 85.7 1 79.2 
Day progs, other u's 97.6 100.0 97.9 95.1 100.0 95.8 
Con Ed, other u's 73.2 100.0 77.1 75.6 100.0 79.2 
CLEP exams 31.7 71.4 37.5 24.4 42.9 27.1 
PEP exams 17.1 ■ 57.1 22.9 12.2 28.6 14.6 
CEEB/AP exams 34.1 57.1 37.5 24.4 28.6 25.0 
Dept exams 68.3 71.4 68.8 43.9 42.9 43.8 
Military equiv'cy 12.2 28.6 14.6 
_0_ Kal 2.1 
Training equiv'cy 12.2 28.6 14.6 0 RT3 1 2.1 
Regents' exams 12.2 28.6 14.6 j0_ m:3i 2.1 
Other credit 34.1 85.7' 41.7 22.0 28.6 22.9 
Portfolio prep 51.2 71.4 54.2 19.5 28.6 20.8 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 43.9 66.7 47.2 32.9 44.0 34.5 
SECTION IV: Practices Concerning Academic Performance 
Advising in dept 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.6 100.0 97.9 
Advising referral 97.6 100.0 97.9 68.3 85.7 70.8 
Eve/weekend advsg 51.2 71.4 54.2 
. 19.5 1 57-1 25.0 
Off-campus advsg 34.1 42.9 35.4 17.1 28.6 18.8 
Monitor progress 97.6 100.0 97.9 73.2 100.0 77.1 
Retention data 90.2 100.0 91.7 29.3 42.9 31.3 
Dropout reasons 87.8 100.0 89.6 24.4 28.6 25.0 
Peer assistance 73.2 85.7 75.0 12.2 14.3 12.5 
Accelerated courses 92.7 100.0 93.8 73.2 85.7 75.0 
Remedial programs 53.7 71.4 56.3 22.0 14.3 20.8 
Remedial referral 92.7 85.7 91.7 41.5 42.9 41.7 
Eve/weekend remedial 43.9 57.1 45.8 9.8 14.3 10.4 
Off-campus remedial 29.3 42.9 31.3 2.4 0 2.1 
Mediated remedial 46.3 42.9 45.8 12.2 0 10.4 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 70.7 78.5 71.9 35.9 43.9 37.1 
_ __ 
(continued) 
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Table 13, 
continued 
— - 
PROPONENCE US ACE 
Male Female Total Male Female Total 
------ 
N= 41 7 48 41 7 48 
SECTION V: Faculty and Staff Development Practices 
“ “-« 
Discuss learn style 75.6 71.4 75.0 22.0 
Hid]' 27.1 
Discuss completion 90.2 100.0 91.7 48.3 71.4 52.1 
Faculty rewards 34.1 42.9 35.4 7.3 0 6.3 
Staff training 56.1 57.1 56.3 0 0 0 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 64.0 67.9 64.6 19.5 32.1 21.4 
INSTRUMENT TOTALS 57.6 69.0 59.3 31.7 39.3 32.9 
valanceperh<?Wn 3,76 percencaSes °f affirmative responses. Analvses of 
! -Were conauctea on numbers of affirmative responses at o < 
_ sample Size and c is the number of classifications. 
Symbols. In any one row (between vertical 
significantly dirferent trom (higher than) 
94-96 for rationale of symbol system.) 
lines) a figure in a rectangle is 
the underlined figure. (See pages 
Abbreviations. Full wording of practices listed in 
provided in Table 3, page 110, and Table 7, page 123 
he unit-head instrument is 
Proponence and Usage According 
to Faculty Characteristics 
The instrument sent to the faculty sample is similar in more ways 
than it is different from the unit-head instrument. Differences 
between the two instruments and between the two respondent groups were 
described in Chapter III, and will be reintroduced only for maintaining 
clarity or for emphasizing interesting contrasts. (See pages 137-139 
for certain aspects of preparation and analysis of data which apply to 
the faculty group as well as to the unit head and advisor groups.) 
Faculty were asked to respond to proponence and usage questions 
concerning 34 items of practice grouped under five headings: Practices 
Pertaining to Instructional Modes, Academic Advising and Support Prac¬ 
tices, Course Design and Delivery Practices, Faculty Development Prac¬ 
tices, and Service and Research. "Usage" questions only were attached 
to two additional groups of items: Recognition [for work with adult 
students] and Student Development Approach. The latter section was 
marked "optional." Because the primary focus in this portion of the 
report is on considering proponence alongside usage, the two "usage- 
only sections will be discussed after findings are reported for the 
first five sections of the instrument. All instrument sections are 
shown in accompanying tables, which are inserted as a group following 
this text subsection. 
While the stated definition of usage holds throughout the survey 
and analysis, it perhaps has its narrowest connotation in the interpre- 
tation of faculty data, because faculty usage scores are collective 
reports about activity of individuals who responded separately. Usage 
scores in unit-head data, on the other hand, represent activity as 
159 
oversee 
perceived across departments or divisions by the persons who 
those units. OE£_ortunity for usage, then, is probably a greater in¬ 
fluence on faculty reports of usage; occasional comments of the "I 
would do this (practice) but I've never been asked" variety support 
such an observation. Thus some faculty non-usage in this study is a 
function of non-opportunity; some a function of choice. (See Hind¬ 
sights, Appendix F, for additional comments on factors possibly affect- 
ing faculty usage response.) 
A total of 91 faculty, 75 male and 16 female, provided usable 
responses to the faculty instrument. Forty-three hold the rank of 
professor; 27, associate professor; and 21, assistant professor. 
Eleven indicated that they teach undergraduates only; 70, that they 
teach both undergraduate and graduate students; 8, that they teach 
graduate students only; and 2, that they were not teaching at the time 
of the survey. Their school, college, and faculty affiliations are 
listed in the response-rate report at the beginning of this chapter and 
in Table 14. Faculty from Humanities and Fine Arts, although they 
constitute nearly l8/« of the respondent group, are slightly underrepre¬ 
sented in comparison to the proportion of HFA faculty in the sample 
surveyed. 
The School of Health and Physical Education is represented by only 
one respondent. PHE responses are included at sectional summary points 
and when data are aggregated according to adult-enrollment cluster, 
gender, rank, and teaching level. When scores are displayed or 
described according to school, college, and faculty units, PHE is 
omitted, both for confidentiality reasons and because single-member 
cells are excluded from analysis of variance procedures. 
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Faculty are, on the average, proponents of about 70% of the prac¬ 
tices named In the first five sections of the Instrument, and users of 
that number (see whole-group total scores, Table 14). These 
overall measures represent broad variation among respondents. 
five types of aggregation of respondent data for which results 
of analyses are reported here are school-college-faculty affiliation, 
adult-enrollment cluster, gender, academic rank, and teaching level. 
Subgroup sizes, proponence scores, and usage scores are presented by 
school, college, and faculty affiliation in Table 14, by adult-enroll- 
ment cluster in Table 15, and by gender, academic rank, and teaching 
level in Table 16. 
The outstanding result of examining faculty response is that there 
are comparatively few significant differences in proponence. Visual 
evidence is in tables where symbols represent significant variation; 
the number of proponence differences across all aggregations is less 
than a third the number of usage differences. Faculty exhibit far 
fewer proponence differences than unit heads. 
School, College, and Faculty Affiliation 
The scarcity of significant differences in faculty proponence 
scores can readily be verified when data are grouped according to 
school, college, and faculty affiliation. At the summary points in 
Table 14, visual inspection reveals proponence scores in the 65%-75% 
range; none is significantly different from others. 
Faculty usage is lower than proponence everywhere in the instru¬ 
ment, but the size of the gap varies. At the subtotal level for 
Instructional Modes (Section I), the Education faculty is significantly 
higher in usage than three other units; Health Sciences faculty are 
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significantly higher than Pood and Natural Resources. 
The subtotals 
for Course Design and Delivery Practices show that Education has a 
significantly higher usage score than only Natural Sciences and Mathe 
matics. 
Findings of significant variation concerning six specific prac¬ 
tices emerged in this aggregation of data. The Management faculty 
subgroup has a statistically lower proponence score than the others for 
giving positive consideration to the experience of a potential adult 
enrollee. The usage score of Education faculty is significantly higher 
than varying numbers of other units concerning four alternatives to 
daytime, weekday instructional formats: off-campus teaching; 
evening/weekend teaching; and teaching Division of Continuing Education 
courses through self-/unit-initiation or in response to demand from 
elsewhere. The usage score of Health Sciences faculty is also signifi¬ 
cantly higher than that of certain other units for teaching the 
self/unit-initiated variety of DCE course. Finally, both EDU and HSC 
are statistically dominant in usage for work with adult students in 
human service agencies. 
Teaching via correspondence study drew little in the way of facul¬ 
ty proponence and almost no faculty usage; this is noteworthy because 
it echoes a finding from the analysis of unit-head responses. Faculty 
proponence for, and usage of, the two DCE-course modes are so widely 
disparate that they will receive major attention in the discussion and 
recommendations chapter. Specifically, although more than 80% of 
faculty respondents, on an average which is fairly uniform across the 
nine subgroups, are proponents of teaching "response" courses through 
DCE, fewer than 10% do so; somewhat less strikingly, nearly 90% are 
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proponents of teaching self-Zunit-initiated DCE courses, but less than 
a quarter do so. 
Other wide disparities between proponence and usage can be singled 
out through reference to accompanying tables. Although they are no 
less important to the study as a whole, most of these gaps could be 
predicted, given the age makeup of the undergraduate population. They 
concern faculty development, service, and research activities in Sec¬ 
tions IV-V which are geared primarily and specifically to understanding 
and/or working with adult-student populations. 
Adult-Enrollment Cluster 
Reducing faculty data from nine school-college-faculty subgroups 
to three enrollment clusters produced these configurations: a 5% clus- 
ter (FNR + SBS + PHE + MGT = 39 faculty), a 10% cluster (HFA + NSM + 
ENG = 42 faculty), and a 15% cluster (EDU + HSC = 10 faculty). The 
recalculated proponence and usage scores are displayed in Table 15. 
As was the case with unit-head responses, the regrouping process had 
mostly beneficial effects upon the identification of significant dif¬ 
ferences among faculty subgroups. 
New Findings. Especially noteworthy are those findings of signi¬ 
ficant differences concerning Course Design and Delivery Practices. 
Some fall into predictable patterns: The 15% cluster of faculty is 
significantly higher—scoring than the 5% and 10% clusters in proponence 
and usage concerning the incorporation of students' life experiences 
into course design, and, in usage only, concerning reading about adult 
students and giving positive consideration to the age of potential 
adult enrollees. Other relationships were less anticipated: The 5% 
cluster of faculty emerged above the 10% cluster in both proponence and 
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usage as regards varying course structure according to class needs, 
and. In usage only, for varying faculty role according to class needs. 
The cumulative, separate variation of the 5% and 15% clusters of facul¬ 
ty Is sufficient to be evident at the Section III subtotal level, where 
both have significantly higher scores than the 10% cluster. 
In two other places—concerning the supervising of Independent 
study and the teaching of courses which have an experiential-learning 
component—the 5% cluster of faculty has a similar higher/lower propo- 
nence relationship to the 10% cluster. In a reversal of that relation¬ 
ship, the 10% cluster of faculty has a significantly higher usage score 
for work with adult students in government organizations. 
Strengthened Findings. The earlier emergence of EDU and HSC as 
faculty units differing in usage of instructional modes was underscored 
statistically when the two were reconceptualized as the 15% cluster. 
Confirmation can be drawn from the subtotal level as well as from the 
vantage point of four individual items; off-campus teaching, 
evening/weekend teaching, and teaching continuing-education courses in 
self-/unit-initiated and response-to-demand classifications. 
Obscured Finding. Compressing nine subgroups into three clusters 
obscured only one minor observation which emerged from the earlier 
analysis, that the Management faculty's proponence score is signifi¬ 
cantly lower than others concerning the positive consideration of 
adult-student experience. When MGT was combined with three other 
faculty units to form the 10% cluster, that variation was no longer 
identifiable statistically. 
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Gender 
The examination of faculty proponence and usage according to 
gender permitted adding two practices to the list of areas of signifi¬ 
cant variation, and three other practices to be seen from an additional 
perspective: For the practice of varying delivery modes in accordance 
with diverse learning preferences in a class, the Female subgroup's 
proponence and usage scores are significantly higher than those of the 
Male subgroup. The Female subgroup is significantly higher in usage of 
the practices of giving positive consideration to an adult prospective 
student's age and experience, and of varying course structure according 
to class needs. The Male subgroup score is significantly higher in 
proponence for working with adult students in organizations other than 
those named in four preceding categories in the survey instrument. 
(This is a weak finding, because the nature of the other organizations 
is not specified in the wording of the item.) 
Academic Rank 
A half-dozen findings emerged from analyzing data according to 
faculty rank; they are scattered enough to make generalizing tenuous. 
Several findings pertain to practices not previously highlighted as 
areas of variation: The Associate Professor subgroup is significantly 
higher in proponence than the Professor subgroup for helping students 
develop portfolios which document college-level learning acquired out¬ 
side collegiate institutions, and for including on faculty-discussion 
agendas the topic of how students in general learn. The Professor 
subgroup was statistically moved to the dominant position in two cases: 
in proponence for participating in local workshops or conferences 
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designed to broaden faculty knowledge about student/adult-student 
learning and assessment, and in usage for working with University 
Without Walls students. 
Teaching Level 
The least clear influence of a subgroup characteristic on findings 
is that of teaching level, partly because, as noted earlier, the syste¬ 
matic sampling process drew some respondents who were not teaching 
undergraduates at the time of the survey. The two who were not teach¬ 
ing at all are represented in proponence data but not in usage scores. 
Analyses which placed the Graduate Only subgroup significantly above 
the Undergraduate Only and Undergraduate/Graduate subgroups are 
appropriately marked in Table 16 but are not discussed in this narra¬ 
tive, which is focused on adult undergraduates (see Hindsights, Appen¬ 
dix F). 
This elimination process left only two observations about the 
influence of teaching level on proponence and usage. At the subtotal 
level for Instructional Modes, statistical analysis pointed to signifi¬ 
cant differences in usage according to teaching level, but did not 
specify the subgroup(s) of greatest influence on that variation. Con¬ 
cerning evening/weekend teaching, the Undergraduate/Graduate faculty 
subgroup s usage score is significantly higher than the Undergraduate 
Only score. 
Usage-Only Items 
The three practices grouped under Recognition and the six in the 
optional Student Development Approach section differ from those in the 
rest of the faculty instrument in several ways. Only one question 
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(beginning "Have you . . . ■•) was attached £o each ^ ^ 
time span was given as the period over which the respondent was to 
reflect upon involvement with the practices; thus these responses carry 
a somewhat wider "time slice" connotation than do other data. Two 
activities-receiving recognition through the faculty reward system and 
from outside sources—are not generally within the faculty member's 
control in the customary sense of "usage." More than half the faculty 
respondents omitted the optional section; this signifies that 
generalizing about Section VII practices should be done with care. As 
a reminder, where figures for the usage-only sections are displayed in 
Tables 14a-16a, the percentages of blanks for each item are shown along 
with the usual figures for "Yes" responses. 
Recognition for Work with Adult Students. At the summary level for 
Section VI (see Table 14a), the Education faculty subgroup reported 
affirmatively a significantly higher percentage of times than did three 
other school college-faculty units. The greatest single-item influence 
on this variation was the response about mentioning work with adult 
students in annual faculty reports. In the enrollment-cluster configu¬ 
ration of data (see Table 15a), Health Sciences faculty influence was 
added to Education s as the 15% cluster, whose scores are significantly 
higher than those of the 5% and 10% clusters, both at the summary point 
and for the annual-report item. The 15% cluster's report of recogni¬ 
tion from sources outside the university is also significantly higher 
than that of the 10% cluster. 
Little new information was added to the "recognition" results from 
redistributing responses across gender, rank, and teaching-level cate¬ 
gories (see Table 16a). 
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Student Develop A^ch. Ihe percentage o£ onIsslons £qc ^ 
six optional items is a consistent 52.7%, suggesting that the sane 43 
faculty probably completed the set. Findings are concentrated in two 
aggregations of data: school-college-faculty unit and adult-enrollment 
cluster. In the latter configuration differences accumulated enough to 
be identifiable at the subtotal level: The score of faculty in the 15% 
cluster is significantly higher than scores of the 5% and 10% clusters 
for overall usage of developmental approaches. The relationship holds 
individually for four of the six items, as shown in Table 15a. For 
usage of moral/ethical development approaches to course design, the 10% 
cluster s score is significantly higher than the 5% cluster's score. 
When the three clusters are broken into school-college-faculty 
units (Table 14a), Health Sciences faculty have the significantly 
greater influence on usage of three developmental practices related 
to course design. One finding of gender influence concludes the list: 
The score of the Female faculty subgroup for usage of the moral/ethical 
approach to course design is significantly higher than the Male sub¬ 
group score (Table 16a). 
Proponence and Usage According 
to Academic Advisor Characteristics 
The instrument sent to academic advisors is the shortest of the 
three survey forms sent to university personnel. (See pages 137-139 
for certain aspects of preparation and analysis of data which apply to 
the advisor group as well as to the unit head and faculty groups.) 
Academic advisors were asked to respond to proponence and usage 
questions concerning 35 items of practice grouped under four headings: 
Practices Pertaining to Availability of Advising, Credit Evaluation 
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Table 15 
Proponence and Usage of Faculty (n=91) 
According to Three Adult-Enrollment Clusters 
PROPONENCE 
("Are you a proponent 
of this practice?") 
USAGE 
( Is this your department's 
practice?") 
5% 
Adult 
10% 
s Adults 
15% 
Adults 
Total 5% 
Adults 
10% 15% 
Adults Adults 
Total 
N = 39 42 10 91 39 42 19 91 
SECTION I: Practices Pertaining to Instructional Modes 
Corresp teaching 10.3 23.8 30.0 18.7 0 2.4 0 1.1 
Indep study superv 97.4 85.7 100.0 92.3 84.6 69.0 LOO .0 79.1 
Off-campus teaching 66.7 61.9 70.0 64.8 J.0.3 14.3 50.0 16.5 
Eve/weekend teaching 82.1 83.3 100.0 84.6 23.1 38.1 70.0 35.2 
Con Ed (self-init'd) 89.7 83.3 100.0 87.9 15.4 19.0 80.0 24.2 
Con Ed (response) 82.1 78.6 90.0 81.3 5.1 4.8 40.0 8.8 
Indiv'z'd contract 79.5 81.0 100.0 82.4 59.0 50.0 80.0 57.1 
Experiential lrng 92.3 76.2 100.0 85.7 59.0 42.9 ,90.0 54.9 
Competency-based 66.7 52.4 80.0 61.5 17.9 26.2 50.0 25.3 
Interdls course 94.9 90.5 100.0 93.4 46.2 42.9 60.0 46.2 
Work with UWW s tu 82.1 73.8 100.0 80.2 43.6 28.6 50.0 37.4 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 76.7 71.9 88.2 75.7 33.1 30.7 60.9 
___ 
SECTION II: Academic Advising and Support Practices 
Consider adult age 53.8 57.1 70.0 57.1 48.7 47.6 90.0 52.7 
Consider experience 76.9 78.6 90.0 79.1 64.1 71.4 90.0 70.3 
Portfolio help 64.1 54.8 80.0 61.5 30.8 16.7 30.0 24.2 
Flexible curriculum 89.7 90.5 80.0 89.0 71.8 73.8 70.0 72.5 
Indiv'z'd planning 92.3 90.5 80.0 90.1 48.7 47.6 40.0 47.3 
Eve/weekend advsg 71.8 59.5 80.0 67.0 53.8 45.2 70.0 51.6 
Off-campus advsg 53.8 47.6 70.0 52.7 30.8 14.3 40.0 24.2 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 71.8 68.4 78.6 71.0 49.8 45.2 61.4 49.0 
(continued) 
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Table 15, continued 
PROPONENCE 
5* 10% 15% Total 
Adults Adults Adults 
USAGE 
5% 10% 15% 
Adults Adults Adults 
N= 39 42 10 
_ 91 39 42 19 
^SECTION III: Course Design and Delivery Practices 
Incorp life exprce 
Vary structure 
Vary faculty role 
Vary delivery mode 
87.2 
-66.7 47.6 
J 69-0 
87.2 71.4 
79.5 83.3 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 80.1 67.9 100.0 
61.5 
80.2 
81.3 
83.5 
76.6 
41.0 21,4 
*74.41 50.0 
80.0 
90.0 
|_76^9_* 52.4 
64.1 69.0 
100.0 
100.0 
Total 
91 
36.3 
64.8 
68.1 
70.3 
48.2 92.5 59.9 
SECTION IV: Faculty Development Practices 
Conf: Student lrng 76.9 61.9 80.0 70.3 20.5 19.0 20.0 19.8 
Conf: Adult lrng 71.8 61.9 90.0 69.2 7.7 7.1 20.0 8.8 
Conf: Stu assessmt 66.7 54.8 70.0 61.5 20.5 11.9 20.0 16.5 
Local conf particpn 76.9 61.9 90.0 71.4 20.5 16.7 30.0 19.8 
Leadership efforts 61.5 52.4 80.0 59.3 10.3 2.4 20.0 7.7 
Reading: adult stu 61.5 61.9 80.0 63.7 7.7 9.5 40.0 12.1 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 69.2 59.1 81.7 65.9 14.-5 11.1 25.0 14.1 
SECTION V: Service and Research 
28.2 19.0 
t23 
Adult stu: bus/Ind 66.7 73.8 70.0 70.3 
Adult stu: hum serv 74.4 69.0 70.0 71.4 
Adult stu: govt org 76.9 73.8 70.0 74.7 
Adult stu: con ed 61.5 73.8 60.0 67.0 
Adult stu: oth orgs 53.8 69.0 40.0 59.3 
Adult stu: research 66.7 50.0 70.0 59.3 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 66.7 68.2 63.3 67.0 
TOTALS , SECS. I - V 73.0 67.8 82.1 71.6 
30.0 
50.0 
30.8 |ll.9 | 50.0 24.2 
10.3 7.1 10.0 8.8 
20.5 11.9 30.0 17.6 
12.8 9.5 30.0 13.2 
20.9 10.3 [33.3 | 17.4 
24.2 
16.5 
34.8 28.7 53.5 34.0 
See Table 14 footnotes (page 172) for explanation of figures displayed. 
See pages 94-96 for rationale of symbol system. Composition of adult-enrollment 
clusters is defined on page 163. Full wording of practices is provided in Table 
4, page 113, and Table 8, page 128. 
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Percentages of "Yes" Responses^"faculty to "Usage-Only' 
According to Adult-Enrollment Cluster* 
ercentages of Blanks of Whole Group’ 
Questions 
5% 10% 15% Total 
Adults Adults Adults 
— 
% Yes % Yes % Yes % Yes (% Blank) 
_ SECTION VI: Recognition of Work with Adult Students 
™ “ ““ ***~—— 
Mentioned work with adult students 
in faculty report? 25.6 19.0 70.0 27.4 (12.1) 
Received recognition via faculty 
reward system? 5.1 2.4 10.0 4.4 (15.4) 
Received recognition from 
sources outside university? 15.4 2.4 30.0 11.0 (13.2) 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 15.4 7.9 36.7 14.3 (13.6) 
SECTION VII: Student Development Approach (optional section) 
— 
Designed or revised course to challenge students to 
higher cognitive development? 20.5 33.3 50.0 29.7 (52.7) 
higher ego/personality development? 2.6 16.7 50.0 14.3 (52.7) 
higher moral/ethical development? 5.1 121.4 ! 50.0 17.6 (52.7) 
Designed or revised course to 
respond to learning styles? 10.3 23.8 50.0 20.9 (52.7) 
develop internal evaluation? 15.4 26.2 40.0 23.2 (52.7) 
respond to needs for application? 17.9 22.6 50.0 21.1 (52.7) 
SECTION SUBTOTALS 12.0 22.6 50.0 21., (52.7) 
See Table 14 footnotes (page 172) for explanation of system of highlighting 
significantly differing figures. 
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Practices, Data Collection Practices, and Individual Advisor Practices. 
(For this report, the second section has been more accurately termed, 
table headings. Credit Evaluation/Recommendation Practices.) The 
usage question appended to the first three sections was "Is this your 
unit's practice?"; a more personal response was sought in the last 
section by means of "Is this your practice?" 
Forty-nine academic advisors, 31 males and 18 females, provided 
usable responses to the instrument. Thirty-seven are in faculty posi¬ 
tions, 12 are in staff positions (hereafter designated as roles). 
Authority level is represented by the symbols 1-A, advisors with first- 
line authority and signatory power in large organizational units; 2-A, 
advisors with second-line authority to those in 1-A or first-line 
authority in a smaller academic program; 3-A, chief undergraduate 
advisors for departments and CASIAC; and 3-C, advisors in specialized 
satellite units (see Participants section of Chapter III). The number 
of respondents at each level is 1-A, 11; 2-A, 5; 3-A, 38; and 3-C, 5. 
Their school, college, faculty, or other advising-unit affiliations are 
listed in the response-rate report at the beginning of this chapter and 
in Table 17. By self-report, the respondents were placed in one of 
four load categories according to the proportion of adults they 
customarily advise; No Adults, 6; 1/4 or Fewer, 38; 1/4-1/2, 3; and 1/2 
or More, 2. 
Advisors in the School of Management and in CASIAC (College of 
Arts and Sciences Information and Advising Center) are slightly under- 
reperesented in comparison with the numbers of persons surveyed in 
those units. Males, although they constitute nearly two-thirds of the 
respondent group, are slightly underrepresented in comparison to fe- 
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n comparison to 
males. Advisors at the 3-r lovoi „ 
C level are underrepresented i 
those at the other authority levels. 
The School of Management and the School of Health and Physical 
Education are each represented in the data by only one responding 
advisor. Their responses are included at sectional summary points, in 
totals for the instrument, and when data are aggregated according to 
adult-enrollment cluster, adult-advisee load, role, authority level, 
and gender. When scores are displayed or described according to 
school, college, faculty, or other advising unit, MGT and PHE are 
omitted, both for confidentiality reasons and because single-member 
cells are excluded from analysis of variance procedures. 
Academic advisors, on the average, are proponents of almost 75% of 
the practices named in the advisor instrument and users of more than 
50%. This ratio holds for whole-group total scores and at all four 
sectional summary points (see Table 17). Proponence and usage scores 
at these summary points are closer to each other, in a fairly uniform 
pattern, than they were in either the unit-head or faculty data. While 
response varies within and between subgroups and from practice to 
practice, such variation is traceable to a few subgroups or a few items 
of practice, especially where an occasional 0-100% range of scores is 
noted. 
Visual inspection of scores of the whole group across individual 
items brings out a second outstanding characteristic: Proponence and 
usage are both relatively high for nearly half the practices in the 
instrument. The closest "matches" will be listed below. There are 
also practices for which wide gaps between proponence and usage are 
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apparent; none of the diqnan'Hno 
cne disparities appears to be as extreme 
those brought out in the faculty report. 
however, as 
The six types of aggregation of respondent data for which results 
of analysis are reported here are unit affiliation (school, college, 
faculty, other advising unit), adult-enrollment cluster, faculty/staff 
role, adult-advisee load, gender, and authority level. The latter four 
are treated in descending order by the number of findings which emerged 
from examination of data in those categories. Subgroup sizes, propo- 
nence scores, and usage scores are presented by school, college, facul¬ 
ty, or other advising unit affiliation in Table 17; by adult-enrollment 
cluster in Table 18; by gender and adult-advisee load in Table 19; and 
by role and authority level in Table 20. 
As the array of symbols marking variation in tables indicates, 
there are more significant differences in proponence among advisors 
than among faculty, fewer proponence differences among advisors than 
among unit heads. Proportionately more of the advisor differences in 
proponence emerged from the adult-advisee-load aggregation than from 
any of the other five configurations of data. The number of signifi¬ 
cant differences in usage among advisors is about equal to that among 
faculty, but greater than the number among unit heads. 
School, College, Faculty, or Other Advising Unit Affiliation 
When scores are displayed across 11 organizational units, as they 
are in Table 17, the closest, most broadly uniform matches between 
proponence for and usage of a practice can readily be seen. They 
concern (a) the unit-level practices of advising students about other 
advising sources, personal counseling sources, and earning credit via 
independent study, and (b) the individual-advisor-level practices of 
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helping students to plan individualised majors and, in general, to £ind 
ways of making the university curriculum more flexible. 
There are only four findings of statistically significant dif¬ 
ferences in proponence scores across the 11 units in this aggregation, 
m all four cases, either the Natural Sciences and Mathematics advisors 
or the Social and Behavioral Sciences advisors have a proponence score 
significantly lower than the scores of most of the other units. For 
NSM, one finding is at the subtotal level, for Practices Pertaining to 
the Availability of Advising; the other pertains to a specific prac¬ 
tice, collecting academic needs data about the unit's advisees. The 
SBS flndings concern the collection of two kinds of information about 
the unit's advisees: student descriptive data (such as class status and 
enrollment status) and data on previous learning experience (such 
information as transfer credit and credit awarded by examination or 
equivalency). In usage, the NSM, SBS, and Health Sciences advisors 
have significantly lower usage scores than several other units for the 
collection of academic-needs data. 
Several sets of such multiple findings of difference for indivi¬ 
dual data-collection practices emerged, taxing the system of symbols 
devised to depict such relationships in Table 17. The SBS advisor 
subgroup is statistically lower-scoring in usage of most of the data- 
collection practices. HSC advisors are in the significantly lower 
position for half of the items. The cumulative effect of such dif¬ 
ferences can be seen in the section subtotal, where SBS, NSM, and HSC 
usage scores are all significantly lower than those of various other 
advisor subgroups. 
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Findings in the 
also target SBS, NSM 
Credit Evaluation/Recommendation Practices section 
and HSC advisors, along with the Engineering 
visors, as having significantly lower scores than other subgroups 
concerning these practices: advising students about earning credit via 
ntinuing education courses (SBS); via UWW courses (NSM, ENG); and via 
interdisciplinary courses (HSC). The ENG advisors have a significantly 
higher usage score than seven other units for advising students about 
earning credit via media-delivered courses. 
Both ENG and the Education advisor subgroup are statistically 
different from several other units. They have higher usage scores for 
having persons in the unit who have undergone special training/reading 
about advising adults. For EDU advisors, this difference and perhaps 
others not detected at the individual-item level are reflected at the 
Section I subtotal level. 
Of all the variations listed above, only those concerning one 
subgroup accumulated sufficiently by the total-score point to produce a 
finding of significant difference: The SBS advisor subgroup has a 
significantly lower overall usage score than all comparison units 
except HSC. 
Adult-Enrollment Cluster 
Academic-advisor data in the previous, 11-unit aggregation were 
compressed into three clusters corresponding to average percentages of 
enrolled adult undergraduates. This produced a 5% cluster (FNR + SBS 
+ CAS + PHE + MGT = 16 advisors), a 10% cluster (HFA + NSM + ENG = 21 
advisors), and a 15% cluster (EDU + HSC = 6 advisors). While the 
reduction was undertaken with an intent and in a manner similar to 
regroupings of unit-head and faculty data, it produced far less benefi- 
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clal results than those earlier manipulations. Affecting the process 
was the necessary exclusion of six advisors (in the 11th category, 
"other advising unit", because their programs are not associated with 
any one enrollment entity. Figures in Table 18 are thus based on 
responses of 43 persons instead of 49. 
Obscured Finding. Many findings listed under the 11-unit aggrega¬ 
tion did not emerge in another form when enrollment clusters became the 
focus of analysis. No longer detectable were findings concerning 
differences in usage of credit evaluation/recommendation practices, or 
most of the findings of difference in usage of data collection prac¬ 
tices. One finding obscured formerly detectable extremes: The usage 
score of advisors in the 15% cluster, statistically higher than the 5% 
and 10% clusters' scores for having persons in the unit with special 
training/reading pertaining to advising adults, has as its components 
an EDU advisor score of 100% and an HSC advisor score of zero. 
New Findings. Four new findings of variation resulted from re¬ 
ducing the data to three clusters. Advisors in the 15% cluster have 
the significantly higher usage score for evening/weekend advising, off- 
campus advising, and collection of socioeconomic data about advisees, 
and concerning individual—advisor usage of special reading about adult 
students. 
Adult-Advisee Load 
Examination of advisor data according to the self-reported adult- 
advisee load produced more findings of proponence differences than any 
other configuration of the data, and a similar number of findings about 
usage differences. The broadest indicators are the total scores: The 
No Adults advisors' total proponence score is significantly lower than 
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the three other advisee-load groups' scores. The 1/2 or More Adults 
advisors have a significantly higher total usage score than the No 
Adults and 1/4 or Fewer subgroups. The 1/4 or Fewer advisors have a 
significantly higher total usage score than the No Adults advisors. 
Six credit-award practices figured prominently in the examination 
of advisor data according to adult-advisee load. (They are the same 
practices singled out for special attention in the analysis of unit- 
head data.) For unit heads the specific practices at Issue are allow- 
mg students to apply credit awarded via CLEP, PEP, and CEEB/AP exami¬ 
nations and via equivalency procedures in three specific guides. For 
advisors the related activity is advising students about the possibi- 
lity of earning credit in these six ways. As was noted in the unit- 
head discussion, the extent and nature of non-typical response to these 
items provide interesting qualifiers of findings. The tally of non¬ 
typical responses from advisors about four of the six items—PEP exami¬ 
nations and the three equivalency procedures—indicate some unfamili- 
arity or uncertainty about these practices; such comments and "blanks" 
(failures to respond) accounted for from 14% to 22% of the proponence 
and usage data for these four practices. The findings displayed in 
Table 19 should be considered in light of these ambiguous or missing 
data. The No Adults advisors have a significantly lower proponence 
score than other load subgroups for these practices. On the usage 
side, the 1/2 or More Adults advisors have the significantly higher 
score among the four subgroups. 
Elsewhere in the instrument data, one finding was somewhat 
anticipated and one was not anticipated. The usage scores of the two 
advisor subgroups which see the greater proportions of adult advisees 
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groups 
are significantly higher than those of the other two "load- 
concerning the personal practice of taking a leadership role in causing 
other advisors to broaden their knowledge of adult learners/learning. 
Not expected was that proponence and usage scores of the No Adults 
advisors are significantly lower than the others for advising students 
about earning credit via continuing-education courses. 
Role 
A consideration of data according to faculty or staff advisor 
designation ("role") produced findings which are few in number but 
consistent in direction and level. Every finding placed the Staff 
subgroup in the higher-scoring position. As shown in Table 20, propo¬ 
nence scores differ significantly at the total point and at three of 
the four subtotal points, suggesting that smaller differences not 
detectable statistically at the individual-item level were sufficiently 
cumulative to register at summary levels. At the item level, three 
areas of significant variation have in common the acquisition of 
knowledge about adult learners: having trained persons in the unit, 
personally taking leadership roles in encouraging such training, and 
personally reading about adult students. 
Gender 
Although very little new information resulted from examining advi¬ 
sor data aggregated by gender, the nature of the scattered findings 
makes them worth noting. All of the findings concern proponence 
scores, and in each the score of Female advisors is significantly 
higher than that of Male advisors. 
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Variation in proponence for individual-advisor practices (Section 
IV) ia evident at the subtotal level in Table 19. Responses to two 
practices in particular contribute to the summary-pol„t finding: Female 
advisors score statistically higher for underrating reading about adult 
students and for taking a leadership role in encouraging other advisors 
to broaden their knowledge of adult learners/learning. Female advisors 
also score significantly higher for having some persons in the unit who 
have undertaken special training/reading about advising adults, and for 
advising students about courses having an experiential-learning compo- 
nent. 
Authority Level 
Contrary to expectations, the aggregating factor of authority 
level produced almost no findings of significant difference. Those few 
place the 1-A advisors in the significantly higher-scoring position in 
relation to one or more of the other three levels (see Table 20). 
Two authority-level findings somewhat support results which 
emerged in all five of the other aggregations. The analysis of 
variance indicated usage differences among authority levels for under¬ 
taking special reading about adult students, but differences were not 
great enough for one subgroup to be singled out as statistically 
higher. For having some persons in the unit who have undertaken 
training/reading about advising adults, the 1-A advisors are highest- 
scoring subgroup in proponence; the 3-A advisors score lowest in usage. 
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Table 18 
Proponence and Usage of Academic Advisors (n=49) 
According to Three Adult-Enrollment Clusters 
PROPONENCE 
( Are you a proponent 
of this practice?") 
USAGE 
("Is this your unit's 
practice?") 
5% 
Adults 
10% 
Adults 
15% 
Adult 
Total 
s 
5% 
Adults 
10% 
Adults 
15% 
Adults 
Total 
— 
N= 16 21 6 43 1 16 21 6 431 
SECTION I : Practices Perta Ining to Availability of Advising 
Eve/weekend advsg 5.0 52.4 83.3 65.1 12.5 19.0 40.2 23.3 
Off-campus advsg 7.5 28.6 66.7 37.2 0 19.0 50.0 16.3 
Info other advsg ).0 95.2 100.0 97.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Info pers couns >.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ] 100.0 95.2 100.0 97.7 
Computer advsg !. 5 42.9 66.7 53.5 12.5 4.8 0 7.0 
Prog for var nds 
Trng adult advsg 
3.8 
8.8 
81.0 
47.6 
100.0 88.4 81.3 66.7 100.0 76.7 
100.0 62.8 18.8 14.3 66.7 23.3 
— 
SEC SUBTOTALS 76.8 63.9 88.1 72.7 46.4 45.6 69.0 49.2 
SECTION II: Credit Evaluation/Recommendation Practices 
Advising about possibility of 
CLEP exams 87.5 66.7 100.0 79.1 68.8 61.9 66.7 65.1 
PEP exams 68.8 47.6 83.3 60.5 37.5 28.6 16.7 30.2 
CEEB/AP exams 93.8 71.4 83.3 81.4 68.8 57.1 16.7 55.8 
Dept exams 87.5 81.0 100.0 86.0 62.5 71.4 66.7 67.4 
Milit equiv'cy 43.8 33.3 50.0 39.5 31.3 19.0 16.7 23.3 
Training equiv'cy 37.5 38.1 66.7 41.9 18.8 19.0 16.7 18.6 
NY Regents exams 37.5 33.3 66.7 39.5 12.5 14.3 16.7 14.0 
Corresp study 43.8 33.3 16.7 34.9 25.0 28.6 16.7 25.6 
Indep study 93.8 81.0 100.0 88.4 87.5 85.7 100.0 88.4 
Off-campus progs 87.5 76.2 83.3 81.4 75.0 66.7 66.7 69.8 
Con Ed courses 87.5 85.7 100.0 88.4 81.3 85.7 100.0 86.0 
UWW courses 87.5 71.4 100.0 81.4 81.3 52.4 66.7 65.1 
Media del courses 62.5 38.1 83.3 53.5 18.8 9.5 33.3 16.3 
Experiential lrng 81.3 81.0 100.0 83.7 68.8 81.0 100.0 79.1 
(continued) 
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Table 18, 
continued _proponence 
Interdls courses 
5% 10% 
Adults Adults 
N" 16 21 
15% 
Adults 
6 
Total 
43 
5% 
Adults 
16 
10% 
Adults 
21 
15% 
Adults 
6 
Total 
43 
100.0 85.7 100.0 93.0 87.5 85.7 66.7 83.7 
SEC SUBTOTALS 73.3 61.6 82.2 68.8 55.0 51.1 51.1 52.6 
_ 
SECTION III: Data Collection Practices 
— 
— 
— 
Demographic data 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 75.0 95.2 100.0 88.4 
Socioecon data 50.0 33.3 83.3 46.5 25.0 23.8 83.3 32.6 
Stu descrip data 93.8 100.0 100.0 97.7 75.0 100.0 83.3 88.4 
Stu progress data 93.8 95.2 100.0 95.3 75.0 90.5 83.3 83.7 
Prev 1rng data 93.8 100.0 100.0 97.7 68.8 100.0 83.3 86.0 
Pers needs data 68.8 47.6 83.3 60.5 31.3 33.3 66.7 37.2 
Acad needs data 87.5 61.9 100.0 76.7 81.3 57.1 66.7 67.4 
Other sitn data 50.0 38.1 16.7 39.5 18.8 28.6 16.7 23.3 
SEC SUBTOTALS 79.7 72.0 85.4 76.7 56.2 66.1 72.9 63.4 
SECTION IV: Individual Advisor Practices 
USAGE 
("Is this your [personal] 
practice?") 
Indiv'z'd ping 87.5 90.5 100.0 90.7 87.5 81.0 100.0 86.0 
Flex curriculum 87.5 95.2 100.0 93.0 87.5 85.7 100.0 88.4 
Adult lrng wksp 87.5 66.7 100.0 79. 1 18.8 4.8 33.3 14.0 
Leadership eff 75.0 47.6 83.3 62.8 25.0 4.8 50.0 18.6 
Reading:adult stu 75.0 57.1 83.3 67.4 6.3 23.8 66.7 23.3 
SEC SUBTOTALS 82.5 71.4 93.3 78.6 45.0 40,0 70.0 46.0 
INSTRUMENT TOTAL 76.8* 65.9* 85.7* 72.7 52.1 51.8 62.4 53.4 
^Six advisors in other advising unit" subgroup, having no enrollment category 
equivalent, were omitted from Table 18. 
See Table i7 footnotes (page 193) for explanation of figures displayed. 
See pages 94-96 for rationale of symbol system. Composition of adult-enrollment 
clusters is defined on page 186. Full wording of practices is provided in Table 
5, page 116, and Table 9, page 132. 
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E££P£^e and Usage of Unit Heads, Faculty. 
and Advisors Across Common Ar^i~Sf Fractlce 
Much of the chapter so far has been devoted to analyses of the 
separate data sets which comprise responses to the unit-head Instru¬ 
ment, the faculty instrument, and the academic-advisor Instrument. In 
this section an "umbrella" perspective across those groups Is the 
focus. Sought were general understandings about the status of some 
common topics or areas of activity, such as independent study courses 
or evening/weekend advising, In which each respondent group has a 
particular function. 
Practices were identified In each instrument which share a common 
theme with practices In one or both of the other Instruments. In all, 
27 broad themes or topics were found, subsuming 20 Items of practice 
from the unit-head instrument, 17 from the faculty instrument, and 23 
from the advisor Instrument. The 27 common topics were then grouped 
under four headings: Delivery Modes, Credit Award, Access to Advising, 
and Professional Development. Table 21 displays the topics and propo- 
nence and usage scores of the three respondent groups; these figures 
were extracted from earlier tables which display the three groups' 
scores separately. 
Analyses of variance and a posteriori contrasts like those used in 
analyzing the separate data sets were applied to the scores under 
common topics. While .05 was retained as the chosen level of signifi¬ 
cance, nearly three quarters of the identified differences marked with 
symbols in Table 21 are significant at the .01 level or beyond. 
Comparison of scores across the three groups differs from the 
separate group treatments in that the earlier findings considered 
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variation within a group concerning the sane practice, where possible 
the observations below focus on the common topic; the contributions of’ 
each group to a finding are its proponence and usage scores for what¬ 
ever specific practice within that common topic is the pertinent acti¬ 
vity for that group. For example, the combinants of an observation 
about the status of off-campus classes would be unit-head response to 
the practice of offering off-campus classes, faculty response to the 
P tice of teaching off-campus classes, and advisor response to the 
practice of advising students about off-campus classes. Under many of 
the common topics, only two respondent groups, usually unit heads and 
advisors, have related functions which were incorporated into survey 
instruments; in these cases, only two scores were statistically com- 
pared. 
Visual inspection of the spread of scores in Table 21 reveals that 
proponence across the four clusters of topics is generally high for 
only one cluster, Delivery Modes. Elsewhere, proponence and usage 
vary, sometimes widely, from item to item and group to group. 
High or Low Status 
Both proponence and usage are relatively high across unit heads, 
faculty, and advisors concerning the independent study mode of deliver¬ 
ing a course; across unit heads and advisors for informational connec¬ 
tions among campus advising sources; and across faculty and advisors 
for advising students about flexibility in the curriculum. 
Both proponence and usage are relatively low across unit heads, 
faculty, and advisors concerning the correspondence-study mode of deli¬ 
vering a course, and across unit heads and advisors for the media- 
203 
delivered 
course mode and equivalency methods of awarding credit. 
Remaining topics have mixed or midrange marks in proponence and/or 
usage. 
Statistically Significant Differences 
Analyses of variance and a posteriori contrasts of group scores 
under the 27 common topics produced findings of significant difference 
In proponence, usage, or both concerning 21 of the 27 topics, Including 
most of the topics listed above as having relatively uniform marks. 
Advisors have significantly higher scores In nine of the 11 find- 
ings concerning proponence; they scored higher than unit heads in eight 
findings and higher than both unit heads and faculty in the ninth 
finding. Advisors scored significantly higher in 20 of 21 findings 
concerning usage; they have higher scores than both unit heads and 
faculty in five findings, higher scores than unit heads in nine find¬ 
ings, and higher scores than faculty in six findings. 
The faculty score is significantly higher in only two findings. 
Unit heads have no significantly higher scores under common topics. 
Further explanation accompanied by inspection of Table 21 brings 
out interesting contrasts. Advisors' usage scores are generally higher 
statistically for advising students about alternative course delivery 
modes than are unit—head scores about their units' making such modes 
available. (Proponence scores for most modes, on the other hand, do 
not differ significantly.) Similarly, although scores are generally 
low for most credit-award topics, advisors' scores are significantly 
higher for advising students about earning credit via examination and 
equivalency than are unit-head scores about their units' allowing 
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students to apply such credit t0 program requlrements. ^ 
holds for both proponence and usage. In the last cluster of topics, 
advisors scored significantly higher than unit heads in proponence for 
workshops about adult learners and in usage of (U e1, actual part,_ 
cipation in) such workshops. 
Particularly interesting of the two findings elevating faculty to 
the significantly higher-scoring position is that faculty self-report 
~ - USage) °f belng amiable for evening/weekend advising appoint¬ 
ments is statistically above unit heads' and advisors' scores about 
their units' making such advising available. The second finding placed 
faculty (and advisors) significantly above unit heads for usage of 
practices related to independent study. 
Correlations: Group Proponence, Group 
Usage, Adult Enrollment 
In addition to the common-topics approach, correlational analysis 
was chosen as a way of viewing study outcomes at a level of aggregation 
above the single respondent group. The question driving the investiga¬ 
tion was, What is the relationship of a group's total proponence score 
to its own total usage score, to the proponence score and usage score 
of the other groups, and to adult enrollment? 
To produce the findings reported below, total proponence and usage 
scores for each of the three groups were broken down into total scores 
by school, college, or faculty affiliation. This breakdown produced 
six sets of figures: nine proponence scores and nine usage scores for 
unit heads, nine proponence scores and nine usage scores for faculty, 
and 11 proponence scores and 11 usage scores for advisors (whose addi¬ 
tional affiliations are CASIAC and "other" advising units). A seventh 
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- of figures was obtained by emulating the percentage of adult 
undergraduates enrolled In those school, college, and faculty units 
(an except the "other" advising unit designation) m spring 1987. 
a Appendix D recaps the relevant figures.) An electronic 
ator with the appropriate statistical function (11-55 III Gulde- 
book, 1986) was used to perform Pearson product-moment correlation 
procedures. Some values have no equivalents and are thus represented 
In Table 22 by dashed lines, where only nine pairs of values were 
available, seven degrees of freedom determined the location of the 
correlation coefficient in reference tables. 
Table 22 displays the resulting correlation coefficients; signifi¬ 
cance levels are noted. A relatively high positive relationship, 
significant at the .01 level, is indicated between the proportion of 
unit heads who are proponents of the given practices and the extent to 
which those practices are used in their units (r=.88), and between the 
—-tent ^ H.sa§e 2l the given practices in units with the proportions of 
adult undergraduates enrolled in those units (r=.83). 
Nine other r values are significant at the .05 level. Together 
with the two values cited above, they form a distinctive and highly 
interesting pattern: All of the various pairings of unit-head scores, 
faculty scores, and adult-enrollment figures produced significant r 
values, but none of the comparisons of those values with advisor scores 
produced significant r values. The only moderately high positive 
relationship involving advisors is between their own proponence scores 
and their own usage scores (.76). Alternatively stated, moderately 
high positive relationships exist between all possible pairs of these 
five factors: unit head proponence, unit head usage, faculty propo- 
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Proponence 1.0 
.88** 
.70* 
.79* 
.66 
.49 
.69* 
Unit 
Usage 
.88** 1.0 .74* 
.79* 
.55 
.46 
.83** 
Faculty 
Proponence 
.70* .74* 1.0 
.75* 
.28 .11 
.68* 
Faculty 
Usage 
.79* 
.79* .75* 1.0 
.45 .04 .69* 
Advisor 
Proponence*** 
.66 
.55 .28 
.45 1.0 .76* 
.29 
Advisor/Adv Unit 
Usage*** 
.49 . 46 .11 .04 
.76* 1.0 .15 
Adult 
Enrollment .69* .83** .68* .69* .29 .15 1.0 
♦Significant at .05 level 
**Significant at .01 level 
***When advisor proponence scores are matched with advisor usage 
scores, all 11 subgroups are paired. When advisor proponence scores 
and advisor usage scores are matched with adult enrollment figures, 
the 'other advising units" subgroup is excluded. In matches of 
advisor scores or enrollment figures with unit-head or faculty 
scores, the other" advisor subgroup, the CASIAC advisor subgroup, 
and the CASIAC enrollment group are excluded. Exclusions are made 
because no pairable figure exists in the other set of scores. 
NOTE: Adult enrollment figures used are those given in 10 school, 
college, and faculty categories for Spring semester 1987; those 
figures and the respondent-group scores used in the correlation 
calculations are displayed in Table 40 in Appendix D. 
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s 
nence, faculty usage, and percentage of adults enrolled, m contrast, 
no positive relationship was identified between any of the five factors 
and advisor proponence or advisor usage; that Is, advisor proponents 1 
highly correlated only with advisor usage. 
One interpretation of the situation Is that the extent of advisor 
proponence for practices effective In serving adults is somewhat re¬ 
lated to the usage they give to those practices. But advisor propo¬ 
nence, although it varies from unit to unit, seems to be independent of 
unit head and faculty proponence and usage. Usage of practices among 
advisors, similarly, seems to be mostly unrelated to unit head and 
faculty proponence and usage. 
Qualifiers from the technical literature attach to such an inter- 
pretation. Not only do overall scores or measures of central tendency 
have limitations, but not all relationships can be assumed to fit the 
linear model underlying the correlation formula. Further, evidence of 
a positive correlation does not necessarily imply a direct causal rela¬ 
tionship between factors (Ferguson, 1981, pp. 134-137). Nevertheless, 
in combination with other findings, the correlational statements serve 
to set academic advisors apart as a group worth special focus. 
Proponence and Usage; "Adult" Units vs. 
Academic Units with 15% Adults 
An ayenue of inquiry identified early in the study as having great 
potential interest is the comparison between the special units which 
were established primarily to serve large proportions of adults (Divi¬ 
sion of Continuing Education, University Without Walls) and those units 
among the nine schools, colleges, and faculties which enroll the 
largest proportions of adult undergraduates. The requisite information 
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was not received from DCE, so one q-ih« 
the comparison below consists 
only of responses fro* raw, where more than 90% of degree-seekers are 
25 or older. The other side of the comparison Is represented by the 
cluster of academic units whose undergraduate enrollment Is about 15% 
adult undergraduates; the School of Education and the College of Health 
Sciences make up this cluster. 
A context has already been established for this comparison: (a) 
The UWW unit head Is a proponent for all but three of the 47 practices 
Hated In the unit-head Instrument. All but six of the 47 practices 
listed in the unit-head Instrument are used In UWW (see Tables 6 and 
10). (b) The 15%-adults cluster of unit heads Is significantly higher 
than the 10%-adults and 5%-adults clusters In proponence and usage for 
several practices (see Table 12). 
In order to see UWW and the 15%-adults cluster of units from a new 
perspective, practices for which the 15% cluster is significantly 
higher than the 10% and 5% clusters were separated into two sets: (a) 
practices for which more than 80% of 15%-cluster respondents indicated 
proponence or usage, and (b) those for which fewer than 80% of 15%- 
cluster respondents indicated proponence or usage. The first list 
places the 15% cluster in "close" relationship with UWW. The latter 
list suggests disparities or differences between UWW and the 15% clus¬ 
ter. 
Close Relationship Between UWW and 15%-Adults Units 
In proponence, the 15% cluster of academic unit heads scored 
significantly higher than the 10% and 5% clusters AND is close to UWW 
concerning 11 items from the unit-head instrument: 
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"lo^so^pr^s^t^f H t0 aCC°"^sh requirements F^grums arter 4 p.m. or on weekends 
Allowing students to apply credit 
_ , fh y credit towards program reauire- 
ex^inaUonsC6S Ul (a> CLEP> <b) PEP> and <c> Cm/*P 
Awarding credit toward degrees for demonstrable, colleee- 
leyei iearnmg acquired in noncollegiate settings (other 
met hods )the SlX —““on or equiv^^ly 
o fering advising, a workshop, or other assistance to 
students in developing portfolios or other appropriate 
documentation for evaluating such learning 
Offering remedial courses or programs (a) in the department, 
( ; m evenings or on weekends, and (c) off campus 
Recognizing, through the faculty reward system, effort 
specificaliy aimed toward teaching (or otherwise serving) 
adult students 
Sponsoring or participating in a workshop or other 
learning experience for staff members concerning needs 
needs of adult students 
In usage, the 15% cluster of academic units scored significantly 
higher than the 10% and 5% clusters AND is close to UWW concerning 
three items: 
Making it possible for some part-time students to accomplish 
requirements for some programs within the 10-semester limit 
Making it possible for students to accomplish requirements 
for some programs after 4 p.m. or on weekends 
Addressing, as part of or in addition to the department's 
ongoing faculty discussions, the topic of student learning 
styles 
Interestingly, only one practice falls in the close-relationship cate 
gory in both proponence and usage: making it possible for students to 
accomplish requirements for some programs after 4 p.m. or on weekends 
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Differences Between UWW and 15%-Adults Units 
In proponence. the 15% 
higher than the 10% and 5% 
five items in the unit-head 
cluster of unit heads scored significantly 
Clusters, but Is NOT CLOSE to UUW concerning 
instrument: 
“Moos8 311 eMlre Pr°8ram thr°Ugh radl0> telecommmica- 
tions, computer-assisted or other mediated format 
blowing students to apply credit toward a degree program 
in AfF deP*rtment through the equivalency procedures 
E guides to (a) military education and (b) other 
inds of training and in (c) the New York Regents guide 
to training experiences 
Making advising available off campus 
In usage, the 15% cluster of unit heads scored significantly 
higher than the 10% and 5% clusters, but Is NOT CLOSE to UWW concerning 
five items: 
Designing departmental brochures to reflect a desire to have 
age diversity among undergraduates 
Making some effort, formal or informal, to attract adult 
students 
Allowing students to apply credit toward program require¬ 
ments in the department by successful (a) CLEP and (b) PEP 
examinations 
Making advising available off campus 
Only one practice lies in the disparity or difference category in 
both proponence and usage: making advising available off campus. 
The close-relationship list suggests some common recognition of 
adult-student characteristics and needs in UWW and the 15% cluster. 
Whether the listed differences are simply reflective of the still-broad 
gaps in numbers of adults served or are indeed disparities in attitudes 
about how a unit should operate bears further investigation. 
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ftdult Student Satisfaction 
The Student Opinion was used t0 determlne th> 
levels of adult undergraduates with eollege services and environmental 
aspects. The Instrument measures satisfaction with 23 services and 42 
environmental aspects on a five-point scale ranging from (1) ver* 
dissatisfied to (5) very satisfied. Respondents are also asked to 
indicate whether they have used the 23 services. 
Usable satisfaction data were received from 141 students. In the 
following portion of the chapter, their mean satisfaction scores are 
examined in several ways: for the total lists of items, by section 
(services, environmental aspects), in ranks of selected or "key" ser¬ 
vices and environmental aspects, in comparison to national norms, and 
in various breakdowns of local scores according to characteristics of 
respondents. 
Scores within the local group were analyzed by analysis of vari¬ 
ance and a posteriori contrasts. Comparisons of national-norm scores 
were accomplished via one-sample t tests; degrees of freedom were 
calculated as local group n-1. The assumption underlying the statis¬ 
tical procedures is that there are no significant differences in mean 
satisfaction scores for key items or their aggregate means among local 
subgroups of adult students, or between the local group of adult stu¬ 
dents and the national normative group. Figures used in statistical 
tests were the numbers of respondents per item, mean satisfaction 
scores, and standard deviations. Where reported in the text, standard 
deviations and numbers of respondents are listed in parentheses follow¬ 
ing the corresponding satisfaction scores; in tables, standard devia¬ 
tions are shown in parentheses underneath satisfaction scores. 
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Satisfaction scores were examined according to the three degree 
classification groups which were sampled for the study and according to 
age group, racial group, gender, and enrollment status. Table 23 
Illustrates those characteristics, plus a measure of work hours. 
Characteristics of Adult Student Respondents (n-145) 
According to Sampling Unit (Degree Classi«r«Monl 
Table 23 
Degree Classification) 
Age Group Gender Enrollmen t Status 
N 25-29 30-39 40 & Over Male Female Part-time Full-time 
University 
Without Walls 73 14% 48% 38% 28% 72% 79% 21% 
Bachelor of 
General 
Studies 4 0 50% 50% 50% 50% 75% 25% 
Other Majors 68 65% 27% 8% 55% 45% 26% 74% 
Racial Group Hours Employed Per Week 
Whi te Non-white Prefer Not 
Respond 
None 1 
-20 21-40 Over 40 
University 
Without Walls 83% 14% 3% 13% 10% 50% 27% 
Bachelor of 
General 
Studies 100% 0 0 0 0 75% 25% 
Other Majors 92% 5% 3% 41% 29% 27% 4% 
The largest component of UWW students comprises white females aged 
30-39 who work 21-40 hours per week and attend the university on a 
part-time basis. The largest component of Other Majors consists of 
white males aged 25-29 who are not employed (or who take occasional 
jobs) and who attend the university as full-time students. UWW stu¬ 
dents aged 40 and over outnumber Other Majors in that age group by 
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nearly 5 to 1. Although there are relatlvely £ew ^ ^ ^ 
white group in the overall sample, those in UWW outnumber those in the 
Other Majors group by nearly 3 to 1. 
According to information supplied by the instrument publisher, the 
oldest subgroup among the 86,366 students whose records constitute the 
normative data n^bers 21,247 persons. It includes younger persons 
(23 and 24-year-olds) than does the local group. The instrument 
publisher does not claim extensive generalizability for the normative 
data, stating that while they are a composite representing "large and 
small, and public and private institutions from 43 states. ..." they 
are not necessarily a "nationally representative report” (Student 
Opinion Survey Normative Data, [1987], p. [i]). 
Visual Inspection of Local Scores 
Some college services are used by most of the respondents, others 
by few. Most of the local mean satisfaction scores fall between 3.0, 
neutral, and 4.0, satisfied. A few place above 4.0 and a few between 
2.0, dissatisfied, and 3.0. 
Users of the 23 services listed in Section II who also indicated 
satisfaction levels range in number from 131 respondents who have used 
library services to five who have used day care services. Mean satis¬ 
faction scores for Section II services range from 4.54 (veterans' 
services, n=13) to 2.71 (parking facilities and services, n=125). 
Respondents indicating satisfaction levels for Section III envi¬ 
ronmental aspects range in number from 140 who rated "this college in 
general" to 46 who rated residence hall rules and regulations. Mean 
satisfaction scores in Section III range from 4.11 (variety of courses 
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offered by this college n=l 'IQ') o / 
8 ’ n 139) to 2.37 (availability of student 
housing, n=51). 
Section Means 
Before the analysis was more narrowly focused 
satisfaction scores were calculated for Section II 
on key items, mean 
and Section III. 
Section II Means; College Services 
Adjusted for the varying numbers of users, the local group's mean 
satisfaction score for the 23 items in Section II is 3.53 (.62), on a 
five-point scale ranging from 1.0, very dissatisfied to 5.0, very 
satisfied. No statistically significant differences level were found 
in Section II means according to age group, gender, or degree-classifi- 
cation group (UWW/BGS/Other Majors). However, significant differences 
emerged when data were aggregated according to enrollment status, 
according to race, and when the Other Majors category was subdivided 
into the university s school, college, and faculty enrollment units. 
The Part-time students mean, 3.83 (.50), is significantly higher than 
the Full-time students' mean, 3.44 (.67). The White group's mean, 3.70 
(.56), is significantly higher than the Non-White mean, 3.36 (.65). In 
the school-college-faculty aggregation, the a posteriori contrast 
placed satisfaction scores for college services in this order: 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 4.07 (sd=.31, n=3) 
Food and Natural Resources 3.96 (sd=.45, n=l 1) 
Humanities and Fine Arts 3.89 (sd=.34, n=l 1) 
CASIAC 3.63 (sd=.41, n=9) 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics 3.61 (sd=.52, n=6) 
Education 3.57 (sd=.21, n=3) 
Health Sciences 3.53 (sd=.94, n=5) 
Engineering 3.45 (sd=.64, n=12) 
School of Management 2.63 (sd=.86, n=5) 
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School of Physical 
tion was not represented in the respondent 
sroup, and a one-member "Other" cell was excluded fro. the ANOVA proce- 
dure.) 
Section III Means: College Environment 
The local group's mean satisfaction score for the 42 environmental 
aspects in Section III is 3.51 (.47). No statistically significant 
differences at the .05 level were found when respondent data were 
statistically compared according to race, gender, or degree-classifica¬ 
tion group (UWW/BGS/Other Majors), or when the Other Majors category 
was divided into school, college, and faculty units. Significant 
differences emerged when data were aggregated according to age group 
and to enrollment status. The section mean satisfaction score of the 
40 4 Over students, 3.70 Csd-.46, n=34) is significantly higher than 
the score of the students aged 25-29, 3.48 (sd=.49, n=53) and the 
students aged 30-39, 3.43 (sd=.45, n-54). The Part-time mean, 3.62 
(sd=.43, n=76) is significantly higher than the Full-time mean, 3.38 
(sd=.49, n=65). 
Ranking Key Items 
Key items were selected for more detailed analysis. They are the 
10 services and 20 environmental aspects judged to have close content 
relationship to other components of the study. 
Key items were ranked (services and environmental aspects sepa¬ 
rately) according to the mean satisfaction scores of those who 
responded to each item (see Tables 24 and 25). In Table 24, the mean 
scores represent only those persons who "have used" the service and who 
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also marked a satisfaction level. (Section ttt « 
Section III featured a Does Not 
Apply choice rather than the usage stipulation.) 
Comparisons with National Normative Group 
Mean satisfaction scores of the local group for the key Items were 
statistically compared with corresponding national normative scores via 
a one-sample t test. Relevant figures are displayed in the first two 
data columns of Tables 26 and 28. 
The numbers of norm-group respondents to the 10 key services range 
from 1,620 to 17,640. Local-group and and norm-group satisfaction 
scores for the key services do not differ statistically. 
v, o . Table 24 
Mean Satisfaction Scores for Selected College Services 
(n=141) 
College Service 
or Program 
Number and Percent Using Mean Satis- 
Service and Indicating faction 
Satisfaction Level Score 
Library facilities/services 
Academic advising services 
Financial aid services 
College orientation program 
Student employment services 
Career planning services 
College-sponsored tutorial services 
Personal counseling services 
Job placement services 
Credit-by-examination program 
128 (90.8%) 4.05 
101 (71.6%) 3.68 
59 (41.8%) 3.64 
65 (46.1%) 3.63 
29 (20.6%) 3.59 
28 (19.9%) 3.57 
7 ( 5.0%) 3.57 
31 (22.0%) 3.48 
23 (16.3%) 3.30 
11 ( 7.8%) 3.27 
Mean, selected services 3.79 
The numbers of norm-group respondents to the key environmental 
aspects range from 13,402 to 20,702. There are significant differences 
between the local and norm groups for 10 of the 20 key environmental 
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Mean Satisfactio 
Table 25 
n Scores for Selected Environmental 
(n=14l) Aspects 
Environmental Aspect Number and Percent 
Indicating 
Satisfaction Level 
Mean Satis¬ 
faction 
Score 
Flexibility to design own 
program of study 
Availability of advisor 
This college in general 
Instruction in major field 
Course content in major field 
Value of information provided 
by advisor 
Attitude of faculty 
Out-of-class availability of 
faculty 
College catalog/admissions 
publications 
Campus media (student news¬ 
paper, etc.) 
General admissions procedures 
Accuracy of information 
received before enrolling 
General registration procedures 
Attitude of non-teaching staff 
toward students 
Student employment opportunities 
Student voice in college 
policies 
Concern for student as 
individual 
Student government 
Racial harmony 
Availability of desired courses 
at suitable times 
Mean, selected environmental 
aspects 
133 (94.3%) 4.09 
138 (97.9%) 4.04 
140 (99.3%) 3.97 
120 (85.1%) 3.90 
125 (88.7%) 3.86 
138 (97.9%) 3.86 
139 (98.6%) 3.81 
134 (95.0%) 3.78 
136 (96.4%) 3.63 
110 (78.0%) 3.61 
134 (95.0%) 3.60 
132 (93.6%) 3.56 
135 (95.75) 3.33 
125 (88.7%) 3.31 
76 (53.9%) 3.20 
100 (70.9%) 3.14 
135 (95.7%) 3.13 
81 (57.4%) 2.90 
118 (83.7%) 2.75 
135 (95.7%) 2.71 
3.55 
aspects, the majority at the .01 level of significance. As Table 28 
indicates, the local score is significantly higher for three environ¬ 
mental aspects: flexibility to design a program of study, availability 
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Of advisor, and campus media. Ihe norm-gCoup 
hl8h6r tha" the l0Cal SC°re f0r onvironnental aspects: attitude 
of faculty toward students, college catalog/admissions publications, 
attitude of non-teaching staff toward students, concern for student as 
ndividual, student government, racial harmony, and availability of 
desired courses at suitable times. 
Satisfaction Levels According to Group Characteristics 
When satisfaction scores were statistically compared according to 
various characteristics of student respondents, significant differences 
were identified concerning more than half of key items. Tables 26 and 
27 show subgroup sizes, mean satisfaction scores, and standard devia- 
tions concerning key college services. Tables 28 and 29 display simi¬ 
lar figures concerning key environmental aspects. Symbols mark signi¬ 
ficant differences. 
Key Services 
Significant differences were found in mean satisfaction scores 
concerning five of the ten key services. The Part-time subgroup scored 
significantly higher than the Full-time subgroup for three of the five: 
academic advising services, career planning services, and college 
orientation program. The White subgroup scored significantly higher 
than the Non-White subgroup concerning financial aid services and 
student employment services. Degree classification and age group also 
influenced satisfaction with academic advising services: The UWW score 
is significantly higher than the Other Majors score, but the signifi¬ 
cant differences among age groups (indicated by analysis of variance) 
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were not large enough for a 
posteriori contrasts. 
particular subgroup to be pinpointed by a 
Key Environmental Aspects 
Thirteen of the 20 key environmental aspects emerged as areas of 
significant variation when data were compared according to degree 
classification, age group, racial group, gender, and enrollment status. 
—^dlngs Across Four Aggregations. Three of the 13 aspects 
brought out significant satisfaction differences across four charac¬ 
teristics of respondent groups: flexibility to design one's program of 
study, availability of advisor, and value of information provided by 
advisor. For all three the pattern of statistically significant dif¬ 
ference is as follows: The UWW degree subgroup scored higher than the 
Other Majors subgroup; the 40 & Over and the 30-39 age subgroups scored 
higher than the 25-29 age subgroup; the Female subgroup scored higher 
than the Male subgroup; and the Part-time subgroup scored higher than 
the Full-time subgroup. 
Findings Across Two Aggregations. Significant differences in 
satisfaction with this college in general" were found when data were 
aggregated by age and racial group. The score of the 40 & Over age 
subgroup is significantly higher than both the 30-39 and 25-29 age 
subgroups. Both the White and the small Prefer Not to Respond racial 
subgroups have significantly higher scores than the Non-White racial 
subgroup. 
Significant differences in satisfaction’ with concern for the stu¬ 
dent as an individual were identified when data were aggregated by 
degree classification and enrollment status. The satisfaction score of 
the UWW majors subgroup is significantly higher than that of the Other 
223 
Majors subgroup. The Pan-Hmn , 
Part time subgroup's score la slgnlftcantly 
higher than the Full-time subgroup's score. 
21«l-nces Within single Aggregations. Eight additional dif¬ 
ferences in satisfaction level emerged from statistical analyses, but 
each in only one aggregation of data. Three of the eight findings came 
from grouping daca in the three degree classifications used for drawing 
the survey sample, other Majors scored significantly higher than UWW 
majors in satisfaction with racial harmony and with the availability of 
courses at suitable times. Variation among degree groups in satisfac¬ 
tion with course content was Identified by analysis of variance, but 
the a Eosterlorl contrast did not pinpoint the significantly differing 
group or groups. 
The Other Majors subgroup was further disaggregated into the 
academic (school, college, and faculty) units enrolling those students 
to investigate additional major-related variations in satisfaction. 
The ANOVAs indicated only one area of significant difference, in satis¬ 
faction with general registration procedures; however, differences were 
too slight to be separated by the a posteriori contrasts. 
Three findings emerged from clustering of scores by age group. 
The 40 & Over subgroup's satisfaction score is significantly higher 
than the 30-39 subgroup's score for faculty attitude toward students. 
Both the 40 & Over and the 25-29 subgroups scored significantly higher 
than the 30-39 subgroup in satisfaction with campus media. The 25-29 
subgroup s satisfaction score for student employment opportunities is 
significantly higher than the 30-39 subgroup's score. 
In the racial group aggregation, one additional finding emerged. 
In satisfaction with attitude of non-teaching staff toward students, 
224 
the score of the White subgroup is significantly hlgher than ^ Qf 
the Non White subgroup. 
tive Differences. In two aggregations of satisfaction data, 
variation accumulated across key environmental aspects sufficiently to’ 
be reflected in significantly differing sectional mean scores. The 40 
4 over subgroup has the significantly higher mean satisfaction score 
than the 30-39 and 25-29 age subgroups for 20 environmental aspects. 
At this same summary point, the Part-time subgroup's score is signifi¬ 
cantly higher than the Full-time subgroup's score. 
Consistent Influences 
In the majority of instances cited above, the UWW subgroup's score 
is significantly higher than the Other Majors score, the older groups' 
scores are significantly higher than the younger group's, the Female 
group s score is significantly higher than the Male group's, the Part- 
time students score is significantly higher than the Full-time stu¬ 
dents , and the White group's score is significantly higher than the 
Non White group s. Two subgroups, the BGS degree group and the Prefer 
Not to Respond racial group, are too small to figure prominently in 
statistical comparisons (see summary table in Appendix D.) 
Another measure of student satisfaction is in the suggestions they 
offered, in response to an open-ended question, for changes in univer¬ 
sity policies, practices, attitudes, or behavior. The results of 
content-analyzing this non-quantitative data are introduced in the 
Potential Responsiveness ("climate") section of this chapter. Addi¬ 
tional findings from the satisfaction scale are brought into that 
discussion. 
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Heretofore the analysis of data has been geared toward character¬ 
ing the Hesent state of responsiveness to adult undergraduates at 
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The present state was 
shown to have as components both proponence for and usa^ of certain 
practices. First, the various practices were placed in rank order 
according to the number of proponents for each. Then the same prac¬ 
tices were rank-ordered according to the number of units which use 
them. Subsequently, a major portion of the chapter was given to 
analyzing and comparing proponence and usage across various aggrega¬ 
tions of respondent groups-unit heads, faculty, academic advisors, 
support-service heads, and heads of the Division of Continuing Educa- 
tion and University Without Walls. 
Now the findings report turns to how potentially responsive the 
university is to adult undergraduates. For Parts 1 and 2 of that 
exercise in speculation, the ingredients are still proponence and 
usage, but the way they are viewed differs. For Parts 3 and 4, written 
responses to open-ended questions are the focus. 
Part 1, Potential Responsiveness: 
Unit Heads, Faculty, Advisors 
The analysis described in this section combines proponence and 
usage responses and imposes a weighting scheme upon the combinations in 
order to establish measures of "climate" for maintenance or adoption of 
the various practices. The rationale is that the nature of a climate 
or environment is assumed to have some relationship to the numbers in 
that environment of proponents who are users, of proponents who are not 
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user,, of non-proponents who are users, and of non-proponents who are 
non-users, where high proponence and high usage are shown, a current 
practice will likely be ealntalned or continued, where there are low 
proponence and low usage, a practice has little chance for adoption. 
In between those extremes, the prognosis Is less clear. 
A formula yielding a climate score for each Item of practice In an 
Instrument was developed. First, for each Item of practice, the number 
of respondents In each of five categories was determined: 
YY 
YN 
NY 
Signifies that 
question, "Yes 
„Person responded "Yes" to proponent 
to practice (usage) question 
Signifies that 
question, "No" 
person responded "Yes" to proponent 
to practice (usage) question 
Signifies that person responded "No" to proponent 
question, Yes' to practice (usage) question 
NN Signifies that person responded "No" to proponent 
question, No to practice (usage) question 
M(issing) Signifies that person failed to respond to 
one or both questions with unambiguous "Yes 
or "No" 
Frequencies in each category, for each item of practice in turn, were 
entered into the following formula: 
Climate Score = 4 x (No. YYs) + 3 (No. YNs) + 2 (No. NYs) 
+ 1 (No. NNs) + 0 (M) 
For example, in response to Being available for advising appointments 
outside weekday, daytime hours," 43 faculty "said" YY, 17 said YN, 3 
said NY, 20 said NN, and 8 were in the M(issing) category. The climate 
score for the practice is thus 249. (The range of climate scores for 
items in the faculty instrument was from 118 to 325). 
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The mean and standard deviation of the climate scores in each 
instrument were determined. Practices whose climate scores are more 
than one standard deviation abo^ the mean were set apart, defined as 
being in a warm climate (that is. as being most likely candidates) for 
maintenance or adoption in this university. Practices whose climate 
scores are more than one standard deviation below the mean were also 
set apart, defined as being in a cool climate (that is, as being least 
likely candidates) for adoption. The number of practices set apart in 
either climate area Is, understandably, a function of the variation of 
scores about the mean; this number varied from five to 10 practices. 
Table 30 displays the warm-climate practices for each respondent 
group. As might be expected, those few practices at the very top of 
each warm list are familiar, having been identified early in the chap¬ 
ter as in wide use. For them the new weighting scheme has little 
value, except to reinforce their status. A short distance from the top 
of the list, however, the blends of non-proponents and non-users with 
proponents and users begin to affect how warm the climate for a less- 
used practice might be. 
Table 31 shows cool-climate practices. At this extreme, if the 
weighting scheme were not used, little could be said about the poten¬ 
tial of practices which currently have little or no usage in the uni¬ 
versity. The weighting formula enables the user to speculate about 
potential usage on the basis of something more than simple non-usage. 
Following are some practices which were elevated into warm cli- 
# 
mates by the formula: in departments and divisions, making Honors or 
other accelerated courses available, and having faculty discussions 
about capabilities of student who complete programs; for faculty, 
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Table 30 
arm Climate for Maintaining or Adopting Practices 
6 6of Unit- h W®18hted ProP°nence/Usage Scores 
of Unit Heads, Faculty, and Advisors 
°r AdoPtion by Departments and~Divisions 
47. Making academic advising available within department 
46. Accepting credits as equal to those of departmental courses for 
45 Monirnr68 “ ? pr°grams of «her colleges and universities 
45. Monitoring student progress in department 
nJf°r<Pla!!ning °r f°r identifylng students in academic difficulty) 
Designing departmental brochures to show program structure 
Making Honors or other advanced/accelerated courses available 
in department 
Maintaining good referral network with other advising sources on 
c ampus 
Srin§ cou«e“/trough Division of Continuing Education 
40. Holding organized faculty discussion about what students completing 
program can do H 8 
44. 
43. 
42. 
41. 
(usage now high) 
(usage now high) 
Warm Climate for Maintenance or Adoption by Faculty 
34. Supervising an independent study course 
33. Advising about course substitutions, departmental examinations, 
other ways of making curriculum more flexible 
32. Varying mode of delivery according to learning preferences in 
a class 
31. Teaching interdisiplinary courses 
30. Varying role in classroom according to needs of particular student 
(usage 
group 
29. Teaching course allowing student to develop individualized 
contract 
28. Teaching course with experiential learning component 
27. Varying amount of structure provided according to needs of 
class 
learning 
particular 
now high) 
(tie) 
"Warm" Climate for Maintenance or Adoption by Academic Advising Units 
35. Providing information about personal and career counseling 
programs available on campus 
34. Providing information about other academic advising sources on 
campus 
33. Collecting demographic data about unit's advisees 
32. Collecting student descriptive data [class status, degree 
objective, etc.] about unit's advisees 
31. Collecting data on previous learning experience [transfer credit, 
credit by examination and equivalency, etc.] of unit's advisees 
(usage now 100%) 
(usage now 100%) 
(usage now high) 
(usage now high) 
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Table 31 
"C^1n^ilmateJfur Malntalalag or Adopting Practices 
aa Determined by Weighted Proponence/Usfge Scores 
of Unit Heads, Faculty, and Advisors 
-Maintenance or Adoption by Departments' 
and Divisions 
1: 
assisted or othe/.edllted'fJm”8™* ™dl°' tel"«*«unlcatlons, co.poter- 
6 otdHlr;::bys“cc,ssfui 
m ;; r " d"P*r:“"'*l progra. »i. ladapaid,,,,: study V 
equwlu^"" eL^1oyf"'ait t0“"dS ■"~ugh the 
j- ~ACE SS.’S’SmSIJ^.KK- *“ atganlzat Ions 
' 8uide to training programs j (tie) 
Cool Climate for Maintenance or Adoption by Faculty 
5‘ ^lea^ers'101131, re8l°nal> °r local efforts rela^ to adult learning or adult 
4' T6nrl!!r8rhadVKSi?8, °y °therwise working with adult students in groups or agencies 
ther than business/industry, human service agencies, governmental agencies or 
, contlmiing education units of other colleges or universities 8 
J. Advising students at off-campus locations 
2. Undertaking research or service having adult students as a focus 
1. Teaching a course via correspondence study 
Cool” Climate for Maintenance or Adoption by Academic Advising Units 
9. Advising students about courses offered via radio, telecommunications, computer- 
assisted or other mediated formats 
8. Using computer-assisted academic advising for adults 
7. Advising students about earning credit via correspondence study 
6. Making some advising available off campus 
5. Advising students about earning credit through equivalency procedures of ACE guide 
to military education 
A. Collecting situational data [other than those listed in seven other categories] about 
advisees 
3. Advising students about earning credit through equivalency procedures of ACE guide 
to training programs 
2. Advising students about earning credit through equivalency procedures of New York 
Regents' guide to programs in noncollegiate institutions 
1. Advising students about earning credit by successful examination via PEP (ACT's 
Proficiency Examination Program) 
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taachIng an interdlsclpllnary course. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the very hot ton, ranks and closer to the mean by the formula (perhaps 
improving their chances): in departments and divisions, sponsoring or 
participating in staff workshops about adult-student needs; for facul¬ 
ty, teaching "response" courses through DCE; for advisors, partici¬ 
pating in a staff workshop about adult-student needs, and taking a 
leadership role in encouraging other advisors to broaden knowledge of 
adult learners. 
Some practices were pushed into the very coolest climates by the 
formula: for faculty, advising at off-campus locations; and for advi¬ 
sors, advising students about earning credit via correspondence study 
and via PEP examinations. 
The climate scores for all practices in the unit-head, faculty, 
and advisor instruments are listed in rank order in tables in Appendix 
D. Included with the lists are the numbers of YY, YN, NY, NN, and 
Missing scores for each practice. 
Part 2, Potential Responsiveness: 
"Adult" Units and Support-Service Units 
A simple comparison rather than a weighting formula determined 
disparities between proponence and usage concerning the 26 practices 
to which heads of support-service units, Division of Continuing Educa¬ 
tion, University Without Walls responded. Earlier, the varying numbers 
of support-service heads responding to the 26 practices lent themselves 
best to tables which simply rank practices according to percentages of 
proponents (Table 6) and to percentages of users (Table 10). 
The examination now focuses on relationships between those two 
rank-ordered lists. The practices for which proponence and usage are 
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uniform hlgh are labelled as belng ^ a warm ciimm a_ ^ ^ 
indicative of hlgh responsiveness to adult u„detgCaduates>. ^ose fot 
which a large gap appears between proponence and usage are singled out 
as being in a war. climate (l. e^, having the greatest potential for 
adoption or expansion). Cool-climate practices were not determined for 
this group because 50% or more proponence was identified for each of 
the 26 practices. 
Very Warm Climate (High Responsiveness) 
Proponence and usage are very high (100% in DCE, UWW, and support 
units) for seven of the 26 practices: 
Coordinating services with other campus support units who 
have adult students among their clientele 
Collecting demographic data about students served by the unit 
Including information about academic program alternatives 
in orientation activities open to adult students 
Providing information to advisees about other campus 
sources of academic advising 
Providing information to advisees about campus sources 
of personal and career counseling 
Having some persons in the unit who have undergone training 
or done special reading pertaining to the advising of 
adults 
Undergoing self study in the unit to identify academic sup¬ 
port services needed by students (including adult students) 
Warm Climate (Areas of Potential Change) 
Because simple rankings are only approximate indicators of rela¬ 
tionships, and because unrecognized biases may have influenced the 
selection of 26 practices from among many others in the interview 
protocols, only those eight practices for which the proponence figure 
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usage figure are 
is more than 20 percentage points higher than the 
listed as warm-climate practices: 
implementing or planning a needs assessment which includes 
(a)' Trill m °pini°n? of current adult students about Llj 1V available Programs and services and (b) 
services not presently provided ^ ; 
(A similar item is the practice of establishing or main- 
a mechanism for gathering information from adult 
students to identify needed campus services) 
Establishing or maintaining a newsletter or other publi- 
“s?!rtr0VldeS lnf0r“atlon °£ ■*<*■! interest to 
Encouraging one or more unit staff to undergo training 
or do special reading pertaining to services for adults 
Informing students enrolled in continuing education pro 
grams about a unit's support services 
Opening non library learning resource centers [in support 
unitsJ in evenings and on weekends 
Exploring the possibility of creating an office for 
directing and/or coordinating programs and services 
for adult students 
Climates in DCE and UWW 
When samples contain only one respondent each, as do those con¬ 
taining the heads of DCE and UWW, the term gap is not very meaningful. 
Thus a disparity between proponence and usage in a single unit is a 
superficial indicator of climate if qualifying information is lacking. 
The few proponence/usage mismatches in the 26 support-service prac¬ 
tices—none in DCE, two data-collection practices and one about a peer 
assistance program in UWW—suggests instead that ongoing refinement 
(and perhaps comparison) of existing practices rather than adoption of 
new ones from the study instruments is a more productive focus of 
intra-unit discussion. 
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Part 3, Potential Responsiveness: 
Interpretations of Mission and Purpose 
The Yes/No check-off items which are the largest concents of the 
survey Instruments have the advantages of being readily counted and 
analyzed. They have the disadvantages of inviMno u 
or inviting perhaps oversimpli- 
fled choices and of limiting respondent input to the items chosen for 
inclusion in the instrument. For these reasons and because the mission 
and objectives sections of the Guide were difficult to translate into 
proponent" and "practice" questions, two open-ended questions were 
asked of unit heads and faculty and two of advisors. Unit heads and 
faculty were asked how they would interpret university and department 
missions regarding the development and delivery of services to adults. 
Advisors were asked to interpret their advising unit's purpose regard¬ 
ing attention to undergraduate age diversity, and to suggest a change 
m the unit which would improve responsiveness to adult students. Each 
group was also invited to add comments about survey items. 
Nearly three quarters, overall, of the unit-head, faculty, and 
advisor respondents who returned usable instruments supplied responses 
to at least one of the open-ended questions. Of 48 unit heads who 
returned usable instruments, 67% responded to the university mission 
question and 79% to the department mission question; 21% supplied other 
comments. Of 91 faculty who returned usable instruments, 71% responded 
to the university mission question and 70% to the department mission 
question; 31% supplied other comments. Of 49 advisors returning usable 
instruments, 78% responded to the purpose question and 84% to the 
change question; 41% added other comments. 
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Content Analysis Procedure 
Responses were content-analyzed In a procedure which derived cate¬ 
gorization schemes from the sets of responses themselves. Four catego¬ 
ries were established for responses to each open-ended question and for 
"other" comments. The first category represents the general tone 
(positive, neutral, negative) of the response. The second, third, and 
fourth categories name specific classes of content. 
Measures of inter-coder reliability were obtained by instructing 
another doctoral student in the categorization procedure. Inter-coder 
reliability statistics are reported at appropriate locations in the 
text. Details of the content analysis procedure and the inter-coder 
reliability procedure are in Appendix E, along with copies of categori- 
zation schemes. 
The following report consists of an analysis of the unit affilia¬ 
tion and gender of respondents according to the general tone of their 
responses; a description of the largest classes of response content; 
and a brief report about additional remarks. For display in tables, 
most content classes representing fewer than 10% of a respondent group 
were collapsed into "miscellaneous" or "other" subcategories. 
Tone of Responses to Open-Ended Questions 
Table 32 displays response tone of the mission interpretations of 
the whole groups of unit heads and faculty and of their gender sub¬ 
groups. Table 33 displays the tone of the purpose and change responses 
of the whole group of advisors and of their gender subgroups. Among 
unit heads, proportionately more males than females, and among faculty, 
proportionately more females than males provided generally positive 
responses to university mission and department mission questions. Pro- 
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portionately more females than males wrote generally uegaUve responses 
to mission questions. This uneven pattern is somewhat incongruous with 
earlier, quantitative findings (which were statistically significant 
although relatively few in n»ber) placing females as higher scorers in 
proponence for and usage of practices effective with adults. Among 
advisors, proportionately more female than male responses to the pur¬ 
pose and change questions were generally positive, a result in line 
with outcomes of quantifiable components of the advisor instrument. 
Table 32 
Tone of Unit-Head and Faculty Responses to Open-Ended Questions 
Tone 
Unit Heads 
GENDER 
Total Male Female 
No. % No. % No. % 
Total 
No. % 
Faculty 
GENDER 
Male Female 
No. %_No. % 
Interpretation of University Mission Regarding Service to Adult s 
Generally 
positive 19 (59%) 17 (63%) 2 (40%) 46 (70%) 37 (68%) 9 (75%) 
Neutral; 
undetermined 8 (25%) 6 (22%) 2 (40%) 16 (24%) 15 (28%) 1 ( 8%) 
Generally 
negative 5 (16%) 4 (15%) 1 (20%) 4 ( 6%) 2 ( 4%) 2 (17%) 
Totals 32 27 5 66 54 12 
Interpretation of Department Mission Regarding Service to Adults 
1 - - 
Generally 
positive 28 (74%) 24 (77%) 4 (57%) 35 (55%) 28 (54%) 7 (58%) 
Neutral; 
undetermined 7 (18%) 6 (19%) 1 (14%) 20 (31%) 18 (35%) 2 (17%) 
Generally 
negative 3 ( 8%) 1 ( 3%) 2 (29%) 9 (14%) 6 (11%) 3 (25%) 
Totals 38 31 7 64 52 12 
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_ Table 33 
one of Advisor Responses to Open-Ended Questions 
Tone Total 
No. % 
Male 
No. % 
Female 
Interpretation of Advising-Unit Purpose 
_®§ar ln8 Age Diversity among Undergraduates 
Generally 
positive 29 (74%) 17 (68%) 12 (86%) 
Neutral; 
undetermined 7 (18%) 6 (24%) 1 ( 7%) 
Generally 
negative 3 ( 8%) 2 ( 8%) 1 ( 7%) 
Totals 39 25 14 
Suggested Change in Unit to Increase 
Responsiveness to Adult Undergraduates 
Generally 
positive 26 (63%) 14 (56%) 12 (75%) 
Neutral; 
undetermined 6 (15%) 5 (20%) 1 ( 6%) 
Generally 
negative 9 (22%) 6 (24%) 3 (19%) 
Totals 41 25 16 
Tone distributions for unit heads, faculty, and advisors were 
combined into organizational groups (school, college, faculty, other 
advising unit). The groups were ranked in descending order by percen¬ 
tage of generally positive responses: 
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Unit of Affiliation 
Tone of Responses to 
Open-Ended Questions 
CASIAC (includes advisors only) 
College of Health Sciences 
Other advising units (includes 
advisors only) 
Faculty of Humanities and 
Fine Arts 
School of Education 
College of Food and Natural 
Resources 
Faculty of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences 
Faculty of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics 
College of Engineering 
School of Management 
Generally 
Positive 
Neutral Generali 
Negative 
91% 9% 0 
80 0 20% 
73 9 18 
71 19 10 
69 22 9 
61 23 16 
60 33 7 
55 28 17 
45 41 14 
40 40 20 
(The School of Health and Physical Education is unranked to maintain 
confidentiality for responses of the one PHE advisor.) 
This ranking encourages speculation about variations in university 
climate for maintaining or adopting practices effective with adult 
undergraduates. In some cases, earlier findings are corroborated. But 
the tone of some units responses is incongruous with proponence and 
usage findings. Noteworthy is that the School of Education has a 
rather weakly positive tone in comparison to its consistently high 
degree of proponence for, and usage of, practices effective in serving 
adult undergraduates. The tone of Humanities and Fine Arts responses 
adds more optimism to HFA's potential responsiveness to adults than was 
warranted by that unit's usual position in proponence and usage (i. e., 
HFA often scored lower than EDU and sometimes lower than Health Scien¬ 
ces, but was seldom significantly different from the other six units.) 
Less dramatic a mismatch, probably, is that of the College of 
Engineering, whose response tone could be termed low positive/high 
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neutral. ENG exhibited 
practices, particularly 
other units. 
significantly higher usage of several effective 
alternative delivery nodes, than did various 
A very Interesting nix of circumstances is that CASIAC, whose 
responses to open-ended questions are ranked most positive in tone 
among the 11 units, had only 3.7% adult students among Its nearly 4,000 
advisees In spring 1987. This Is in line with the correlational find¬ 
ing that advisor proponence and usage seem to be somewhat Independent 
Of the proportions of adults they advise. 
Finally, the lowest tone position of the School of Management 
could be seen as logical. MGT had only 2.2% adults among some 2,000 
advisees in spring 1987. 
Unit heads, faculty, and advisors were also combined into the two 
gender groups for an additional examination of tone categories. The 
high percentages of females in the positive-tone category blend with 
earlier findings placing females in significantly higher-scoring propo 
nence positions. Unanticipated on the basis of earlier findings, 
however, was that proportionately more females than males also wrote 
generally negative-tone responses. 
Gender Group Tone of Responses to 
Open-Ended Questions 
Generally Neutral Generally 
Positive Negative 
Female unit heads, faculty, 
advisors 70% 12% 18% 
Male unit heads, faculty, 
advisors 64% 26% 10% 
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University Mission Question 
Unit heads were asked. 
As spokesperson for your department, how do you Inter¬ 
pret this university's mission as it relates either 
expiicitiy or implicitly, to the development of programs 
and services to adult students? Programs 
Faculty were asked, 
y. lnterpret this university's mission as it re- 
lates either explicitly or implicitly, to the develop¬ 
ment of programs and services to adult students? 
First judgment: In overall tone, responses were characterized as 
Generally Positive, U e^, mission includes services to adults; Neutral 
(or doesn't know, gave too little information to classify as positive 
or negative concerning services to adults); or Generally Negative, i. 
— ’ sees no university mission to serve adults. Inter-coder reliabili¬ 
ty for judging this category was .91. 
More faculty (70%) than unit heads (59%) wrote responses judged 
Generally Positive. 
Responses in the Neutral and Generally Negative subcategories con¬ 
tain no additional content to be categorized. The Generally Positive 
responses were further analyzed for possible content in three classes 
(see Table 34): 
First content class: reasons the university s mission includes 
service to adults. The most frequent kind of response is that age is 
not the major discriminating factor in determining who will be served 
by the university. About one third of the responses fell under this 
heading. About one fifth of the unit-head/faculty group cited type of 
institution (state, land-grant, university) as sufficient reason for 
serving adults. Inter-coder reliability here was .85. 
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P. Table 34 
ll ^SitlVe ReSPOnSeS 0f »«“ Heads faculty to University Mission" Question 
Total 
No. % 
Unit 
No. 
Heads 
% 
Faculty 
No. % 
Reasons University Mission Includes Service to Adults 
Type of institution (state, 
land-grant, university) 
14 (21%) 3 (16%) 11 (24%) 
Age not the major 
discriminating factor 22 (34%) 8 (42%) 14 (30%) 
No reason given 29 (45%) 8 (42%) 21 (46%) 
Total positive responses to 
University mission question 65 19 46 
University Mission to Adults Includes Special Positive Emphases 
Certain programs, approaches * 14 (21%) 4 (21%) 10 (22%) 
Extra effort needed to meet 
mission 9 (14%) 2 (11%) 7 (15%) 
Misc. other positive emphases 13 (20%) 5 (26%) 8 (17%) 
No special positive emphasis 
given in response 29 (45%) 8 (42%) 21 (46%) 
Total positive responses to 
University mission question 65 19 46 
University Mission is to Adults but With Constraints 
Traditional functions, stand¬ 
ards must be maintained 
(parallel to serving adults) 11 (17%) 2 (11%) 9 (20%) 
Misc. other constraints 19 (29%) 8 (42%) 11 (24%) 
No constraints in response 35 (54%) 9 (47%) 26 (56%) 
Total positive responses to 
University mission question 65 19 46 
Second content class: special emphases or aspects which indicate 
that the university has a mission to adults. Most frequently mentioned 
were particular programs (such as continuing education and extension) 
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or approaches suited to adults. 
Inter-coder reliability for this 
judgment was .78. 
Third content class: 
constraints to be considered within a univer- 
sity mission that includes service to adults. The latest subcategory 
here contains stipulations that traditional university functions and 
standards be maintained while adults are being served. Inter-coder 
reliability for this judgment was 1.0. 
Department Mission Question 
Unit heads and faculty were asked, 
How do you interpret your department's mission as it re- 
lates, either explicitly or implicitly, to the develop¬ 
ment or delivery of programs and services to adult 
students? 
First judgment: The determination of overall tone was in the same 
categories as were used for the university mission question (Generally 
Positive, Neutral, Generally Negative), with "department” substituted 
for university" in the full definitions. Inter-coder reliability was 
.83. 
More unit heads and faculty answered the department-mission ques¬ 
tion than responded to the university-mission question. In contrast to 
the university-mission question, more unit heads (74%) than faculty 
(55%) wrote responses judged generally positive. 
Responses in the Neutral and Generally Negative tone subcategories 
contain no further classifiable content. Generally Positive responses, 
characterized in Table 35, were further content-analyzed for possible 
content in three classes: 
First content class: reasons the department's mission includes 
service to adults. As was the case with university mission, about one 
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Table 35 
aracteristics of Positive Responses of Unit Heads 
and Faculty to "Department Mission" Question 
Unit Heads Faculty 
--- 
NO i. 7. No 2 No. 2 
Reasons Department Mission Includes Servii ce to Adults 
Age not the major 
discriminating factor 22 (352) 9 (322) 13 (372) 
Type of department or school 
within University 14 (222) 7 (252) 7 (202) 
Other reasons 6 (102) 2 ( 72) 4 (112) 
No reason given 21 (332) 10 (362) 11 (312) 
Total positive responses to 
department mission question 63 28 35 
Department Mission to Adults Includes Special Positive Emphas es 
Certain programs, approaches 33 (522) 14 (502) 19 (542) 
Misc. other emphases 20 (322) 7 (252) 13 (372) 
No special positive emphasis 10 (162) 7 (252) 3 ( 92) 
Total positive responses to 
department mission question 63 28 35 
Department Mission is to Adults but With Constraints 
Adults must meet criteria (be 
(motivated, come to campus) 7 (112) 2 ( 72) 5 (142) 
Resources determine extent 
of service to adults 7 (112) 5 (182) 2 ( 62) 
Traditional functions, stand¬ 
ards must be maintained 
(parallel to serving adults) 7 (112) 2 ( 72) 5 (142) 
Profession/discipline demands 
are higher priority 8 (132) 1 ( 42) 7 (202) 
Service limited primarily 
to graduate students 6 (102) 5 (172) 1 ( 32) 
Misc. other constraints 11 (172) 6 (212) 5 (142) 
No constraints given 17 (272) 7 (252) 10 (29%) 
Total positive responses to 
department mission question 63 28 35 
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third of the positive-tone 
writers said age is not the major discrimi¬ 
nating factor in determining „ho will be served by the department. 
Others cited the particular nature of a department as reason for 
serving adults. Inter-coder reliability for this judgment was .53. low 
because of an unresolved difference between principal and second coders 
concerning the specificity of one definition (see Content Analysis 
Procedure in Appendix E.) 
Second content class: specific emphases or aspects of department 
mission to adults. One subcategory was judged to contain more than 
half of the positive-tone responses: the citing of particular depart¬ 
mental programs or approaches which are suited to adults. Inter-coder 
reliability for determinations in this category was .95. 
Third content class: constraints to be considered within a depart¬ 
ment mission which includes service to adults. Four subcategories 
contain more than 10% of positive-tone responses, none more than 20%. 
More unit heads than faculty said resource constraints determine the 
extent of service to adults, and that their unit s service to adults is 
limited mostly to graduate students. More faculty than unit heads said 
adults must meet certain criteria, and that traditional functions and 
standards must also be maintained. Twenty percent of faculty whose 
responses were generally positive said the demands of their professions 
or disciplines hold higher priority than does service to adults. 
Inter-coder reliability for this category was .89. 
Purpose-of-Advising-Unit Question 
Academic advisors were asked, 
How you do you interpret the purpose of your advising 
unit as it relates to age diversity among undergraduates? 
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First judgment: Following the established pattern, responses were 
first judged according to overall tone: Generally p08ltlve concernlng 
attention to age diversity; Neutral (or doesn't know, unclassifiable as 
positive or negative concerning attention to age diversity); or 
Generally Negative concerning attention to age diversity. Inter-coder 
reliability for this judgment was .82. 
Nearly 75X of advisor responses to the purpose question were 
generally positive, with females providing proportionately more of 
them, as shown in Table 36. All responses were further examined for 
possible content in three classes; 
First content class: unit philosophy or stance regarding attention 
to age diversity. Two very similar but distinguishable concepts 
emerged in the categorization process: a philosophy of serving all 
students, students in general (labeled the "group" concept) and a 
philosophy of treating each advisee as an individual case (labeled the 
individual concept). Nearly half of the responses about unit purpose 
contained content in the "individual case" subcategory (see Table 36). 
About one fifth fell into the "group" subcategory and one fifth into an 
explicit sensitivity to adults" subcategory. Inter-coder reliability 
for this judgment was .70. 
Second content class: special functions ("evidence") regarding 
attention to age diversity. Comparatively few responses contained 
content in this category. The largest proportion was 15%, citing 
particular unit programs suited to adult students. Inter-coder relia¬ 
bility here was .77. 
Third content class: constraints under which the unit operates 
while attending to age diversity. Small subcategories here (10% and 
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Table 36 
Categories.,of Responses of Advisors 
to Purpose" Question 
Category 
Number Percent 
_Stance Regarding Attention to Age Diversity 
Help all students, students in general 
t group concept) 
7 (18:) 
Treat each student as individual case 
( individual" concept) 
18 (46Z) 
Unit has explicitly stated sensitivity to adult 
students 
8 (21Z) 
No philosophy or stance described in response 6 (15Z) 
Total response to purpose question 39 
Unit has Special Functions Regarding Attention to Age Diversity 
Promote/manage programs especially suited'to adult 
students 
6 (15Z) 
Use approaches especially suited to adult students 3 ( 8Z) 
Other special functions 2 ( 5Z) 
No special functions mentioned in response 28 (72Z) 
Total response to purpose question 39 
Unit Attends to Age Diversity, but with Constraints 
Requlrements t standards must be observed 4 (10X) 
Few or no adults seek unit's services 5 (13Z) 
No constraints cited in response 30 (77Z) 
Total response to purpose question 39 
13% of responses) referred to the necessity of maintaining standards 
and to stating that the unit has few or no adult advisees. Inter-coder 
reliability for this category was 1.0. 
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Change-in-Unlt Question 
Advisors were asked, 
If you were to change your unites adviaino 
Trad “ "■°'YeSP°n*iVe '» n^ds ofanL^°S ” graduate students, what ONE ASPECT would you change 
Following the established procedure, four judgments were »ade of 
the responses to this question, but the last two produced nothing 
noteworthy. Nearly two-thirds of the responses were generally positive 
in tone, with proportionately more females than males writing the 
positive remarks. Inter-coder reliability for tone judgments was 1.0. 
All change responses were analyzed for the type of change 
suggested. The largest content class, with 27% of the responses, 
contains staff changes, such as adding staff and training of present 
staff in methods of serving adults. The size of this subcategory 
complements the high proponence of advisors for staff workshops con¬ 
cerning adult-student needs. The next largest content subcategory (17% 
of the responses) concerns expanding hours of service. This somewhat 
clashes with advisors generally low proponence for after-hours 
advising. Inter-coder reliability for content about changes was 1.0. 
Other Comments 
The request concluding unit-head, faculty, and advisor instruments 
was, 
Please use the space below for any clarifying or 
supplementary comments concerning survey items. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION. 
From 21% to 41% of the respondent groups wrote comments in addi¬ 
tion to answering open-ended questions. Because content in these 
remarks often ranged beyond survey items, they were content-analyzed 
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via che established procedures. Although inter-coder reliability 
figures were acceptable (ranging from .79 to 1.0), little additional 
insight was gained into the university climate for practices effective 
with adults. The majority of the remarks were neutral in tone, and 
most described personal situations or unit environments involving or 
implying involvement with adults. 
Part 4, Potential Responsiveness: 
Students' Suggestions for Change 
The standardized instrument, Student Satisfaction Survey, has the 
advantages of ease in scoring and quantifying student responses about a 
wide range of college services and environmental aspects, and of having 
been used widely enough that normative group data are available. How¬ 
ever, its disadvantages are that it has not been tailored specifically 
to this university and that it limits students' responses to choices on 
a rating scale. For these reasons, and because research on adult 
participation in higher education indicates that adult students like to 
have some influence on the course of their educational experiences, an 
open-ended question was included with the SOS: 
If you had the power to change any policies, practices, 
attitudes, or behaviors of this institution towards 
adult students, which TWO would you change first? 
Of the 145 students who returned the SOS, 118 (81%) wrote respon¬ 
ses in the space provided. Of the 118 comments, those of 97 students 
(82% of the commenters, 67% of all student respondents) contained 
suggestions for from one to 10 changes. By degree classification 
group, 77% of all University Without Walls students who returned the 
instrument wrote answers to the question, as did all four (100%) of 
responding Bachelor of General Studies students and 85% of responding 
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Other Majors. The others of students suggesting changes were: UWW 
44; BGS, 4; and Other Majors, 49. (A maxlmum of CBO change 
per student was included in the content analysis.) 
Content Analysis Procedure 
A categorization scheme was developed, partly derived from the 
responses themselves and partly based on a "barriers to participation- 
model described by Cross (1981), who synthesized several studies of 
potential participants in adult education. Her model posits three 
general kinds of barriers: situational, those arising from one's life 
circumstances and responsibilities; institutional, those created by the 
policies and procedures of educational institutions; and dispositional, 
those arising from one's feelings of personal inadequacy. 
An adaptation of the the barriers model to an "obstacles to satis¬ 
faction" model was necessary for this study, for several major reasons: 
The student participants in this study were currently enrolled students 
at the time of the survey, not prospective enrollees barred from parti¬ 
cipation by insurmountable hurdles. The preliminary sorting and cate¬ 
gorizing process produced little in the dispositional category (that 
is, expression about inner feelings of inadequacy), but a fair amount 
directed outward, at changing others attitudes. Because institutional 
changes were asked for in the question, an institutional/procedural 
category of content was moved into place as the first content category 
for which responses were examined. The second category became those 
suggestions for change which reflect students' life situations, and the 
third an attitudes of others content category. (Additional details 
about the classification process and its rationale are in Appendix E.) 
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Categorizing student responses was a more subjective undertaking 
than Judging university personnel responses. Ideally, a highly 
reliable categorization scheme for a content analysis has clearly 
discrete categories (Krippendorff. ,980. p. 88). yet the nature of 
participation in a higher-education institution works against such 
certainty. For example, wanting more after-hours courses (an Institu¬ 
tional/procedural frustration) is not truly separable from wanting 
flexibility in meeting the demands of all of life's responsibilities (a 
life-situational frustration) or from wanting changes in faculty or 
staff attitudes about requirements and office hours (altitudinal con¬ 
flicts). Thus categorizing suggestions for change became a matter of 
determining the dominant theme in the student's response; if a bias can 
be named, it is that because institutional changes were requested, more 
were expected which could be placed under that heading than under the 
other two. 
A category was added in which judgments were made prior to those 
in the three categories above. Somewhat similar to the first category 
used for content-analyzing university personnel responses, it repre¬ 
sents the overall tone of the response. Unlike the earlier first 
category, it was also used to denote the presence or absence of sugges¬ 
tions for change. 
Following are a brief characterization of the respondent group; an 
analysis of overall tone and presence/absence of changes; a report of 
major types of change suggestions under three content headings; and 
some linkages of change categories to satisfaction scores and to the 
"barriers" literature. 
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Results are presented for the whole group and according to degree 
classification subgroups, but are not broken down by other respondent 
characteristics. Earlier findings concerning satisfaction with college 
aspects indicated that the degree designation of respondents, a key 
criterion because it determined the sampling frame for the survey, 
subsumes most of the other aggregating criteria used in analysis of the 
quantifiable data. However, in order to restablish a perspective on 
the two larger of the three degree groups, most of their dominant 
characteristics are repeated here: UWW students are more likely to be 
older than Other Majors and also more likely to have part-time enroll¬ 
ment status along with part- or full-time employment status; more than 
70% of the UWW sample is female, compared to 45% of the Other Majors 
sample. 
Tone 21 Response, with or without Change Suggestions 
As shown in Table 37, the largest subcategory of responses in the 
tone category is Suggested Changes in a Predominantly Negative Context. 
This subcategory represents 60% of those who suggested changes. A 
response from an Other Majors students is one example: 
I would drop the students activity fee/health fee and other 
fees associated w/on campus living and not really associated 
w/older/off campus students. I did not use, or really have 
the option to use these offerings and I resented having to 
pay for them. 
There is also a very impersonal and bureaucratic attitude 
among the office and support personnel at the college. To 
get any discrepancy attended to concerning grades, documents, 
etc., proved to be a very aggravating experience. . . . 
Proportionately more responses in this subcategory came from Other 
Majors (59%) than from UWW students (36%). Three of the four BGS 
students also wrote responses judged to belong in this subcategory. 
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_ Table 37 
one of Student Responses to Open-Ended Question 
Presence or Absence of Suggested Changes ’ 
According to Degree Classification 
DEGREE CLASSIFICATION 
Category Total UWW BGS Other 
Suggested change(s) only, or In neutral context 28 (19X) 16 1 
Majors 
11 
Suggested change(s) In predominantly positive context 11 ( 7Z) 7 0 4 
Suggested change(s) In predominantly negative context 58 (40Z) 21 3 34 
(Subtotal: Students suggesting changes) (97) (44) (4) (49) 
No changes suggested; predominantly positive comment 13 ( 9X) 8 0 5 
No changes suggested; 
negative comment 
neutral or equally positive and 
8 ( 6X) 4 0 4 
No changes suggested; predominantly negative comment 0 0 0 0 0 
(Subtotal: Students 
changes) 
responding but not suggesting 
(21) (12) (0) (5) 
Did not respond to open-ended question 27 (19Z) 17 0 10 
TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS RETURNED 145 (100Z) 73 4 68 
The tone subcategory next in size, Changes Only and Changes in 
Neutral Context, is half the size of the largest one. This example was 
written by a UWW student: 
I would make an attempt to change the following policies or 
procedures: 
1. Encourage broader range of core and major courses 
available in the evening and weekend for adult students 
2. Extend business hours to obtain parking stickers, ID's, 
textbooks, and to correct billing problems 
UWW students wrote more of these, proportionately, than did Other 
Majors students. 
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The smallest of the tnnP 
egories containing suggestions for 
change is Suggested Changes in a Predominantly Positive Context. An 
Other Majors student supplied this example: 
and need somenheirchoosingCcoursestheAlsolneerin8 Pr°8ram 
ss.“ sr- axyis;, 
^udrVdo'^r 31:635 t0 be^et^ea^e°toapian course^f"' 
study. I do not see any problems towards adult students! 
Institutional/Procedural Category 
Twenty-eight students said that one of the first two changes they 
would make in the university would be to schedule more courses after 4 
—Spends. Of the 28, 25 are UWW students. This subcatego¬ 
ry of suggestions, which heads the list in Table 38, accounts for one- 
fourth of all the analyzed suggestions for change, one-fourth of all 
suggestions in the Institutional/Procedural category, and one-half of 
UWW students' suggestions in that category. 
Following distantly behind are three subcategories of Institu¬ 
tional/Procedural changes, each of which drew 10% of the suggestions in 
the category. Eight of the 10 suggestions for making the activi¬ 
ty/health fee structure more relevant or fair to adult students came 
from Other Majors (who are mostly full-time students and thus are 
assessed full fees). Twice as many Other Majors as UWW students would 
create greater flexibility in procedures involving deadlines and pro¬ 
gram requirements. Equal numbers of suggestions were offered by UWW 
and Other Majors students for improving relevance or quality of courses 
and/or instruction. 
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Table 38 
Categories of Student Suggestions for Change 
DEGREE CLASSIFICATION 
---- 
Total UWW BGS Other 
Ma iors 
_ _ Institutional/Procedural Category 
Schedule more courses after 4 p.m. and/or on weekends 28 25 1 2 
Make courses/instruction more relevant, higher quality 10 5 0 5 
Allow flexibility in core/general education requirements 5 2 0 3 
Allow more flexibility in procedural matters 10 3 0 7 
Make fee structure more fair for persons who don't 
need/use activities, health services, etc. 10 1 1 8 
Broaden access (hours) to faculty, advisors, services 8 5 1 2 
Improve articulation with DCE and UWW 3 3 0 0 
Plan more social activities for adult students 5 2 0 3 
Improve parking availability, solve parking problems 5 2 0 3 
Improve availability, flow of.information 7 2 0 5 
Other changes (too cryptic to classify; not 
pertinent to policies concerning students) 10 1 2 7 
Total in institutional/procedural category 101 51 5 45 
Percentage of category total by degree classification 100% 50% 5% 45% 
(Number of students represented) (81) (37) ( 4) (40) 
Life-Situational Category 
Costs: Improve access to financial aid, cut delays 9 3 0 6 
Increase child care services 7 2 0 5 
Consider time lack, pressure of other responsibilities 3 1 1 1 
Establish or increase places to study 5 1 0 4 
Housing: Improve availability/suitability for adults 11 2 0 9 
Total changes in life-situational category 35 9 1 25 
Percent of category total by degree classification 100% 26% 3% 71% 
(Number of students represented) (34) ( 9) ( 1) (24) 
(continued) 
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Table 38, continued 
Attitude of Others Category 
Change attitudes (source, content unspecified) A 1 0 3 
Change attitudes (source: faculty attitudes) 5 2 l 2 
Change attitudes (source: staff attitudes) 3 2 0 1 
Change attitudes (source: other students' attitudes) 1 1 0 0 
Change attitudes 
discrimination) 
(content: race disharmony, other 
7 5 0 2 
Change attitudes (content: failure to recognize 
adult status, work experience, prior learning) 10 5 0 5 
Change attitudes 
as individuals) 
(content: failure to treat students 
A 2 0 0 
Total suggestions in attitudinal category 3A 18 1 15 
Percentage of category total by degree classificaion 100% 53% 3% AA% 
(Number of students represented) (31) (15) ( 1) (15) 
Life-Situational Category 
Suggestions for changes in university housing availability and/or 
suitability for adult students account for a third of the suggestions in 
the Life-Situational category. Nine of the 11 responses (82%) were 
written by Other Majors. The second tier of Table 38 shows 
Life-Situational subcategories and their sizes. Even without the 
Housing subcategory, the number of Other Majors" suggestions arising, 
according to the model, from conflicts in adult-life circumstances is 
double the number given by UWW students. 
Attitudinal Category 
One fifth of the suggestions which were content-analyzed concerned 
attitudes of others in the University. Largest of the attitude 
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subcategories contains statements suggesting that neither aduit status 
nor adult learning are adequately recognized, (especially that variety 
of the latter which has been obtained outside of, or prior to, enrollment 
in the university. 
to Satisfaction Levels 
Because, one may assume, respondents wrote answers to the open- 
ended question shortly after completing the satisfaction components of 
the SOS, some comments have clearly discernible relationships to parti¬ 
cular college services and/or environmental factors, especially those 
which drew low mean satisfaction scores (see list, pages 220-221). 
Standing out is the connection between the large group of suggestions 
that more evening/weekend courses be offered and the item ranked lowest 
in satisfaction among 20 selected environmental factors, "Availability 
of the courses you want at the times you can take them." Supportable 
but less confirmatory ties could be traced between suggestions for 
changes in racial attitudes and the low satisfaction score for "Racial 
harmony at this college," and between suggestions for changed attitudes 
towards adult status and towards students as individuals and the low 
satisfaction score for "Concern for you as an individual." 
Had one of the selected environmental factors been "Satisfaction 
with purpose for which student activity fees are used," it too would 
have ranked near the bottom of the satisfaction list. Given this poor 
showing, the received suggestions for changes in the fee structure are 
predictable, although a greater number might have been expected. Two 
additional items not previously reported, mean satisfaction with "Resi¬ 
dence halls rules and regulations" (a relatively low 2.98, n=46) and 
mean satisfaction with "Residence hall services and programs" (an even 
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lower 2.79, n-U). can be tled to 0ther Majors 
in housing policies for adults. 
suggest ions for changes 
Ties to "Barriers" Research 
The dominance of suggestions about expanding course schedules, plus 
the modest number of suggestions about improving course relevance, mesh 
with one conclusion in Cross's 0981) synthesizing research on barriers 
to adult participation in educational experiences. Concerning the five 
general groups of institutional barriers she names, "potential learners 
complain most about inconvenient locations and schedules and about the 
lack of interesting or relevant courses" (p. 104). But two other Cross 
findings do not match results of the present content analysis: "The 
cost of education and lack of time lead all other barriers of any sort 
by substantial margins" (p. 100); neither area of suggested change 
loomed impressively large in local students' comments. A possible 
explanation is that lack of money and lack of time are, indeed, actual 
barriers to participation, and that the adult students enrolled in this 
university (and therefore eligible to express themselves in the present 
survey) are those who have, for the time being, at least, surmounted 
those barriers. 
Summary of Findings 
Overall participation in the study was high, more than 80% 
overall. The completion rate of pencil-and-paper instruments was above 
95%. 
Proponence for practices effective in serving adult undergraduates 
is generally more extensive than anticipated, but is neither evenly 
distributed across the campus nor uniformly proportionate to the dis- 
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tribution of adult undergraduates. Usage of practices effective In 
serving adult undergraduates lags considerably behind proponence every¬ 
where except the University Without Walls, the Division of Continuing 
Education, and some support units. However, very few practices are 
totally foreign to this university. Several suitable for a wide age 
range of students are solidly In place. Predictably, usage corresponds 
more closely than does proponence to the numbers of adult under¬ 
graduates served. A significant number of respondents expressed 
unfamilianty or uncertainty about some practices; this was a somewhat 
unexpected outcome which prompted speculation that wider acquaintance 
might increase both proponence for, and usage of, those practices. 
Responses to open-ended questions about the mission of the insti¬ 
tution, the missions of departments and divisions, and the purposes of 
advising units as they relate to serving adult students paint a com¬ 
paratively bright panorama of possibilities for older students. Some 
unit heads and faculty said age is not the prime determinant of univer¬ 
sity clientele, others that a land-grant or public institution must 
serve a wide range of constituents. Some advisors said each advisee 
must be regarded as an individual case. This positive tone becomes 
less so in the close-up view, where the number of practices in reason¬ 
ably wide availability falls short of the amount of support for them. 
In that same close-up view loom the adult students who are less satis¬ 
fied than a national norm group about some practices, and who are 
frustrated by what they perceive are institutional barriers. 
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Extent of Proponence 
Practices having highest proponence in this university are those 
usable With a wide age range of students. They include making academic 
advising available, networking with other advising sources, accepting 
other colleges' traditional credits and this university's continuing- 
education credits, designing brochures to show program structure, 
teaching interdisciplinary and independent-study courses, advising 
students about flexibilities in the curriculum, collecting basic demo¬ 
graphic data and educational progress data, coordinating support ser- 
vices with other services, and implementing needs assessments. 
Practices having lowest proponence here are those involving the 
most extreme departures from traditional, campus-based programs— 
correspondence study, entire programs in "distance" formats, off-campus 
advising and remediation—and those limited primarily to adult 
students credit-by-equivalency, research on adult students. 
Extent of Usage 
Usage rates fall off rapidly beyond the following group of prac¬ 
tices in widest application: making academic advising available, ac¬ 
cepting traditional transfer credits, supervising independent study 
courses, providing information about other advising and counseling 
sources, and collecting basic demographic and progress data about 
students. Practices requiring investment of disproportionate amounts 
of time or other resources in individual students are at intermediate 
usage points, as are some coordinating and needs-assessment activities, 
Lowest in usage are delivery modes which are the severest departures 
from a campus-centered structure, along with research and service 
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focused on adult students 
improving service to that 
and staff development activities geared to 
population. 
Responsiveness of Unit Heads and their Units 
Unit heads, on the average, are proponents of about twine as many 
practices as are in use in their units, in roughly a 60%/32% ratio. 
The School of Education is significantly higher than several other 
academic units in proponence for and usage of alternate delivery modes 
and credit evaluation practices, and in usage of program information 
and delivery practices. The College of Health Sciences leads a few 
other units in overall proponence, specifically in proponence for 
credit evaluation practices. The College of Engineering is higher in 
usage of off-campus and media-delivered courses (see Hindsights, Appen¬ 
dix F). 
The cluster of academic units (EDU + HSC) in which adult students 
constitute about 15% of the undergraduate enrollment is dominant in 
several areas of proponence and usage, notably program information and 
delivery practices and credit-by-examination practices. The 10%-adults 
cluster (Humanities and Fine Arts + Natural Sciences and Mathematics + 
Engineering) is significantly higher than the 5%-adults cluster in a 
few areas, such as offering courses through the Division of Continuing 
Education, monitoring student progress, and allowing development of 
individualized study programs. (The 5%-adults cluster comprises Food 
and Natural Resources, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Physical Educa¬ 
tion, and Management). 
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Responsiveness of Faculty 
Overall, faculty are proponents of about twice as many practices 
as they customarily use, In a 70%/35% ratio. Statistically, faculty 
proponence varies very little across school-college-faculty units, 
adult-enrollment clusters, gender groups, academic ranks, or teaching 
levels. EDU faculty are significantly higher in usage of off-campus 
teaching and two modes of teaching through DCE. HSC faculty and SBS 
faculty show a higher rate of working with adults In human service 
agencies. School of Management faculty are significantly lower In 
proponence for giving positive consideration to the previous experience 
of a potential adult enrollee. 
More than 80% of faculty are proponents of teaching "response" 
courses through DCE, but fewer than 10% do so. Nearly 90% are propo¬ 
nents of teaching DCE courses initiated by the faculty member or his/¬ 
her unit, but fewer than one-fourth do so. 
Faculty members in units where 15% of the enrollment is adults 
lead in incorporating students life experiences into course design, in 
giving positive consideration to the age of prospective adult enrol- 
lees, and in reading about adult college students. Less readily ex¬ 
plainable is the 5%-adults cluster's dominance over the 10%-adults 
cluster in varying course structure and role of faculty according to 
perceived class needs, in supervising independent study courses, and in 
teaching courses which have an experiential-learning component. 
Associate professors are greater proponents of helping students 
document noncollegiate, college-level learning and of holding faculty 
discussions about how students learn. Professors are greater propo¬ 
nents of local workshops about student learning and assessment. Pro- 
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fessors also have a higher rafP , i j 
g er rate of working with University Without 
Walls students. 
Regarding formal recognition for wort with adult students, the 
15%-adults cluster has a higher rate of mentioning such work in annual 
faculty reports and of receiving recognition for such wort fro. sources 
outside the university. This group of faculty also leads in using 
course-design practices which (a) challenge students to higher stages 
of ego/personality development and moral/ethical development, (b) 
respond to diverse student learning styles, and (c) attempt to move 
students towards internal evaluation of their efforts. 
Responsiveness of Academic Advisors 
The gap between proponence and usage is narrower for academic 
advisors than for faculty or unit heads. Overall, advisors are propo¬ 
nents of 75% of the practices named in the advisor instrument, users of 
more than half of those practices. Proponence and usage are both 
relatively high for nearly half the practices in the instrument. At 
the top are advising students about personal counseling sources and 
other advising sources, advising students about independent study as an 
option, and helping students find ways (such as planning individualized 
majors) to make the curriculum more flexible. 
Advisors in Social and Behavioral Sciences, Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics, and Health Sciences are significantly lower in proponence 
and usage concerning some data-collection practices. Engineering and 
Education advisor units lead in their rates of having staff who have 
taken special training or done special reading about advising adults. 
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Overall, advisors who have no adult advisees are lower in propo- 
nenca than advisors who regularly sea adult advisees. The "no adults" 
advisors lead, however, In suggesting contlnulng-educatlon courses to 
their advisees. Advisors who advise many adults lead In proponence for 
and usage of credlt-by-examlnation and credit-by-equlvalency practices, 
and In taking leadership roles In encouraging or causing other advisors 
to broaden their knowledge of adult learners. 
Although few In number, significant findings about the influence 
of faculty or staff advisor "role” consistently elevate staff advisors 
above faculty advisors In proponence. Support for Individual Initia¬ 
tive—for reading about adult students and for encouraging other 
advisors to increase knowledge of adult learners—seems to be a key 
factor. 
Certain practices emerge repeatedly in analyses of advisor data 
(i-L ®-L’ some findings overlap others). For having persons in the 
advising unit who have undergone training or done special reading about 
advising adults, proponence is higher among staff advisors, higher at 
the 1~A authority level, and higher among female advisors. In usage 
(actually having such trained persons), EDU and ENG lead other organi¬ 
zational units; advisors with adult advisees lead those without; staff 
advisors lead faculty advisors; and the 3-A group falls behind the 
other three authority levels. For undertaking special reading about 
adult students, the statistically significant leaders are advisors in 
the 15%-adults enrollment cluster, advisors with 1/2 or more adult 
advisees, and staff advisors. For causing other advisors to broaden 
their knowledge of adult learners, the greater proponents are female 
advisors and staff advisors. Those who lead in actually providing such 
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encouragement are In the 15%-adults cluster and 
load is 1/2 or more adults. 
among advisors whose 
One-fourth of the advisors who listed changes which would make 
their units more responsive to adult undergraduates suggested changes 
concerning staff. Such actions would Involve the acquisition of addl 
tional personnel or the provision of special training for existing 
staff. 
Responsiveness in Common Areas 
Proponence and usage of unit heads, faculty, and advisors were 
compared across 27 topics common to two or all three of their survey 
instruments. Proponence and usage are high for the independent study 
mode, for networking among advising sources, and for advising students 
about flexibility in the curriculum. Proponence and usage are low for 
correspondence study, media-delivery modes, and equivalency methods of 
awarding credit. 
Advisors are higher scorers than faculty or unit heads under 21 of 
the 27 common topics. Faculty are higher scorers under two topics, 
unit heads under none. Generally, advisors advise students about 
alternative course delivery modes at a greater rate than units make 
such modes available. Advising about credit by examination and equiva¬ 
lency is infrequent on this campus, but advisors use the practice more 
than units allow application of such credit to program requirements. 
Advisors are proponents of and participants in staff workshops about 
adult learners more extensively than unit heads support or sponsor such 
workshops. 
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Faculty are available for eveuiug/weekend advising „ore than aca. 
de^ic or advising units make such advising available. Faculty super¬ 
vise independent study at a greater rate than units pronote the node. 
Correlation of Broad Measures 
Total-instrument proponence and usage scores of unit heads, facul¬ 
ty, and advisors in school, college, faculty, and other-advising- 
unit categories were compared to each other and to the proportions of 
adults enrolled in those categories. Significant positive correlations 
were found between all possible pairs of scores except those pairs in 
which one score was an advisors' score. In other words, advisors' 
proponence is highly correlated only with advisors' usage of practices. 
Climate for Adoption of Practices 
Practices most likely to be maintained or adopted and practices 
least likely to be adopted were identified by combining and weighting 
the number of proponent/users, proponent/non-users, non¬ 
proponent/users, and non-proponent/non-users for each practice. 
Practices in the most advantageous position for continuance are those 
for which high proponence/high usage was characterized. These include 
making academic advising available in departments, accepting as equal 
the credits from other institutions' day courses, supervising an inde¬ 
pendent study course, advising students about ways of making the curri¬ 
culum more flexible, and providing information about personal and 
career counseling programs and other sources of academic advising on 
campus. 
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The practices at the very bottom of the climate or "likely" l,8t 
are these: allowing students to apply credlt-by-equlvalency towards 
program requirements, offering an entire departmental program via Inde¬ 
pendent study or correspondence study, teaching a course via corres¬ 
pondence study, undertaking research or service having adult students 
as a focus, and advising students about credit earnable via successful 
PEP (Proficiency Examination Program) completion or via the New York 
Regents' testing program. 
Responsiveness of University Without Walls 
The University Without Walls unit head is a proponent of all but 
three of the 47 practices in the unit-head instrument. The three are 
offering traditional courses and entire programs through correspondence 
study and entire programs through independent study. The UWW unit head 
reported that neither those three nor the following three are used 
in UWW: offering courses and entire programs in media-delivery formats 
and collecting information about the reasons students drop out. 
The UWW unit head is a proponent of all 26 of the support-function 
practices which were selected for characterizing campus support units 
alongside adult units. Not used in UWW are practices of collecting 
academic needs data and personal needs data, maintaining a peer assis¬ 
tance program, and informing Division of Continuing Education students 
about UWW's support services. 
The responsiveness of the 15%-adults enrollment cluster was com¬ 
pared to that of UWW. A close match in both proponence and usage was 
found for only one practice: making possible the completion of some 
program requirements after 4 p. m. or on weekends. Proponence matches 
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two are 
were found for ten other practices, usage matches for two. The 
making possible the completion of final requirements by part-time 
students (for some programs) within the university's 10-semester limit, 
and including the topic of student learning styles in faculty discus- ’ 
sions. 
Responsiveness of the Division of Continuing Education 
Neither the proponence of the DCE unit head for the 47 practices 
in the unit-head instrument nor the usage of those practices in DCE is 
known. Thus DCE and the 15%-adult enrollment cluster of academic units 
could not be compared. 
The DCE unit head is a proponent of all 26 of the support-function 
practices selected for characterizing support services alongside 
"adult" units, and reports that all of those practices are used in DCE. 
Responsiveness of Support Units 
Twenty-six support unit practices out of a possible 196 were 
selected for analysis (see Hindsights, Appendix F). Exclusion of items 
pertinent to only one or two units, and inclusion of items to which at 
least six support units plus DCE and UWW responded allowed 22 support 
services to be represented in the findings. High proponence and usage 
exist for coordinating services with other campus support units, for 
providing information about personal and career counseling services and 
advising sources, and for having persons in the unit who are trained in 
or have read about advising adults. The greatest disparities between 
proponence (high) and usage (low) pertain to implementing needs assess¬ 
ments which include adult students' opinions, to sending a newsletter 
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to adult students, to personally 
reading about serving adults, to 
encouraging staff to seek training or 
informing DCE students about support 
services, to openipg non-library resource centers evenings and week¬ 
ends, and to exploring the possibility of an office for coordinating 
programs and services for adult students. 
Student Satisfaction 
The rate of usage of many college services by adult undergraduates 
is low. Among 10 selected services, the usage range is from 5% (tuto¬ 
rial services) to 91% (library services). Group satisfaction with the 
10 services ranges from just above satisfied (library services) to just 
above neutral (credit-by-examination program). The local group does 
not differ statistically from the national group in satisfaction with 
the 10 services. 
Satisfaction with 20 college environmental aspects ranges from 
just above satisfied, for the flexibility to design one's own program 
of study and for the availability of one's advisor, to a low between 
neutral and dissatisfied for availability of courses at suitable times, 
for racial harmony, and for student government. 
The local group s satisfaction level is higher than the national 
norm group s level concerning flexibility to design a program of study, 
availability of advisor, and campus media. The national group's satis¬ 
faction level is higher than the local group's with three human- 
interaction aspects—attitude of faculty and of non-teaching staff 
toward students and concern for students as individuals—and with 
course availability at suitable times, catalog/admissions publications, 
student government, and racial harmony. 
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WUMn the l0Cal 8r°UP> membershiP in one of two degree clasalfl- 
cation groups appears to be closely related to variations in satisfac¬ 
tion. Students in University Without Walls are .ore satisfied than 
Other Majors students (those enrolled in traditional school, college, 
and faculty units) with five aspects: flexibility to design a program 
of study, availability of advisor, value of information provided by 
advisor, faculty attitude toward students, and concern for students as 
individuals. Secondary analyses support this conclusion by elevating 
to ''more satisfied" status those characteristics of a majority of the 
UWW population; that is, older adults are more satisfied than younger 
adults, females more satisfied than males, and part-time students more 
satisfied than full-time students. 
Other Majors students are more satisfied than UWW students with 
two aspects: availability of courses at suitable times and racial 
harmony at this university. However, the satisfaction levels of both 
groups are comparatively low for the two aspects. White students are 
more satisfied than non-white students with financial aid services, 
with student employment services, with the attitude of non-teaching 
staff, and with "this college in general." (A summary table is in 
Appendix D.) 
Sixty percent of the students who suggested changes in university 
attitudes, behaviors, policies, or practices offered their suggestions 
within a context of predominantly negative comments. The largest 
single change category contains 28 suggestions for scheduling more 
courses after 4 p.m. and on weekends; 25 of the 28 came from UWW 
majors. Smaller categories of suggestions, primarily from Other Ma¬ 
jors, concern making university housing more available to or suitable 
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f°r StUdentS> "aklng the activlty/health fee more relevant or 
fair to adult students, and creating greater flexibility In procedures 
involving deadlines and program requirements. Many of the topics of 
the frustrations expressed in suggestions for change correspond to 
topics of scaled items having low satisfaction scores. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
How responsive is the University of Massachusetts at Amherst to 
adult undergraduates? The question can be approached from a considers- 
tion of the present state or as an estimate of potential. 
The Present 
How responsive is the University to adult undergraduates at pr^ 
sent? It is somewhat responsive—greatly so in its "special pro¬ 
grams, ’ but surprisingly so as judged by receptivity in the campus 
community to approaches which often meet the needs of older students, 
and in the use of some effective practices despite small numbers of 
adult students in most units' clientele. 
Such receptivity and usage are not uniform across campus or within 
personnel groups, however. Study findings support the naming of the 
"most responsive" components of the institution and the "most satis¬ 
fied of its degree-seeking adult undergraduates: 
Academic advisors are the group most responsive to adult undergra¬ 
duates in this university. Staff advisors are more responsive than 
faculty advisors. Advisors whose load is 1/2 or more adult students 
are more responsive than advisors with fewer or no adult advisees. 
The most responsive of the nine academic (school, college, and 
faculty) units are the School of Education and the College of Health 
Sciences. 
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The most responsive of three clusters of acadeBlc ^ ^ 
adult enrollment constitutes 5%, 10%, and m of thelr matclculated 
undergraduate enrollment) is the 15%-adults cluster (Education ♦ Health 
Sciences). 
The most responsive support units were determined by answers to 26 
criterion questions selected from a much larger pool. They are Every- 
woman's Center and Placement Services (among units whose heads were 
asked half or more of the questions) and Transfer Affairs, Bilingual 
Collegiate Program, and Parking Office (among units whose heads were 
asked fewer than half of the questions). 
The most widely used practices effective in serving adults are 
making academic advising available in departments and divisions and 
maintaining a network of information-providers about advising and 
counseling sources on campus. 
Local students are more satisfied than national normative-group 
students with three aspects of college environment: flexibility to 
design a program of study, availability of advisor, and campus media. 
Local students are less satisfied than the norm group with seven as¬ 
pects: attitude of faculty toward students, attitude of non-teaching 
staff toward students, concern for students as individuals, course 
availability at suitable times, catalog/admissions publications, stu¬ 
dent government, and racial harmony. 
University Without Walls students are more satisfied than Other 
Majors students (those enrolled under 10 traditional school, college, 
and faculty designations) with five aspects of college environment: 
flexibility to design a program of study, availability of advisor, 
value of information provided by advisor, faculty attitude toward 
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students, and concern for students as individuals, 
less satisfied than Other Majors with two aspects: 
courses at suitable times and racial harmony. 
UWW students are 
availability of 
Even though there Is evidence of some awareness on campus con¬ 
cerning adult students and their characteristics and needs, such re- 
marks as these are often encountered: 
"We don't have any adults!" [reply of support-service secretary 
told of the nature of information sought from the unit's head] 
I m glad we have UWW and continuing ed, so I have some place to 
send them [adults] when they come in." [departmental secretary] 
UMass has no classes at night, except for a few film and educa¬ 
tion classes, and courses provided by the Division of Continuing Educa¬ 
tion ..." [article in newspaper distributed free in university's 
service area] (Kraft, 1986, p. 4) 
These anecdotal and peripheral remarks help perpetuate a common 
perception of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst: that except 
for some isolated special programs, the undergraduate functions of the 
institution are oriented to 18-21-year-olds, most of whom reside on or 
near campus and attend day classes on a full-time basis. The present 
study, while not designed to devalue or disprove the predominantly 
youth-oriented character of the university, contributes to a more 
accurate picture of certain practices in use or potentially usable with 
older students, that currently small subpopulation which could, and 
perhaps should, grow. 
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The Potential 
Ho„ responsive is the University to adult undergraduates ^ 
It is potentially very responsive. Furthermore, fewer massive 
shifts in policy and procedure are needed than might be expected, what 
seems to be missing is a widely shared attitude that adult undergra¬ 
duates are a legitimate and growing segment of the student population 
across this country and in western Massachusetts. 
The requisite change in attitude could come about by identifying, 
consolidating, and giving a voice to the support (proponence) which is 
scattered across campus constituencies. Early steps would be pro¬ 
actively recognizing that many practices effective with adult students 
are also effective with many younger students (and hence are already in 
place), and bringing into public focus those units where many lesser- 
known practices are advantageously used. Discussions—informal within 
single units or in more structured formats open to all—about the 
needs, goals, and preferences of older students can do much to alter 
traditional attitudes. 
Developing such a posture of openness to a wide age range of 
students need not fail to consider the demands of a large traditional- 
age population or the preferences and habits of a highly tenured facul¬ 
ty. Neither must an attitude change necessarily require large expendi¬ 
tures of resources. 
Most of this chapter is devoted to specific practical applications 
and suggestions which draw upon study findings, upon other research and 
trends, and upon aspects of the university setting. Some links to 
previous research are traced and suggestions for future research 
offered. 
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The findings of the study can be combined in various ways to 
formulate specific practical applications to the University of Massa- 
chusetts at Amherst. Tn fnl1 
In the following section, four applications are 
described in some detail, drawing on factors in the local setting as 
well as on study findings. In each instance, additional findings and 
setting aspects could be brought to bear on the issues. Two more 
applications are in briefer form, lacking the kind of elaboration that 
can be provided only by persons more intimately acquainted with current 
operations, structures, and constraints. The seventh recommendation 
has evolved from a broad sense of possibilities; it places the univer- 
sity in historical and evolutional contexts. 
Recommendations 
Recommendation 1 
The first recommendation arising from the study is that the Uni¬ 
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst build on demonstrated strengths, 
potential strengths, and motivation of academic advisors in order to 
improve the institution's responsiveness to adult undergraduates. 
Study findings suggest that of the three personnel groups surveyed 
via pencil-and-paper instruments, advisors are the most responsive to 
adult undergraduates. This outcome means that much of the basic know¬ 
ledge and start-up initiative essential for taking a productive part in 
the implementation of the recommendation is present among advisors. 
Specific findings supporting the recommendation include these: 
Topping the list of practices most likely to be maintained in academic 
advising units are networking practices, for which proponence and usage 
both stand at 100%. This suggests that a set of linkages, however 
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formally or frequently used, 
and increased collaboration 
is already in place for 
new communication 
Support is high am°ng advisors, at the persoual level and at the 
advising-unit level, for development activities designed to broaden 
their knowledge of ad^t learning and adult learners. That actual 
sponsorship of, or participation in, professional development activi¬ 
ties for advisors has been low in the past suggests that a catalyst, 
perhaps in a form combining new resources, high-level support, and peer 
encouragement, is needed. 
While usage of some practices, particularly those practices re¬ 
lating to the evaluation of noncollegiate, college-level learning, is 
comparatively low, some degree of usage was reported of all the prac¬ 
tices listed in the advisor instrument. This suggests that at least 
part of the expertise for leading professional development activities 
is available within the advisor group itself or close at hand in the 
institution. Such availability of expertise should reduce the amount 
to be imported for" (and possibly perceived as "imposed upon") the 
group. For example, there are experienced users in Transfer Affairs 
and in University Without Walls of many of the credit-by-examination 
and credit-by-equivalency practices about which several advisors (and 
unit heads) expressed unfamiliarity or uncertainty. 
Academic advising services garnered high student satisfaction 
marks. Student satisfaction with advisor availability and with the 
value of the information provided by advisors ranks second and sixth, 
respectively, among 20 key environmental aspects. The local student 
group is significantly more satisfied with advisor availability than is 
the national norm group. These findings suggest that what advisors 
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know and do in the one-to-one advisi 
widely perceived as directly related 
ng context in this university is 
to learning goals and as posi¬ 
tively influencing student decisions. 
Responses from unit heads (department ctairs and heads, divfsion 
chairs and directors) show that the practice of making academic ad¬ 
vising available is at the top of the list of practices most likely to 
be maintained in departments and divisions. All unit heads who 
esponded to the survey are proponents of the practice, which is used 
in 98% of their units. 
Also among the department/division practices likely to continue or 
expand is maintaining a good referral network with other campus ad- 
vising sources. Unit-head proponence is at 98%, unit usage at 71%. 
More than half of unit heads are proponents of sponsoring or 
participating in a workshop (or other learning experience) for staff 
members who work with adult students. Nearly all unit heads said, 
however, that they had not actually sponsored or participated in such a 
workshop. Various interpretations are possible; perhaps support from 
outside the unit has not been tendered or perhaps advising resources 
are spread too thinly across the large traditional—age population. 
The recommendation is feasible because of several positive factors 
in this university setting: 
A campus wide organization of academic advisors is in the forma¬ 
tive stages, under the working title Academic Advisors Council. It is 
seeking to establish an identity for itself and to be recognized offi- 
cially by the administration. The improvement of academic advising is 
its primary raison d'etre, according to its mission statement (Notes 
from the First Annual Academic Advisors Conference, 1986, p. 2). 
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The Academic Advisors Council has 
levels of responsibility for advising, 
drawn participation from all 
from long-tenured deans to 
entry-level staff assistants. It thus has the potential for hlssealna- 
tlng lnf0rmatl0n and Vitiating change throughout a large, complex 
institution In which advising functions are widely dispersed and in 
which patterns of formal and informal power are not always understood 
or effectively utilized. 
As with most innovations geared to increasing awareness at many 
levels, Recommendation 1 would require open commitment from the 
administration as well as from the advisors' council, along with alio 
cation of resources. 
Recommendation 2 
The second major recommendation formulated for consideration by 
this institution is that an Office of Adult Learning Services be 
established as a clearinghouse for information about options available 
in this university to the 25-and-older undergraduate. 
Study findings, factors in the campus climate, and trends in adult 
education suggest that such an office should have these 
characteristics and responsibilities: 
Its chief function should be to enhance, not to supplant, existing 
advising activities and support services; that is, it should "advise 
about advisors" and "support support services" by serving as a visible 
point of contact for enrolled adult students or potential enrollees. 
Eventually the office could create and maintain a "consumer" file about 
courses and faculty most responsive to adult interests and needs. 
The 0AIi3 should not be tied administratively to any one of the so- 
called "adult units," but should have the capability of giving prelimi- 
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nary and orlentlng information about ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
adult student might have an interest and about any administrative 
procedure likely to involve the student. The office could perhaps be 
patterned after or aligned with other specialized units under Academic 
Support Services, or be placed administratively under the associate 
provost for undergraduate education. 
The director should be trained in adult higher education, 
particularly in development theory and adult learning theory, and 
should be knowledgeable about the broader fields of higher education and 
complex organizations. He or she should hold a terminal degree and 
thus be eligible for faculty status, in order to gain the credibility 
and respect essential to visible and successful functioning among the 
many organizational entities which vie for attention. 
An advisory council should be an essential and functional part 
of the OALS structure. The council should initially include 
representatives of these groups: 
Campus Support Units. Of 16 support-unit heads who were asked 
about encouraging one or more unit staff to serve on committees or 
advisory groups which deal with the concerns of adult students, 88% 
said they were proponents of giving such encouragement, and 75% said 
they had provided such encouragement. Half of the support-unit heads 
who were asked about exploring the possibility of creating an office 
for directing or coordinating services to adult students said they were 
proponents of such exploration, but only one had actually engaged in 
such exploration. 
Adult Undergraduates. The mean satisfaction level of the 100 
students who rated "student voice in college policies" is low, ranking 
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15th among 20 environmental aspects Mr. c- ^ 
uax aspects. No student over 25 held office in 
student government associations at the time of the survey. Service on 
an advisory council concerned with adult-student needs could raise the 
satisfaction levels (concerning involvement In policy-making) both of 
the student committee members and their peers. Usage of many college 
services by adult undergraduates Is low, suggesting unfamiliarity with, 
or misperceptions about, applicability and access that could be 
addressed by this advisory group. 
—VisiQn -- Continuing Education and University Without Walls. 
Most applicable practices addressed by the study are in use in one or 
both of these units. Sharing committee service with representatives of 
support units where similar or complementary practices are used should 
improve coordination. Proponence of support-unit heads for coordina¬ 
ting some services with DCE and UWW and for informing students in DCE 
and UWW about campus support services is in the 77 - 100% range. The 
corresponding usage range is several points lower (64 - 83%). 
Teaching Faculty. More than a third of responding faculty 
reported having worked with UWW students as sponsors or evaluators. 
Many more are proponents of teaching in other modes accessible to part- 
time and/or adult students, but few use those modes. Twenty percent 
said they are proponents of and had participated in local organized 
discussions about how college students learn, about adult students" 
particular needs and preferences, or about assessing student outcomes. 
Fifty percent identified themselves as proponents of such discussions 
who had not so far engaged in them. A few faculty identified them¬ 
selves by name on survey instruments, outlined their interests in the 
adult-student population, and expressed interest in further discussion. 
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Campus-based Units which Serve Adult Students on Onl* a Non- 
crslit Basis, input from such sources, such as the Staff Training and 
Development Unit and the Cooperative Extension Service, would acknow¬ 
ledge the multiple roles of many adult students as well as the exten¬ 
sive expertise and resource materials in these specialised units. 
At later stages in the evolution of the advisory council, repre¬ 
sentation from top administrative levels should be sought, along 
with participation from Five-College members and area transfer/feeder 
institutions. 
Numerous possible functions of the OALS office could be identi¬ 
fied and prioritized from the study findings, other research findings, 
and council deliberations. The following list is not an exhaustive 
one, nor are the items in priority order: 
a. Coordination of the professional development activities sug¬ 
gested for advisors under Recommendation 1, and similar activities for 
other campus groups, such as undergraduate teaching faculty. 
b. Publication of a newsletter to adult students (or, more widely, 
to part time students), using the best features of previous publica¬ 
tions aimed at commuters. A portion of the part-timers' activity fee 
(whose very existence and perceived use are low on adult students 
satisfaction scales) could be diverted to this effort if such use were 
explained to fee-payers accordingly. 
c. Attention to "ageism" in the context and existing delivery 
modes of the campus-wide effort to recognize and study diversity. 
d. Provision of a peer assistance program. This could be staffed 
by adult work-study students. Only six academic-unit heads reported 
both proponence and usage of such programs (for students in general); 
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29 others said they are proponents but that their units do not have 
such programs. 
*' Carrying out of needs assessments among the adult-student 
population. While needs assessments were identified as high priorities 
and as fairly widely used (100% proponence and 75% usage among support- 
unit heads surveyed), the application of some existing assessments to 
adult-student concerns is unclear. Cost-effectiveness would be an 
attribute of needs assessments undertaken collaboratively by the pro¬ 
posed OALS and other data-gathering services such as SAREO and the 
Office of Institutional Research and Planning. 
f. Installation of computer-assisted advising capability oriented 
to adult users, which would be cost-prohibitive if provided in all 
advising units. Half of the academic advisors surveyed are propo¬ 
nents of using adult-oriented advising software such as SIGI and DISCO¬ 
VER, but only three reported having used it. At minimum, interested 
advisors could acquaint themselves with the software in the OALS office 
in order to promote its use among students. 
g. Provision of a research site and database for graduate students 
in the Adult and Higher Education Program. Viable issues are numerous, 
and could include the local setting's relationship to the forthcoming 
conclusions of a national study about increasing participation of adult 
students in higher education, especially about the "mainstreaming" of 
that population (Aslanian and Brickell, How Americans in Transition 
Study for College Credit, in press) and the nature of those parts of 
the adult population which remain largely unserved. The suggestions 
elsewhere in this chapter for further research touch only a few of the 
other areas for possible graduate-student projects. 
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h. A pilot program for older male students, patterned after appU- 
cable features of Everywoman's Center, which was Identified in the 
study as highly responsive to female adult students In a number of 
support areas. As the proportion of females In higher education passes 
the 507. mark and as the rate of divorce and family breakup continues to 
escalate, a case could be made for at least a startup effort to concen¬ 
trate assistance for adult male undergraduates In a visible place. 
1. A location where adults' prior learning experiences, particu¬ 
larly those acquired outside collegiate settings, could be assessed for 
possible credit award or other applications to university degree 
programs. While centralizing assessment resources and expertise in the 
OALS would have advantages for publicizing the process as well as for 
aiding students, locating them in the proposed support unit should not 
be done in such a way as to relieve departments and individual faculty 
of participation in the collaborative activities essential for evalua¬ 
tion of prior learning. 
Recommendation 3 
Third among the actions suggested by study findings is that a task 
force investigate the possibility of expanding the number and nature of 
academic-department courses offered after 4 p.m. 
A popular conception that after-regular-hours scheduling at this 
university is exceedingly sparse is represented by the newspaper ex¬ 
cerpt cited earlier in this chapter. A related study finding is that 
satisfaction of adult undergraduates with "availability of the courses 
you want at times you can take them" is lowest among 20 environmental 
aspects. Other Majors students are more satisfied than UWW students 
with course-time availability, but if Other Majors' satisfaction levels 
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for the 20 environmental aspects were ranked in a separate list, 
course-time availability would still be very low on the list-in ,8th 
Place, tied with satisfaction concerning racial harmony. Purther> the 
common1 y cited 4 p.m. dividing line may not be the key or only issue; 
findings indicate that the satisfaction level of full-time students 
with course-time availability is not significantly different from the 
satisfaction level of part-time students. An additional impetus for 
this recommendation is that more suggestions for expanding course 
scheduling after 4 p.m. or on weekends were received from students than 
for any other type of change. 
Other study findings fuel speculation that the necessary ingredi¬ 
ents for alleviation are probably available here but are unfocused and 
undefined: Almost half of responding unit heads indicated not only that 
they are proponents of scheduling some sections of courses in evenings 
or on weekends but also that their units do such scheduling. Nearly 
another third are proponents in units which do not do such scheduling. 
These findings suggest fairly wide precedent for programming outside 
daytime hours, along with some existing decision-making mechanisms and 
a fair amount of receptivity, despite some unnamed constraints. 
Fully one third of responding faculty said not only that they are 
proponents of "teaching a regularly departmental course outside tradi¬ 
tional weekday, daytime periods" but also that they do such teaching. 
Nearly half of the faculty sample are proponents of after-hours teach¬ 
ing but do not engage in it. If these percentages were generalized to 
the pool of 1,142 "eligibles" from which the sample was drawn, nearly 
400 faculty could be characterized as "practicing what they propone" 
and another 550 as "proponing but not practicing," leaving only 145 
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Who neither teach after hours nor favor doing so. Such a lavish gene¬ 
ralization is far too optimistic, but further inquiry by a special task 
force acquainted with the forces impinging on the situation could 
whittle the potential to valid size, perhaps over a broader time slice 
than was carved out for the study. 
Arranging advising sessions with faculty after 4 p.m. is commonly 
perceived as difficult. Yet more than half of the faculty respondents 
said they are available for such appointments, when three facets of 
after-hours advising are compared, the percentage of faculty reporting 
that they are available is statistically greater than both the percen¬ 
tage of academic units and the percentage of advising units who make 
such late-hours advising available. 
An important but sometimes discounted factor in course-time avai¬ 
lability, particularly for part-time students, is frequency of trips to 
campus during daylight hours. Nearly 60% of unit heads not only said 
that they are proponents of "scheduling longer, less frequent class 
meetings for the convenience of students" but also reported that their 
units do so. Another 20% are proponents in units which do not use such 
scheduling. 
Underlying such essentials as how many courses are available in 
the evening/weekend format are the larger issues of whether part-timers 
can complete requirements for at least some programs in after-regular- 
hours formats, and whether they can complete the last 60 hours [at 
whatever hour taken] within the 10—semester limit set by university 
policy. More than half of unit heads said they are proponents of 
after-hours completion by part-timers, but only 13 (27%) said their 
units make it possible. 
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Recommendation 4 
Fourth on the list of recordations is that the soundness of the 
ti*e li.it on repletion of program requirements by part-time students 
be questioned by the task force addressing Recommendation 3. Such an 
assessment should be made within a larger examination of the imple¬ 
mentation status of recommendations made by the 1983 Task Force on 
Part-Time Students (Task Force on Part time Students: Recommendations 
and Final Re£ort, 1983; see also Special Report of the Academic Matters 
Council Concerning Part-time Students, 1982). 
A general trend in higher education is that the average time of 
completion for full-time students is inching closer to ten semesters. 
This immediately suggests that completion of a final 60 hours by part- 
timers may be becoming correspondingly more difficult. 
About half of unit heads are proponents of completion by part- 
timers within the 10-semester limit, but such completion is possible in 
only 10 units (21%). Ten other unit heads left the blank and several 
indicated uncertainty; this suggests that the time constraints on part- 
time students are not clearly defined or uniformly applied and/or that 
the instrument item is unclear. [In retrospect, the instrument item, 
"Making it possible for some part-time students to accomplish require¬ 
ments for some programs within the usual 10-semester limit," assumes 
that the writer and the respondents have correctly inferred the final 
60 hours qualifier, when it should have been a part of the phrase.] 
Nevertheless, there are enough indications that another task-force 
inquiry is in order, including signs of confusion among part-time 
students seeking interpretation of current enrollment categories 
(described in Undergraduate Right and Responsibilities, 1987, pp. 18- 
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19) and an unfinished administrative Inquiry Into "ways to optimise 
older and nontradltlonal student enrollments" called for by the most 
recent marketing plan for the university (Benedict, 1984, p. 23). 
Perhaps wider, consistent availability of clear Information to 
enrolled and potential students about part-time status would be the 
only action needed. This possibility echoes one of the Academic Mat¬ 
ters Council's concerns in 1982: that the availability of a "viable 
alternative ... has not been fully advertised to students" (Special 
Refiort of the Academic Matters Council Concerning Part-time Students, 
1982, p. 1). At the same time, however, unit heads should reexamine 
the structures of their own programs to ascertain the feasibility and 
desirability of rapid completion by those In part-time enrollment 
status, a category into which many adult undergraduates fall. 
Re c ommenda tio n 5 
The fifth and sixth recommendations arising from the study concern 
two other modes of study particularly applicable to part-time students: 
independent study courses and continuing education courses. Study 
findings show that independent study is available on a reasonably broad 
basis. They also reveal some interesting differences among respondent 
groups: (1) The proponence of faculty for supervising an independent 
study course is significantly greater than the proponence of unit heads 
for offering courses in the independent study mode. (2) Advisors 
advise students about the possibility of independent study and faculty 
teach independent study courses at significantly greater rates than 
units make such study available. 
These outcomes and some setting factors support a recommendation 
that the pattern of independent study credit be traced to see how 
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extensively part-time students are using it (in proportion to their 
numbers in the undergraduate population), to compare their completion 
rates to those of full-time students, and to identify the features of 
the mode which are responsible for unit heads' lower proponence. (Now 
that the course numbering system enables ready identification of facul- 
ty sponsors, systematic inquiry should be feasible.) 
Although earning credit by independent study is often considered a 
handy "fallback" option by many students, the mode is not appropriate 
for all who seek it, as it requires more self-discipline and more 
ability to negotiate and execute a work plan than do many traditional 
classroom courses. Many adult students are on campus infrequently, 
perhaps hampering the scheduling of appointments with the supervising 
faculty member. Some adult students long out of school lack the skills 
and/or confidence to pursue solo study. Thus, at minimum, in order to 
gear this alternative delivery mode towards higher success rates, a set 
of guidelines should be prepared for faculty to use in determining 
student readiness to engage in independent study and in choosing 
the appropriate amount of structure and a suitable pattern of evalua¬ 
tion. 
Recommendation 6 
Issues relating to the balancing of costs for students moving from 
Division of Continuing Education status to degree-seeking status in 
other university units emerged during the study. Some of these issues 
can be included under Recommendations 3 and 4 because they were 
addressed by the 1983 task force and could thus be reexamined by a 
followup group. But other relationships with DCE merit a separate 
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reommendation: In llght of some trends _ ^ ^ ^ 
effort should he undertaken to improve the articulation of the D1vislo„ 
of Continuing Education with other university groups and units. How 
the topic might be addressed and who should address it are the domain 
of those better acquainted with the complexities of the situation, but 
these study findings and setting factors seem pertinent: 
Faculty proponence is high for teaching departmental courses 
through DCE, either as initiated by the faculty member or his/her unit 
(88% proponence) or in response to constituent demand as identified by 
DCE (81% proponence). But reports of actually teaching in either of 
those modes are few (24% and 9% of the faculty sample, respectively). 
If the assumption is made that adult students would constitute a visi¬ 
ble proportion of evening courses taught by those supportive faculty, 
then two additional study findings are applicable: Only 27% of faculty 
respondents said they mentioned work with adult students in their 
annual reports, and only 4% reported receiving recognition for such 
effort through the reward system. The setting factors that DCE teach¬ 
ing does not contribute to faculty "load*' and that the legislature 
places restraints on funding after-hours courses work against improving 
articulation of day expertise with "evening" opportunity. 
Smaller in scope but important to those students involved is the 
need to improve articulation of DCE's Bachelor of General Studies 
program with other baccalaureate programs. At minimum, BGS students 
should be elevated from the "space-available" registration category to 
the eligibility status accorded other matriculated degree-seekers. 
The university's planned unification of registration functions 
("Undergraduate Registrar, Scheduling Office Transferred to Academic 
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Affairs 1988, p. 2) is a step towards streamlined administrative 
capability. Some colleges examined in the College Board's "mainstream¬ 
ing" study (Aslanian, 1986, p. 7) have taken this step and others as 
they begin to adjust to "changes in student mix." Dismantling divi¬ 
sions of adult and continuing education and giving their functions to 
regular administrative units has been the approach of some, while 
others are trying an "extended day" approach such as that advocated by 
Massachusetts' chancellor of higher education (Jenifer, 1986). Extreme 
restructuring undertaken without careful study, however, may obliterate 
many of the effective and specialized approaches developed over the 
years in campus units which have successfully served, often on a very 
personalized basis, re-entry adults and part-time students. 
Recommendation 7 
A final recommendation places the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst in broad spatial and temporal contexts. In recognition of the 
Congressional act which a century ago created additional land-grant 
colleges to extend access to higher education to an underserved popula¬ 
tion (The Statutes at Large . . . , 1891), a conference should be 
scheduled on this campus within the next two years on this general 
topic: ’The Role of Rural Land-Grant Universities in Meeting the Needs 
of Adult Learners. Presentations should be sought from both older and 
newer land-grant institutions which have interpreted their historic 
missions in productive but diverging ways. Other features should 
include participation by campus units which serve adults, by area 
cooperating and collaborating institutions, by specialists in adult 
higher education, and by adult students themselves. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
The possibilities for additional research which are listed below 
are essentially reactions to three kinds of stimuli: Ideas and popula¬ 
tions set aside when limits to the study were drawn, the realization 
during data gathering and analysis that more outcomes could be Identi¬ 
fied and described than were feasible even for a major study, and the 
energizing process of seeing interesting connections between one's own 
research interests and others'. Each of the suggestions below repre- 
sents a blend of those avenues of inspiration. 
The "Adult Development" of Faculty 
Nearly half of the faculty sample in the present study completed 
an optional set of questions about developmental approaches to course 
design and revision. Challenging students to greater cognitive devel¬ 
opment was acknowledged by the majority of this group. Challenging 
ego/personality or moral/ ethical positions is far less prevalent and, 
according to a few parenthetical comments, less well understood. 
What is the relationship of (a) faculty interest in developmental 
approaches to course design and delivery to (b) their own adult- 
developmental stages? What effect on course design and delivery might 
result from faculty participation in a workshop designed to (a) help 
them discover their own positions in life cycles-transitions-stages- 
phases models or to (b) acquaint them with developmental approaches to 
such diverse subjects as English, history, anthropology, and engineer¬ 
ing? Materials are in existence to support either kind of activity. 
An example for the former is Krupp's workbook-style Adult Development: 
Implications for Staff Development (1981). Essays on the latter con- 
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stitute much of The Modern American College (Chickering, 
537). 
1981, pp. 328- 
Shades and Hues of Propone nee 
For the advantage of gathering quantifiable proponence data so 
that large groups of university personnel could be characterised, the 
opportunity to sample systematically the nature and nuance of Indivi¬ 
dual proponence was sacrificed In the study design. Yet volunteer 
comments on instruments hint that the range of positive attitudes 
represented by "Yes" responses stretches from what one respondent 
defined as "mild receptivity" to the verve of the person who wrote, "We 
need a bunch of Grey Panthers, Maggie Kuhn and some vociferous adults 
aged 25-40, to strike NOISILY in this place.” 
What are the kinds and strengths of proponence for adult students 
m this university? Could a "proponence scale" be devised to describe 
and compare them? What relationship does proponence have to 
respondents gender (beyond the intriguing but relatively few findings 
which emerged from the present study) and to age, which was not one of 
the identifying characteristics in the study? 
Students Outside the Barriers 
The "barriers to participation" model (Cross, 1981, pp. 97-108) 
was adapted to create an "obstacles to satisfaction" model for this 
gtudy, in order to content-analyze the institutional changes suggested 
by currently enrolled, degree—seeking adult undergraduates. However, 
the barriers concept in its original form is pertinent to the popula¬ 
tion of adult undergraduates who had dropped out of the university 
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before the sample was drawn and were thus excluded from ^ ^ Ror 
a .ore valid picture of the ••fit" of this institution to the needs of 
adult undergraduates, the dropout population should he surveyed about 
satisfaction levels and about perceived barriers in institutional atti¬ 
tudes, behaviors, practices, and policies. 
A population even .ore difficult to reach co.prises the once- 
prospective adult students who approached the institution but either 
not formally apply or did not survive the entry process, for a 
variety of situational, institutional, or dispositional reasons. 
Systematic inquiry into this population my be impossible. Perhaps 
inviting volunteer responses via a survey form in area newspapers, 
while weak as a research design, would be a productive pilot study. 
Local vs. National-Norm Students 
At least three areas of significant difference in satisfaction 
between the local adult-student group and the national normative group 
would make interesting topics for further study. The three were iden¬ 
tified when findings about key environmental aspects were enumerated, 
but were not discussed in detail. The local group's mean satisfaction 
score is significantly higher than the norm group's concerning college 
media. The norm group has the significantly higher score in satisfac¬ 
tion with college catalog/admissions publications and with student 
government. 
One worthwhile investigation would be to compare traditional-age- 
student satisfaction to adult-student satisfaction with these aspects 
of this university. Viable larger projects would be the replication of 
the present study's entire adult-student component, either with tradi- 
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tional-age students on thi 
representing Northeastern 
chusetts at Amherst. 
S CampUS or ^ adult-student sample 
Peer Institutions of the University of Masse 
Proponents as "Linkage Agents" 
The adoption or expansion of practices effective with adult stu¬ 
dents is an underlying goal of most of the recommendations offered 
earlier in this chapter. Diffusion of knowledge or innovation need not 
be left to chance. One of this institution's researchers whose area of 
expertise is the purposeful influencing of change refers to change 
agents as "linkage agents." They are those persons who 
Sift t*?rou8h mounds of new practices, products, 
nd ideas, in order to determine which ones best meet the 
needs of targeted audiences. Their preferences can deter- 
p^U359)? 6ffeCtlVe life-span of innovations (Wolf, 1984, 
Are the "proponent/users" of the present study (those who re¬ 
sponded, Yes, I am a proponent of this practice, and yes, this is my 
practice") effective linkage agents? In the configuration of variables 
and processes underlying the Wolf-Welsh Linkage Methodology (see dia¬ 
gram in Wolf, p. 364), could "proponent/non-users" ("Yes, I am a propo¬ 
nent of this practice, but no, it is not my practice") be characterized 
as the "targeted audience or adopting units"? Which practices effec¬ 
tive in serving adults might be selected as experimental innovations? 
(For confidentiality reasons, the individual responses gathered 
via pencil-and-paper survey in the present study are not available to 
another investigator, but similar data could be gathered via an instru¬ 
ment tailored to the diffusion of a particular innovation and patterned 
after the Guide-based instruments.) 
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Measuring "Climate" 
The scheme of combining and weighting proponence and usage re¬ 
sponses in order to establish a climate for maintenance and adoption of 
practices holds considerable promise for future experimentation. The 
formula, developed only to a rudimentary stage in this study, could be 
made more powerful statistically, not only to balance the four unambi¬ 
guous combinations of proponence and usage (YY, YN, NY, and NN), but 
also to make use of information in partial responses (e. g^, proponence 
known, usage unknown or ambiguous; usage known, proponence unknown or 
inferred). Weighted climate scores could be determined for respondents 
or groups of respondents as well as for practices. Summing individual 
YY, YN, NY, and NN scores could characterize relative responsiveness 
across various aggregations such as school, college, and faculty affi¬ 
liation. 
Suggestions for future research involving Postsecondary Education 
Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and Plan¬ 
ning Guide are offered in Chapter VI. 
Connections to the Literature 
The design and rationale of the study are based upon principles 
and procedures extracted from the literature concerning adult develop¬ 
ment, responses of higher education institutions, institutional self- 
assessment, and survey research methodology. Many of the outcomes of 
the study add to or strengthen that literature. Only a few examples 
are cited below. 
Key among the connections and influences of the study is that its 
findings enhance the construct validity of Postsecondary Education 
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A Self^fudy A^essm^ ^ ^ That ^ ^ 
flndl„gs ln several lnstanc£s success£ully dlscrlmlnace certain 
units and groups which serve greater md ^ ^ 
students, using the guidance of earlier users to add needed topics to 
the Guide and seeking student perceptions of institutional response 
increased the potential usefulness of the results when they are re¬ 
turned to the participants and disseminated to other decision-makers. 
That the study targeted areas of unfamiliarity and uncertainty about 
certain practices fortifies the conclusion of some observers that some 
institutional unresponsiveness to adults can be attributed to ignorance 
about the needs of that population and/or the nature of practices 
effective in meeting those needs. 
Outcomes of the student satisfaction component corroborate conclu¬ 
sions of Cross (1981) and others that the biggest barriers or obstacles 
adult students encounter are in fitting their college experiences into 
the constraints imposed by their other responsibilities. Study results 
also point up the need to seek input from former or once-prospective 
students for whom the barriers have been insurmountable. 
The study's high response and instrument-completion rates can be 
linked to the incorporation of principles of useful institutional self- 
study and the characteristics of good survey research. These include 
the expression of commitment from high in the administration; incor¬ 
poration of local "team" expertise; demonstration of topic salience to 
prospective participants; respect for diverse opinion; attention to 
confidentiality issues; fit of the survey instruments to this institu¬ 
tion; and adherence to systematic planning, professionalism, and fol¬ 
lowup procedures. 
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The study can be viewed as a link between earlier research and 
future investigations in two additional ways. Pirst, there are .any 
possibilities for speculation in the findings, in addition to those 
singled out for priority discussion, which others could develop further 
and link to the same foundational sources. Second rh« 
' second, the suggestions for 
future research in this chapter bring in possible connections to the 
work of others which did not figure in the present planning or design. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CRITIQUE OF THE GUIDE AND ITS ADAPTATIONS 
This final chapter focuses again on the primary materials used in 
an institution-wide self-study of the responsiveness at the University 
of Massachusetts at Amherst to adult undergraduates. The chapter has 
these components: (1) a brief critique of the publication which 
provided content and process guidance for the project (Postsecondarv 
Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment 
and Planning Guide); (2) some insights arising from adaptations made to 
the Guide expressly for this study; (3) a personal evaluation of the 
study's information-gathering capability; and (4) suggestions for fur- 
ther experimentation with the Guide. 
The As-Published Guide 
[The comments made in this section derived from an exercise which 
was undertaken in addition to the initial examination and adaptation of 
the Guide and the construction and the use of instruments based on it. 
This supplementary exercise consisted of long interviews, based on the 
as-published sequence and content of the Guide, with staff representa¬ 
tives from the Division of Continuing Education and University Without 
Walls. Details of the exercise are given in Appendix A. ] 
The Guide is the flexible, theoretically grounded tool that its 
developers claim it to be. It covers a broad range of practices often 
effective with adult students, and is arranged in logical groupings 
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corresponding Co Che division of fnnecions in many poscseeondar, inaci- 
tucions. ic encourages users Co add addicional quescio„s and Co elin,- 
nace questions inappropriate for their particular institutions. The 
looseleaf format facilitates putting categories in local priority order 
and assigning tasks to a study team. The published collection of user 
reports (Warren, 1986a) and the supplementary manual (Warren, 1986b) 
are valuable adjuncts, offering further insights into the process along 
with expressions of the realities in actual "field" experiences. 
The Guide's flexibility can be variously interpreted, however. 
User reports contain both criticisms of the Guide format as cumbersome 
and praise for its adaptability and for its complementarity to local 
evaluative materials. Perhaps those who found it unwieldy attempted 
too few departures from the printed pages or failed to anticipate the 
abundance of data which can be generated by using the entire publica- 
tion. 
This researcher's reflection over the present study has led to the 
conclusion that the Guide was indeed the appropriate tool to adapt for 
the study and to the local setting, even though major departures from 
its as-published form were deemed necessary. One criticism of general 
format and two concerning particular sections merit special attention 
below, primarily because some of the elected changes were made partly 
to avoid some awkward aspects. 
As shown in the sample Guide pages on page 54, instructions sug¬ 
gest that only one choice be made across an entire group of questions 
concerning the "current status of this descriptor policy at your unit." 
This single judgment becomes awkward when the practices in the catego¬ 
ry, even though they may be similar in important ways, differ greatly 
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in use in an institution. T0 cite rk. i«, , 
cite the local example for the practices 
shown on the sample page, correspondence study is almost nonexistent 
here and media-delivered formats are rare, hut impendent study is 
widely used and internships and individualised learning contracts are 
fairly common. How, then, would one choose, for the entire category, 
among the five "consideration" options at the bottom of the page? 
Eliminating this global-consideration part of the exercise and install- 
ing a dual "proponence” and "usage" formal- m 
age rormat as a more precise measure 
was the modification derived for this study. An alternate approach 
would be to build a matrix, perhaps a conventional decision-making 
matrix, placing the five "consideration" options on one axis and the 
category s diagnostic questions on the other. Such a graphic device 
could facilitate enumerating, for example, how many practices in the 
Guide are in active consideration across categories. Perhaps, too, the 
performance rating exercise on the page opposite each set of questions, 
if employed as appropriate to the norms of the institution, would be 
more easily carried out with the visual support of such a matrix. 
For all questions in the Guide except five items under the heading 
Criteria for Admissions, an affirmative answer means that a practice 
effective with adult students is in place. In contrast, a "Yes" 
response to these particular five questions indicates the opposite— 
adherence to admissions standards and means which are commonly used 
with 18-22-year olds but which are less pertinent for persons whose 
high-school years may be far in the past. The items are these: 
(1) Are adult learners evaluated using the same standards 
as for traditional students in the following criterion 
areas: 
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(a) High school grade point average? 
-YES -N0_NOT APPLICABLE 
<b) ^d“«s?nS 8lVe" by hlgh SChOCl 
YES NO 
_NOT APPLICABLE 
(c) Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores? 
-YES_NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(d) American College Testing (ACT) scores? 
-YES_NO _NOT APPLICABLE 
(e) Local tests or standardized tests not 
mentioned above [?] 
YES NO 
_NOT APPLICABLE 
(p. 22) 
Such a reversal In the meaning of the answers perhaps poses no problems 
for an interview setting in which the interviewer can make explanations 
for the shift and from which only narrative data will be extracted (as 
was the present case). However, departing from an otherwise consistent 
response rationale constitutes a potential source of computational 
error if any sort of checklist or quantifiable summary of affirmative 
responses is later employed. 
Asking, in a diagnostic question under the heading Adult Learners 
Presently Served (p. 6), whether each of 32 separate items of informa¬ 
tion about advisees is collected by the unit presents a formidable task 
to the respondent. In a one-to-one interview, such a round of ques¬ 
tioning may be reasonably feasible, but in a pencil-and-paper instru¬ 
ment whose length may be a primary factor in a recipient's decision to 
respond, such a list could discourage completion of the instrument. 
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Grouping the 32 Into eight larger categories was ^ 
for the present study. 
Finally, more emphasis should be placed In Guide Introductory 
materials on the value of using the publication in settings other than 
formal self-studies. Guide contents could generate a series of 
provocative topics for discussion in staff meetings of units which 
presently serve adults or In units contemplating changes towards 
greater responsiveness to adults. 
Adapting the Guide 
In the adaptation of the Guide to the present study, three pencil- 
and-paper instruments were developed and a repertoire of interview 
questions constructed. The Guide lent itself well to both investiga¬ 
tive formats. Some points of particular emphasis emerged in the pro¬ 
cess, and may be useful to others contemplating similar undertakings: 
Any items added by researchers should not only be thoroughly 
grounded in the literature, but should also be subjected to more vali¬ 
dity and reliability testing than may be given to the established 
elements in the publication. (An additional round of pilot—testing 
would be one method.) In the present case, only three items were 
deleted from first-draft instruments after pilot testing, but two of 
the three had been added by the researcher. 
—An investigator should understand that in substituting mailed 
instruments for personal contacts, an amount of certainty in obtaining 
information can be lost. If, for example, only one person is the 
source of information about a unique or key unit (i. e., is a "sample 
of one"), perhaps that person should be interviewed rather than sent a 
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In the present study> only ^ the vaiued ^ 
tion requested via instruments mailed to the head of an "adult" unit 
was returned by the participant. 
-A study designer should thoroughly anticipate that a wealth of 
information may be accumulated as the outcome of a series of inter¬ 
views. Such abundant information, particularly if it deals with many 
very specialized practices (such as those pertaining to housing or 
financial aid), may not lend itself as readily to quantifying and other 
aggregating and descriptive techniques as does questionnaire data. In 
the present study, much useful and often detailed information was 
gathered from 23 support-services heads. In order to present a 
manageable and coherent number of findings in this report, only those 
26 practices common to six or more support units and to DCE and UWW 
were subjected to detailed analysis. (The remaining data will be 
preserved for possible treatment in supplementary reports. It also has 
potential value for individual contacts designed to expand the re¬ 
searcher s knowledge of support services and interviewees' understand¬ 
ing of the intent and outcomes of the study.) 
There is no substitute for consultation prior to and during the 
selection and modification of questions. This is particularly true if 
the researcher is working without a study team or if functions overlap 
among support services on a campus. 
Evaluating the Study 
Many of the positive attributes of the study were stated or im¬ 
plied in Chapters IV and V. They include high response and completion 
rates; numerous patterns of proponence and usage discernible by visual 
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inspection and statistical analysis; the blending of study ffndlngs 
with trends in higher education and local setting factors to support 
conclusions and recommendations; and the linking of present outcomes to 
concepts in the literature and to possibilities for future research. 
A personal kind of assessment was also sought-some indication of 
how successful the study had been in accumulating useful information 
local setting in the various Guide categories. For this pri¬ 
vate exercise, the performance ratings (which were not used in the 
study itself to evaluate the university) were put to use, along with 
the 33 descriptor statements (principles of good practice) which were 
implicit in the study design but not cited verbatim in instruments. 
By means of a rating checklist, the researcher made a highly 
subjective evaluation of the study's perceived capabilities under each 
of the 33 descriptor statements. The question guiding the self-rating 
of the project was, How successful was this institutional self-study in 
enabling a lone investigator to gather information which makes possible 
broad characterizations of groups and services and supports preliminary 
conclusions and recommendations? 
For more than 80% of the descriptors, the study was judged to be 
Adequate or higher for its information-generating capability. The 
remaining 20% fared as follows: For one descriptor, the self-rating was 
a qualified Adequate; for three, Less than Adequate; and for two out¬ 
side the chosen scope of the study, Poor. 
A qualified Adequate was given the study under this descriptor: 
"All basic campus campus services are evaluated to determine their 
value, or potential value, to adult learners" (Postsecondary Education 
Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self-Study Assessment and Plan- 
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njng Guide, 1984, p. 82). The Guide covers services In this 
category with a ^scellaW group of questlons. Seven were selected 
for the study, relating to information-gathering and dissemination, 
Child care, and student employment. Two were not selected, relating to 
food services and personal safety programs. Thus, while information 
about the seven Is Adequate or higher, commenting on the overall 
descriptor statement would have little specific meaning. 
The three Less than Adequate ratings are outgrowths of recognized 
inadequacies in three adapted survey questions. In the first topic 
area, this descriptor heads the diagnostic questions: "To serve adult 
learners effectively, it is desirable to develop a definition of the 
adult learner group or groups to be served. . ." (p. 4). Survey 
efforts had mixed outcomes. Adult learner "definition" questions 
were asked, with good result, of the heads of the Division of Con¬ 
tinuing Education and University Without Walls. But the first few at¬ 
tempts at including them in telephone interviews of support-service 
heads were awkward, suggesting that asking for definitions of adult 
learners in an institution which serves few degree-seeking adult under¬ 
graduates is inappropriate because too much explanation is required. 
Thus this area of inquiry was eliminated or deemphasized in remaining 
interviews. 
Concerning the descriptor which reads, "Institution-controlled 
programs of student financial aid are available to all adult learners 
on a basis that reflects their levels of need" (p. 26), an emphasis on 
institution-controlled financial-aid programs was not brought strongly 
enough into interview questions. Thus most of the financial-aid direc- 
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tor's responses concern federal and state aid, „hlch are largely ^ 
side the control of the Institution. 
T«o important concepts are combined In the descriptor which reads, 
ln whlcasignificant — 
flexible enough^o take ?ntn 316 sound, yet 
the life situations'of^dult ^ by 
The Guide's questions in this category (and thus the adapted versions) 
cover the flexibility aspect of degree requirements but do not address 
their academic soundness. Because all degree programs, not just those 
"In which significant numbers of adults are expected to enroll," were 
targeted by the survey of unit heads, the need to add items about 
academic soundness was overlooked. Thus study data are Adequate for the 
former aspect but Poor for the latter. 
The two areas excluded from the study rated, predictably, a Poor 
for the information generated under those headings. The relevant 
descriptors are: 
Quality certificate and other credit and noncredit continuing 
education programs are available for adult learners who do not 
have a degree objective in pursuing a particular course of 
study (p. 50). 
In addition to its mission statement, the unit has a statement 
of objectives regarding programs and services for adult 
learners (p. 106). 
Information gathered about credit programs in which degree seekers are 
enrolled was rated Adequate to Very Good, while non-credit programs 
were outside the chosen scope of the study. The area of "objectives" 
was eliminated in order to focus more strongly on "mission." Two open- 
ended "mission" questions for unit heads and faculty and one "purpose" 
question for advisors elicited much interesting material for content 
analysis. 
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Further Use of the Guide 
Two particularly intriguing possibilities for further experimenta¬ 
tion with Guide-based instruments came to light during the course of 
the present study: 
If separate groups of personnel in a range of academic or service 
units are surveyed via instruments tailored to each group, the investi¬ 
gator may wish to determine proponence and usage at the unit level 
across all groups of personnel. In the present case, an interesting 
comparison would have been to fold unit-head, faculty, and advisor 
proponence into school, college, and faculty categories in order to 
compare higher-level aggregations of support. An even more challenging 
exercise would be to use the "climate" formula among personnel units to 
determine readiness to respond, in addition to deriving climate scores 
for the practices. Such an investigation would involve applying the 
formula to the number of YY, YN, NY, and NN responses given by each 
respondent and then aggregating those into academic or other affilia- 
tional groups. In the present study, the varying lengths of instru¬ 
ments worked against an exploratory application of this concept, but in 
future studies, instruments of similar length could be devised. 
The acceptable number of "matches" and large number of "almost 
matches of Guide items to Student Opinion Survey items lead, predict¬ 
ably, to thoughts about an adult-student version of parts of the Guide. 
Such an instrument should be more than just a satisfaction scale, 
however. There are indications in the present study that many adult 
students may not be aware of some of the options open to them and/or 
that flexibility approached collaboratively by student and advisor or 
faculty member can be an asset. Thus an "awareness" measure, perhaps 
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imitative of the usage-of-college-services measure In the SOS, would 
be a useful component of any companion Instrument designed to balance 
student perceptions against the Institutional perceptions elicited by 
the present Guide. 
Concluding Thoughts 
An institutional self-study of a large, complex university on any 
topic must necessarily be a complex effort reaching across many campus 
units to mesh findings into an assimilable form, while extensive 
adaptation of Postsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult 
— rner: - §2iJzStudy Assessment and Planning Guide was undertaken In 
order to take advantage of others' experiences and to fit the tool to 
this institution and to a particular way of Implementation, the solid, 
underlying rationale and intent of the Guide remained unchanged. Thus 
the original Guide might now be viewed as having even greater possibi¬ 
lities, and the adaptation should be further modifiable for good 
results in other locations. The combination of the Student Opinion 
Survey with the Guide was a suitable one which may suggest other pair- 
ings of existing instruments. The study produced information which can 
be used to examine whole groups or groups subdivided by selected 
characteristics, and about smaller units which can stand alone or be 
grouped together by similar functions. The study generated quantita¬ 
tive and non-quantitative data which could be used immediately to set 
priorities for discussion which might lead to changes in policy and 
practice. Other findings may merely point up some areas or topics 
needing the more intensive scrutiny which study teams representing a 
cross section of the institution can undertake. 
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Design of Instruments 
With IZ^TrolV^y ZtlZr ln 
rate. Important sources included Erdos (1970)6nl!!nskyea975)reSPOnSe 
Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978)- Childers PrlHo a 1 975 ’ 
Borg and Gall (1983); Altschuld and Lower (1984) ’r "U O980,: 
Heberlein (1984); Lockhart (1984); and Sudlan and BraTb'urn""984°). 
12-po^etvoe°faf °al4 Were PrePared °n 3 “ord P«- 
graphs of instruction and between contentaiteIsStonavoiddthetWeen Pata~ 
of masses of words. DistrihuHnn . , t0 avoid the appearance 
advisor instruments were produced by a hiah-^alltlt'Kead’ £aCUlty' 3nd 
on 20-lb stock, ivory l/colo^ 5 
simply a Roman numeral and the name of the target eroun- fnr i 
These topics were addressed: purpose and brief description of study- 
ssurance that no value judgment of practices suitable for traditional- 
Wau imPliedJ definition of "adult student": directions for 
espondmg to the two-question format (these varied slightly among the 
ee instruments); assurance of confidentality; invitation to make 
additional comments; and a "thank you." 
Item Format: As described in the Methodology chapter, all items 
selected for use in Part I and II instruments were rewritten as parti¬ 
cipial phrases so that a two-question response format could be 
appended. An example is "Advising students at off-campus locations." 
Short explanatory paragraphs were inserted between some category head- 
ings and the first item included in the category. 
Response Format: A response format was sought which featured ease of 
response yet had the capability of eliciting two kinds of information: 
(a) an indication of receptivity to, or support of, a practice (ideal¬ 
ly, at a level of judgment above current exigencies in the respondent's 
situation); and (b) an indication of whether the practice is part of 
the respondent's customary or expected activity. 
The first-tried response format was inspired by a standardized 
instrument, Institutional Goals Inventory (Peterson and Uhl, 1977, p. 
5), whose "importance" scale uses derivatives of the concepts "Is this 
a goal? and Should this be a goal?" The version inserted in this 
study's draft instruments sent to pilot readers read, 
IS this your 
practice? 
SHOULD this be 
your practice? 
1. [item] YES NO YES NO 
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Some concern attended the choice of "shm.lH" . 
might carry overtones of obligation euilt concern that the word 
stronger than the intended meaning Investigator bias 
where practices of an individmin?a?her?^nta°L^dVOCaCy,Lpar,:icularly 
This concern was amplified to the nn-i t f .gr0Up were being probed. 
—•» -*••••< s.sri-iis S".;r 
advocate of't^practi’cer ^ere^ ^ PTtlCe?" and von an 
guous, the latter as having acquired°inerecent’ £°rmer as t0° amb1' nr at- . ° quirea in recent years a more aggressive 
dioMn • "°re aCtlV6’ annotation than was desired. [In one 
The form finally chosen, "Are you a proponent of this practice?" 
was defined in the Methodology chapter. practice? , 
. F?r Pa^tu11 of the study» a repertoire of items for telephone IhTh^T °f huadn-°f Support units and supplementary items to send to 
Withou^U^f the Dlv^slon,of Continuing Education and University 
Without Walls was selected from the pool of items based on the 
£ostsecondary Education Institutions and the Adult Learner: A Self- 
|tudy Assessment and Planning Guide and local modifications and~iddi- 
tions. Pages in the repertoire were typed in the same format as the 
pencil and paper instruments, in the event an interviewee requested a 
copy of his/her responses or expressed a preference for a written 
equivalent of the interview. The general order of categories selected 
from the Guide was retained, although some subheadings were renamed 
and/or further subdivided. About one-fourth of the 210 items in the 
resulting repertoire had also been selected for one or two of the Part 
I pencil-and-paper instruments, primarily the advisor instrument. 
Category headings, subheadings, and the numbers of items in the 
support-unit repertoire are 
Set A: Practices Pertaining to Data Collection and Analysis 
Definitions (3) 
Adult students presently served (11) 
Demographic information (3) 
Needs assessment (4) 
Set B: Outreach Practices 
Recruiting adult students (7) 
Meetings for potential students (6) 
Set C: Admissions Practices 
Means (8) 
Criteria (7) 
Orientation Practices (8) 
Advising 
Practices pertaining to availability of advising (7) 
Credit evaluation practices (15) 
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Other advisor practices (5) 
Student Financial Aid Practices (6) 
Set E: Practices Pertaining to Continuing Education Program (10) 
Set F: Library Practices (14) 
Practices of Learning Resource Centers Administered 
p 2 diversity Units Other than the Library (10) 
actices Pertaining to Academic Support Services 
Academic performance record-keeping (3) 
Other support practices (2) 
Remedial and accelerated programs (4) 
Set G: Registrar Practices (3) 
Practices of Career Counseling/Career Development 
Services (8) K 
Practices of Personal Counseling and Mental Health 
Services (6) 
Practices Pertaining to Other Facilities and Services (5) 
Practices of Placement Services (7) 
Practices of Child Care Services (5) 
Practices of Housing Services (6) 
Practices of Parking and Transportation Services (4) 
Set I: Practices Pertaining to Student Government (4) 
Practices Pertaining to Extracurricular Activities (5) 
Set J: Practices Pertaining to Administrative Structure 
Organization (8) 
Finance (2) 
Set K: Practices Pertaining to Mission 
Institutional mission statement (4) 
Unit mission statement (4) 
Practices Pertaining to Objectives 
Institutional objectives (3) 
Unit objectives (3) 
An itemized list of these practices in not included in the disserta¬ 
tion. The complete wording of 26 practices which were selected for the 
findings report is given in Tables 6 and 10, in Chapter IV. 
Instructions: Notes for opening remarks were prepared so that the 
process of initiating the interviews could be standardized. The re¬ 
marks included identification of the interviewer; reference to an 
introductory letter sent earlier; acknowledgement of the interviewee's 
busy schedule; definition of "adult student"; and an explanation of the 
two-response format. 
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—ercise- £he As-Published Guide 
For the supplementary exercise mentioned at the beginning of 
Chapter VI, two-hour meetings were held, separately, with one staff 
member each from the Division of Continuing Education and University 
Without Walls. The staff members were given copies of the Guide two 
weeks prior to the meetings. The researcher identified her Purpose--to 
get a sense of the Guide's effectiveness as designed-and asked how the 
sessions could be productive for the Interviewees. Each chose to 
respond to all applicable questions rapidly, commenting on particular 
practices or the wording of questions. Interviewees chose to set aside 
performance rating exercises as too time-consuming for a two-hour 
session. Initial attempts at choosing a "state of consideration" for 
descriptor statements proved cumbersome. Instead, the two interviewees 
highlighted practices they wished to place on their units' agendas for 
new or renewed discussion. The researcher later provided, in memo 
format, a list of the practices each had targeted, along with Guide 
page references. 
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Sample Cover Let ter to Unit Heads 
UNIVERSITY OF 
AT AMHERST MASSACHUSET s 
Hills House 
Amherst. MA 0100;! 
|413> 545-2155 
UlVIMi ill ol | ilui .i1kiii.iI |'oIk y 
Research .muJ AoiiiintMi.iiiQfi 
April 14, 1987 
Professor 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
Dear Professor - 
rttspoJdl^r1 SU «*• h».verslty ls 
perceptions are ‘‘cf«! ** ^ °£ 3 
you are bus°“ soTdesl^nTu to c^eV'luVt i°“d S“tv,iy fo™? 1 "elite 
pilot readers, including some former department 3S posslble- Most of the 
chan 25 minutes. department chairs, completed it in less 
campus community. Currently^l^^deere311 P™portion of the UMass/Amherst 
age or older are enrolled 167 o^th^T, 61"? underSradu*tes 25 years of 
Natural Resources. Howlm it L L ”aj°” ln the College of Food and 
policies and practices affect this at>P Y °T khlS catnpus t0 examine how its 
chat in the next five years tJe aduU pro^M^8* S<"e predictions indicate 
nationally will increase significantly. p0rtlon amonS undergraduates 
°f^og^^uhspr^ Tt1' 
Council^n^ducat^on'^Commission 
form by'caZs'man^^nder1 Pr°Vlded an envelope for returning the survey 
rp„«i V T U d circumstances will individual responses be 
.raealad; onfy 8rouP data are meaningful to this study. The identifying number 
cca-pod ou the survey for. Is for followup end research purposes 00!,! 
ho., »)5l3‘l additional information or clarification, please call .e at .y 
will’o^Hi 7363' ,If r°U WOUld 1 ke C° receive summary data from the study, I 
ill giadiy supply them; just let me know in a brief note or by phone. Thank 
tionfand klng ^ ^ °f X°Ur bUSy schedule t0 Provide the requested informa¬ 
tion and any supplementary comments you choose to add. 
Sincerely, 
Annette Greenland, Doctoral Student 
Adult and Higher Education 
The University ol Massachusetts is an Alternative Aclion/Equal Opportunity Institution 
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Sample Lett 
er Introductl 
on to Support-Unit Heads 
ATAVBrW MA!*aohusk ITS 
Hills House 
Amhersl. MA 01003 
(■mi ri.irv?ir,r, 
Division ol LUuij.iliuM.il I'olicv 
Research nnd Adrmn.siraiion 
May 29, 1987 
Mr. Timm Rinehart, Director 
Undergraduate Admissions 
255 Whitmore 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
Dear Mr. Rinehart: 
responsiveness to older undergraduate^tud t °f ChlS Universlty's 
contacting you by telephone in order t i 3 fCW dayS 1 wlU be 
services under your jurisdiction L1 ? t fGW <’uestlons about support 
Perceptions are particularly important to me U"d®rgraduate admissions, your 
nave designed rhe Incervle.TrL. (“T.S ' “ 1 
the University o£0selected',p«ct“cish*hlchSres de“™in,i the “se throughout 
frequently for serving undergraduates who are 25 f°Und t0 be effectlve 
survey also seeks to determine how receptive ST" °f 386 °r °lder- The 
or adopting those selected practices. Sovfi !! ty is to maintaining 
such as those especially suitable for trad-fn^16 f gme"t of other practices, 
be implied or made. tional-age (18-22) students, will 
seeking vu‘mUed°si":r£o™sM:rdS °£ T"0" “"Its by «^phone, I .. 
heads, faculty, academic advisors directo^of °f department and division 
clientele, and adult students Mv th,Hu ! 5 programs with primarily adult 
can Council on Education's Commission on h? sponsored by the Ameri- 
Learner. Commission on Higher Education and the Adult 
campus community. This semester 1 472 d Portion of the UMass/Amherst 
or age or older wer rZ « ’ degree-seeking undergraduates 25 years 
examine how its ! Ho”eVer> ic ls ^ely for this campus to 
predictions indicate that^n the^ C®S ^ffect chls a8e group, because some 
^eb,uSJl3ISSL;S,!“t propoctIP" ™P8 
teiors rTo::;pvratd,to taik^e wuh y°u- if you uish« 
.achlne Is In nW. a' P “8' ! “ “ *X h0“. 549-7363. An answering is in place when I m away from the telephone. 8 
Annette Greenland, Doctoral Student 
Adult and Higher Education 
The University ol Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution 
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Letter of Endorsement 
UNIVERSITY OF 
AT AMHERST 
M ASS AC H US ETTS 
Whitmore Administration Building 
Amnerst. MA 01003 
1413) 545-2464 
Oltice ot the Executive Vice Cnanceilor 
and Provost 
May 1987 
Dear Colleague: 
, ' in tne School of Education. Ms. Greenland's 
dissertation research focuses on policies, practices, and 
2nh2rs?S ab°Ut "°lder" undergraduate students attending the 
Amherst campus of the University. ? 
y°U *° take time to Participate in this research 
project because it promises to be of value to the faculty and 
administration who are working to improve our approach to 
nontraditional students. Over the past several ?ea?s the 
StSdenJ the,ad"*inistration in both Academic Affairs and 
Student Affairs, and the Campus Planning Council have all 
focused m one way or another on students who do not fit the 
typical undergraduate profile. By participating in 
StU?Y' YOU Wil1 add an ^Portant dimension to 
the work that has already been done. 
Cordially, 
?n L. Johnsbn 
Deputy Provost~lhd 
Professor of Communication 
FLJ/ud 
m Massachusetts s .in Alternative Action/Eaud* ODDO'tuniiv msntution 
Sample Cover Lett 
er to Students 
of Massachusetts 
Hills House 
Amherst, MA 01003 
(413) 545-2155 
UNIVERSITY 
AT AM HERS' Division ot Educational Pccv 
Research and Administrating 
April 16, 1987 
Amherst, MA 01003 
Dear _ 
age or older. The University ls t8rd“ates wh° are 25 years of 
order to learn how to improve thlS effort ln 
this adult population. P llcles and practices that serve 
survey fori? I^w ttafillJng °Ut the enclosed 
very important. I am askiig only Zl ^f ' y0Ur 0plnlons a« 
“h° - «« SL » 
background Inf ores ciTwhlVaYnoc r°liC 3SkS f°r S°“e klnds of 
marked an "X" through the item* t ^ 5 levant t0 my study. I have 
time. You'll find a sli r> nf °n C need» to save you some 
there is a specif queStionfTrYh* ^ lnSide the fo^ on “ 
space on Che back pa^? * “-e"tS and Sesgesclona- 
A number stamped on the form ic ffrtn 
purposes only. Under nr> rim - follow-up and research 
and^the^ibraryt^All^o^thi^63^^^^111^3^*113”^^ fill’ 
and analyze it,'will be the ^’d^r^Js^SS!? 
For your convenience, a stamped envelope is provided so that 
£“ “? !<tUCn the l°rm “Uhout £°ld‘"S It- I “bull very »ucj 
heccic^end n't", cc"plettn8 the for" “ithln a week (before Che 
hectic end of the semester comes any closer). If you have any 
questions, please call me at my home number, 413-549-7363. 
Than. A If3®8 dec^ ls e^losed as a small token of appreciation. 
D /U,f0r takln8 time out of Your busy schedule to express your 
opinion about the University's services and practices. 
Sincerely, 
Annette Greenland, Doctoral Student 
Adult and Higher Education 
II" l Inwi-1-.ily I<1 M.r. ,.M 111 Alliim.tlivti A<, l ic >i i/l ((u.il t it ji li it hi y in-,liluiii.ii 
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^Piition-Rate Characteristic 
Quantifiable Components of Instruments 
codabJrresp^nsL'werelro^ded^n'ge^rof8 °f 5m inStruments’ 
persons whose instruments contained hLki°f possible Places by the 356 
completion rates for the quantifiahlT ^ Table 39 displays 
ments in the study. "ComDlet-inn" • P°rtl°ns of the various instru- 
instruments recei^d thlS table ls de£1“d. £°r the 
in the categories Yes, No, Rarely Cond ia?nne|' ’ as any response codable 
and for the Student Opinion Survlv C°ndltlonal Yes> °r Other Comment, 
oval. -521 ^Ei2i2E Survey, as a machine-readable blackened 
Some qualifications apply to the tahle>» /■-n tk 
under the heading "Student Development Approach" °Ml UemS 
ment are not included fM Th« -ui pproach ln the faculty instru- 
ST 
iespondedieS °ffered t0 Send official printed materials rather than 
pond directly to some questions. However, the 617 possible 
coders “stdd.ln.the table are only those which could later be 
coded, as found in interview notes, by means of the numerical scheme 
retrievable facultys and advisor responses; information 
trievable from brochures and other materials received following 
of irTm^S W^S n61they added t0 the oral responses nor counted as part 
of item completion. (c) The completion rate of the DCE unit head is 
potion ofetL r beC3Ur She dld n0t Complete the unit-head-instrument portion of the survey; however, she provided responses for 98% of the 
158 support-service items (a total of 316 possible responses) which 
comprised the rest of the survey packet sent to her. (d) In Section II 
of the Student Opinion Survey, "College Services," a blank is tallied 
m Part A lf the student does not indicate whether he/she has used the 
service; a blank is tallied in Part B, the "satisfaction" response, 
only if a student who has used the service does not blacken an oval on 
he satisfaction scale. The "possible responses" total in Table 39 
reflects this discrimination process. (e) Four students who did not 
complete the quantifiable sections of the SOS account for much of the 
incomplete student response; if the four are excluded, the completion 
rate for the remaining 141 student respondents is 99.0%. 
Non Quantifiable Components of Instruments 
Overall, more than 76% of unit heads, faculty, advisors, and 
students wrote responses to open-ended questions, proportionately more 
advisors and students than unit heads and faculty. 
In tallies of responses by university personnel>to non-quantifia- 
ble components of instruments, such entries as question marks and 
single words were counted as responses, while lone dashes or dots were 
not. Comparisons of the characteristics of commenting with non-com¬ 
menting unit heads, faculty, and advisors were not made. 
Representation in wr-fn-or. „ 
Of adult students Is some"ta "up^r^TA118 C° the mujor 
conclusions drawn from content TrlTyslsof IL **** t0 *«*« 
four respondents who are BGS Majors noo%? ' "f1"'" "oterlal. an 
open-ended question, compared to 85 37 of „!l!Pplied responses to the 
Majors. Representation according to Ludenr ?aJ°rS and 75-3* of uwu 
status is approximately equivalent to the * * and £ulWpart-time 
teristics in the respondent group- 82* of °f those charac- 
and 79% of part-time studenAespond.-nA £ull'tlme'studenr respondents 
and 82% of female student respondent Ur°te C°'“men,:s; of male 
students who returnedInstants bu? ”°d A™?5' °£ the f°Ur 
satisfaction components two fnnP nuu m d C comPlete the usage and 
vided written responses’to the open-endefq'uestion? ^ MaJ°r> Pr°' 
Table 39 
Completion Rates of Quantifiable Components 
of Survey Instruments 
Respondent Group N Possible Responses Number and Percent 
Completed* 
Unit heads 48 4,512 4,349 96.4% 
Faculty 91 6,461** 6,181 95.6 
Advisors 49 3,430 3,367 98.2 
Support-service heads 23 617 604 97.9 
Adult-unit heads: 
DCE 1 410 310 75.6 uww 1 388 387 99.7 
Students 145 10,493 10,131 96.6 
Totals 358 26,311 25,329 96.3 
* Completion" is here defined, for university personnel instruments, as 
a response codable as Yes, No, Rarely, Conditional Yes, or Other Com¬ 
ment; for students, as a blackened oval, one per item, readable by the 
instrument publisher's scoring equipment. 
♦♦Optional items (Student Development Approach section) not included 
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CLIMATE SCORES FOR PRACTICES IN THREE SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 
f“matl(sefchapter peTsona answering in dual-response 
respondent answered "Yes" to "Are' vi', „ exalnple' YY signifies that 
and "Yes" to "Is this your denart-eot- pr0ponent of this practice?" 
(missing) column signifies persons uh/ practlce? Number in "Msg" 
answers or left the item blank. gaVe partlal or ambiguous 
Climate Score = 4 (No. YYs) + 3 (No. YNs) + 2 (No. NYs) + 
1 (No. NNs) + 0 (Msg) 
Practices at tOD of 1 iot- ar-o •• «... 
adoption, practices at bottom of l” °r 
rcanc^:::p:rc:de:n?rbnyoord:arnianrr^d acrrthe three laSt—> 
for more complete wording. 
Table 42 
Climate Scores: Practices in Instrument Sent to Unit Heads (n=48) 
Making academic advising avail in dept 
Accepting other colls' day credit as equal 46 
Monitoring student progress in dept 
Design g dept brochures to show structure 36 
Making Honors, other accel avail in dept 
Maint good referral network w/oth advsg 
Offering courses through Div Cont Ed 
Holding fac discsn about stu completion 
Accepting Div Cont Ed credit as equal 
Accepting other cont ed credit as equal 
Maint good referral network w/remed progs 
Sched some courses longer,less freq mtgs 
Offering trad courses via indep study 
Having ready avail info on retention rates 
Scheduling some sections evenings/weekends 
Collecting reasons stu drop out of dept 
Allow'g stu to devel individ'z'd courses 
Making some effort to attract adult stu 
Awarding credit via special dept exams 
Addressing stu learn styles in fac discsn 
YY YN NY NN Msg Climate 
Score 
47 1 191 
46 2 184 
37 10 1 178 
36 11 1 177 
36 8 3 1 171 
34 11 1 2 170 
38 3 2 3 2 168 
25 19 4 161 
ard deviation above the mean 
38 5 5 157 
36 2 6 4 154 
20 23 4 1 153 
28 10 2 6 2 152 
30 7 10 1 151 
15 29 2 2 149 
23 15 1 7 2 146 
12 30 2 4 140 
19 17 10 2 137 
13 24 8 3 132 
21 11 14 2 131 
13 23 9 3 130 
(continued) 
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Table 42, continued 
YY 
Design g dept brochure 
Maint peer assistance 
s show age diversity 
prog in dept 
9 
6 
YN NY NN Msg Climate 
Score 
27 8 4 125 
29 10 3 121 
Offering trad courses off-campus 
Offering remed courses/progs in dept 
Offering trad courses in media-deliv format 
Making prog complain poss after 4 pm/wknds 
Offering help to stu in portfolio devel 
Making advising avail evenings/weekends 
Spons/partic in staff wksp re adult needs 
Award credit other ways for non-col lrng 
Making p t stu prog compltn poss in 10 sem 
Applying credit from CLEP exams 
Making remed progs avail evenings/weekends 
Making advising avail off campus 
Making remed progs avail in media format 
Applying credit from CEEB/AP exams 
Recog fac work w/adult stu via reward syst 
10 19 
18 
26 
13 14 
10 16 
11 15 
27 
9 11 
10 14 
12 
5 
8 
5 
11 
2 
6 
16 
9 
16 
7 
15 
Mean (114) 
13 5 112 
20 112 
12 5 110 
14 7 108 
18 4 106 
17 5 106 
18 3 99 
21 5 94 
10 14 92 
21 9 87 
19 7 87 
27 4 86 
18 9 86 
19 11 84 
28 3 81 
One standard deviation below the mean 
Offering entire program off campus 5 6 1 32 4 
Making remed progs avail off campus 1 12 26 9 Ottering entire program in media-deliv form 3 6 34 5 
Applying credit from PEP exams 6 5 22 17 Offering trad courses via corresp studv 4 40 4 Offering entire prog via corresp study 2 45 1 Offering entire prog via indep study 1 1 44 2 
Applying credit via NY Regents' exams 7 24 17 
Applying credit via ACE milit equiv guide 6 24 18 
Applying credit via ACE train'g equiv guide 6 24 18 
72 
66 
64 
61 
52 
51 
51 
45 
42 
42 
335 
Climate Scores: 
Table 43 
Practices in Instrument Sent to Faculty (n-91) 
YY YN NY NN Msg 
Supervising indep study course 
Advsg about course subs, flex in curric 
Varying deliv mode in class re lrng prefs 
Teaching interdisciplinary courses 
Varying role in classroom dep stu needs 
Teaching course with indiv lrng contracts 
Teach g course w/experiential lrng compnt 
arying structure in class dep stu needs 
72 11 
66 13 
64 11 
42 41 
61 11 
51 24 
49 27 
59 13 
4 4 
9 3 
10 6 
6 2 
1 12 6 
14 2 
1 11 3 
15 4 
Climate 
Score* 
325 
312 
299 
297 
291 
290 
290 
290 
Giving pos consid to adult stu experience 
Helping adult stu plan indiv'z'd majors 
Teaching evening/weekend courses 
Serving as UWW sponsor/evaluator 
Teaching self/unit—init'd course via DCE 
Being avail for advsg appts after hours 
Teaching response course via DCE 
Working w/adult stu in govt 1 agencies 
Partic in nat/reg conf re how stu learn 
Working w/adult stu in business/industry 
Partic in loc wksp re stu needs, assessmt 
Working w/adult stu in human serv agencies 
Giving pos consid to adult stu age 
Design'g course to build on stu life exp 
Partic in nat/reg conf re adult col stu 
Teaching course at off-campus location 
Teaching other competency-based course 
Helping stu devel portfolio for cred demo 
Undertaking spec rdg about adult col stu 
Partic in nat/reg conf re stu assessment 
Working w/adult stu in oth colls' cont ed 
63 7 1 9 1 284 
43 34 8 6 282 
32 44 12 3 272 
33 39 1 14 4 265 
22 55 9 5 262 
43 17 3 20 8 249 
Mean (242) 
8 65 13 5 240 
22 45 16 8 239 
17 46 1 24 3 232 
22 41 20 8 231 
18 45 23 5 230 
15 50 18 8 228 
45 5 3 26 12 227 
33 20 30 8 222 
7 55 1 24 4 219 
14 43 26 8 211 
23 32 22 14 210 
20 33 1 28 9 209 
11 44 29 7 209 
14 41 1 27 8 208 
8 51 23 9 208 
One standard deviation below the mean 
Leading nat/reg/loc efforts re adult stu 7 46 32 6 198 
Teaching, etc., adult stu in other" orgs 16 37 22 16 197 
Advising students at off-campus locations 19 28 2 32 10 196 
Undertaking research/service re adult stu 11 41 25 14 192 
Teaching a course via corresp study 17 1 65 8 118 
♦Climate scores obtained for one instrument are not standardized with 
those for the other two instruments in the set. 
NOTE: Three "recognition" and six "student development approach" items 
for which only one response was requested are not included in this 
list. 
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Climate Scores: 
Table 44 
Practices in Instrument Sent to Advisors (n-49) 
Provid'g info re pers/career couns sources 
Provid g info re oth advsg sources 
Collecting demographic data re advisees 
Collecting stu descriptive data 
Collecting data on prev learning exper 
YY YN NY NN Msg Climate 
Score* 
48 1 195 
48 1 194 
44 5 191 
44 3 1 1 186 
43 4 1 1 185 
One standard deviation above the mean 
Collecting stu progress data 42 4 2 1 QO 
**Advsg stu about flex in curriculum 44 1 2 1 
I o z 
1 81 
Advsg stu about credit via indep study 42 2 2 2 
1 O 1 
180 
Advsg stu about credit via interdis course 42 4 2 
X KJ \J 
1 80 
**Helping stu plan individ'z'd majors 43 1 4 
I ou 
179 
Advsg stu about credit via DCE courses 42 1 4 1 175 
Design'g advsg prog to consid nds of all 38 6 4 174 
Advsg stu about credit via exper lrng crs 40 2 6 172 
Advsg stu about credit via spec dept exams 33 9 6 165 
Advsg stu about credit via CLEP exams 33 7 1 6 1 161 
Advsg stu about credit via UWW courses 33 7 6 159 
Advsg stu about credit via CEEB/AP exams 28 13 5 2 156 
Advsg stu about credit via off-campus prg 34 4 6 4 154 
Collecting stu academic needs data 33 4 10 1 154 
Mean (143) 
**Partic in wksp re adult learning/-ers 7 30 9 2 131 
♦♦Undertaking special reading re adult stu 12 22 1 10 4 126 
Having persons in unit w/spec trng/rdg 13 18 16 1 122 
♦♦Taking lead role in oth advsrs' lrng 10 22 15 1 121 
Collecting stu personal needs data 18 10 17 4 119 
Making part of advsg prog avail eve/wknds 9 23 1 11 5 118 
Collecting stu socioeconomic data 17 6 25 1 111 
One standard deviation below the mean 
Advsg stu about courses in media formats 7 17 21 3 100 
Using computer-assisted advsg for adults 3 22 15- 8 93 
Advsg stu about credit via corresp study 12 6 27 3 93 
Making some advising avail off campus 7 12 1 24 4 90 
Advsg stu about equiv credit for milit 10 10 2 16 10 90 
Collecting other situational data 11 6 26 5 88 
Advsg stu about equiv credit for training 8 12 2 14 13 86 
Advsg stu about NY Regents' exam credit 5 15 2 15 12 84 
Advsg stu about credit via PEP exams 14 14 12 9 68 
♦Climate scores obtained for one instrument : are not standardized with 
those for the other two instruments in the set. 
♦♦Individual-advisor practices; the others are advising-unit practices. 
APPENDIX E 
Content Analysis Procedures 
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CATEGORIZATION AND CODING 
TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS (UNIT SCHEMES FOR RESPONSES 
HEADS, FACULTY, ADVISORS) 
questions were conteit-analyzedaCUThrinUiaiViS°rS f° open"ended 
consisted of typing them onto tdefcarts „ °h reSP°nSeS 
their location on the Instrument: "universitymLsione"S»HCC°rdln8 C° 
mission, and "other rommon*-" ( ^ u a slCy mission, department 
"change:- and ""he" a“v so"£“lty)i '.'PUrP°Se'" 
cards comprised 80 unit-head responses 158 farn^ 8 ^ °f 338 
advisor responses. Sixteen rPcnLo \ 8 faculty responses, and 100 
sets CTfoutrtlrtte d"Vel°ped fr°” the responses in each of the sub- 
sets. A four digit code was established for each subset, the first 
the ^rePreSentan8 thG 8eneral tone positive, neutral, negative) of 
contentP°nSe remainln8 representing categories of specific 
Measures of inter-coder reliability were sought for the categori¬ 
ze10? schemes. Another doctoral student ("second coder") was in- 
structed in the method used to derive the schemes; approximately 10% of 
the cards from each set were used as training sets. Some definitions 
were darified through discussion. The second coder then coded approxi¬ 
mately 25% of each subset. Disagreements were discussed and a few 
further modifications made in definitions. For those schemes in which 
modifications were made, the second coder coded from 25% to all of the 
remaining responses. Inter-coder reliability statistics were obtained 
before and after final modifications by using Scott's Pi (Scott, 1955). 
One measure of inter-coder reliability (.53) is low by conven¬ 
tional standards and thus bears explanation. In the "department mis¬ 
sion categorization scheme (attached), among the subcategories of 
reasons that the university's mission includes service to adults, is a 
definition giving type of institution (state, land-grant, university) 
as a reason. The principal coder held to a conservative inference, 
requiring the word "because" or a clear sense of it in the response 
before placing it in this subcategory. The second coder felt that just 
the occurrence of the word "university" in the response justified 
placing it in the subcategory. The difference in breadth of inference 
was not resolved, hence the low reliability figure. 
The six categorization schemes are attached. Judgments were made 
in order from left to right. Final inter-coder reliability statistics 
have been added at the bottoms of the columns. 
When content analysis findings were prepared for reporting in 
Chapter IV, the subcategories in columns 2, 3, and 4 which represented 
fewer than 10% of the respondent group were collapsed into "miscella¬ 
neous other" subcategories. 
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CODING SCHEME - STATEMENTS ABOUT UNIVERSITY MISSION 
Department/division chairs/heads, faculty 
Uni^ersltv-rmiU?3 Sp<*esPe”on for y°“r department, how do you Interpret this 
Column 1: 
Overall tone 
of comment 
Column 2: REASONS 
(UMass's mission 
includes service to 
adults because...) 
1 - generally 
positive, i.e., 
mission includes 
service to 
adults 
1 ... of the kind of 
institution it is 
(university, public, 
state, land-grant) 
2 - neutral com¬ 
ments; doesn't 
know; too little 
information to 
classify as pos. 
or neg. concern¬ 
ing service to 
adults 
2 ... age isn't the 
discriminating factor 
determining cli¬ 
entele (i.e., all stu¬ 
dents should have same 
treatment, opporunity) 
3 - generally 
negative, ie., 
sees no UMass 
mission to serve 
adults 
0 - blank 0 - (no reason given) 
9 - more than 1 reason 
given 
Column 3: EMPHASES, 
MANIFESTATIONS (mission 
includes service to 
adults, in this mani¬ 
festation or with this 
emphasis) 
Column 4: CON¬ 
STRAINTS, CON¬ 
DITIONS (UMass'8 
mission Includes 
adults but within 
constraints) 
1 - certain kinds of 1 - if adults 
programs, training, meet criteria 
approaches (e.g., are quali¬ 
fied/motivated , 
come to campus) 
2 - need for flexibi¬ 2 - if or as 
lity/adaptation towards demographics or 
individuals (rules. demand dictate 
access, methods) 
• 
3 - Resource con¬ 
straints deter¬ 
3 - support (general mine extent of 
support or specific service 
support services) 
4 - Traditional 
4 - Improvement or functions, qua¬ 
extra effort needed lity, standards 
to meet this mission must be main¬ 
tained (parallel 
concept) 
5 - This mission is in- 
creasing in importance 5 - Demands of 
profession or 
discipline are 
higher priority 
(hierarchy con¬ 
cept ) 
0 - no special em¬ 0 - no constraint 
phasis mentioned or condition 
given 
9 - more than 1 cate¬ 9 - more than I 
gory of emphasis category of con¬ 
mentioned straint or con¬ 
dition 
mentioned 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
.91 .85 .78 
1.0 
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CODING SCHEME - STATEMENTS ABOUT DEPARTMENT 
Department/division chairs/heads, facul 
mission 
ty 
Survey question: 
either explicitly 
services to adult 
How do you 
or implicit 
students?" 
interpret your department's 
y> to the development or d 
mission 
elivery 
as it relates, 
of programs and 
Column l: 
Overall tone 
of comment 
1 - generally 
positive, i.e. , 
dept, mission 
includes ser¬ 
vice to adults 
2 - neutral com¬ 
ment; doesn't 
know; too little 
information to 
classify pos. or 
neg. 
3 - generally 
negative, i.e., 
no dept, mis¬ 
sion to serve 
adults 
Column 2: REASONS 
(Dept's mission 
includes service to 
adults because...) 
Column 3: EMPHASES, 
MANIFESTATIONS (Dept's 
mission Includes ser- 
to adults, in these 
manifestations or with 
this emphasis) 
Column 4: CON¬ 
STRAINTS, CON¬ 
DITIONS (Dept's 
mission includes 
adults but within 
constraints) 
1 ... of the kind of 
institution Umass is 
(university, public, 
state, land-grant) 
1 - certain kinds of 
programs, training, 
approaches, attitudes 
in dept, re adults 
1 - if adults 
meet criteria 
(e. are qua¬ 
lified/motivated, 
come to campus) 
1 ••• age isn't the 
discriminating factor 
in determining cli¬ 
entele (i.e., all stu¬ 
dents should have same 
treatment) 
2 - need for flexibl- 2 - if or as 
lity/adaptation towards demographics or 
students as individuals . demand dictate 
(rules, access, methods) 
3 - Resource 
constraints de- 
3 ... of the kind of 
dept, or school it is 
3 - support (general 
support, specific sup¬ 
port services) 
A - Improvement or ex¬ 
tra effort needed 
to meet this mission 
termine extent 
of service 
A - Traditional 
functions, qua¬ 
lity, standards 
must be main¬ 
tained (parallel 
concept) 
5 - This mission is 
increasing in im¬ 
portance 
6 - Adults are 
desirable students 
5 - Demands of 
profession or 
discipline remain 
top priority (hi¬ 
erarchy concept) 
6 - Effort is of 
indiv. faculty 
rather than 
dept, policy 
0 - blank 0 - no reason given 0 - no special em¬ 
phasis mentioned 
9 - more than 1 reason 
given 
9 - more than 1 cate 
gory of emphasis 
mentioned 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
7- Service is 
limited primarily 
to graduate 
students 
0 - no constraint 
or condition 
given 
9 - more than 1 
category of con¬ 
straint or con- 
dition 
mentioned 
.83 .53 .95 .89 
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CODING SCHEME - OTHER COMMENTS 
Department/division chairs/heads, faculty 
supplementary ■ ”‘“fr1 sh"ts' «or cUtlf,,., ot 
Col I ITn n 1 • a. a --- olumn 1 
Overall tone of 
comment 
Column 2: Personal 
situation 
1 - generally 1 - comment about ^ 
positive regard- situation, assignment- 
ing survey items involvement with adults 
stated or implied 
Column 3: Special 
characteristics of 
adults 
1 ~ mentioned positive 
characteristics or in¬ 
fluence of adults 
Column 4: Ele¬ 
ments of the 
survey 
1 - positive 
comment about 
particular as¬ 
pect of survey 
Z - neutral or 
unclassifiable 
as pos. or neg. 
regarding survey 
items 
2 - comment about own 
situation, assignment; 
involvement with adults 
neither stated nor 
implied 
2 — mentioned charac¬ 
teristic or influence of 
adults — neutral or 
having both pos. and 
neg. components 
2 - neutral 
comment about 
particular as¬ 
pect of survey 
3 - generally 
negative re¬ 
garding survey 
items 
3 - mentioned problems 3 - negative 
or negative character- comment about 
istic of adults particular as¬ 
pect of survey 
0 - made no 
comment in 
the space 
0 - made no comment 
about personal situa¬ 
tion 
0 — made no comment 
about adult charac 
teristics 
0 - did not 
comment on 
survey form 
or study 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
1.0 .91 
.84 1.0 
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CODING SCHEME 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION ABOUT PURPOSE 
Academic advisors 
OF ADVISING UNIT 
°f ^ adVlSlng unlt 38 lc 
Column 1: 
Overall tone 
of comment 
1 - generally 
positive con¬ 
cerning atten¬ 
tion to age di¬ 
versity 
Column 2: APPROACH 
or STANCE of unit 
(philosophy, policy) 
1 - help all students, 
students in general 
( group" concept) 
Column 3: SPECIAL 
ASPECTS, DUTIES 
OF UNIT ("evidence") 
Column 4: CON¬ 
STRAINTS, CON¬ 
DITIONS related 
to unit practice 
1 - Resource 
constraints must 
be considered 
1 - promote/manage 
programs especially 
suited to adult students 
2 treat every student 2 - use approaches 
as individual case especially suited to 
( individual" concept) adult students 
2 - unclassifi— 3 - unit has explicitly 
able as positive stated sensitivity to 
or negative con- adult students 
concerning at¬ 
tention to age 
diversity; neu¬ 
tral; don't know 
3 - one or more staff 
has special training 
re adult students 
3 - generally 
negative concern¬ 
ing attention to 
age diversity 
2 - Require¬ 
ments, standards 
must be observed 
3 - Few or no 
adults seek 
unit's services 
0 - blank 0 - did not comment 0 - named no special 
on unit's approach aspects of unit 
9 - named more than 
one special aspect 
of unit 
0 - named no 
constraints or 
conditions 
9 - named more 
than one con¬ 
straint or con¬ 
dition 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
.82 .70 .77 1.0 
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CODING SCHEME - RESPONSES TO QUESTION ABOUT CHANGES IN ADVISING UNITS 
Academic advisors 
Survey question: 
responsive to the 
change first?" 
"If you were to 
needs of adult 
change your unit's advising program to make i 
undergraduate students, what ONE ASPECT would 
t more 
you 
Column 1: 
Overall tone 
of suggested 
change(s) 
Column 2: TYPE OF 
CHANGE (use this col- 
for 1st type of change 
listed) 
Column 3: TYPE OF 
CHANGE (use this column 
if more than one type 
of change is listed) 
Column 4: CON¬ 
STRAINTS, CON¬ 
DITIONS in con¬ 
sidering change 
1 - generally a 1 - staff changes: more staff, 
positive change more training for existing staff 
(i.e., toward 
more responsive¬ 
ness to needs of 2 - expanded hours 
adult u.g.'s) 
1 - Resource 
constraints must 
be considered 
2 - unclassifiable 
as positive or 
negative regarding 3 - special programs/services/ 
responsiveness to procedures suited to adult students 
needs of adult 
u.g.'s; neutral; 
don't know; N/A 
2 - Require¬ 
ments , stand¬ 
ards must be 
observed 
3 - generally 4 - more or better publicity or 
negative (i.e., information 
not tending toward 
more responsive¬ 
ness to needs of 
adult u.g.'s) 
3 - Few or no 
adults seek 
unit's services 
0 - blank 0 - comment does 0 - no 2nd change 
not include sug- listed 
gestion for change 
0 - no con¬ 
straint or 
condition 
mentioned 
9 - more than 2 
categories of change 
are listed 
9 - more than 
one constraint 
or condition 
mentioned 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
i.O l-° .91 
1.0 
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CODING SCHEME - OTHER COMMENTS 
Academic Advisors 
Survey stimulus: "Please use the space below for 
comments concerning survey items." any clarifying or supplementary 
Column 1: Column 2: PERSONAL 
Overall tone SITUATION OR VIEW 
of comment 
1 ~ generally 1 - personal situation; 
positive con- involvement with adults 
cerning survey stated or implied 
items 
2 - neutral, 
N/A, unclassifi- 
able as positive 
or negative in 
context, con¬ 
cerning survey 
items 
2 - personal situation; 
involvement with adults 
neither stated nor 
implied 
3 - generally 
negative con¬ 
cerning survey 
items 
Column 3: SITUATION 
OF LARGER UNIT (dept., 
university) 
Column 4: CON- 
CONSTRAINTS , 
CONDITIONS 
1 - department or univ. l - Resource 
situation; relevance constraints 
to adults stated or must be con- 
implied sidered 
2 - department or univ. 
2 - Require¬ 
ments, stand- 
situation; relevance ards must be 
to adults neither stated observed 
nor implied 
3 - Few or no 
adults are 
served by unit 
4 - Survey has 
limitations or 
flaws 
0 - Blank 0 — no comment on 0 - no comment on 0 — no comment 
personal situation dept, or univ. situation on constraints 
9 - more than 
one constraint 
or condition 
mentioned 
INTERCODER RELIABILITY: 
1.0 1-0 .79 
1.0 
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CONTENT ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT RESPONSES 
TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTION 
Responses of adult undergraduate*; tn an 
inviting suggestions for changes in university attitudes^behaviors 
policies, and practices were content-analysed! Response; were 
photocopied in order to separate the information from the rest of the 
nstrument; identification numbers were written on the backs of sheets 
safeguard against unconscious bias in judgments of content. 
.. • , An initial attempt was made to develop categories of change en¬ 
tirely from the response themselves, in a procedure similar to that 
devised for the open-ended-question responses of unit heads, fa!u!!y 
and advisors. However, the resulting student-comment categories—Aca¬ 
demic Academic/Administrative, and Support Services/Approaches-con- 
tained too much overlap and too many small categories. Although useful 
in initial sorting, the scheme was discarded. 
„More satisfactory was an adaptation of a "barriers to participa¬ 
tion model described by Cross (1981, pp. 97-108), who synthesized 
findings from several studies of potential participants in various 
kinds of adult education, notably a national survey conducted for the 
Commission on Non-Traditional Study (Carp, Peterson, and Roelfs, 1974). 
Cross concluded that 
Obstacles can be classified under three headings: 
situational, institutional, and dispositional barriers. 
Situational barriers are those arising from one's 
situation in life at a given time. [They include] [l]ack 
of time due to job and home responsibilities . . . , 
[l]lack of money . . . , [and] [l]ack of child care. . . . 
Institutional barriers consist of all those practices 
and procedures that exclude or discourage working adults 
from participating in educational activities — incon¬ 
venient schedules or locations, full-time fees for part- 
time study, inappropriate courses of study. . . . 
Dispositional barriers are those related to attitudes 
and self-perceptions about oneself as a learner .... 
(p. 98) 
Because those surveyed in the studies synthesized by Cross were 
potential participants in adult education, in contrast to those in the 
present study, who are enrolled, degree-seeking students, the first 
adaptation was from the "barriers" concept to an "obstacles to satis¬ 
faction" model. The second major adaptation was to shift the locus of 
attitudes under her third heading outside the student—that is, to 
attitudes of others, primarily because the open-ended question invited 
changes in attitudes of this institution toward adult students. This 
latter category was renamed an attitudinal category of suggested 
changes. Finally, Cross's institutional category was moved to the 
position of first content judgment and renamed an institutional/proce¬ 
dural category. 
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instituuo^ea:dssitri:Lyri«d1barriets grped ty cr°es 
liminary subcateaories 5n ^addngs were sel«ted as tentative pre- 
wording of predetermined^ubcategorles^omewhat^odlfied°P€ 
Two attempts at constructing the "new" attitudinal category were 
necessary to develop a satisfactory set of sTbcategorles Spending on 
were classified Icr s‘Vdent's. remarks■ suggestions for attitude changes 
the atMtnH» a aa "8 eJther t0 the Percelved source or content of 
attitude. An additional subcategory was established for those 
suggestions which did not specify attitude source or content. 
As was the case with the university personnel responses to open- 
ended questions, a four-digit code was established for student respon- 
^ “ e ^irst di8it represented the presence or absence of suggested 
changes and the overall tone of the context (if any) surrounding the 
suggestions. The second, third, and fourth digits represented subcate¬ 
gories under Institutional/Procedural, Situational, and Attitudinal 
categories, respectively. Where a response seemed applicable to more 
tthan one category, the dominant theme guided judgment. 
The number of suggested changes in student responses ranged from 
none to 10. Because students were asked which two aspects they would 
change first, a maximum of two suggestions was recorded for each 
respondent. The two were either those clearly marked "1" and "2" (or 
first and "second") or the first two identifiable in the text of the 
response. 
No outside or second coder was employed for judging student 
responses. Rather, two coding periods separated by a period of reflec¬ 
tion were scheduled. The order in which responses sheets were coded 
was changed in the interim. About 4% of judgments made in the first 
period were revised in the second period. 
Because all subcategories which were developed are listed in the 
text, a separate classification scheme is not provided here. However, 
some of the value-bearing words found in responses and used to guide 
the first ("tone") judgments are listed below. 
POSITIVE: satisfied, very efficient, exceptional, personal attention, 
"thanks for asking," very pleased, excellent, opportunity, positive, 
proud, grateful, very impressed 
NEGATIVE: dissatisfied, insult, lack of concern, tension, forced, 
restricted, mandatory, afford, resent, inconvenience, lost, neither 
desirable nor applicable, uncaring, rude, condescending, outrageous, 
impossible, aggravating, careless, atrocious, stress, difficult status, 
unacceptable, bias, discrimination, second-rate, afraid, "passing the 
buck," "royal run around" 
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Hindsights 
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Hindsights 
During the course of data analysis and organization of results 
some limitations became apparent which were not anticipated in the' 
planning stages of the study, while their affects are assumed not to 
here to°infnim ih f°Pe °f the entlre SCudy> Chey are ““ioned 
assn °/ f° mwth°Se “h° ”ay use the £lndln«s which are most closely 
?hat Jh d the llmltatl°ns. and to caution future researchers so 
that they might revise their study designs accordingly. 
Faculty Teaching Level 
The lack of ready access to current teaching levels of faculty at 
the time the faculty sample was selected was the impetus for requesting 
that information from participants via the survey instrument. Eight of 
91 respondents (about 9/0 reported that they were teaching graduates 
only, and two (about 2%) reported that they were not teaching. These 
two subgroups were excluded when data were statistically examined 
according to teaching level, but their responses are combined with 
those of the other respondents in the remaining aggregations, and their 
interpretations of mission towards adults were content-analyzed along 
with the rest. The effect on proponence differences is probably mini¬ 
mal, since few significant proponence differences among faculty sub¬ 
groups were found, but the presence of graduate-level-only faculty in 
usage figures could have skewed the extent of responsiveness to under¬ 
graduates somewhat upward. In future studies which focus only on 
response to undergraduates, teaching level should be one of the cri¬ 
teria which determine exclusions from the sample. 
Influence of Graduate-Level Usage 
Related to the concern above is that some respondents, particular¬ 
ly unit heads, likely approached certain of the usage questions ("Is 
this your department's practice?") out of a broader sense of unit 
activity than was requested of them. That is, despite the insertion of 
the word undergraduate three times in instructions for completing the 
instrument, there are indications in study data that the prevalence of 
many of the named practices at the graduate level influenced some usage 
responses. A clear example of this influence is the high rate of 
reported usage of media-delivered instructional formats by College 
of Engineering unit heads; closer examination of the nature of this 
activity reveals that the centerpiece of such formats is an off-campus 
master's—degree program delivered via videotape to graduate engineers 
at industrial locations. A second example is in the School of Educa¬ 
tion, whose unit heads reported a high rate of offering off-campus 
courses and programs. Most off-campus programs in Education are de¬ 
livered to graduate students, although occasionally undergraduates and 
non-degree students are allowed to enroll. 
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One way to diminish a too-broad interpretation of usage in 
chos^ frtte8d^r?erpfnseb£o^dd»Ar:PeyoifaCatl0n *° ^ qUeSCl°"8 
“d "IS thlS 3 vlth'Snd!^ 
Common Areas of Practice 
When proponence and usage of unit heads, faculty, and advisors 
were statistically compared under common topic headings such as inde¬ 
pendent study and off-campus advising, the justification for the exer¬ 
cise was essentially that although each group's function differs, the 
broad topic is a connecting theme, and thus the extent of proponence 
and usage for whatever is a group's appropriate activity could be 
compared. Differences in the amount of individual and group effort 
involved in those practices were not brought into the discussion. This 
becomes a limitation only if such a comparison becomes the major focus 
of a study, or if efforts are made at initiating change across the 
institution only on the basis of these common-topic comparisons. For 
example, an individual faculty member's decision to accept evening 
advising appointments is at a far different spot on a scale of effort 
and complexity than an entire department s decision to make the range 
of its advising available after hours. 
Multiple Statistical Analyses 
Repeated one-way analyses of variance were performed on study 
data for example, on proponence and usage scores for individual items 
of practice. This choice of statistical approaches could have resulted in 
considerable Type I error; that is, since in all analyses there was an 
attempt to control Type I error at the .05 level, the multiple applica¬ 
tions of the technique would have resulted by definition in five cases 
(out of every 100) where significant differences were found erroneous¬ 
ly. It is recognized here that multivariate techniques would have 
avoided this multiple-testing difficulty, but with an associated cost. 
Specifically, multivariate techniques require that an extremely large 
number of parameters be estimated; the sizes of the samples required to 
estimate sufficiently a large number of parameters would be at least 
tenfold greater than the number available in the populations of 
interest to this study. 
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